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ABSTRACT
V This report describes the use of the MACCS2 code. The document is primarily a user's guide,
though some model description information is included. MACCS2 represents a major
enhancement of its predecessor MACCS, the MELCOR Accident Consequence Code System.
MACCS, distributed by government code centers since 1990, was developed to evaluate the
impacts of severe accidents at nuclear power plants on the surrounding public. The principal
phenomena considered are atmospheric transport and deposition under time-variant meteorology,
short- and long-term mitigative actions and exposure pathways, deterministic and stochastic health
effects, and economic costs. No other U.S. code that is publicly available at present offers all these
capabilities. MACCS2 was developed as a general-purpose tool applicable to diverse reactor and

nonreactor facilities licensed by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission or operated by the
Department of Energy or the Department of Defense. The MACCS2 package includes three
primary enhancements: (1) a more flexible emergency-response model, (2) an expanded library of
fadionuclides, and (3) a semidynamic food-chain model. Other improvements are in the areas of
phenomenological modeling and new output options. Initial installation of the code, written in
FORTRAN 77, requires a 486 or higher IBM-compatible PC with 8 MB of RAM.
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...VOLUME III, CHAPTER 1: OVERALL
REQUIREMENTS
Paragraph No.
2.6.5

Rationale

' Requirement
Methodology for Demonstrating Site Dose Criterion

Methodology for Demonstrating Dose Criterion

8

The demonstration that the site dose criterion is met shall use
a physically-based source term release Into an intact containment, as defined in Chapter 5, Sectlon'2.4.1.

The physicaily-based source term is based on release and
removal phenomena from actual core damage sequences
and should be reasonably bounding for source terms from
the probabilistically significant sequences. The intact containment.is based on ALWR containment performance requirements, which have been'specified such that severe accident
challenges to containment are effectively precluded or can
be accommodated, thus providing integrity of the containment.

8

The methodology for the PAG dose evaluation shall consist of
ithe following;

2.6.5.1

2.6.5.2

Rev.

Approach

Approach

A probabilistic dose (PD) method (e.g., CRAC2 or MACCS)
shall be used.

A PD method is chosen for consistency with the basis for exIsting emergency planning and the fact that PD methods
have provision for the particulate component of the source
term (and thus are an appropriate method for 6alculating
PAG comparison doses). The use of CRAC2, MACCS. or
another similar code is consistent with current level 3 PRA.
evaluations and ALWR PRA Key Assumptions and Groundrules (KAG).

8

Meteorological Database

Meteorological Database

5

The mneteorological database shagl be that provided in Annex
B to Appendix A to Chapter 1 of the URD.

This meteorological database is that provided In the PRA
KAG. It is an actual site meteorological database for which
the RG 1.145 two-hour Exclusion Area Boundary X/Q is estImated to be greater than the X/Q for 80 to 90 percent of
U.S. operating sites.

5
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VOLUME III, CHAPTER 1: OVERALL REQUIREMENTS
Par~araoh No.
Para nh No.
2.6.5.3

-

Rationale

Reauirement

Direction-Dependent vs. Direction-Independent

Direction-Dependent vs. Direction-independent

5

The dose calculation shall be directiorh-independent.

The calculations supporting existing emergency planning are
direction-Independent, i.e., the frequency of exceeding given
dose levels is provided independent of direction. The NRC
safety goals use a direction-indejiendent approach as well.
The use of a direction-independent approach is also consistent with the methods to be used in preparing the complementary cumulative distribution function (CCDF) for the exceedance frequency of off-site doses at the site boundary required by the PRA KAG.

5

Statistical Measure of Dose to be Compared to 1 Rem
PAGs

8

Existing emergency planning on-establishing thait "most" core
melt accidents would not exceed the PAG. There are two
sources of variability In determining the meaning of 'mosr in
the situation for existing emergency planning (i.e., NUREG
0396): the magnitude of. the source term, and the meteorology. A similar approach is used here for ALWR emergency
planning. Median dose (i.e., 50th percentile meteorology) together with the physically-based source term, which tends to
bound the source term expected for nearly all core melt accidents in an ALWR,-assures that the dose from most core
melt accidents will not exceed 1 rem.

8

2.6.5.4 Statistical Measure of Dose to be Compared to 1 Rem
•PAGs
.
-

'
-

Rev.

The dose to be compared to the 1 Rem PAG for ALWR emergency planning shall be the median dose.
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VOLUME II!, CHAPTER 1: OVERALL REQUIREMENTS
Iranmnh I

Paranranh
:.2.6.5.5

Reaufrement
Redulrement
Statistical Measure of Dose to be Compared to 5 Rem
PAGs
The dose to be compared to the 5 PAG shall be the 90th percentile dose.
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Rationale
Statistical Measure of Dose to be Compared to 5 Rem
PAGs
More extreme (e.g., very stable atmospheric conditions, low
wind speed) meteorology could cause higher doses for a
given source term. While doses exceeding 1 rem would not
be expected as noted above, a 5 rem limit has been specified for 90th percentile meteorology in order to address more
extreme meteorological conditions. A 5 rem limit for such
conditions Is considered reasonable on several grounds.
First, ICRP 63 rec6mnmends a dose limit for evacuation no
lower than 50 mSv (i.e., 5 rem). Second, under stable, low
wind speed conditions, the plume is concentrated (only
about 100 feet wide at 0.5 mile) and is moving slowly, so the
need for rapid evacuation would be quite limited. Finally, 5
rem Is the upper end of the I to 5 rem range recommended
by EPA and thus is a reasonable limit for emergency planning purposes under low probability weather conditions.

Rev.
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ParaqraphNo..

Ratiohale

Requirement

2.6.5.6 - Whole Body Dose vs. Effective Dose Equivalent

The
dose to(EDE)
be calculated is the sum of the effective dose
-equivalent
resulting

from exposure to external sources

(cloud shine and ground shine) and the committed effective
dose equivalent (CEDE) from plume infialation.

Whole Body Dose vs. Effective Dose Equivalent

8

The May 1992 revision to Manual of Protective Action

8

Guides and Protective Actions for Nuclear Incidents (PAG
Manual) calls for the use of EDE as the basis for determining off-site doses in relation to the 1 to 5 rem PAG. MACCS
already employs this concept, as does the current 10CFR20.
A separate thyroid dose limit is unnecessary since the EDlE
includes the organ weighted contribution from thyroid exposure. Not specifying a separate thyroid dose limit is also consistent with the recent NRC 1OCFR50/100 rule change which
specifies EDE as defined in Section 2.6.5.6.
A separate Ingestion exposure pathway requirement has not
been specified since the Ingestion exposure planning distance will be determined, using the May,. 1992 PAG Manual
guidelines, on a generic basis for all ALWRs. This will be accomplished by assuming that the 0.5 mile dose is equal to
the PAG (i.e., the EDE limit for plume exposure); determining the maximum iodine contribution to this dose; and using
this maximum iodine release as the basis for calculating the
distance at which the ingestion dose equals the controlling ingestion pathway PAG (i.e., a projected infant thyroid dose
from cows' milk of 1.5 rem on a preventative basis and 15
rem as a basis, for emergency contamination)..
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2.6.5.7

2.6.5.8

Rationale

Reauirement

ParagraphNo.

Inclusion of Organic Iodide in the PAG Calculation

Inclusion of Organic Iodide in the PAG Calculation

8

In calculating doses for comparison with the PAG values to
justify ALWR emergency planning, the contribution from organic iodide can be neglected.

The I and HI are quite reactive and are likely to undergo
natural deposition as rapidly (or more rapidly) than the par-'
ticulate. Given that pH is controlled as specified in the Utility
Requirements Document, the actual dose contribution from
organic Iodide is expected to be very small (a few percent of
thyroid dose) and thus can be omitted from the dose calculation.

8

Dose Commitment

Dose Commitment

5

A dose commitment of 50 years shall be used for TEDE from
plume Inhalation.

In the May 1992 revision of the PAG Manual, plume inhalation dose commitmeht Is assumed to be the "lifetime'. It is
judged that a 50-year commitment is adequate on a generic
basis to fulfill that requirement; it is also the duration used in
the current 10CFR20.
This differs from the PRA as specified In the KAG where the
intent is to compare calculated doses to the 25 rem threshold for acute health effects (based on the current 25 rem
whole body requirement in 10CFR100). It also differs from
NUREG-0396 which uses one year commitment for inhalation.

2.6.5.9

Rev.

Radionuclides to be Included

Radionuclides to be Included
The radionuclides Identified in Table 11-2 of the CRAC2 User's
Guide (NUREG/CR-2326) shall, be the minimum list of radionuclides included in the calculation of doses for the purpose of
meeting the limits for ALWR emergency planning.
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There are 54 radionuclides identified In this list. In MACCS
there are six additional radionuclides! Sr-92, Y-92, Y-93,
Ba-139, La-141, and La-142. These are not critical for the
PAG comparison calculation; the impact of the Sr, Y, Ba and
La isotopes already included in the CRAC2 list is much
greater, given their relative quantities, half-lives and dose
-conversion factors. therefore, the CRAC2 list Is acdeptable.
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VOLUME III, CHAPTER 1: OVERALL REQUIREMENTS
Paranranli Nn

Paral7raphNo.

2.6.5.10
•

-

..

,

2.6.5.11
.

*

Reaulrement
Reoulrement
Dose Conversion Factors

Rationale
Dose Conversion Factors

External dose conversion factors (plume and ground expo-.
sure) shall be based on Kocher, D.C., 'Dose Rate Conversion
Factorsfor ExternalExposure to Photons, and Electron Radialion from Radionuclides Occurring in Routine Releases from
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Facilities,"Health Phys., Volume 38, pp.
543-621 (1980). Inhalation dose conversion factors shall be
based on Federal Guidance Report No. 11, 'Limiting Values
of Radionuclide Intake and Air Concentrationand Dose Conversion Factorsfor Inhalation, Submersion and Ingestion," Office of Radiation Programs, USEPA (1988).

Federal Guidance Report No. 11 is the document referenced
by the May 1992 revision of the PAG Manual. However, in
this guide, external dose conversion factors are provided
only for noble gases. The external dose conversion factors
used in MACCS for NUREG-1 150 calculations are referenced in NUREG/CR-4551 to the specified Health Physics article. These are judged to be acceptable for the use described herein. The Inhalation dose conversion factors provided in the guide are for a 50-year 'lifetime" commitment,
consistent with 2.6.5.8 above.

8

Plume Modeling

Plume Modeling

5.

The plume modeling in MACCS differs somewhat from'that
in CRAC2. The differences have been resolved as follows:

8

Rationale

The model used to treat dispersion In the calculation of doses
for the purpose of meeting the limits for ALWR emergency
planning shall be a straightilne Gaussian plume. Plume centerline doses shall be reported. The values of ay and aoz that
are used to characterize the Gaussian plume expansion shall
be based on Pasquill-Gifford curves. It the analytical model
used in the analysis ernploys a uniform approximation of the
expansion in the crosswind (y) direction (e.g., CRAC2), the final result shall be Increased by an appropriate factor to provide benterline doses. In the case of CRAC2 (which employs
a 3-oy 'top hat" approximation or the crosswind Gaussian dis*tribution), the factor shall be 1.2.
The initial cy shall be the building width divided by 4.3 if
some other factor Is used to determine the initial oy (e.g., a
factor of 3 in CRAC2), and the building width specification
shall be changed at the Input level to compensate (e.g.. the
building width for CRAC2 shall be input as 70% of its actual
value).,
Page 1.2-39
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To demoristrate that the PAGs will not be exceeded within
the exclusion area boundary (EAR) radius, the peak
centerline value is the value that should be reported.
To obtain this value, the CRAC2 results must be multiplied
by a factor of 1.2. In addition, to compensate for the initially
more disperse plume in CRAC2 (which results from setting
the initial oy equal to building width/3 instead of building
widthl4.3), it is necessary to set the CRAC2 building width at
the input level to 70% of its actual value.
5
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2.6.5.11

Rationale

Requirement

ParagraphNo.

Plume Modeling (Continued)

Plu me Modeling (Continued)

The correlation for dispersion in the vertical direction (z) shall
be the form (T.= axb + c where x is the distance the plume
has traveled, The values for a, b and c shall be the fixed values in CRAC2. In the event a simpler form has been employed for calculational ease*(e.g., oz =.axb in MACCS), the
coefficients shall be set to provide the same value of az at a
site boundary of 0.5 mie'and at a low population zone (LPZ)
radius of two miles as would be calculated using the fixed val-

ues for a, b and c In CRAC2. Those values are.as follows:
Stability

A
B
C
D
E

F.

a

b

2.47E-4
0.078"
0.144
0.368
0.2517
0.184

2.118
1.085
0.911
0.6764
0.6720
0.6546
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In CRAC2, the expansion in the z-direction (vertical) is
controlled by an expression for az as a function of
plume travel, x. The expression has the form oz = axb
+ c with the constants fixed in the coding. In MACCS,
a different correlation which does not use an additive
constant (c" term) has been employed, but only for the
purpose of convenience. For specific radial Intervals of
interest, values of a and b can be defined to give the
same values of X/Q as CRAC2 at the two specific radial
distances that define the interval. This is what has
been done in this methodology specification. The 0.5mile site boundary and 2-mile LPZ were chosen simply
as typical radial distances.
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ParaqaDhNo.
2.6.5.11

2.6.5.12

Rationale

Requirement
Plume Modeling (Continued)

Plume Modeling (Continued)

The time base for plume meander for long duration releases
shall be the fixed value in CRAC2, three minutes.

*

Release Height and Energy of Release
" The release height and energy of release assigned to the
physically-based source term shall correspond to a cold,
ground-level release for the purpose of calculating the dose.
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For long release times (greater than a few minutes),
plume meander becornes an important factor in determining peak centerline doses. In CRAC2, the time
base for plume meander was fixed at 3 minutes; In
MACCS, it is a user input with 10 minutes having been
used in NUREG-1 150 and appearing in the standard
problem Input fife. The data base supporting the modeling of plume meander includes averaging times (i.e., the
time base) of approximately 3 to 10 minutes. Since the
important parameter for plume meander is the ratio of
release duration to the time base, and since the release
duration being used in the PAG assessment Is 10
hours, (per 2.6.5.14). duration to time base is better approximated by using the low end of the averaging range
(i.e., the fixed CRAC2 value of 3 minutes) than the high
end.

Release Height and Energy of Release
Current severe accident analysis practice is to use release
height and energy values that are consistent with the containment failure sizellocatlon or leak rate and associated thermodynamic conditions. However, for the ALWR physicallybased source term, containment is Intact, releases are not
credited through a stack, and best estimate meteorologyis
used. Thus a cold, ground level release is appropriate.

Rev.
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ParaqranhNo.

Rationale

Requirement

Rev.

Duration of Exposure to Ground Contamination

Duration of Exposure to Ground Contamination

5

The duration of exposure to ground contamination shall be 24
hours from the start of release of fission products from the
fuel.

The 24-hour period provides margin for ALWR accident detection, notification, and evacuation The 24-hour period is
also consistent with the existing emergency planning basis.

8

Duration of Release and.Number of Plume Segments

Duration of Release and Number of Plume Segments

5

The release duration to be used in calculating doses for the
ALWR physically-based source term shall be 10 hours if a single plume segment is used, or 24 hours if multiple plume seg-

"

ments are used.

The CRAC2 code has a limit on release duration of 10 hours
and can employ only a single plume. The MACCS code will.
accept a release duration greater than 10 hours and can employ multiple plumes (i.e., different source terms in succession), - - this capability being most useful when the character
of the release to the environment abruptly changes in the
course of an accident. This is not the case for the ALWR
physically-based source term, where the difference in dose
between a 10-hour release duration and a 24-hour release
duration is only a few percent.

8

..

Shielding Factors

Shielding Factors

5

Shielding factors shall be 0.75 for plume exposure and 0.33
for exposure to ground contamination.

The values given are those from NUREG-0396, Section F,
'no immediate protective actions" and are consistent with the
"normal activity" requirement of the PRA KAG.

5

2.6.5.13

2.6.5.14

2.6.5.15
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2.6.5.16

Rationale

Reouirement

Breathing Rate and Inhalation Protection Factors

5

. rate shall be 3.3 x 10 m /sec. For codes with
The breathing
provision for an Inhalation protection factor, this value shall be.
set at 0.4. For codes without an inhalation protection factor,
the breathing rate shall be reduced by a factor of 2.5.

The breathing rate identified in the May 1992 revision of the
PAG Manual Is the value specified. In the MACCS code,
there is provision to reduce the inhalation dose by a factor to
account for differences between the plume concentration and
the concentration actually being breathed. NUREGICR-4551
(one of the supporting documents for NUREG-1 150) suggests an annual average value of 0.4 for normal activity (0.2
for active sheltering). The use of a *normal activity" inhalation protection factor Is consistent with the requirements of
the PRA KAG.

8

Dry Deposition Velocity

Dry Deposition Velocity

5

These values are those of the May 1992 revision of the PAG
Manual. Current severe accident analysis practice is to use
values of 1.0 cm/sec (NU'REG-0396/CRAC2) to 0.3 cm/sec
(NUREG-1150/MACCS); the PRA KAG does not establish a
requirement for dry deposition velocity.

8

Breathing Rate and Inhalation Protection Factors
4

2.6.5.17

Rev.

3

-.-The dry deposition velocity shall be 1.0 cm/sec for iodine and
% 0.1 cm/sec for other particulates.
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.UNITED STATES NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
...ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT AND FINDING OF
NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT
RELATING TO-THE CERTIFICATION OF'THE
AP1000 STANDARD PLANT DESIGN
DOCKET NO., 52-006

The U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) has issued a design certification for
the Advanced Passive 1000 (AP1 000) design in.response to-an application~submitted on,
March 28, 2002, by Westinghouse Electric Company, LLC (hereinafter referred to as
Westinghouse)., A design certification is a rulemaking; the Commission has decided to adopt
design certification rules as:appendices to Part 52 of Title 10 of the Code of Federal
Regulations(10 CFR Part 52).
The NRC has performed an environmental assessment (EA) of the environmental
impacts of the proposed new rule and has documented its findings of no significant impact in
accordance with the requirements of 10 CFR 51.21 and the National Environmental Policy Act
of 1969 (NEPA), as amended. This EA also addresses the severe accident mitigation design
alternatives (SAMDAs), that the NRC has considered'as'part of this EA for the AP.I000 design.
This EA does not address the site-specific environmental impacts of constructing and operating
a facility,,which -references the AP1000 design certification at a particular site;-such impacts will
be evaluated as part of any application or-applications for the siting, construction, or operation
of a facility.

.

.....

As discussed in detail in Section-4 0 bf this EA, the NRC determined that issuing this
design certification does not constitute a major Federal action significantly affecting the quality
of the human environment. The basis for this finding of no significant impact is that the design
-3-

certification would not authorize the siting, construction, oroperation of a facility of an AP1000
reactor design. Rather, the certification would merely codify the AP1000 design in a rule that
could be referenced in a construction permit (CP), combined license (COL), or operating license
(OL) application. Further, because the certification is just a ruleiit does not involve any
resources that have alternative uses. Therefore,'the NRC has not prepared an environmental
impact statement (EIS) in connection with this action.
The NRC also reviewed Westinghouse's evaluation of SAMDAs that generically apply to
the API 000 design. On that basis, the NRC found that the evaluation provides reasonable
assurance that there are no additional SAMDAs beyond those currently incorporated into the
AP1000 design which are cost-beneficial, whether considered at the time of the approval of the
API000 design certification or in connection with the licensing of a future facility referencing the
AP1000 design certification, where the plant referencing this appendix is located on a site•
whose site parameters are within those specified in Appendix 1 B of the AP1 000 design control
document (DCD). These issues are considered resolved for the AP1000 design.:

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT

1.0 IDENTIFICATION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

The proposed action would certify the AP1000 design under Appendix D to.10 CFR
Part 52. The new rule would allow prospective licensees to reference the certified AP1000
design as part of a combined license (COL) application under 10 CFR Part 52 or may allow for
a construction permit (CP) applicationunder 10 CFR Part 50...

-4-

2.0 THE NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION.

..The NRC has long sought the safety benefits of commercial nuclear power plant
standardization and early final resolution of-design issues. The NRC plans to achieve these
benefits by certifying nuclear plant designs. Subpart B to 10 CFR Part 52 allows for certification
in the form of rulemaking of an essentially complete nuclear plant design.
The proposed action would amend 10 CFR Part 52:to certify the AP1000 design. The
amendment would allow prospective licensees to reference the certified AP1000 design as part
of a COL application under 10 CFR Part 52 or may allow for a CP application under 10 CFR
Part 50. Those portions of the API 000 design included in the scope of the certification
rulemaking would not be subject to further safety review or approval in a COL proceeding. In
addition, the design certification rule would eliminate the need to consider SAMDAs for any
future facilities~that reference the certified AP1000 design.

.

.

3.0 THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED ACTION

Issuing an amendment to-10 CFR Part 52 to certify the AP1000 standard plant design
would not constitute a significant environmental impact. The amendment.would merely codify
the NRC's approval of the AP1000 design (refer.to NUREG-1793). Furthermore, because the
amendment is a rule, it involves no resources that.have alternative uses.
-.

As described in Section 4.0 of this EA, the NRC reviewed alternatives to the design.-,.

certification rulemaking and alternative design features for preventing and mitigating severe
* accidents. NEPA requires consideration of alternatives to show that the design certification rule
is the appropriate course of action and to ensure that the design referenced in the rulemaking
does not exclude any cost-beneficial design changes related to the prevention and mitigation of
-5-

severe accidents. The NRC concludes that, unlike the proposed design certificati6n rule, the
alternatives to certification do not provide for resolution of issues.
Design certification is in keeping with the Commission's intent to make future plants
safer than the current generation of plants, to achieve early resolution of licensing issues, and
to achieve the safety benefits of standardization (refer to the Advanced Reactor (51 FR24643),
Standardization (52 FR 348803), and Severe Accident Policy Statements (50 FR 32138), and to
10 CFR Part 52). Through its own independent analysis, the NRC also concludes that
Westinghouse adequately considered an appropriate set of SAMDAs and that none were costbeneficial. Although Westinghouse made no design changes as a result of reviewing the
SAMDAs, Westinghouse had already incorporated certain features in the API000 design on the
basis of the probabilistic risk assessment (PRA) results. Section 4.2 of this EA gives examples
of these features. These design features relate to severe accident prevention and mitigation,
but were not considered in the SAMDA evaluation because they were already part of the
AP1000 design (refer to Section 19.1.6.2 of NUREG-1793, "AP1000 Design Improvement as a
Result of Probabilistic Risk Assessment Studies").
Finally, the design certification rule by itself would not authorize the siting, construction,
or operation of a nuclear power plant. The issuance of a CP, early site permit (ESP), COL, or
OL which references'the AP1000 design will require a prospective applicant to address the
environmental impacts of construction and operation at a specific site. The NRC will then
evaluate the environmental impacts and issue an EIS in accordance with 10 CFR Part 51.
However, the SAMDA analysis has been completed as part of this EA and can be incorporated
by reference into an EIS related to siting, construction, or operation of a nuclear plant that
references the AP1000 design.
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4.0 ALTERNATIVES TO THE PROPOSED ACTION

The NRC has identified two alternatives to certifying the AP1000 design. The first
alternative would-be to take no action to approve the design under Subpart B of 10 CFR
Part 52. As with the proposed action, this alternative would not have a significant impact on the
quality of the human environment because it would not authorize the siting, construction, or
operation of a facility.
In the second alternative, the NRC would approve the design, but would not certify the
AP1000 design in a rulemaking. The NRC issued a final design approval for AP1000 under
Appendix 0 to 10 CFR Part 52 on September 13, 2004. Therefore, although the NRC has
approved the design, the design would not have finality in proceedings under 10 CFR Part 50 or
10 CFR Part 52,.Subpart C and could be modified. As a result, the design could require re- evaluation as part of each application to construct and operate a facility of an APIOO design at
a particular site. This alternative would provide for early internal NRC resolution of design
issues to the extent that.the design would remain unchanged at the facility application stage,
but may not obtain all of the benefits of standardization nor permit overall finality for the
resolved design issues.
The NRC sees no advantage in these alternatives compared to the design certification
rulemaking proposed for the AP 000 design. Although neither the alternative nor~the proposed
action (design certification rulemaking) would significantly affect the quality of the human
environment, the proposed action achieves the benefits of standardization; permits early
resolution of design issues, and provides finality in licensing proceedings for the resolved
design issues (including SAMDAs).that are within the scope of the design certification.
Therefore, the NRC concludes that neither of the alternatives to rulemaking would achieve the,
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objectives that the Commission intends by certifying the AP1 000 design pursuant to 10 CFR
Part 52, Subpart B.

4.1 Severe Accident Mitigation Desiqn Alternatives

Consistent with the objectives of standardization and early resolution of design issues,
the Commission decided to evaluate SAMDAs as part of the design certification for the AP 000
design. In a 1985 policy statement, the Commission defined the term "severe accident .as an
event that is "beyond the substantial coverage of design-basis events," including events where
there is substantial damage to the reactor core (whether or not there are serious offsite
consequences). Design-basis events are events analyzed in accordance with the NRC's
Standard Review Plan (NUREG-0800) and documented in Chapter 15 of the DCD.
As part of its design certification application, Westinghouse performed a PRA for the
AP1000 design to achieve the following objectives:
Identify the dominant severe accident sequences and associated source terms for the
design.
Modify the design, on the basis of PRA insights, to prevent or mitigate and reduce the
risk of severe accidents;
Provide a basis for concluding that all reasonable steps have been taken to reduce the
chances of occurrence, and mitigate the consequences, of severe accidents.
Westinghouse's PRA analysis is described in Chapter 19 of the AP1 000 DCD.
In addition to considering alternatives to the rulemaking process discussed in
Section 3.0, applicants for reactor design certification, COLs, or CPs must also consider
alternative design features for severe accidents consistent with the requirements of 10 CFR
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Part 50, and with a court ruling related to NEPA. These requirements can be summarized as
follows:
1OCFR 52.79 and 10 CFR 50:34(f)(1)(I)1 requires the applicant to perform a,
"

plant/site-specific PRA, the aim of which isto seek such improvements in the reliability
of core and containment heat removal system§ as are significant and practical and do
not impact excessively on the plant.
The U.S. Court of Appeals decision,.in Limerick EcologyAction v. NRC, 869 F.2d 719
(3rd Cir. .1989), effectively requiees the NRC to consider certain SAMDAs in the
environmental impact review performed under.Section 102(2)(c) of NEPA with respect to
the licensing for operation~of nuclear power plants.
Although these requirements are not directly related, they share a common purpose to

consider alternatives to the proposed design- to.evaluate :Whether potential:alternative
improvements in the plant design might increase safety performance during severe accidents,
and to prevent reasonable alternatives from being foreclosed., It should be noted that the
Commission is not required to consider alternatives-to the design in this EA.- However, as a.
matter of discretion; the Commission has determined that considering SAMDAs concomitant
with4he rulemaking is consistent with'the in.tent;of,10 CFR Part 52 for early resolution of issues,
finality for resolved design issues, and achieving the'benefits of standardization.
In its decision in Limerick Ecology Action v. NRC, the Court of Appeals fortheThird
Circuit expressed its opinion that it would likely be difficult to'evaluate SAMDAs for NEPA
purposes on a generic basis for all nuclear pdxier plants then licensed by the NRC. However,
the NRC has determined that generic evaluation of SAMDAs f6r the AP1 000 standard design is
both practical and warranted for two significant reasons. First, the design and construction of
1Although

10 CFR 50.34(f)(1)(I) by its terms does not apply to new construction permits (CP),
the Commission's policy is that a CP applicant will be required to comply with 50.34(f)(1)(1).
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all plantsreferencing the certified AP1000 design willbe governed by-the rule certifying a single
design. Second, the site parameters specified in the rule and the AP1 000 DCD establish the
consequences for a reasonable enveloping set of SAMDAs for the AP1000 design,.:The low
residual risk of the APN000 designand the limited potential for-further risk reductions provides
high confidence that additional cost-beneficial SAMDAs would not-be found for sites within the
site parameter envelope assumed for the AP1000 EA of SAMDAs. If the actual parameters for
a particular site exceed those assumed in the rule and the DCD, then SAMDAs must be reevaluated in the site-specific:environmental report and the EIS. If the actual parameters for a
postulatedsite arebounded by those assumed in the rule and the DCD, then the SAMDA
analysis can be incorporated by reference in the site-specific EIS.

4.2 Potential SAMDAs Identified by Westinghouse

.To identify candidate design alternatives, Westinghouse reviewed the design
alternatives for other plants including the CE.System.80+. Westinghouse also reviewedthe
results of the AP1000 PRA and design alternatives suggested by AP1000 design personnel...
Westinghouse eliminated the following SAMDAs from further consideration because
they are already incorporated in the AP1000 design:.

...

-. hydrogen ignition system.

...

.

-reactor cavity flooding system.
reactor coolant pump seal cooling (AP1000 has canned motor pumps)

*

reactor coolant system (RCS) depressurization .
-.

external reactor vessel cooling.

;.

-

..

.

.

..

non-safety-grade containment sprays

~~.................
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..
..

..

•

•

...

Several risk-significant enhancements to the AP600 design have also been incorporated
in the AP 000 design and were therefore not further considered. These modifications are
summarized below and discussed further in DCD Tier 2, Section 1 B.1.5, "Summary of Risk,
Significant Enhancement.".
a change in the normal position of the two containment motor-operated recirculation
valves (in series with squib valves) from closed to open to improve the reliability of
opening these flowpaths
•

.

.

a change in the emergency operating procedures (EOPs) to call for in-containment
refueling water storage tank (IRWST) draining earlier in an event to improve the
probability of successful operator.action

*

a change in the design of the IRWST vents to preferentially direct hydrogen releases to
the IRWST pipe vents, where diffusion flames will not adversely impact the containment
incorporation of a low-boron core to reduce the potential contribution of anticipated
transient without scram (ATWS) events to plant risk

•.

addition of a third passive containment cooling system (PCS) drainline with a
motor-operated valve (MOV) that is diverse from the air-operated valves (AOVs) used in
the other two drainlines, to improve PCS reliability

*

.

.

.specification that two of the four squib valves in the recirculation lines be low-pressuretype valves, and the remaining -two squib valves be high-pressure-type valves to reduce.....
the contribution to core damage frequency (CDF) from common-cause failures (CCFs)
of recirculation squib valves.
On the basis of the screening, Westinghouse retained 14 potential SAMDAs for further

consideration; This set of SAMDAs is the same as that considered for the AP600 design. DCD
Tier 2, Section 1B.I.3, "Selection and Description of.SAMDAs," describes the .14 design
improvements as follows:

-
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(1)

Upgrade the chemical and volume control system (CVCS) for small loss-of-coolant
accidents (LOCAs): The CVCS is currently capable of maintaining the RCS inventory
for LOCAs for-effective break sizes up to 0.97 cm (3/8 in.) in diameter. A design
alternative involving the upgrade of the CVCS for small LOCAs would increase the
capability of the CVCS, enabling it to-maintain RCS inventory during small- and
intermediate-size LOCAs (up to an effective break size of 15.2 cm (6 in.) in diameter).
Implementation of this design alternative would require installation of IRWST and
containment recirculation connections to the CVCS, as well as the addition of a second
line from the CVCS pumps to the RCS.

(2)

Filtered vent: This design alternative would involve the installation of a filtered
containment vent, including all associated piping and penetrations. This modification
would provide a means to vent containment to prevent catastrophic overpressure
failures and would also provide a filtering capability for source term release. The filtered
vent would reduce the risk of late containment failures that might occur after failure of
the PCS. Note, however, that even if the PCS fails, it is expected that air cooling will
limit the containment pressure to less than the ultimate pressure capacity of the
containment under most environmental conditions.

(3)

Self-actuating containment isolation valves (CIVs): Self-actuation of CIVs could be used
to increase the likelihood of successful containment isolation during a severe accident.
This design alternative would involve the addition of a self-actuating valve or the
enhancement of the existing CIVs on normally open containment penetrations
(i.e., penetrations that provide normally open pathways to the environment during power
and normal shutdown conditions). The design alternative would provide for
self-actuation in the event that containment conditions are indicative of a severe
accident. Closed systems inside and outside containment, such as the normal residual
-12-

*heat removal system (RNS) and component cooling, would be excluded from this design
alternative. The actuation of CIVs would be automatically initiated in the event that
-containment conditions are indicative of a severe accident.
(4)

•

Passive~containment sprays: This SAMDA involves-adding a passive safety-related
spray system and all associated piping and support systems to the AP1000 design
(in lieu of the non-safety-related active containment spray capability currently
incorporated in the AP1000 design). Installation of the safety-grade containment spray
-system'could result in an increase in the following three risk benefits:
S

:scrubbing-of fission products; primarily for containment isolation failure

*

alternative means for flooding the reactor vessel (in-vessel retention)

..
(5)

"control of containment pressure if the PCS fails'

Active high-pressure safety injection (HPSI) system: A safety-related active HPSI
system couldbe added that would be capable of preventing a core melt for all events
except the large-break LOCA and ATWS. - Note,;.however, that this design alternative is
. not consistent with the AP1000 design objectives., .The AP1000 would change from a
•:plant with passive systemsto a plant with passive and active systems.

(6)

'

Steam generator (SG) shell-side heat removal system: This design alternative would
-involve the installation of a passive safety-related heat*removal system-to the secondary

.

side of the SGs.- This enhancement would provide closed-loop secondary-system
...cooling by means of natural circulation and stored water cooling, thereby -reventing the
loss of the primary heat sink given the loss of startup feedwater.(SFW) and the passive
residual heat removal (RHR) heatexchanger (HX).

(7)

-

-

Direct SG relief flowto thed IRWST: To prevent fission product release from bypassing
.:-containment dufinga steam generator tube.rupture (SGTR),evbnt (or to reduce the
amountreleased), flow from the.SG safetyand relief-valves~could be directed to the
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IRWST. 'An alternative, lower cost option would be to redirect flow only from the firststage .safety valve to thelIRWST.
(8)

Increased SG pressure capability: As an alternative to design alternative (7) above,
.another method could be used to prevent fission product release from bypassing
containment during an SGTR event (or to reduce the amount). This alternative method
would involve an increase of the SG secondary-side pressure. capability and safety valve
pressure setpoint to a level high enough to not allow an SGTR to cause the secondarysystem safety valve to open. Although detailed analyses have not been performed, it is
estimated that the secondary-side design pressure would have to be increased by
several hundred pounds persquare inch (psi)..

(9)

Secondary containment filtered ventilation:: This design alternative involves the
installation of. a passive charcoal and high-efficiency particulate air filter.system for the
middle- and lower-annulus region of the secondary concrete containment (below
.elevation 135'-3").. Drawing a partial vacuum on the middle annulus via an eductor with
motive power from compressed gas tanks would operate the filter system. This design
alternative 'would reduce particulate fission product release from any failed containment
penetrations.

(10).

Diverse IRWST injection valves: In the current design, a squib valve in series with a
check valve (CV) isolates each of the four IRWST.injection paths.- To provide diversity,
a modification could be made to allow a different vendor to provide the valves in two of
the lines. Such diverse IRWST injection valves would reduce the likelihood of CCFs of
the four IRWST injection paths.

(11)

.

•

Diverse containment recirculation valves: In both the AP600 and AP1 000 designs, two
of the four recirculation lines have a squib valve in series with a CV, and the remaining
two recirculation lines~have a squib valve in series with an MOV. This SAMDA involves
-14-
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changing the recirculation Valve specification to enable two of the four lines to use
diverse squib valves; ..To provide diversity, a modification could .be.made to allow a.
different vendor to provide the squib valves in two lines. Alternatively, in the AP1 000
designi.Westinghouse has specified that two of the four recirculation squib valves be
designated as the low-pressure type and the remaining'two squib valves as the highpressure type. The diverse containment recirculation valves incorporated in the AP1000
design-are responsive to the intent of this SAMDA and will reduce the frequency of core
melt due to CCF of the four containment recirculation lines.
(12)

..

Ex-vessel core catcher: This design alternative would inhibit core concrete interaction
* (CCI), even if the debris bed dries out. The enhancement would involve the design of a
structure-in the containment cavity or the use of a special concrete or-coating. The
•currentAPFI1O0O design incorporates a wet cavity design in which ex-vessel cooling is
*used

to keep core debris within the vessel., In cases where reactor vessel flooding has

failed, the PRA assumes that containment failure occurs from an ex-vessel steam

-

explosion or CCl.
(13)

High-pressure containment design: A high-pressure containment design would prevent
containment failures from severe accident phenomena such as steam explosions and
hydrogen detonation. This proposed containment design,would have a design Pressure
-

".of approximaitely 2.17 mPa (3004psig) and Would include a passive cooling -feature
similar-to the one in the existing containment design. Although the high-pressure
containment would not-reduce the frequency or magnitude of releases from an
- unisolated containment, it would reduce the likelihood of containment failures.,
(14)

,

Increase reliability of diverse actuation system (DAS): -The DAS is a non-safety system
that can automatically trip the reactor-and turbine-and-actuate certain engineered safety
feature (ESF) equipment if the protection and safety monitoring system (PMS)'is unable
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to perform these functions. The. DAS provides diverse monitoring of selected plant
parameters to.guide manual operation and to confirm reactor trip and ESF actuations.
Increasing the reliability of the DAS involves adding a third instrumentation and control
(I&C) cabinet and a third set of DAS instruments to allow the use of two-out-of-three
logic instead of two-out-of-two logic..
Westinghouse.considered an additional SAMDA.that would involve relocating the entire
normal residual heat removal system(RNS) and piping inside the containment pressure
boundary. This would prevent.containment bypass due to intersystem loss-of-coolant accidents
(ISLOCAs) in the RNS. However, in the AP1000, the RNS has a higher design pressure than
-the systems in current pressurized-water reactors (PWRs), and an additional isolation valve is
provided. As a result, ISLOCAs do not contribute significantly to the CDFin the AP1000 PRA.
Accordingly, Westinghouse did not further investigate this change. The NRC has reviewed the
Westinghouse analyses and agrees that further consideration of this change is not warranted
because the change would provide virtually no risk reduction.

-,

* 4.3 NRC Evaluation

The set of potential design improvements considered for the AP1 000 is the same as
those considered for the AP600. As part of the review for the AP600, the NRC reviewed the set
of potential design improvements identified by Westinghouse and found it to be reasonably
complete. The activity was accomplished by.reviewing design alternatives associated with the
following plants:- Limerick, Comanche Peak, CE System 80+, Watts Bar, and the advanced
boiling water reactor (ABWR):: The NRC also reviewed accident management strategies
described in (NUREG/CR-5474) and alternatives identified through the Containment
Performance Improvement (CPI).Program (NUREG/CR-5567, -5575, -5630, and -5562). The
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results of this assessment are Summarized in Appendix A to "Review of Severe Accident
Mitigation Design Alternatives (SAMDAs) for the Westinghouse AP600 Design," Science and
Engineering Associates, Inc., (SEA 97-2708-01 0-A;1, August 29, 1997). Given the similarity
between the AP1000 and the AP600 design features and risk profile, the NRC considers this
prior evaluation for the AP600 to be applicable to the AP1OQO as well.
The NRC notes that the AP1 000 design is less tolerant of equipment failures than the
AP600 because the large LOCA success criterion for the AP1000 requires operation of two of
two accumulators whereas only one of two .accumulators is required for the AP600, and
because the LOCA success criterion for the AP1 000 requires operation of three of four
automatic depressurization system (ADS) Stage 4 valveswhereas only' two of four ADS Stage 4
valves are required for the AP600. At the NRC's request, Westinghouse performed an
evaluation of the two additional design alternatives:
(1)

Larger accumulators: An increase in the size of the accumulators sufficient to change'
the large LOCA success criterion from two of two accumulators to one of two

'

accumulators.' Westinghouse estimates that the accumulator tanks would have to
increase in size from 56.6 m3 to 113.2 m3 (2000 ft 3 to 4000 ft3). This increase would
likely require a change to the design of the direct vessel injection (DVI) piping
subsystem and significant reanalysis of the DVI piping.
(2)

'

Larger ADS Stage 4 valves: Increasing the size of the ADS Stage 4 (ADS-4) valves
sufficient to change the LOCA success criterion from three of four valves to two of four
valves. -.Westinghouse estimates that the valves would have to increase ýin size from
35.6 cm to 45.7 cm (14 in. to'18 in.) and that common fourth stage piping that connects
to the hot leg would have to .increase in.size from 45.7 cm to'50.8cm (18 in. to at least
.20 in.). This increase would require a sighificant'redesign of :the squib valve'and the
'ADS-4 piping, which in turn Would impact thedesign of the reactor coolant loop piping.
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Such a redesign would necessitate additional confirmatory testing to verify that the
behavior of the passive safety systems was not adversely impacted.
For both of these alternatives, Westinghouse estimated that the redesign and reanalysis
cost of the changes would be significantly greater than the benefits of completely eliminating all
severe accident risk for the API 000. Therefore, these design changes were not pursued
further.
Although Westinghouse's analysis omitted several design alternatives, in most
instances these design alternatives are either already included in the AP1000 design or
bounded in.terms of risk reduction by one or more of the design alternatives that were included
in Westinghouse's analysis.. In some other cases, design alternatives.were pertinent only to
boiling-water reactors (BWRs). The NRC's review did not reveal any obvious additional design
alternatives that should have been considered by.Westinghouse. Westinghouse considered
some of the potential design alternatives identified in the above references .as appropriate for
accident management strategies, rather than as design alternatives. The NRC notes that the
set of design improvements is not all inclusive in that additional, perhaps less expensive design
improvements could be postulated.. However, the benefits of any additional modifications would
not likely exceed the costs of the modifications evaluated. Also, the costs of alternative
improvements are not expected to be less than the costs of the least expensive improvements
evaluated, when the subsidiary costs associated with .maintenance, procedures, and training
are considered.
The discussions in DCD Tier 2, Appendix 1B, do. not provide Westinghouse's basis or
*process for screening the many possible design alternatives to arrive at the final list of 14.
Although the information provided does not demonstrate that the search for design alternatives
was comprehensive, the NRC's review of the more than 120 candidate.design alternatives
considered for the AP600 did not identify any new alternatives more likely to be cost-beneficial
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than those included in the AP1000 design alternative evaluations. The NRC notes that
Westinghouse has incorporated several risk significant enhancements within the AP1000
design, as discussed in Section 19.4.3.1 of NUREG-1793, "Final Safety Evaluation Report
[FSER] Related to Certification of the AP1000 Standard Design," (AP1000 FSER), and has
considered potential design changes to improve the AP1000 success criteria. On this basis,
the NRC concludes that the set of potential design improvements evaluated by Westinghouse
is acceptable.

4.4 Risk Reduction Potential of SAMDAs

4.4.1 Westinghouse Evaluation

In its evaluation, Westinghouse assumed that each design alternative would work
perfectly to completely eliminate all severe accident risk from evaluated internal, external, and
shutdown events. This assumption is conservative, since it maximizes the benefit of each
design alternative. The design alternative benefits were estimated on thebasis of the reduction
of risk expressed in terms of whole body person-rem per year received by the total population
within a 80.5-km (50-mile) radius of the AP 000 plant site, as discussed in Section 19.4.2 of the
API000 FSER.
Westinghouse used the cost-benefit methodology of NUREG/BR-0184 to calculate the
maximum attainable benefit of completely eliminating all risk for the AP1000. This methodology
includes consideration of replacement power costs. The applicant estimated the present worth
of eliminating all risk to be $21,000. Even if the AP1000.CDF andlarge release frequency
(LRF) were a factor of 10 higher, this value would only increase to about $200,000.
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4.4.2 NRC Evaluation

;NRC reviewed Westinghouse's bases for estimating the risk reduction for the various
SAMDAs, and concluded that Westinghouse used bounding and conservative assumptions as
the bases for the risk reduction estimates foreach design alternative.
Westinghouse's risk reduction estimates are based on point-estimate (mean) values,
and do not consider uncertainties in CDF or offsite consequences. Although this is consistent
with the approach .taken in previous design alternative evaluations, further consideration of
these factors could lead to significantly higher risk reduction values,, given the extremely small
CDF and risk estimates in the baseline PRA. In assessing the risk reduction potential of design
improvements for the AP 000, the NRC has based its evaluation on the applicant's risk
reduction estimates for the various design alternatives, in conjunction with an assessment of
the potential impact of uncertainties on the results. This assessment is discussed further in
Section19.4.6 of the APN000 FSER and in'Section 4.6 of this EA.

4.5 Cost Impacts of Candidate SAMDAs

4.5.1 Westinghouse Evaluation

DCD Tier 2, Section IB.1.8, "Evaluation of Potential Improvements," discusses capital
cost estimates for the design alternatives evaluated by Westinghouse for the AP1000. DCD
Tier 2, Table 1 B-5, presents the results of the cost evaluations. The cost evaluations did not
account for the costs of design engineering, testing, and maintenance for each design
alternative. Including these costs would increase the overall costs and decrease the benefits of
each alternative. Thus, the Westinghouse approach is conservative.
-20-
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4.5.2 NRC Evaluation
. •

.

As mentioned previously, the set of SAMDAs considered for the AP!O00 is the same as
the set considered for the AP600. As part of the AP600 .review, the NRC compared the capital
costs for the AP600 d•sign alternatives with those -evaluated for the ABWR and CE System 80+
designs. The purpose of this comparison was to determine the reasonableness of the cost
estimates presented by the applicant. .The design alternatives among the reactor designs, did.
not exactly match, so only rough comparisons were possible. Based on these comparisons, the
NRC concluded that the cost estimates for the AP600 design alternatives are in reasonable
agreement with the costs for roughly similar design alternatives evaluated for other plants.
Given the similarity between the APIOO and the AP600 design features and risk profile, the
NRC considers this prior evaluation for the AP600 to be applicable to the AP1 000 as well. This
is reasonable, considering uncertainties in the cost estimates, .and the level of precision
necessary, given the greater uncertainty inherent on the benefit side with which these costs
were compared.

4.6 Cost-Benefit Comparison

.

4.6.1 -Westinghouse Evaluation

..

...

."

"

After considering the risk reduction potential and cost impact of the various SAMDAs,.,
Westinghouse did acost-benefit comparison to determine whether any of the potential severe.,
accident design features wouldbe justified.-, To do.so, Westinghouse .evaluated the benefits of
each design'alternative.in terms of potential risk reduction, which was.defined as the reduction
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in whole body person-rem per year received by the total population within a 80.5-km (50-mile)
radius of the AP 000 plant site. Westinghouse used the cost-benefit methodology of
NUREG/BR-0184 to calculate the maximum attainable benefit of completely eliminating all risk
for the AP1000. This methodology-includes consideration of replacement power costs.
Westinghouse estimated the present worth of eliminating all risk to be $21,000. This value is
an upper bound because in practice no design alternative, if implemented, would reduce the
plant CDF to zero. Westinghouse also provided additional sensitivity analyses of the impacts of
the following:
*

a 3-percent discount rate rather than the 7-percent discount rate assumed in the base
case

*

a factor of 10 increase in the population dose used. in the base case

*

a more realistic reduction in CDF (i.e., each SAMDA reduces CDF by 50 percent rather
than 100 percent, as assumed in the base case)

*

a factor of 2 increase in the base case CDF

*

a factor of 10 increase in the maximum attainable benefit
DCD Tier 2, Table 1 B-4, summarizes the results for these cases. With the exception of

the last sensitivity case, the calculated maximum attainable benefit was no more than $43,000.
Even when the AP1000 CDF and LRF were increased by a factor of 10, the maximum
attainable benefit of eliminating all risk for the AP 000 would -only increased to about $200,000.
The applicant found that none of the 14 design alternatives and neither of the two
additional alternatives related to the PRA success criteria would be cost beneficial. Only one
alternative has an implementation cost close to $21,000, namely, SAMDA 3, self-actuating
ClVsi which has an estimated cost of $33,000. All of the remaining alternatives have estimated
implementation costs at least a factor of 20 greater than the maximum attainable benefit of
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$21,000.i On this basis; the applicant concluded that only SAMDA 3 warranted furtherevaluation.

-

SAMDA 3 consists of improved containmentisolation provisions on all normally open:
containment penetrations. The design alternative would involve either adding a self-actuating
valve or enhancing the existing inside .CIV to provide for self-actuation in the event that
containment conditions are indicative of a severe accident. Westinghouse noted that even if
this SAMDAcompletely eliminated all releases associated with containment isolation failures
(i.e., release category containment. isolation (CI)) and reduced the CDF to zero, the benefit of ,
the SAMDA.would be on the order of,$1000. More realistically, the CDF would not be
impacted, and elimination of all containment isolation failures would only have a benefit on the
order of $100. Thus,-even the lowest cost SAMDA would not be cost beneficial.
On the basis of the cost-benefit comparison, the applicant concluded that-no additional.
modifications to the AP.1 000 design were warranted.

4.6.2 NRC Evaluation

,

.

,

The applicant's estimates of risk do not account for uncertainties either in the CDF or in
the offsite radiation exposures. resulting from a core damage event. The uncertainties in both of
these key elements are fairly large because key safety.features of.the AP1000 design are
-

unique and their reliability. has been evaluated through analysis and testing programs rather.

than operating experience.ý In addition, the estimates of CDF and offsite exposures do not
-account for the added risk from earthquakes.

:

.

-

As part of the AP600 review, the NRC did detailed analyses to assess design alternative
benefits, taking into account the uncertainties in estimated .CDF, offsite releases of radioactive
materials from a severe accident, and the effects of external events. Given the similarities
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between the AP1000 and AP600 design features and risk profiles and the sets of SAMDAs
relevant to each design, the NRC considers this prior evaluation for the AP600, summarized
below, to be applicable to-the AP1000 as well..
The staff estimated the maximum benefits that could be achieved with the AP600 design
alternatives, assuming that a design alternative can either completely eliminate all core damage
events or completely eliminate offsite releases of radioactive materials in the event of a severe
accident. The estimates of benefits were calculated using the NRC-developed FORECAST
.code (NUREG/CR-5595,• Revision 1, "FORECAST: Regulatory Effects Cost Analysis Software
Manual, Version 4.1," Science -and Engineering Associates, Inc., July 1996). FORECAST
allows the use of uncertainty ranges for all key parameters and provides a means for combining
uncertainties in these parameters. For the purposes of estimating the maximum potential '
benefit from the AP600 design alternatives, the staff assumed that external events and accident
sequences not yet accounted for in the PRA increased the reference CDF by two orders of
magnitude (i.e., a factor of 100).
The results of the analysis indicated that design alternatives which prevent accidents
(i.e., reduce the accident frequency to zero) are much more cost effective than design
alternatives which reduce or eliminate offsite releases, but which have no effect on accident
frequency. This is because of the fairly large benefits of averting onsite cleanup and
decontamination costs and avoiding replacement energy costs. Neither of these costs are •
assumed to be impacted by design alternatives which do not reduce accident frequency. The
staff divided the design alternatives into two groups: those that impact the CDF and those that
impact containment performance, but not CDF. Benefits were estimated by taking the fractional
reduction in risk for each design alternative (compared to the AP600 baseline risk as defined by
the applicant) and applying that fraction to the mean benefits.
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Design alternatives that were within -a decade of meeting a benefit-cost criterion 'of
$5000/person-rem were subjected to.further probabilistic and deterministic considerations.
None of the design alternatives had a cost-benefit ratio of less than $5000/person-rem. The
only design alternatives which came within a decade of the $5000/person-rem criterion were
SAMDA 10, diverse IRWST injection valves, and SAMDA 3, self-actuating CIVs. The NRCconcludes, on the basis of further probabilistic and deterministic evaluations, that these design
alternatives are not cost beneficial and need not-be further pursued;

.

Given the similarities between the AP1000 and the AP600 design features and risk
profiles and the sets of SAMDAs relevant to each design, the NRC considers the results of this
prior evaluation for the AP600 to be applicable to the APIOO as well. Accordingly; the NRC
further evaluated these two SAMDAs for the AP1 000, as discussed below.

4.7 Further Considerations

4.7.1 Self-Actuatinq Containment Isolation Valves

This design alternative would reduce the likelihood of containment isolation failure by
adding'self-actuating valves or enhancing the existing ClVs for automatic closure when
containment conditions indicate a severe accident has occurred. Conceptually, the design
would either be an independent valve or an appendage to an existing fail-closed valve that
would respondto post-accident containment conditions. For example, a fusible link would melt
in response to elevated ambient temperatures, venting the air operator of a fail-closed valve,
-thus providing the self-actuating function. This design alternative is estimated to impact.
releases from containment by less than 10 percent.
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This improvement to the containment isolation capability would appear to be effective in
reducing offsite releases for accidents involving external and internal events. The addition of
this design altemative would impose minor operational disadvantages to the plant because the
operations and maintenance staff would require some additional training. These automatic
features would also require periodic testing to. assure that they were functioning properly.
The most important question regarding this design alternative is whether it can be
implemented for a cost of only $33,000. The cost estimate appears not to include the first-time
engineering and qualification testing that would be required to demonstrate that the valve would
perform its intended function in a timely and reliable manner. The costs of.periodic testing and
maintenance appear not to have been included. The NRC believes that the actual costs of this
design alternative would be substantially higher than the applicant's estimate (by a factor of
10 or more) when all related costs are realistically considered. On the basis of the unfavorable
cost-benefit ratio and the expectation that actual costs would be even higher than the app!icant
estimated, the NRC concludes that this design alternative is not cost beneficial and need not be
further evaluated.

4.7.2 Diverse. IRWST Iniection Valves

In the current APN000 design, a squib. valve in series with a CV isolates each of four
IRWST injection paths. This design alternative would reduce the likelihood of CCFs of IRWST
injection to the reactor by utilizing diverse valves in two of the four lines. The complete
elimination of the CCFs of IRWST injection squib valves would lead to a moderate (up to
10 percent) reduction of the at-power internal events CDF. In the absence of a comprehensive
external events PRA for the AP1 000 plant, it is difficult to estimate the effectiveness of this
design alternative in reducing the risk from external events such as seismic events. However, it
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appears likely that failure to inject coolant to the reactor would remain a contributor to the CDF
from external events, in which case diversity in.the IRWST injection valves should help to
reduce the risk from both external and internal events.
Alternate vendors are available for the CVs. However; it is questionable if CVs of
different vendors would be sufficiently varied to be considered diverse unless the type of CV
was changed from the current. swing-disk check valve type to another type. The swing-disk
type is preferred for this application and other types are considered less reliable.
Adding diversity to the injection line squib valves would require additional spares at the..
plant and some additional training for plant operations and maintenance staff, but would not
appear to add significantly to the operational aspects of the AP1000. However, a greater issue
concerns the availability and costs of acquiring diverse valves from a second vendor. Squib
valves are specialized valve designs .for which there are few vendors. The applicant claimed
that a vendor might not be willing to design, qualify, and build a reasonable squib valve design
for this application, considering that the vendor would only supply two valves per plant. The
cost estimate for this design alternative assumes that a second squib valve vendor exists and
that the vendor only provides the two diverse IRWST-squib valves per plant. The cost estimate
does not include the additional first-time engineering and qualification testing costs that will be
incurred by the second vendor. The applicant estimated that those costs could be more than
$1 -million dollars. As a result, the applicant concluded that this design alternative would not be
practicable because of the uncertainty in the availability of a second squib valve design/vendor
and the uncertainty about the reliability of another type of CVM The NRC considers the rationale
set forth by the applicant regarding the potential reductions -in reliability and high costsassociated with obtaining diverse valves to be reasonable.: On-the bases of these arguments,,-.
the NRC concludes that this design alternative need not be further-pursued.
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4.8 Conclusionson SAMDAs

.

As discussed in Section 19.1 .ofthe AP1000 FSER, Westinghouse used the PRA results
extensively to arrive at the final API 000 design. As a result, the estimated CDF and risk
calculated for the AP1 000 design are very low, both relative to existing operating plants and in
absolute terms.- Moreover,the low CDF and risk for the API 000 plant reflect Westinghouse's
efforts to systematically minimize the effect of initiators/sequences that have been important
contributors to CDF in previous PWR PRAs. This minimization has been done largely through
the incorporation of a number of design improvements. Section 19.1 of the APIOOO FSER
discusses these improvements and the additional AP1000 design features which contribute to
low CDF and risk for the AP1000.
Because the APIOOO design already has numerous plant features designed to reduce
CDF and risk, the benefits and risk reduction potential of additional plant improvements is
significantly reduced. This reduction is true for both internally and externally initiated events.
Moreover, with'the features already incorporated in the AP1000 design, the ability to estimate
CDF and risk approaches the limitations of probabilistic techniques. Specifically, when CDFs
are estimated to be on the order of 1 in 1,000,000 years, it is possible that the areas of the PRA
where modeling is least complete, or supporting data are sparse or even nonexistent, may.
actually be the more important contributors to risk. Areas not modeled or incompletely modeled
include human reliability, sabotage, rare initiating events, construction and design errors, and
systems interactions.. Although improvements in the modeling of these areas may introduce
additional contributors to CDF and risk, the NRC does not expect that additional contributions
would change the conclusions in absolute terms.
The NRC concludes that none of the potential design modifications evaluated are
justified on the basis of cost-benefit considerations. The NRC further concludes that it is
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unlikely that any other design changes would be justified in the future on the basis of personrem exposure because the estimated CDFs are very low on-an absolute scale..-'

5.0 ALTERNATIVE USE OF RESOURCES

No resources, such as land, water, or physical materials, will be affected by the
promulgation of this proposed rule. .This proposed rule would codify the AP1 000 design in the
Code of FederalRegulations but would not authorize the siting, :construction, or operation of
any nuclear power plant.

.6.0 STATES CONSULTED AND SOURCES USED

The NRC sent a copy of the proposed rule and draft EA to the State Liaison Officers
and specifically requested their comments on the EA. In addition, the draft EA was issued for
public comment; comments and responses are discussed in Section 7.,
The Commission has determined under the NEPA of -1969, as amended, and the NRC's
regulations in10 CFR Part 51,Subpart A, that this rule is not a major Federal action

-

significantly affecting the quality of the human environment. Therefore, the NRC has..
determined that preparation of an environmental impact statement for this rulemaking is not
required. The basis for this determination, as documented in this EA, is that the amendment to
10 CFR Part 52 would not authorize the siting, construction, or.operation of a facility referencing
the AP1000 design; it would only codify the AP1000 design in a rule.. 'Therefore, the NRC staff
did not issue the EA for comment specifically by Federal,. other State, and local agencies. The
NRC's finding of no significant environmental impact was published in the FederalRegister on
April 18, 2005 (70 FR 20062),.with the proposed design certification rule and draft EA for the
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AP1000 design. .The NRC will evaluate the environmental impacts and issue an EIS; as
appropriate, in accordance with NEPA as part of any application(s) for the siting, construction,
or operation of a facility that would reference the AP1 000 design..

7.0 PUBLIC COMMENTS AND NRC RESPONSES

On April 18, 2005 (70.FR 20062), the Commission issued the draft EA for public
comment. The comment period expired on July 5, 2005. The comments are summarized
below and responses are provided; the comments did not result in a change in the technical
analyses, findings, or conclusions in the EA.
Comment summary. Three severe accident mitigation design alternatives (SAMDAs)
were inappropriately dismissed in the EA on the basis that they do not affect the likelihood of an
accident. These SAMDAs involve filtered containment vents and self-actuating containment
isolation valves.

..

Response. The NRC disagrees that these three SAMDAs were inappropriately
dismissed. The noted SAMDAs were assessed in terms of their respective benefits and
implementation costs, and dismissed on the basis that they would not be cost-beneficial. In
assessing benefits, SAMDAs.were divided into two groups-those that impact core damage
frequency (CDF), and those that impact containment performance but not CDF (including the
SAMDAs in question). Although containment-related SAMDAs do not offer any benefits
associated with reducing CDF (such as averted replacement power costs), the applicant
conservatively assumed that-all SAMDAs would completely eliminate all severe accident risk.
More realistically, the CDF would not be impacted and the benefits would be much lower.
Accordingly, these SAMDAs would not be cost-beneficial.
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Comment summary. One SAMDA was inappropriately dismissed injthe EA on the basis
that it is not consistent with the AP1000 design objective of relying on passive systems. This.
SAMDA involves an active high-pressure safety injection system that would be.capable of
preventing a core melt for all but two types of events.
Response. The NRC disagrees that the SAMDA was inappropriately dismissed...
Although the noted SAMDA was screened out on the basis that it is inconsistent with AP1000
design objectives, it would also have been eliminated on cost-benefit considerations.
Specifically, even if this SAMDA were to eliminate all severe accident risk, the estimated costs
of the SAMDA (at least $1 million, given the significant hardware and ongoing maintenance
costs) would exceed the estimated benefits by.several orders of magnitude.

Comment summary. The EA contains no assessment of the impact of an accidental or
deliberate external rupture of the AP1000's.unreinforced containment structure.
Response. For the reasons the Commission stated in detail in Private Fuel Storage
(CLI-02-25, 12/18/2002), the NRC has no obligation under the National Environmental Policy.
Act (NEPA) to consider intentional malevolent acts,,such as those directed against the
*United States on September 11., 2001, in conjunction with a licensing action.: In short, the
Commission recognizes that it cannot rule out the possibility of a terrorist threat to nuclear
facilities, but finds that the possibility of a terrorist attack is speculative and simply too far
removed from the natural or expected consequences of agency action to require a' study under
NEPA. As a practical matter, attempts to evaluate that threat even in qualitative terms are likely
to be meaningless and consequently of no use in the agency's decision making. Moreover,
although one of the. purposes of NEPA is to inform the public of the environmental impacts of a
regulatory action, the results of any attempted analysis of terrorism could not be made available
to the public, for reasons associated with safeguards and physicalsecurity..
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The Commission is devoting substantial time and agency resources to combating the
potential for terrorism involving nuclear facilities and materials. In response to the
September 11 attacks, the NRC staff is conducting'a comprehensive review of its security and
safeguards measures, and have instituted interim upgrades in security requirements for its
licensees. The Commission is also working with numerous other government agencies to meet
and minimize the threat of terrorism. Thus, although the Commission declines to consider
terrorism in the conitext of NEPA, it is devoting significant attention to terrorism-related matters.

Comment summary., How can anyone do an "Environmental Assessment"or an FSER
on a plant design that exists only on paper and has never been constructed completely to scale
and operated anywhere in the world?
Response. The logical outgrowth of this argument is that no plant of new design could
ever be built; the argument is circular. The purpose of an FSER and EA is to assess a nuclear
plant design before it is constructed. The FSER is based on an evaluation of design
information and the safety analyses of postulated accidents for that particular plant design. The
SAMDA portion of the EA considers alternatives to the plant design that was evaluated in the
FSER. The NRC's FSER and EA for the AP1000 standard plant design were used as the basis
for this rulemaking.

Comment summary. The applicant's estimates of risk do not account for uncertainties
in core damage frequency or in offsite radiation exposures resulting from a core damage event.
Response. The NRC disagrees with this comment. Although the NRC acknowledges
that uncertainties are large and that several areas are incompletely modeled, as stated in the
EA, even if the CDF and large release frequency were a factor of 10 higher, none of the
SAMDAs would be cost-beneficial.
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•Comment .summary. The Department of Energy (DOE) is going-to subsidize"first of a kind" engineering costs for the first plants constructed of each of the new NRC-approved
designs. Therefore, the applicant is not going tohave to bear-all costs considered in the
analysis.
Response. The cost evaluations do not-include the costs of design engineering or
testing and maintenance for each design alternative. Including all or a portion of these costs

-

would increase the overall implementation costs and decrease the cost-effectiveness of each
SAMDA. Moreover, the possibility that DOE may pay for the "first of a kind" engineering costs
for the first plants is not relevant, since that only addresses who is going to pay for such costs;
the SAMDA analysis focuses on the overall cost to society.

Comment summary.i.There seems to be no inclusion in the cost-benefit analysis of the
"benefit" to the applicant of a plant which has little or no severe accident risk. Westinghouse
stands to gain significantly if the AP 000 is as safe as the AP600 is supposed to be.
.

•....

Response. The comment appears to be based on the incorrect assumption that the

I-

SAMDA analysis and/or Regulatory Analysis should include benefits to an applicant utilizing the
AP1000 design. -The low level of risk estimated for the AP1000 designmmay be a benefit to the
applicant with regard to marketability and public acceptance of the design. However, this is not
a recognized or readily quantifiable attribute in the NRC methodology for value-impact analysis
(NUREG/BR-0184, "Regulatory Analysis Technical Evaluation Handbook") and there is no "
precedent for its inclusion in regulatory analyses.. -Accordingly, this factor has not been included
in the SAMDA evaluation.

.

.

-
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Comment summary.; The cost-benefit methodology overstates the costs and
understates the benefits by including replacement power costs as part of the SAMDA
implementation cost rather than as a benefit.
Response. The comment reflects a misunderstanding of how replacement power costs
were treated in the assessment. Replacement power costs (more correctly, "averted ,
replacement power costs") were included as a benefit for the various SAMDAs, and were not
assumed to contribute to the SAMDA implementation costs.

Comment summary. The comment questions how one can estimate populations that
are totally hypothetical, and why the entire population within a 50-mile radius of the plant is
used in the analysis. The comment implies that use of the entire population would have the
effect of diluting (reducing) the hypothetical exposure from an accident..
Response. Offsite consequences for the AP1000 design were evaluated using
reference site information developed by the Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) to
represent potential sites where an AP1000 plant might be built. The reference site data was
developed to represent or bound the consequences at approximately 80 percent of the reactor
sites in the United States (see Section 19.4.2 of the AP1000 FSER). Exposure and offsite
property impacts were estimated over a 50-mile radius from the plant site.as prescribed in
NUREG/BR-0058, Revision 4, "Regulatory Analysis Guidelines of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission." The population dose estimates represent the cumulative dose received by the
entire population within the 50-mile radius. Consideration of the entire population increases
rather than dilutes the hypothetical exposure from an accident.

Comment summary. The NRC accepts the applicant's assessment when the estimated
implementation costs are higher than the estimated benefits, yet rejects the applicant's cost
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estimates for SAMDAs whose implementation costs are within the range of the estimated
benefits. One of the SAMDAs handled in this manner.was self-actuating containment isolationvalves.

-

.

Response. The NRC disagrees with .the comment. The methodology for evaluating
potential SAMDAs involves a multi-step screening process:., SAMDAs whose implementation
costs clearly exceed the conservatively-estimated benefits -are screened from further
consideration. Those SAMDAs whose implementation costs are within range of the estimated
benefits are-further assessed using .more realistic assumptions regarding implementation costs
and/or benefits. The SAMDA assessment for self-actuating containment isolation valves is an:
example of a.SAMDA thatsurvived the initial screening, but was subsequently judged. not costbeneficial under: more realistic assumptions.

Comment summary. The SAMDA cost-benefit analysis is based on construction of a
single unit, even though this design, once certified could be referenced for many plants. Thus,
the costs of any re-engineering and re-analysis involved in the incorporation of any of the
SAMDAs would effectively be spread over many plants.
Response. The staff agrees that the costs of any re-engineering and re-analyzing can
be spread .over many plants. However,;this would not affect the measures of the SAMDA,
analysis because the applicant's cost .estimates did not account-for the costs of design
engineering. .Thus, most of the SAMDA implementation cost (e.g., the cost of installed
hardware) would still be incurred at each unit regardless of whether additional units are. .
constructed. In addition, even if all SAMDA implementation costs were assumed to be reduced
*by a factor of 10, torepresent spreading all costs over 10 new units, none of the potential
SAMDAs would become.:cost-beneficial when SAMDA benefits and implementation costs are
estimated based on realistic assumptions.
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Comment summary. The comment questions how cost considerations' are allowed to
influence the safety review and design certification process.
Response. The NRC disagrees that cost considerations have influenced the safety
.review. It is important to recognize the difference between the safety evaluation and the EA.
The review of the AP1000 design with regard to theoverall level of safety and its compliance
with NRC's regulations is described in the AP1000 FSER. Costs are not an ordinary
consideration in the NRC's safety evaluation, i.e., the design is required to meet all regulations
regardless of cost unless an exemption is requested and costs are defined as a legitimate
factor to be considered under one or more of the criteria in 10 CFR 50.12. In contrast, the
scope and focus of the SAMDA review within the EA is on potential means by which plant risk
can be further reduced. Costs are a legitimate consideration in this assessment, since the
objective is to identify significant and practical improvements in plant design that do not impact
excessively on the plant cost.

8.0 FINDING OF NO SIGNIFICANT IMPACT:

On the basis of the environmental assessment, the NRC concludes that the proposed
action will not have a significant effect on the quality of the human environment. Accordingly,
the NRC has decided not to prepare an environmental impact statement for the proposed
action.
For further details with respect to the proposed action, see the design certification rule
and the documents referenced in the statement of consideration for the final rule. Documents
may be examined, and/or copied for a fee, at the NRC's Public Document Room (PDR), located
at One White Flint North, 11555 Rockville Pike (first floor), Rockville, Maryland. Publicly
available records will be accessible electronically from the Agencywide Documents Access and
-36-
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Management System (ADAMS) Public Electronic Reading Room on the NRC Web site at
http://www.nrc.gov/reading-rm/adams.html.

Persons who do not have access to ADAMS or

who encounter problems in accessing the documents in ADAMS should contact the NRC PDR
reference staff at 1-800-397-4209 or 301-415-4737 or send an e-mail to pdr(anrc.,ov.
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APPENDIX 1B
SEVERE ACCIDENT MITIGATION DESIGN ALTERNATIVES
lB.1

AP1000 SAMDA Evaluation

1B.1.1

Introduction
This response provides an evaluation of Severe Accident Mitigation Design Alternatives
(SAMDA) for the Westinghouse AP1000 design. This evaluation is performed to evaluate
whether or not the safety benefit of the SAMDA outweighs the costs of incorporating the
SAMDA in the plant, and is conducted in accordance with applicable regulatory requirements as
identified below.
The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), Section 102.(C)(iii) requires, in part, that:
... all agencies of the Federal Government shall ... (C) include in every recommendation or
report on proposals for legislation and other major Federal actions significantly affecting the
quality of the human environment, a detailed statement by the responsible official
on ... (iii) alternatives to the proposed action.
The 10 CFR 52.47(a)(ii) requires an applicant for design certification to demonstrate:
... compliance with any technically relevant portions of the Three Mile Island requirements
set forth in 10 CFR 50.34(f) ...
A relevant requirement of 10 CFR 50.34(f) contained in subparagraph (1)(i) requires the
performance of:
a plant/site specific probabilistic risk assessment, the aim of which is to seek such
improvements in the reliability of core and containment heat removal systems as are
significant and practical and do not impact excessively on the plant ...
In SECY-91-229, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) staff recommends that
SAMDAs be addressed for certified designs in a single rulemaking process that would address
both the 10 CFR 50.34 (f) and NEPA considerations in the 10 CFR Part 52 design certification
rulemaking. SECY-91-229 further recommends that applicants for design certification assess
SAMDAs and the applicable decision rationale as to why they will or will not benefit the safety of
their designs. The Commission approved the staff recommendations in a memorandum dated
October 25, 1991 (Reference 1).

1B.1.2

Summary
Note that the API000 is similar to the AP600, which has received Design Certification. The
evaluation for AP1000 uses the conclusions of the AP600 SAMDA investigation as described
below. An evaluation of candidate modifications to the AP600 design was conducted to evaluate
the potential for such modifications to'provide significant and practical improvements in the
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(NRC 2005) U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, EnvironmentalAssessment by the
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission Relating to the Certificationof the AP1O00
StandardPlant Design, Docket No. 52-006, SECY 05-0227 (accession number
ML053630176). Washington D.C., January 24.
See Section 7.2

(Westinghouse 2005) Westinghouse Electric Company, LLC, Design Control
Document, Revision 15, Appendix 1 B, "Severe Accident Mitigation Design Alternatives,"
NRC Accession Number ML053460409, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission,
Washington, D.C., November 11, 2005.
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SU4IKkRY AND CONCLUSIONS

This analysis was made to assess the potential impact or. the environment
of transporting fuel and solid radioactive wastes for nuclear power plants
Most plants do not ship gaseous or liquid
under existing regulations.
wastes off-site.
The regulations are based on two Main considerations:
a)

to protect the emp.oyees, transport workers and the public from
external radiation in the transport of radioactive material under
normal conditions, and

b)

to assure that the packaging for radioactive matErials is designed
ard constructed so that, under both normal and accident conditions,
the radioactive material is unlikely to be relensed from the packaging.

The object.ý.es of the first
consideratica are inet by limitations on the
radiation levels on the outside of packages of radioactLive material and
stowage and segregation provisions.
Based on' the detailed analysis which
follows, we have estimated that the radiation dose under normal conditions

of transport to thO individual receiving the highest exposure is unlikely
to be more than 500 mrem/yr and cne average radiation dose to those ind.viduals in the highest exposed group is.about 100 mrem/yr.
The Vcderal
Radiation Council has recommended that rhe radiation doses from all
sources of radi =t.ion oithu Lhas% itatur'l background and madical exposures
should be limited to 5000 millitrem/year for indiv'Iuals as a result'of
occ'upatioral "e*-ifre'"and sh6oi-d-b- i ted to 5iO--iir•l irem/y ear f6r
individuals in the general ropulation.
The cumulative radiation.dose to
all transport workers is about 3 man-rem* per reactor year.
The cumulative radiation dose to persons other than trans,3ort workers Is about 2
man-rein per reactor year distributed aping approximately 600,000 people..
For purposes of comparisun,' the dose due' to the avorage normal background
radiation, about 130
tnrem/person/year, would be about 78,000 man-rem per
year for this group of 600,000.
The heat and weight i.n any one shipment and the rotal numbor nf shipments
from .3 typical light water reactor are small sn there will be no appreciablt effect on the environvent irtm the shipping of the fuel and solid
radwa;te due to heat, weight, or tr.?ffic density..
'afety in radioactive maturial transport is a'chieved through design
•stannards on packaging and implementation of a quality assurance program,
including prooftesting and indepen-ent reviews, tt assure conformance,
to correct problems, and to help assure continued satisfartory (design)
performance over the lifetime of the package under normal and accident
conditions.
Evety package must oe designe.d ind its %semooiftored'to prevent release
of radioactive materials not only duripg no,-mal ronrditions of.transport.
*Man-rem is
individuals

an expression for the. summar ion of. whole-body doses to
in a group.

(

2but also umder other postulated abnormal cicuristtices developed through
analyses and defined in the regulations.
The industry bears the primary'responsibility for assuring safetv in the
packaging and transport of radioactive materials.
The industry's activities are regulated by the Atomic Energy Comaission (MEC) and the Department of franeportation (DOT).
The regulatory functions -Include revitew
of desigtns, qualitv assurance programs,.te.'Lting, and use of packaging
for radioactive materials.
The probability of an accident occt''rine in transportation is small, about
one accident per million vehicle miles, and decreases with increased
severity of the accident to about one severe accident per 100 million
vthicle miles aud one extremely severe accident per 10 million-million
vehicle miles.
For a typical nuclear power reactor, an estimared 112
shipments jf fuel and wastes involving a total shipping distance of about
90,000 vehicle miles will be made each year.
Based on these data, a
shipment of fuel or waste will be involved itt a transportation accident
once in about 10 years and one accident out of about 100 will be severe.
Because of the package design end quality assurance, the pfoba.ility of
a breach in the-containment of a. package involved in an accident is small
and related to the accident severity.
Because of regulatory limits on
contents of packages aud the nature and forut of the unirradiated and
Irradiated nuclear fuel and solid radioictive waste from a light-water
nuclear power plant, the amount of radioactivity which would be released
if a breach were to occur in-a package Ir unlikely to be large and althougb
the consequences 4-ould be sec'iou-., .they would not-.be caitasrrophic.
When both probabi~ii.
of occurrence and extent of the. conbequences are
taken into account, the risk to the environment due to the r~dialogical
effects from transportation accidet.ts is simill.
Acc!0ciUs to Ipackages
more severe than the design basis.accident for type b ljac!k4 ges can occur,
but the probibility i.& very low (see Appendi,%A), and, although the conqequence, could be severe (see Appendix R). the risk is small.
Because ihe
risk from .luc.h events Is so low and has boen discussed in this Environmental Survey,' uvaliation of the ervironan..•tal impact of such accidents
would not be teituh,.!d of applicarts in future Environmental Repo-tc.
With*.n the Uniced Steres over the past 2"0 years, there have lieen only about
300 reportable accidents in transportation invoiving -,ackages of radioactive
material.
Only -.bout 30% involved any release'of contents or increased
radiLtion levels, and none resulted in perceotible Injury or neath attributable to the radiation aspects.
Millions of packages of radioactive material,
including more than 3600 packagei of irradiated fuei, have heen transported
durinR that period by all modes of Lransport.
The risk of injury or property damage from accidents due to cousnon (i.e.,
other than radiological) causes in the transportation of nuclear fuel and
solid. radioactive, waste also is small.

SECTION I.

A.

INTRODUCTION

scb_
In imnplemenLation of the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969,
the AEC requires applicants for a license to operate light-water
nuclear power plants to evaluate the environmental .ijpact of
transportation of nuclear fuel and solid radioactiAve wastes to and
from the plant.
This is a general analysis of the impact on the environment from the
transportation of nuclear fuel and solid radioictive wastes to and
from a light-water-coo1led nuclear power reactf-r in accordance with
the present regulatory standards and requireTrents.
The analysis is
based on shipments of fresh fuel to and irraJiated fuel and solid
radioactive waste from a boilitng water or a pressurized water reactor
with design ratings in the r-nge of 3,000 to 5,000 megawatts thermal

(1Wt)

or 1,000 to 1,500 me-awaLts electric.al (IT4e).

The nuclear fuel

for thc reactors considered was in the. fo't. of sintered uranium dioxide
pellets cneapsulated in zircaloy rods with. a U-235 enrichment ranging
from 1% to 4% by weight L.f th6 uranium pcesent.
The analysis was
made with the assumpt'ian.that present tw.thods of transportation and
exKstinrg standards and criteria for tr&,nspottation will be applied
over the operating life
of the reactor.
Estimates were made of the impact from radiological effects and- from
common causes under .noraial conditions of transport and acci-ents.
Transportation by truck, rail,
and barge was analyzed, and probabilities
of accidents calculated.
B.

Purpose
7his Environmental Survey dealing wiLh the transportatiou 'of radioaccive matbrials for nuclear power reactors under the present regulatory standards in being circulated &s a "generic" analysis.
It
appears likely tha. the environmental impait of transportation from
most -nuclear power stations would fall within the scope of the paranx-.ters
sptcified in Lhis general analysis.
It is anticipated that this
"genetic" aualysis will providnr the basis for the applicant's and rhe
Commis6:.on's analysis of the Impact on the environment of the transportatlon of fuel and solid radioactive waste under normal, conditiors

of transportation and the design basis accident,
test condiricns specified in

the regulations.

L.e.,

accident da-age

(
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C. rrinciples' of.Safety in Transport
Most shipments of radioactive material move in routine commerce and
on conventional transportation equipment.
Shipments are therefore
subject to the same, transportation environment, including accidents,
as non-radioactive cargo. Although a shipper may iyý.pse some ccnditions on the carriage of his shipment, such as speed limitations,
providing an escort, etc., most of the conditions to which his shipment
is subjected and the probability of his shipment being involved in
an accident are not subject to his control. Prote:tion of the public
and transport workers from radiation during the shipment of radioactive
materials is achieved by a combination of limitations on the contents
according to the quantities and types of radioactivity and standards
-and criteria for package design and control. Safety in' transportation
does not depend on special routing, although special routings are
used atmsome bridges and tunnels to avoid possible interference with
the flo-1of traffic should an accident occur.
Primary reliance for safety in transport of radioactive material is
placed on the packaging.
The packaging must meet regulatory standards
established by the Department of Transportation, Atomic Energy
Commission and the States (see Section III) according to the type and
form of material for containment, shielding, nuclear criticality safety,
and heat dissipation.
The standards provide that the packaging shall
shielding efficiency, assure nuclear criticality safety, and provide
adequate beat dissipetion under normal conditions of transoort and
tnder specified accident damage test conditions, (i.e., the design
basis accident).
The contents of packages not designed to withstand
accidents are limited, T.Iercby limiting the risk from releases which
could occur in an accident.
The contents of the package also must be
limited so that the standards for external radiation levels, temperature,
pressure, and containment are met.
Protection from external radiation is provided by lia.Ltations on the
radiation levels on the outside of packages of radioactLve materials
and stowage and segregation provisions.
"the number of packaiges in a
iEingle vehicle or area is-limited to cointrol the aggregate radiation
level and to provide nuclear criticality safety. Hinimum separation
distances from people and undeveloped film ate specified for loading
and storing packages of radioactive material to keep the exposure
of .ersons and film to a minimum.

-5-

SECTION 'II.

SUMT4AKY OF RESULTS OF THE DETAILED ANAIUXrCS

A summary of the results of the anal)sis of thie impact on thc environmetnt from transportat'on of fuel and solid radwaste associated witlh a
light water nuclear power plant is given oelow. Details on each type
of shipment are given in the Sections which follow, An analysis of
accidents and some meih.ds of calculations of doses and risks are presented in .he- Appendices.
A.

Bases for Analyses

.

The estimates of the environmental effects of transpottation are
based cn average conditions for such parameters as shipping distAuce,.
weather, radiation levels, package contents, population dcnolty, and
The numbers of shipments of fuel and radwaste
accident frequency.
were estinated an the basis of those anticipated from a tipical 11M0
WAe light-water-cooled tiuc.car reactor. The degree of package damage
assigned to different accidents' represeetf,' judgment baset! on the
results of.tests of packages and the small a,-.,-r o accident" to
Thu Dbzis used for
date .. nvolving packages of radioactive material.
estimating the environmental effects I!, considered appropriate
because, in the Staff'I view, the eff c:c arc %o small thai.
further refinement is not warranted.
If adjustment is desired for a
particular case,'.suitable Eactors will be fcann in the details ot the
technical: assessment.

The total number of shipments estimated ro be shipped for a typical
reactor each year are shown in Table i, together with estimated average
number of miles each type of shipment would he carried.
B.

Heat
The amount of heat released from a shipment of unirradiated nuclear fuel
or of solid radioactive waste is negligible. A rail cask containim.-L
irradiated fuel 'may release as much as 70 %ilowatts of heat or about
250,000 Btu/hr. - This might he compared to about 50 kilowatts of waste
heat releav'nd from a 100 horsepower truck engine during full pm'er
operation.
Even in those cases whure more than one cask is located
in an area:, such an two or more loaded casks o.n a barge or train,
the .amourt of hc-a* r-leased during shipment is too qmall to have any
apprecis.ble effect vtu the exvironmeht along th:' snipping route.

(°

!

C->

C

TABLE 1.

Type of
Shipment

Mode of
Transport
_ __ _

L-nirradiated

_

_

truck

Fstim-p.*
I.efght
(rretric

IUMMARY OF INFORMATION ON

Heat Cet.epiated
by Sm-:.t
-.rI00
(kIltowatus)

Nuber of Shipments
per
MIe
Reactor Year

sc 1Id
radioactive

*

srlma*. T!Average
OnlIpPfn

Distance

.(miles)

tolls)_

24

Total Shipping
Distance ýer
Reactor Year

(miles)
n~g.

6*

iuel
i r-•.J. ..at6'Llel

-AwU'l1NT

1030

12.000**

(18 [nitial)*
truc-k

35

10

raIl

i00

.70

barge

150

truck

86

rai 1

80

.

21us an equal number of shi 1'iients

60"
"

i•0
•.:.!)01
<.305

120,000**

10*

10)0

5*

1030

10,oOG*

46

530

23,000

I1-

503

5,500

for return of empty jackaglngs

•*onyv jiaf of this distance involves shipments of taiLioartive material, the othe.r half involves return of
empty packaglngs.

S

£
/

The temperature on the accessilble surface of packages in transport is
limited bY DOT regulations' to 122"F if the package is shipped other
Under "full load" conditions, the
than under "full load" conditions.
shipper has exclusive use of the vehicle and the cargo Is loaded by
the consigner and unlon.ded by the consignee so that contact with the
Under "full load" conditions, the temperature
package is controlled.
Under
on the accessibIc surface of the package is limited to 180*F.
normal conditions of transport, there is unlikely to'be damage, to
property or injury of persons due to external temperature.
C.

WeLght and Traffic Density
Shipments by trucV must meet State restrictions on gross weight of
The
vehicle which ensures against damage to bridges or roadways.
total number of shipment. per rearrnr year, about 20C, is roo :.Lall
to have any measurable effect on t..-%environment due to the resultant
increase In traffic density.
T.e weights of rail and barga ihipments

r.uaur mLet the regulatory

limitations of the Federal Railroad Administration and the U. S. Coast
Guard and are within the range of weights of other cc.mmoditles
routinely handled on those zodes of transport. The weights and
numbers uf shipments ate too small to tesult in any miasurable effects

(

On the environment.
D.

Radiatioi. Exposures Under Normal:-Gol

4

itions

A summary of the estimate.i radiation exposurets under normal conditions
T1.ee es.t.imates were based cn average, realistic
!s given in lablc 2.
• conditions" aa to radiztion levels outside ot packages, shipping distances,
-wcla(
:p.oie,. ..
tiqt~'nces from ihlipmencs, d8?I hu.mbers ,f p
expusare tin.."
ThM,
Tite details art, given in the individual Sections which follow.
nt-.hod of calculating the exposire of pur.ont. along the route is gl.v.n
in 'Appendix D.
The total impac'r ne thte environment from radiation in the transportation
.offuel ind wase's, rro-n a p,,,er reactor tmider normal zond-tions, based
i.i estimated to be a population dos.e
on the prsvnt ph.-kagin- standurd.,
An individual transport worker is unof. 5 man-rpam Per roactor year.
'The average radiatiot, dose to
likely to receive more than 500 nremnyr.
the Mighest expos-ed group of transport workers (truck drivers) is estimated
The cumulative dos,: to all. .,:ansport workers
to be about l0C 'nrem/yr.
The, cumulative
i ' estimated to be about 3 man-rem per reactor year.
radiation dose to persors other than trar.sport workers would '-we about
2 man-rem per reactur, yeAr, "distributed among approximately 600,000

peOpit.

This is a)otit one-millionth of the applicable Federal radiation

\..

..."

-- 8"-

TABLE 2
ESTIMATED FADIATION DOSES
UL4DER NORMAL CONDTlONS;
PER PEACTOR YEAR

Man-rem

Number of People

Traisport workers

0o01

40

General public - onlookers

0.0003

60

Unirradliated fuel Coy truck only)

-

Van-rem

Truck
No. People

i.2

4

LrradLiated Fuel
Transport. workers

3 x 105

0.001

people along the ,'oute

Rail
Kan-rem No.

People

(2.6)

.100
(22)*

0.1

100

0.05

Barge
Man-rem No.

Pepe

0.04

10

0.03

1 x 105

General public onlooltzrs

0.8

600

people along
the route

I

3 x 105

Solid Waste

TT uck

Ma-n- re n
---Tr.b

s

..

k

Transpot t wcrkers
General public onlookers

No. P eople

s

Man-rem
S

I

0.6

.people along

the roite

0.2

0.4

4
.500
I
1.5 x 10.S

*

S

Rail
No.

People

S

0.05

100

0.1

100

0.3

1.5

i05

*Fc,r shipments troitsported by truck frcom tne reactor site to a nearby
raftrnad, transferred from truck to railroa, c.nr, and shipped by railroad
car to the fuel recovery plant.
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proteztion guide for the average exposure tn the general population

from

all sources of radiation other than natural Sackqround and excluding
radiation exposure for medical purposes. T'he OoE.e to thos ' sayre perso,.s
due to the average normal background radiar.ior,, i-bout 130 mrem/person/ye.ac,
would be about 78,000 man-rem per year.
E.

Radiation Risk from Accidents
The rish ot radioactive contaminatinor CL rada-'Jon exposure from
accidents in transportation is extremely small.
As shown in the analysis of accidents in Appenddx A, the probability
of a truck, raill or barge accident occurring in transportation is very
Based on those accident statistics,
small, about 10-• per vehicle rile.
the average number of shipments per year and average shipping -dlstances,
a shipK.nt of nuclear fuel, solid radwaste, ot erpty fuel shipping
containers for a typical nuclear powter reactor would be involved-in a
transportation accident offsite about once for each 5 years of reactor
operation.
More than 757 of the accidents which occur are cf a mitior nature and
would produce little or no damage to a shipment.. Less than I% of the
accident, involve a severe Impact or 6.re.
The probability ef .a release of radioactive riaterl-al or an increase
in external radiation levels in an accident are small. One-thi'd of
In a severe accident, tht, rehfcle
the shipinents are emnpty containers.
may absorb most of the impact mad the fire may not involve the shipmient
of jad4 .oacti,.e material.. ,Paog.ig- rnpptoaiin4r Yadioactive rkt1'.iaals
eastd must
uhich m4 ghtL present serious potential radiation hazavdd f
The regulations limit,
be deisigned to ,withstand accident, condtti.tins.
the concents ot packages not dssigtd to vithstand accident. conditlons,
so e-nly a small amount of radiation exposure would result should the
package be severely damaged.
the exteric t which the material Is dispe-Red and the amount of
radiation exposure that results from the release are affec ted by
the weather conditions, arid the ntumber of people In the vicinity 'of
The probability is small of a severe
the accident (see Appendix B).
accident occirring in a location where the population density it,, 1hAI-i.

(
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F.

Risk from Comon Causes
The impact on the environment from accidents in tiansportation of
unirradiated fuel, irradiated fuel, solid radwastes., and cmpty containers
due to common (non-radiological) causes is estimated to be 1 fatal injur'y
in. 100 reactor years, l non.-fatal. injury in .10 reactor years, and
property damages of about $4"5 per :eactur yeat (see Appendix C).

G.

Alternatives
Thn risk of zadioactive contamination or radiation exposure to the.
environment from the transportation of fuel and radwaste from a power
reactor in containers designed to meet the present packaging standurds
Alternatives and additional measures such as tightening cf
is small.
the standards to require addicional accident protection and spe.:.,al
routing of shipments, providing escorts, and requiring additional
shielding in containers, were examined for the general case. Although
some of the alternatives offer apparent advantages in terms of reducing
the radiolo.ical effects on the environment, the overall risk from
radiological effects is small. Any reduction in those effects by
additional measures would to some extent be oLitweighed by an increase
:large
in adverse effects of a.non-radiological character and by
Adoption of one or
commitment ot additio*onal efiort and. equipmeit.
Howmore of the alternatives in specific cases might be justified.
ever, the advantages of the a'ternatives do not appear to be .11fneral requirements.
ficient to warrant their adoptio -. z
SECT'.ON [Il.

RE1C"*%T'ORY STANDARDS AND REQUIPEMENTS

Packaging and transport of radioactie materials are regulated at
the Federal level by the Atomic Energy Cominission, 1 the Department
of Transportation (DOT), 2 and the U. S. Postal Service. 3 Certain
aspects,asuch a- limitations or& gruss weight of trucks and transportatiun not subject to DOT, AEC, or the Postal Service regulations, arc'
regulated by the Ftates. Most States have adopted regulations pertainingto intrastate transportation of radioactive materials which require the
shipper to conform to the packaging, labeling, and marking requirements
of the U. S. Department of TransportatLon to the same extent as if the
transportation were subject to the rule.s and regulations of that agency.
A.

PackF_•nP

Standards and Requirements

'he packaging standards and rriteria are found in the regulations of
the AEC (10 CF'R Part 71) and the rogulatinns of the DOT (49 CFR Parts

170 through 179),

-
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The present criteria provide assurance thar packaging designed to
uset such standards cai. be carried on all modes of transport and will
As
withstand the conditions likely to be encountered in accideautt,
developed, the nriteria specify tests of packa&,ia. which can be carried
our either in the laboratory or in the field with conventional, and
The £.:itorta, which wetre
readily available equipment and facilities.
first published by the International Atomic Energy Agency in 1964,
have been adopted in many international and n.it'ioral transportation
regulations and served as tho, basis for the regulatory standards and
The2y were based on a detailed analysis of norioal
criteria of the U. S.
and accident conditions in transport and rearly 20 years of experience
in shipping many types of radioactive materia~s.
To meet the regulatory standards, packaging must be designnd and
constructed to provide two and, tn some cases, three levelo oi
protection.
The packaging must function in the normal ':rausportatiou environuleut
with a high degree of reliability. Systemi selected to achieve the
basic design functions, i.e., containment, shielding, heat dinsipation, and nuclear criticality safety, must provide a high degree of
inherent safety under normal conditions and have & high tolerance.
for malfunctions, off-normal conditions, .!nd accidents should the.y
Each shipping container-ks checke• routinely to assure that
occur.
the "as built" high quAlity is maintained throughout its lifetima.
Despite the best possible design practices -. nd the highly 'ssured
capability for reliable and practicable .>peration, allowance is
made for malfuncti.ons, off-noimal conditions, and accidenLt by
proVidint an additionci' levwlef, prcitection.Lo.re~ast or accommodate
As with the primary ievel ot pr.cc'ction, conservasuch n-currences.
tive arbLn practices, adequate safety matgins, and inspectability
are incorporated into these secondary pt~otuctiun systems 'to assure
both the effectiveness and reliability )f the second level of defense.
In addition, these-systems are designed to be routinely examined and
tested wo that there is full assurance that they will operate reliably
ikf requirel.
As an added measure of iiaiety, where the'design includes mechanical
systems essential to safety, the design is evaluated under normal
conditions and agaitst a series of severe hypothetical accident
conditions, assuming certain of thesn protective systems 1dil. If
such failure could'produce'serious consequences, addiLional protec-'.
tive measures, or redundancy of the safety system must be provided.

(,

C

C
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TABLE 3.

QUAN4TITY LIMiITS AS RELATED TO PW,
I:A"E REqTiETS
-

Exempt
Quantity

Transport
Group

[
I.

BI,
137

761Cs,

IV

V

4 Cm, 252Cf

10-5

10-3

20

2 10

10-4

5 X 10- 2

20

2 2

90Sr,
192

716s,.141,

Po

4.31

45{C

I;ob!e gasses,

Special
Forn

I

-3

3r

Ir,

85
.'Kr

10-3

3

200

10-3

20

200

10-3

20

5,000
4

0

4

VII

9

Type'B*
Package
(curies)

(curies)

Examples

239pu,

I.

Type A
Package
(curies)

Ar, 133Xe, 8Kr
uncompressed

10-3

1,000

50,000

Tritium - as a gas or in
luminous paint

25

1,000

50,000

60

Co

radiography

source, Pu-Be :
neutron source,

io03

20

A
I __________________________
______________________________________________________________

A Large Quantity is defined ai any quantity In
excess of a Type B quantityr.

£

000
5,0

(
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The type of packaging is specifited in DOT regulations, 49 CMR 173,
according to the type and quantity of radioactive material (see lab',e
3).
Radioactive materials are divided into two broad cla-sse,., t- ) "s)':.a
form" which is a m.;'-ive, non-friable, solid material or r"aterial coi,fined in a high integrity capsule of inert material, and (2) "normal
furt" which applies to all radioactive materials which are not "spec-Lal
form." Normal form radioactive ;-,aterials -t.e classified into seven
Fgroups of radlonuclides based primarily on radilotoxicity of tbe radionuclides.
Package limits for the seven transport groups and "special.
form" are shown in Tsble 3.
Small quantitites of radioactive materials, certain concentrations,
small 4uantities of radioactive materials in manufactured goods, and
low specific -ctivity mar.irials may be shipped in strong industrial
packaF.es a.,d are exempt f om specification packaging, marking and
labeling with the ".adinartive material label.
The Postal Service
regulations generally'ailow the exempt quantities to be shipped by
mail in leakptoof containers.
Type A quant" '4 es of radioactive materials must be rhipped in packaging,
identified as Type A packaging, wblich',ill prevent loss or dispersal of
the radioactive contents and retain shielding efficiency and effectiveness of other safety features under normal condit-lons of t-ransport. • Standards fo: evaluation end testitig of adequarv with respect tc normal
conditions spe., fied '.n ALC and DOT regulations include temperatures
rang-ng from -4 0 °F to 130*F, all surfaces except the bottom wet for 30
mioutes, being .iubiected whill, wet to a 4 f'oot free fall vibration
"nmall5 er~c~ueTed",n'6
e~ti'rnh
cAn
re.1sufe"' euced to 'U.5
atmosp:,ere.

(

Quanrities exceeding "rypk: A qt-,.,ncities must be shipped in. Type B

packaging.
Type U packaging nust be designed to withstand normal
* trnnsport conditions wtrhout loss of cont.nts or shielding efficincy
and to suffer no more rhan a specified loss of contents or shielding
efficiency -if subjected to a specified saqquence of accident damage test
conditiorn.
That damage. test sequence includes: (1) a free fill from
a height of 30 feet .onto an uiylelding surface with the package landing
in the orientation which does the most damage, (2) a free fall from a
height of 4 feet onto a 6-inch-diameter steel plunger long enough, and
with the package in the orientatlon, to do maximum damage, (") heal
ivput from exposure for 30 minutes to a fIre or other radiar.I. environment having a temperature of 1475*F a-id an emissivity of 0.), and (4)
for fissile material, iLur.ersion in.water to a depth of 3 fe.t for 24

(

hours. Those test conditions make up the design basis accident for
type B packages; I.e., package designs which meet the criteria under
th'ese test conditions are considered to provide adequate protection
to the public and operating nersonnel in transportation accidents.
Large quantities must be shipped in Type B packaging which provides
for adequate dissipation of heat.
In addition, there must be no loss
of contehts at an external pressure of 25 psig, which is approximately
equiva.lent to imersion in water to a depth of. >0 feet.
With respect to heat dissipation, the regulations require the package
to be designed so that the temperature rise due to decay heav will not
adversely affecc the package or the contents and will not cause
excessive pressure.
The accessible surface of the package must
not exceed a temperature of 180*F.
B.

•

...

Nuclear Criticality.Safety
Fissile mater.al (i.e., uranium-233, uranium-235 and plutonium) in
quantities exceeding 15 grams per package or, in homogeneous, hydrogenous solutions and mixtures, quantities exceeding 500 grams of
U-233 or Pu or 800 grams of U-235 per package, require
some control in transport to assure safety from accidental
criticality. Nuclear criticality safety In transport is provided by
assuring that th.e contents of each.. packap.
f fissile material is
subccitical when delivered to a carrier for transport and that the
package is so designed that it. will remain subcritical under all
conditions likely to be encountered in transpcrt, including accldents.
In addition, the contents must be limited or the package must be
e~~gnýd Q thh~t .
qumber.o(.pVaglaes.whicQ. ar.e, J.ikely to he .
accumulated in one vehicle or area will be subcritical under all conditions likely to be encountered In transport, including accidents and
handling errors.
The AEL regulations specify the conditions for evaluating the adequacy
or design of a package for fissile material including form and geometry
of the contents and moderation and reflection.
The package design must be evaluated against the accident damage test
conditions discussed earlier for Type B packages.
A package for fissile material mtist be so designed and constructed and
its contents so limited that the following numbers of such packages
can be shcwn to be subcritical in a modetated and reflected array
according to th• Fissile Clavs (i, It, or III) to which the package
is assigned..
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All Packages
Damaged as in
Accident Conditions

Normal Conditions
Pisaile Class I

any number

Fiscile Class II

5 times the allowable
number*

2 times the allowable
number*

Fissile Class III

beside an identical

the allowable number*

250 packages

shipment

The allawa'dle number is the number of the same type of packages to
be allowed in one ahipm.ent.

*

The conditions for transport vary according to the Fissile Cla3s.
Fissile r.lass II packages are controlled by the carrier as to an allowablu number on a vehicle or in one handling or storage area.
This is
done by the simple system of assigning a number to each package,. called
a. transport index, and rtctirir.g the carrier not to allow more -thar. an
accumulation of 50 transport indexes on a vehicle or area.
This system
has been applied to limitinlg the accumulated radiation level since 1948.
For Pissile Class I11, the shipmcnt must be made exclusive use (i.e.,
the consignor loads thi shipment and the consignee unloads the shipment
and 'txthing is allowed on the vehicle other than the consignor's
material) or by an escort proviied by the shipper who assures the
shipment ir .ept separated from other fissile material, or some other
procedure specifically approved by DOT.
..

"6--

a.*%.0

V

W..

~

40

..**".w ..

......

Fissile 'Class I packages do not require limitations on the number of
packages in an area or vehicle for nuclear criticality safety.
In soma ccses physical properties limit the number of packages in a
shipment.
For example, in most cases one irradiated fuel cask is
shipped on a truck or rail car and the cask is shipped euclusive use
be.cvause of weight limitations on the vehicle even 'though some designs
i'ight meet the Fissile Class I requirements.
For unirrddiated nuclear
fueli the allowable number v-:packages for Fissile Class II in the
case of one design of ýWR package is 23. However, because of the size
and weight of each package, c.nly 6 or 7 can be loaded on one truck.
C.

Packagirny Desiri Review
At the p,:esent time, the AEC reviews and issues approvals for designs
of packages for shipping large quantities and fissile materials.
DOT

( )
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?eviews and issues approvals for Type B package designs and, based on
AEC evaluatiors, issues approvals for large quantity and finsile material
package designss.
Applicants for approval of a packaging design must provide a detailed
analysis of. .hat design to demonstrate that the design meets the packaging
standards -nd criteria.
The demonstration that the packaging design is
adequate may be made by quantitative assessment, tests of models oi
packaging details or mock-ups representing the methods of construction
used, extrapolation, from test results for similar designs; or designs.
employing nimilar construction features, actual test.a of samples of
packaging made to the design, or other evidence.
The DOT plans to discontinue issuing spe'zific approvals for radioactive
material packages which meet all of the packaging stan.3ards.
In-December
1971, the AEC and DOT published4 propoued regulatory changes under which
DOT would transfer to the AE.C all of the rariocctive material packaging
approval functions.
The final regulatory changes arr. expected to be
published within the next few months.
D.

Quality Assurance and Control
It is possible that a package will be constructed or used in a manner
not in accordance with the design; huwever, the likelihood of such
errors is considercd small in view of the regulatory requirements for
qual.ity sssuran~a and for various observations and tests before each
Phipment. 5
'Oider ca.. Departmenc c;r Transportation regulatians, each fabricator
"of ffpb1et1itat•inco' ith.LnerV' musV l"egr'cer' "Vith"{ -and I: "su'bject zo,
inspection by, DOI.

""

The regulations spec~fy ct.-tain tests that must be cat rid
out on such
containers.
Under AEC regulations, li.ensees who wish to fabricate,.
casks are asked to describe their quality assurance program when they
apply for approval of the design.
In addition, the regulations requi re
that packar.es for fissile material and large qu3ntities be tested prior
to -first
use with respect to shielding and heat .[suipation and prior
to each use as to proper assembly, proper closing, temperature, pressure,
andprebcn,.a of neutron absorbers.
E.

nadiation Level Limitations.

External radi.ation exposure of transport: workers and the general public
in the transportacion of packages of radioactive material is
dui•ng transport by several different mi-thods.

controlled
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The radiation emitted from individual packages of radioactive material
iS limited by the DOT regulations 6 to no wore -than 200 mrem/hr on the
surface to limit. the direct exposure to the peruoci har.dliug the
package, and no rnre than 10 mrem/hr at 3 feet from the surface of the
pckage t. lim!it the radiation level to which persons and property in
the vicinity of the package would be e~p•.ed.

1P.

If. a prckage is shipped in a closed truck or rail car under the "exclusive
use" conditions (which methnR it i3 loaded by.the coitsagnor and unloaded
by Zhe consignee), the radiatiun level at 3 feet from tho surface of the
package is limited to 1000 torea!hr provided tLe iadiation level' does
not exceed 200 mrem/hr at the surface of the vehicle, 10 mrem/hr at 6
feet from the outside surfaces of th. vehicle, and 2 mrem/hr in either
the driver's compartment or other normully occupied positions in the
truck or rail car.
As a simple indicator of the radiation dose rate from an individual
package;,the regulations define one "transport index" (TI) as being
The
i mrem/hr at 3 feet from the surface of the package.
-equal t,
rftg-lations specify limics for aggregations of packages in terms of
The number of packages stored or.
thi sum of the transport indexes.
handled in one area or loaded on one car or vehicle must be su lialted
Thill
that the sum of their transp.ort indexes does not exceed 50.
prevents a large aggregation of packages, each with a significant

(

desirable because oZ the additive eftect of the radiation levels ;.-otn
all of the packages.
Simple tables of minim-am separation distances 7 from people and un.exi".i..
exposed film are specified for .packages. of. 7Iauioactlvq
storage and on vehicles in terms of the. sum. of the transport indexes
in

.

.

Lach group of packigen.

Whether there is one package or a large number of package,. in a vehit3e
or a location, the trahsport workEý' oc corrier is requi*'•eý to read
each TI, add the total nuruber of TI's preicnt, determiri fr'om the
tab.les in the regulation!; the distance those packages tust. b" kept
from film andv continut,uuly occupied arr.as, and assure that thosp.
separation d.stauces. a'y

provided.

The transport index system has also been adapted for limiting aggregations of packages containing fissile radioactive materials to assure
nuclear criticality safety. The shipper determines it, accordance witlt
specific criteTij laid down in the AEC regulations of the AEC a transport index figure which it to be assigned to the Fissile material

(
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package.

For ahippLng,

the shipper assigns to each package of fissile

material the nuclear safety TI as -calculated or the radiation level TI
(as described earlier), whichever is the higher.. The transport worker,
as is the case f-3r radiation levels, adds the Ti's and by complying
with the limitation on the ntubar of TI's in any one vehicle 3r localimits the amount of fissile material in all typis of packages
tior
to safe. limits. The TI assigned to individual packages of fissile
material for nuclear safety reasons takes into account that, in cases
cther than exclunive-use shipments, 2 times, or as many as o times
the permitted tot:al number of TI's in a collection of packages may be
ina4vertently pli.eud together.
It will, be recognized that mixing nz..lear safety TI's with radiation
level TI's in the course of transport increases the margin of safety
for both since thay are not synergistic.
V.

Surface Contamination Levels
DOT rogulution,68 also require that there be no significairt remavable
surfacv contamination on the ext&rnal accessible surfaces of packages

when they are shipped.

%evels of removable contaminstion 6n the

surfae..,s are determined by a vipe test. The regulations consider
the level is "not si~tifzrqnt" if the activity on the wipe does not
exceed 10-11 Ci/cm2 for beta-gamma emitters and 10-12 Ci/cm2 for alpha
amitterc.
Any fixed contamination of the surface is limited by the
externA
- radiation
level limitations discu-ssdin-t-en-'rpTvotig T aa-graphs.

....

C.*.....
External
Temperature
*
~o,"*.:...
o*

.'

.

..........

;-.....

The DOT regulations 9 limit the temperature at any accessible surface
of the cask tu not more than 122°F at any time duting transp'ort, except
that for full loae or exclusive use shipments, the temperatisre may be
i80F.

H. Wurnin

labels

0
Each packaget of radioactive material is required by DCT regulationsi
ro be labeled on two opposite sides with a distinctive warning label.
Each of three label formats bears the unique trefoil radiation symbol.
The label alerts persois handling packages that the package uay require

special han!ling. If the background coior of the label is all white,
the radiat..on "a minimal and nothing special is required for that
package.. I, ho'wever, the backgrounA. of the upper half of the label
is yellow. a radiation level requiring consideration may exist at the

/
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outside of the package, and an ind•cation of what controls must be
exercised for that package i.., related to the transport index concept
discussed above. If the package bears a yellow label witi three
stripes, the rail or highway vehicl!• in which it is carried M,.st be
placarded.
I.

Placards
A truck or rail car carrying any package labeled with a Radioactive
Yellow-17.1 label. must. be placarded on- the outside.II. The .placr.rd for
rail cars bears the distinctive trefoil symiol and, for trucks, the
word RADICACTIVE in letters large enough to catch the eye.
rh.-.
-principal purposes of placards are to advi-ie frodght handlers of the
presence of radioactive material.with TI's inside the vehicle, or to
indicate the presence of special typeg of shlipments (e.g., a Fissile
Class I11 package, a special permit package, or a large source pa:kage);
and to warn passers-by and emergency crews that radioactive material
shipments are in the vehicle.
This mark-Ing or placarding is intended
to encourage persons not to remain in the vicinity of the vehic!.e
unnacessarl.ly so as to reduce exposures which would otherwise result
from loitering in the vicinity. Also, the placard will alert.emergency
crews to che need for taking appropriate precautions in case such
Cars and trucks carrying carload
vehicles irt- involved in accidents.
or truckloa.X lots of radioactive materials, packages with significant.
external -radiation- le-ie ls. or containiug. large -quant-it-ies-of radioactive-izaterial, or Fissile Ciass III shipments are required to be placa'rded
with a "Radioactive" placard.

J.

Capacity for Coping with Accidental Releases
The consecuences of an accident involving radioactive material are 1 2
mitigated by the procedures which' carriers are required to follow.
These procedures include:
segregation of packages and materiale from
persons; immediate notification of the shipper and DOT in case c-f an
accident, fire, or leaking package; and a requirement that vehicles,
cars, building areas, and equipment not be placed in service again
until surveyed and, where necessary, decontaminated.
Trai.ed perc-ounnl equip,-ed to monitor the area and competent to act
as advisers art. available through an inter-Governmental radiological
assi.itance program. The radiological assiEtancc teams are dispatched
in rusponse to .- lMs for emergency assistance. This assistance has
been wade availalze in the fes transportation accidents involving
radioactive mate,'ials" shipments which have 6ccurred in recent years.
Should a major release occur, this type of aesistance-mi.ht help reduce
the impact of the releras.

-

<,
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-Shipper's Certfilcation

*?efcre deliverIng n package to a carrier for transport, chc- shipper
,must determine that there ir no "s.gnificant" lovse radioactive
contamination on the outside of the Dackagce, that the rad-iation levels
ott the saurface of the package and at 3 feet from thc package neet the
specified regulatory levels, and that the marking and labellng are
in
13
The shipper also must certify
coinpliance with the re-iuireme-'s
in writing or. the shipping papf:s thac the radioactive materials are
properly classified, described, packaged, marked, and labeled and
are in proper conditions for "trausport -according to the applicable
tegulations of the Department of Transportation.
L.

Weight and Traffic Density
State highway weight restrictions limit t|.e gross weight of tru:ks
iior routine shipmet=- so chat the gross weight of casks are limited
to aocout 25 tong. Sbhpments af casks weighing up to about 35 tons
m.ay be ellowed in most. StaLes under a sp-cia1. overweight permit. The
!.tates often prescribe s.pecial. routing for overweight shipments and
In some cases restrict the period during which the truck car. trvel.
R.epetitive shLipments of overweigPht loads may cause breakup of tile
zoa.wxwji. qorie irradiated fuel shipping casks may require overweight
p.-arnite.
the number of suhh'shpmidit's is limied" to about 60 round
trips per year per reactoi.
that number of overweight shipments
would not be eý.xpected to hav. any adverse effect on ti'.h, -,advays.
Rail shipments of 50 to 100 rona of uther commodities, such a- coal,
are Lautinely hariled, so-ral.. diip'•nets of casks of cumparable ;,eights
would offer no unusual loading for rail facilities.
Barges a'so
ro'hrinely'trpasport cargoes weighing more th&n 100 tons.
With respect to traffic density, the average T;...z.er of ccuck Fhipmeuts
of aucl•.ar fuel, solid rad-wasre, and empty pa%..aFiings is estlmated to
bv abxut 200 per year for a typical reactor and involves a tora.-' of
about 155,000 truck miles.
The n.mber of shipments and miles travelled
ate imall compared to the present traffic densities and Miles travelled
by truks for all purposes.
A. an indication of the traffic flow, an average of 43,500 motor
vehicles per day traveled over one sectiop of I-S between San Dieg,
and I;os Angeles in 1971.
Accord:ing to the Federal Higjhway Administration, the tverage number' of trucks per day on any givr.n section cf
U. S. highway getnerally varies from about 100 to 10,000.
The t.oLal
number of truck miles traveled in 1971 is estimated to be over
12 billion.

/"
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Chanwing the Standards and Requirements
The safety of radioactive L terial transport is assured not only
through the design standardt for packaging but also by quality
assurance programs to assure conformance with approved designs, to
correct problems and to help assure continuing satisfactory performance over the lifetime of the package.
Despite~use of the best
poasible design practices, assurance of the capaoility for reliable
and predictable operationu of the packaging and the transportation
equipment, employing measures to reduce the already low probability
of accidents, and provisions to mitigate the consequences of accident.s
which may occur, errors, malfunctions, of(-normal condit.ons, and
accidents will occur.
Such accidents ace required to be reported and
will be Investigated.
If as a result of such events, data and
experience associated with the changing characteristics and increased
numbers of shipments of radioactivc- material, or changets in the useful
life
of the equipment or in the transportatioii methods, evidence
becomes available that accepted guidelines are beieg exceeded or the

public is being unduly exposed or their health and safety impaired,
action can and will be tak-.n to correct the causes in a timely manner.
The regulatory requirements, codes, stand" "ds, specifications and
criteria applicible to the designs of packages, loading patterns,
protective measures, aito nualtly P!surance practices for the transportation of radioactive material can Ue :-Kdified should the need for
changes become evident.
The probability of.leakjae due to human error can be reduced by
increased contiol over the preparation of paLkages for alhipment.
Two
actions alriady are underway which are intendcd to increase that control.
DOT recently amended Its
regulations 14 to require that shipper. .arry
out certain examinatics and test procedures on packages priur to
shipmeni:. The Atomic Energy Commisgion is considering expanding its
quality %asurance requirements applicable to packages used by its
licentee-shippers.

\.

../
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TV. DETAILED ANAILYSIS OF-TH! EVIRONW.NTAL IFYACT OF TRANSPO~RING

.UNLADIATED FUEL TO A TYPICAL LIGHT-WATER NuCLE•AR REACTOR IN
ACCORDANCE WITH PRESENT REGULATORY 'Te.ADARDS AND REQUIREMENTS
A.

Characteristics
The nuclear fuel for an 1,100 MWe reactor typically consists of
100 metric tons (Mr) of uranium for a pressurized water reactor or
The uranium enrichment varies
150 HM for a boiling water reactor.
from about 1% to 4% U-235 by weight depending on the reactor
desirg.
The fuel is in the form of uranium dioxide which has been
sinrLred and compacted to form very dense, high-strenpth, highmelr.ing-point pellets approximately 1-1/4 centimeters (cm) in
diameter zid 2 cm in length.
The pellets are stacked in zirc-aloy
tubing which Is welded shut at both ends to form a fuel rod.
The
fuel rods are subjected to rigorous quality control O:o ensure
their integrity prior to use in the reactor.
A iuel element i.,
made up of 50 to 200 fuel rods abou'.: 4 :meters (n) long, weighs
fruon 250 to 700 kilograms (kg) and contitins approximately 200 kg
of "ranium for a BWR or 50U kg of uranium for a PWR.About one-thirid of the fuel in a PWR or about.i/5 o1 the fuel in a
BWR, i.e.,
about 30 MI of fuel, is replaced each year.
Unirriadin-c.d
fuel ýalso referred to as cold or fresh fuel) is shipped by truck,
usunily two fuel elements per package, in long packages, 16 packages
of BWR elenmnts or six packages of PWU elemelts constituting a
truckload.
About six truckloads of. fuel elements are shipped ,o a
reactor each year.

B.

Packa&in1%
As Indichted in the introduction, the packaging provides rueh of
the assurance of safety in transport of radioactive materials.
The design of the packaging fon.shipmen: of unirradiated fuel, the
contents, the transport index to be assigned each package (If
Fissile Class Ii),
and any ;pecial procedures to be followed in
loading the fuel Into the package and closini the package r-ust
meet standardA set forth in AEC regulations.
Each package
design nust be reviewed and approved by the AEC priortto first
use.
Labeling of the packago a'd other transport conditions
are specLfied in MOT regulations.:'
The packaging mu:;t ensure against nuclenr .riticality under both
the normal conditions of transport and accident damage test
condition.s and prevent loss of contents under normal conditions of
trarsport.

I
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The fuel elere.ntr are usually enclosed in a plastic bag and placed
in a metal container which supportsathe fuel element along its
A typical
entire length during the course of transportatiou.
assembly
cradle
a
is
elements
fuel
PWR
shipping container Zor
consisting of a rigid beam or "strongback" and a clamping assembly
The
which holds the fuel elements firmly to the "strongback."
1"strungback" is shock-mounted to a steel outer shell by shear
mounts. BWR fuel elements are shipped in steel I-oxes which are
Packaging
positioned in an outer wooden box by cushioning material.
for PWR fuel elements is,cylindrical in shapz. approximately 1.2 m
in diameter and 4.9 m long and ranges in weight .when loaded from
2800 to 4000 kg. Packaging for BWR fuel element'- is rectangular in
shape, approximately I m high, .1 m wide, and 5.2 m long. When
loaded, the package weighs up to 1300 kg. Examples of types of
shipping containers are bhown in Figures 1, 2; and 3.
C.

Transport Conditions
Almost all shipments cf unirradiated fuel are now, and will continue
to be, made by truck.
Rail shipments take too long, and many
nuclear power plants do not have rail facilities. Water shipments
take even longer, and there are very few convenient barge routes
-- between r-he--fuel fabricator-s.and thc. nulear power plants. !ihipnents
by air are also utlikely', in spite of the short transit time. The
packages ate long (about 5 m), fre;.1'lt rates are high, and mosi
reactors are some distance from the major airpo*rt facilities having
cargo aircraft.

(

It will require about 18 truckloads of fue! tc load the reactor
initially; thereafter, about six truckload shipments of fuel
will- be required annually for refueling.
Each shipment will
travel a distance of about 1000 miles on the average, (a
m:nimum distance of 25 miles to a maximum of 3,00M miles).
In uost cases, a shipment of unirradiated fuel will be transported
by Cxclusive use. i.e., as a "full load." The packajges would bp
loaded on the truck at the fbel fabrication plant by %he shipper,
transported by the carrier directly to the nuclear power plant
and unloaded by the power plant personnel, with no tnLrrz.cdiAte
off-loading;, storage, or intervehicular transfers enroute.
No
other shipment.: would be loaded on the vehicle except by the
shipper himself. Average transit time will -be about 3 days, based
cn prenent experience.

(
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i.e.,
Scre shipments will be' a-Je "les.-than-truekioad" (LTL)
one or two packages shi•ti!d via general freight or express and
transported in a vehicle along with other freight, in accordance
The packages would be moved from truck
with the DOT regulat.ions.
to truck, through terminals and "in transit" s'orage. The average
transit tize will bit about 5 days, based on present experience.
D.

Effects on the Envi,ý'•nment
Hormal Conditions
1.

Heat
In the case of unirradiated fuel,
detectable heat output.

2.

there will be rio ieadily

Weight and Traffic Density
The number of shipments of unirradiat.ed fuel will average about
The total number of such shipments is
6 truckloads per year.
too small to have a measurable effect on the envirunment due
to the resultant increase in traffic density.

(

Th-. iumber of packages per vehicle can be adjusted so tht

the transporting vehicle can stay within the car¢C. gross
weight limitations of 'the State (usually about 25 tons); hence,
there would be no excessive load on the roadbeds or bridges
for major routes.
3.

Radiation
a.

External radiatlon exposure leveis
The radioactivity in

a pa%7kage of. unirradiated fuel will

be about 0.5 to 2.0 curies.

Based on data cbtAine.,,

from

AEC licetnsees and contractors, the radiation level at. the
surface of the uni'radiatecd fuel' containers is likely to
an
..
average about 1 tiliirem per hour (mrem/hr) *-For
the radiation level at 3 feet frow thz
individual package

surface of the pack.tge would be about 0.4 mrem/hr, and at
15 feet about 0.05 mrem/hr.

packagps,

For a clustet- of six to 16

the radiation levels would be about 1.5 urem/hr

at the edge of thE. cluster, 0.7 mre./hr at 3 feet, and
0.06 mrem/hr at 15 feet.
The radiat4ot: level at the otutside

(
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surface of a truck containing.a load of Unirradiated flel
would be about 1 mrem/hr, and at 3 feet from the surface of
the truck about 0.1 mrem/hr.
From actual experience, the
level in the cab of a trucK would be about 0.01 mrem/hr
above the natural background.
(1) Truck Drivers. Twm truck drivers de-.'ng a 1000 mile
trip would probably spend no more than 20 hours in the
cab and about one hour outside the truck at an average
Under thos.
distance of 3 feet from the cargo compartment.
conditions, each driver could'receive atout 0.3 mrevi/shipment
or about 1.8 mrem/fy for six shipments.
The cumulative
annual doso to all drive.'s would be about U.004 u,-iremi.*
(2)
Freqiht Handlers.. For h'.paments which are transp.rted as "full-loads," exposure to the carriers' freight
handlers would be zero, since the packages are loaded by
fuel fabrication perst.,nnel a%~d unloaded by personnel
at the- reactor and are not handled enroute.
For less-than-full-load shipments, the packages may spend.
an average of about 12 hours on loading docks and 24 hours
in storage. While in storage, the exposure to handlers is
essentially zero.
Handling on the docks requires mechanical equipment because
*of the weight of the package&.
Based on actual handling
experience, for about 11 of the 12 hours, the packages
would be in relacively isolated "route grouping" areas,
with an average of from one to three handlers being exposed'
a total of from, 10 minutes to 1.hour each, from an average
distance of 3 to 15 feet.
The exposures would then range
frum 0.01 mrem to 3 nrem per handler.
The average expn-.
,it.re would-probably ie in the range of 0.2 mrem per
hKxvdler for three handlers, or abeut 0.004 manl-rem per
year for si:c shipments.

*Man. .rem is an expression for the summation of whole-body do',es to
individuals in a group.
In some cases, the dose may bc fairly
uniform and received by only a few pers)ns ke.g., drivers and brakemen);
in other cases, the dose may vary 'and be received by a large number
of people (e.g., persor.s along the shipping route).-

-
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During actual transfer of a shipment, three handlers (not
necessarily the same three handlers previously mentioned)
would probaL.y not be exposed for more than 30 mi.nutes
each, at an average d'Lstance of 3 feet, each receivIng
about 0.25 mrem. ThaL would'be a total annual exposure
of about 0.005 man-rem.
Members of the general
General Public--Onlookers.
(3)
publ.c are nornally excluded frdm loading and unloading
operations, but expoiures might occur at enroute truck.
stops for fuel and eating. Trucks are placarded on both
sides and the front and rear as "Radioactive."
Members
of the general public are unlikely to remain near a
truck mare than a few minutes. If a person spends 3
minutes at an average distance of 3 feet from the truck,
the dose would be about 0.005 mrem.
If0 persons, on
the average, were so exposed, the total 3nnual dose to
such onlookers would be about 0.0003 man-rem.
(4)
General Publlc--A-ong the Shippinx Route.
The
radiation level .at 6 fee't from a vehicle loaded with
packages of unirradiated fuel will likely be no more tha"
0.1 mrem/hr.
Consider the vehicle travels 2 00 x.iles per
day, and the mean population density. along the route is 330
persons per square mile.
For .a trip of 1000 miles one way
and 6 trips per year, the cumulative. ashnual dose to
* approximately 300,000 persons it an an'-a a',ou% that ro3ute
between 100 feet and 1/2 mile on eitner side of the vehicle
would be about 0.001 man-rem.
See Appendix D fordetailed
calculation,

"

(5)
AnLmals. The exposure of domestic animals or pets
during transit might occur during terminal transfers of
unirradiated fuel packages.
If such exposures did occur,
the average w.:2Ld probably be about the same as for freight
handlers, 1.1,., about 0.3 mrem each.
(6)
Film. Unexposed photographic film can be affected
by radiation and is the most radiation-sensitive material
likely to be transported together with radioactive
materials.
Under full-load conditions, film would not be shipped
with 1nuirradiated fuel. UJnder LTL conditions, DOT regulations require film tu be separated by at least 15 feet from
shipments of radioacivj, material.
A shipment of film

(
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pthin 15 feet of a shipment of cold fuel for 12 houts
vould receive an exposure of about 0.6 mrew. This would
not produce any measurable effect on the film.
kccident Conditions
1. In-Ilant Accidents
The "in-plant" radiological aspects of transportation of radio-

active material are evaluated separately as part of the licensing
procedures or contractual requirements and are not evaluated
against tb'. packaging sLandards and criteria for transportation.
P.;r that reason, the "in-plant" aspects have oct been included
ii. this analysis.
Offsite Accidentq
A. truckload of unurradiatp.Z fuel from a typical reactor may be
involved in an accident aboot once in 110 reactor years (see
Appendix A).
The packages are so deaigned that in the unlikoly

event a shipment of unirradiated fuel is involved;In ar, accideni.,
it is unlikely the fuel will be released.
The fuel rod is constructed to withstand internal-and external
pressutes, from 1000 to 2000 pounds per square inch ga.ge, anticipated in operation of the reactor. Its construction is such
that release of the pellets of urarnium oxide or the oxide itself
is unlikely. Fiuel rods of this type have been tested by being
dtopped 30 feet cnto concrete on end,

on the side, and at ou

angle of 450, without rupture of the cladding or loss of contents.15

.The pelletized form of the "uraniua and its encapsulativir mwa;e
releases of.radioactivity in an accident' extremely unlikrtly.
Because of the low opecific activity of the fuel. the raýiation
level associated with the fuel-itself is quite low. Thetrefore;
except for an accident resulting in nuclear criticalit/, the

cadiological impact on the environment from accidents 'Involving
unirradiated fuel is

negligible.

The packaging is designed to preve nt Crltcality under normal and
severe accident conditions.
An accident which could lead to

acLidental criticality would require "calease of several fuel

•,.
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elements as a result of severe damage ur destruction of more than
one package, vhich is unlikely to happen other than in an extremely
After release from the pa-kages some of the tuel
severe accident.
elements must be assembled in a elose array and moderated, for
exa:ple, by being submerged in water; accidental criticality in air
Considering the requirementS for package design
is not possible.
and controls exercised.over parkages during transport, the piobability of such an accident is'so small that, in practice, it is
considered to be incredible.
Based on the above, the impact on the environnient from radiatinn
in transportation accidents ittvolving unirradiated fuel is con;idared La be negligible.
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V.

DETAILED ANALYSIS OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF TRANSPORTING
IRRADIATED FUEL FROM A TYIICAL LIC•IT-WATER NUCLEAR REACTOR IN
ACCORDANCE WITU PRESENT PR.GULAT01.i STANDARDS AND REQUIREMENTS
A.

Characteristics
Each year, on the average, from one-fifth 1o one-third of the fuel
in a reactor is replaced with frebh fuel. A. fial element removed
from the reactor will be essentially unchanged in appsarance and
will contain snme. of the original useful uranium--235, which is recoverable.
On the average, the fuel will have been irradiated to
33,000 megawatt-days per metric ton (MWD/MT).
As a result of the
irradiation and fissinaing of the uranium, the fuel element will
contain some plutonium and large amotmns of fission products.
Aq the radioactive atoms decay, they produce radiation and decay
heat.
The amount of radioactivity remaining.in the fuel-varies
according to the lenf;th of time after discharge from the re;%tzor.
After discharge from the reactor, the fuel elements are placed
under water in a storage ppol for radioactive detay and cooling
prior to being loaded into a cask for transport.
The amount of radioactivity in the spent fuel decreises quite
rapidly during the first few days after discharge.
After. 15U
days cooling, however, each irradiated PWR fuel element still
contains approximately 2,000,000 curies of radioactivity, of
which 5,000 curieb, is in gaseous form (see Tables 4 and 5).
The radioactivity in a BWR element is about half those values.

B.

Pa cka irili
Package.ng for the ttbipment of irradiated, fuel, called casks, must
meet the DOT and AEC regulatory requirements for fissile materLal
packages and for larbe quantity packages; thrat is, casks rtust ensure against nuclear criticality and loss of contents under normal
conditions of transport and under accident damage test cond'tions,
provide shielding to :educe the radiation emittpd from the cask to
specified levels, and dissipate the heat generated in the fucl and
catE-. by radioactive decay.
At present, there is only one approved
design Lor a cask vhl-h has sufticient length, cavity diameter,
shiildiveg, and heat dissipating capacity to be used for transporting
the -orthcoming Se.neration of irradiated fuel assemb~les from
nuclear power seactors.
Cther pruoosed designs of casks for such
.fuels which the applicants ,cnc.d,- ineet the regulations are
curreittly being reviewed by the ARC.

/l
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TABLE 4

Radioactivity "ef l:radiated Fue1I6
(curies per mretric ton ef uraniuTT

Cooling Period (in daj)
90
Fission Products
Actinides (Pu,
Total

Cm, Am,

15O .

365

3650

.39xJ.06

2,22xO06

3.17xlO5"

1.42xO05

1.36x105

1.24A10 5

6.33x106

4 53x1O6

2.34x106

6. i9xl06
etc.)

4

5

TAF•LE

Predominant Fission Products in

Gaseous Porn,"

Included In Radionctivit, of Irr'adiated Fuel
(ctVries per metric ton of Uranium)

(

Cooling Period (n_.dy.)"
0

150

"65

3650
6.SxitO3

Krypton- 85

1.13x1O4

1.12xl0

1.08Xl1l

Xenon-131m"

1.06x102

3.27

1.08x10-'5

Iodinie-131.

3.81xi0 2

2.17

1.98cXl'-

6

`A-11

Ther•il Energy in lrpadiated Fue1i
(wattsýeZ E-t.,ctofuraof uranium)
Cooling Period
90
Thermal Energy

2.71igLO

1.50
2. O4

l

365
-&lO4

d_,LS
;650
1.. O)flO1

6

- 34 A truck cask will carry from one to three PWR elements ,)r from
tvo to seven BWR elements. Such a cask will be cylindrtcal in
shape, approximately 1.5 in in diameter andS5 m long, and will
w-ill weigh up to 35 MT. A rail cask will carry up to 7 PWR
elements or .'.AWR elements.
Ti;e rail casks, elso cylindrical
in shape, will be only a, little
larger than truck casks but may
Weigh 70 to 100 Hr (see Figures 4, 5, and 6).
Neutron absorbers
In miultiple element easks may be..necessary to assure nuclear
criticality safety.
Radiation shie.di-,g 1: provided I% the cask walla.
Thick steel,
lead, or uranium, which accounts -*or wst of the cask weight, is
used to attenuate, gamma radiatio.' fro'u the t'ssion products.
Hydrogeneous material such as wocod or water is used to absorb
the neutron radiation from the srontaneous fission and alphaneut'ron reactions with o-xygen in the fuel due to Cm-242 and
Cm-24.4 present in significant quant±ites it fu,.1 which has been
irradiated to more than about 20,000 MWD/WT..
The cask also must provide rhe means to dissipate the heat Iproduced by radioactive decay. Pater is usually used -in the central
cavity as a heat tranrfer medium or primary c.o.ol~nt to transfer
the decay heat from the fuel elements to tVe "-ody of the cask.
heat is usually dissipated to the ai'r through fins on the
surface cf the cask container b5 natural proceitses.
For some
O
fins •
Inwr
Sfre•ovr"b
o-f--the-a-r-g-e:-c-ak,"_
.Lncrease the coollug.
"n one design, heat exchangers usiny, a
second.ry coolant with ccoling co'Lls running into the body oC
*the cask literally pump the heat out and into the atmosphere;
the primary coolant; is nvt brought outside of the cask cavit..
Reliable redundaot systemc are used where mechanical systems
are relle.t on to assure c.)JLing for safety.

pThe

Speut fuel shippLnrg ca:sks are designed to withstand severe transporta.tion accidents without significant loss .o contents oi
increase in external radia':.ion levels.
The casks are protected
from" L.e da.agit'g effects of impact., puncture, and j-Lre by thick
outer plates, protective ciash frames, or other protective everpacks, or 'r-e otherwise des:igned to control damage.
The cavity
it usually proteoted from .xcessiv.. pressure by a rupture e.isk
or a rre-Assre rel'ef valve.
C.

T.ansvort Conditions
At pre.sent, all sriipnent5 of irradiated Cuel are made exclusive
use, by truck or rail. Some barge 6hipments mzy be made in the
future. It is unlikely that suca shipTients wi. 1 be shioped in
general freight as less- than-,ruckload or less. -than-carl,:ad lots.

(
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The estimated averagc dist.ance ir:vm the nulc-Ar power plant site
to the fuel reproceaing p'trc ovctr which tho irradiaced fuel would
This ..*ourney would re4uire an
be transported Lh ".noritles.
of abcut 3 day., by truck and about 8 days by
average transit tire
Barge shipments might require 10 or 15 days, depending on
rail.
the route.
Shipments by motor fr.lght, at cpent fuel may be madt: from all
reactor sites to all
reprocessing sites. Many nuclear power
service directly onto the plant site.
plants do not have tail
For this reason,'those plents are either restricted to highwy..:
shipments using the lighter weight casks orf-aist rely upon intermediate trucking by special equipmenr to the nearest railhead.
Only a few of the nuclear power facilities are located on navigable
waterways.
Also, only one fuel reprocessing plant currently
operating or planned will have the capacity of receiving shipments by water.
If barge transport of casks is
facilxtiet talght be required,
$1,00C,000.1 7
Because of the
ties are unlikely to be built
irradiated fueL elements.
If

to be used, construction, of docking
at a cost-of from $25,000 to
probable high cost, docking facilionly for the purpose of shipping
docks are required for other putposes,

they may be used for the transportation of irradiated fuel.
There are no plans at present to ship Irradiated fuel elements
by air.

The poss:bility of air

shipment is

airlines industry to determi.ne if

under study in

the

th'e economics and safety aspects

are acceptable.
In all cases, air shipments wil3
require truck
movement from the nuclear power plant site to the airport zind
from the airport to the fuel reprocessing plant site.
D.

Effects on the Environment
Normal Conditions
1.

Heat

The rate of release of heat

to the air from each cask will be

abnut 10 to 70 kilowatts or from about 35,000 to 25(,000 Bvu/hr,
depending on the type and amount of -irradiated fuel contained.

This might be compared to the rate at which wsste l:eat is released from a 100 horsepower truck engine oper&ting at full
power,
which is about 50 kilowatts or 180,000 Btu/hr.
The tenperature of
the air which contacts the loaded cask will be increased a few
degrees but the temperature of the air a few feet from the cask
would remain uuaffected.
The lcngest period of time that one

..
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would expect the loaeed cask to be present at a. particular
location, other that, &L rhe nuclear powe.- plant site or the.
fueL reprocessing plant sitp, would be about eSght hours, e.g,.,
dirS.ng the driver rest periods at truck stops or.terminals
and in rail yards awaiting mak-,'i of trains. Because the
amount of heat is small and is b.1ing rnleased over the entire
transportation route, no appreciable effect on tht euvironnent
will result.
The DOT regulationsg limit the temper iture at any accessible
surface; of the cask to not core than ,P- 0 F at any" time duiii|g
transport, including stopover points. Although this temperature
is not high enough to present a fire hazard, it could cause
burns if contacted by bare skin,
Since access to the cask is
controlled to a large extent and each package is labeled with
a "Radioactive" warning label, the likelihood of people becoming
burned in this manner is quite low.
There have been no known
cases of such burns fr.:m those shipments which have been made
with surface tempiratures near the 180°F limit.
.2.

Weilht and Traffic Density

(

Shipping the ir~adiated fuel from a ningle refueling of the
reactor to the fuel recovery plant will require an average of
The. casks arv, returned empty to the reactor.
The weight of tht
spent fuel in a loaded cask constitutes only 2 or 3% uf the total
weight of the.loaded cask. tecause.the cask being returned empty
weighs almost as much as the cask loaded with irradlared fuel,
the weIl'.t and numbe'r of shipments of .empty casks musit lie
consilpred in assessing the .impact on the environment of the
shipment of irradiated fuel. Therefore, considering return
shipments of the cask, shipping the irradiated fuel vill involve
a total of 120 truck movements, 20 rail car movementu., or 10
barge movements each year.
The total number of suc-h .hipments is -too small 'to have any
measurable effect on the environment due to the resultant
increase in traffic density.
St&te highway weight restrictions limit the gross weight of
trucks for routine shipments so that the gross weight of tasks
is lirited to about 25 tons.
Shipments of casks weighing up to
about 35 tons may be allowed in most States unde.r a special overweight permit.
The States often prescribe special routing for
overweight shipments and in some cases restric'. the p'eriod during
wllch the truck can travel.
Repettitive shipmeents of overweight

(
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loads may cause breakup of the roadway.
Some irradiated
fuel shipping casks may require overweight permits.
'Me number of
such shipments is limited to about 60 )rouud trips per year per
reactor. That rumbex of overwieight shipnents would not be expected
to hav% any adverse effect on Lne roadways.
Rail shipments of 50
to 100 tons of other commodities, such asicoal, are routinely
handled so the rail shipment of a 70-t;!;-%- cask would offer no
unusual loadings' of rail fev.ilitles. 'Barges routinely transport
cargoes weighinp nre than 100 tons.
3.

Radiation
It.

.Ra,.'1.atoTtiptatrons

The radiation levi-1 at the surface of package.s of radioactive
material is 1iWdt.-J by the DOT regult.tions 6 to no-more than
200 mrem/hr, anti. at 3 feet from the surface to no more than
10 mremn/hr.
If the shipment is made in a closed truck or rail
car, the radiation level at 3 feet from the surface of tht:
cask may be ag high as 1,000 mrem,'hr, prov.ded that .the
radiation level does not exceed 200 mrem/hr at the surfa,'-, of
the vehicle, 10 mL-m/hr ac 6 feet from the surface. of ihe
vehicle, and 2 mrem/hr in either the driver's com:.artment of
in a normally occupied position In a rail car.
Because of the large' size of the packages used for shipping
irradiated fuel, the limiting factor will be the radiation
level at eithur 3 feet from tha surface of -he package, or
six feet from the vehicle.
Therefore, tl.. -idiation levels
at the package: surface will be. considerably below those allowed
by the regulation.
Based o-i actual experietice, radiation levels around some irradiated fuel casks Pay excted 203 mrem/hr at the surface of
the cask, but will meet the li:idtationss of 1,000 mrem/hz for
closed vehicle shipments.
Ena order tn meet the limitatiur.
of 10 mrem/hr at 6 feet f:otn rI,.i- vehicle surface, the level
will rarely exceed about 50 or 60 mrem/hr at the vehicle
surface, or 25 mrem/hr at 3 feet from the truck or rall car.
Although a radiation level of 2 mrem/hr is permitted in a
truck cab, the levt4 bated on actual experience is .unlikely
to exceed 0.2 mrtm/hr, owing to the distance from the cask
and shteldin., provided by intervening material.
b.

Radiat!on Exposures
(1)
Truck Drivrvs.
Tuo truck driverh during a ]000 mile
trip will probably sp)end no mr,re than 20 hours In the cab

(
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and about 1 hour outside the truck at at. averagr, distance of
Unde'.' those cond(tions,
3 feet from the cargo compartment.
each truck driver could receive about 30 mrem from an
Act.tal experience indihates that
irradiated fuel shipment.
average expf.osures are much less than 30 mrem/t'rip; in most
cases, -less than 10 intem/trip. The same driver is unlikely
to be used for more than 30 shipments pr yeaxr, in whicft case
he L.ould receive abcut 300 mrem in a year bLwued on 10. mrero/
Based on 10 mrem/trip/driver, the cumulative aan.ual •
trip.
dose to all drivets for 60 trips with 2 drivers on each trip

would be 1.2 man-rem.
For truck shipmetits, normal
Uaraimmen and Brakemen.
(2)
servicing of the truck will probably require two garagemen
to spend about 10 minutes around the cab of the. truck.
Each could be exposed to about 0.02 millirem. The cmuilative annual dose to i.l1. garagemen for 60 shipments would bL
about 0.002 man-rem.
Tor rail shipments, train brakemen would be expe.tted to
spend from I minute, to 10 minutes each in the vicinity of
the c-tr during the trip, for an average eyposure of about

0.5 mram per shipumenr. With 10 different brakemen involvealong ti,, route, the cumulative dose. for 10 shipments during
the yLaur is estimated to aveia ge about 0.05 man-rem.
Irradiated fuel shipments are
Freight Handlers.
(3)
transported as full loads. Since the casks are not handled
enroute, under normal r.onditions tOiere would be no routine
exposure of the carrier's freigh|t handlers, either by track

or rail.
In-transit storage of these casks is unlikely except
while mounted on the vehicle (truck or rail) :it truck
stopover points, in terminal yards, or in railroad switchif any, across-the-dock
There will be little,
yards.
handling of these casks outside of the nuclear powr
plant and the fuel reco-very plant sites.
likelihood that carrier persouncl or
There is little
members of the general public will get close to the side
of the vehicle except ,An the case of transshipment, e.g.,
.when the cask is trninspnrted by truck from, the reactor to
a nearby railhead and trans':erred from the truck to a railroad car.
• All such handling must be done with crane'3 and heavy
lifting equipment so that the exposure ot persons occnrs
only during untying and tying down and hooking and unhooking

l
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lifting hooks. This might require 1/2 hour exposure at an
average dintance of 3 feet from the cask or about 100 mrem
exposure for each of two persons haneling the cask. If
there were; ten shipmentu to the. railhead htandled In this
fashion, the curtu'lative annual dose %:ouldbe about 2 man-rem.
The crane, operator and other wcrkers in the area would be
unlikely to receive any significatn exposure.
In hauling the shipment to the railhead by truck, a
di'•.anc.e of -.erhaps 20 miles, two truck drivers might
spend =r. hol-. in the cab and perhaps 15 minutes outside
the truck at an average castance of 3 eept from the cask.
Assum.Ing the radiation level in the cab Is 2 mrem/hr and
the level at 3 feet from the cank is 100 mrem/hr, each
truck driver might recei.ve as Luch as 30 mrem during each
shipment.
If the same two truck drivers were used for
•,1 ten shipments, each could receive as much as 300
rx(aa. The cimulative annual dose to all drivers would be
W.•¢,ut 0.6 b:ati-rem.
(4)
..-rPe r•.rators.
A barge operator or tugboat ope,3tur
who picks up the loaded barge at the nuclear power plant
site will probably spend no more than an hour lashing the
barge down, and checking lights and C.-qlipmenr at a distance
nf 50 feet from the cask, arid perhaps a total of 10 minutes
wdithin 3 'feet cf the cask during the entire trip. His
total dose would be about 4 mrem per. crip.
If two operators
were Involved, this would be a.cumt.,acive annual dose of
about 0.014 man-rem for the five b'avg,u• shipments.

•,"

(5)
Ger.•rial PRblic--Onl.ookers.
Mem.bers of the general
."ublic are normally excluded froma lcoading and unloadiug
operations, but some exposures nighl. occur at enrou. e
truck stops for fuel and eatilig and at railroad stations.
Railroad cars carrying Irradiated fuel shipments ari plac•.rded on both sides ard trucks on both sides and the front
and rear as "Radioactive."
A member of* the general public
weho spends 3 minutes at an average distance of 3 feet from
the truck or railcar, might rece've a dose of as *much as
1.3 trem.
If L',n persons.s, c the averige, were so expasEd
during each shLpment, the cumulative annual dose to such
Lnlookt rs for tI,c. 60 shipments by the truck would be about
0.8 nI-xn-tem and for the 10 shipments by rail, about 0..
man- x'm.

-
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Y;ecause of the conditions under which barges travel,.
onlookers are unlikely to be in a location where they
would receive any significant exposure irom barge
shipments of irradiated fuel.
(6)
General Public--along- the route. Approximately
300,000 persons who reside along the 1000 vile route over
which the irradiated fuel is transportdd might receive a
cumulative. dose of about I man-rem per year if -the
irradiated fuel is transported by truck and about 0.2
-man-rem if tratisported by rail. An estimated 100,000
persons along the route might receive about 0.03 man-rem
if transported by barge. In this case, the regulator./
radiation level limit of 10 mr/hr at 6 feet from tha
vehicle was used to calculate the integrated dose tr
persons in an area between 100 feet and 1/2 mile or; both
sides of the shipping route.
It was assumed the s'iipmntnt
would travel 200 miles pec' day and the population density
would average 330 persons per square mile along the rouLe,
except that for barge, it is estimated "that pe':sons are
within 1/2 mile of the barge *route over only about 1/3
of that route. See Appendix D. for the detaLled calcula-

(
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(7)
Animals.
The expos-ure of domestic animals or pets
during transit is unlikely since the Irradiated fuel is
transported exclusive use.
(8) Film. Unexpocbed phoLographic film is not likely to
receive any exposure during transit.of ieradiated fuel
since, in most cases, -here is no other freight loaded
on the car or truck because of the weight and nature of
the cask.
It is possible thei, a car or crucK containing unexposed
• film could be parked adjuent to a truck or car containing
irradiated fuel for several iours. The M.kelihood of this
occurrerce is so lcm that it is not practical, to calculate
it.
Accident Conditions
1.

In-Plart Accidentq
The "in-plant" radiological aspects of transpoatation of
radioactive m:terial are evaluated separately as part of the

(.
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licenr.lng procedures or contrac.tual requir-'Dnns and are
not evaluated against the packaging standa, ds and criteria
for transportation.
For that reason, the "in-plant" aspects
have not been included in this analysis.
2.

Off-Site Ac,'idents
A cask must be so designed that in the unlikely event a ship.ment of irradiated fuel is involved in an accidetnt, it is *
unlikely that tere would be any release of radioactive material
or increage in radiation levels outside of the package and
under even the' most severp. accideitt conditions, releases above
levels specified in the iegulations are very unlikely.
Although
the consequences of a major release from an irradiated fuel
cask could be severe, the low probability of such occurrences
makes the risk from such accidents small.
a.

Leakage of Coolant Under Other than Accident Conditions

The likelihood of leakage of coolant from a cask, under other
than accident conditions, is very small because of the rugged,
lea;-tý.•ht design of the cask and the procedures the shipper
is requited to follow to ensure leekt.ghtness whern preparLng
the cask for shipment.
The consequences of a leak depend on "the amountof radioactive
rmaterial which could bz released by an undincovetred leak.
A
cask is required to be held at the origin until certain check,
have been made including pressure, temperature, and checks for
leakage.
Any major leak would be discovered at the origin and
* corrected.
If Loa much coolant were lcsit, it :ould cause overheatIng.
According to information supplied by the N-lL Coou'.dttee of
The American National Standards;Institute, leaka 6c o•f liquid
at a rate of 0.001 cc/sec, or about 80 drops an hour is about
tl,-. smallest that can be detected by visual observation'of a
laree container.
It is'expected that leakage at a rate exceeding 0.001 cc/sec wculd. moisten a large enough area to be visible
or would drip ýtnd probably would be detected and corrected at
the reactor site. A leakage rate of .001 cc/sec on a large
heated cask is expected to be evaporated as rapidly as it leaks
out.
Some fraction (perhaps 1%) of the eadioactivit.y in the
released liquid might be dispersed in the form of an aerosol.
The exposure to people from such releases would be extremely
stall.

/
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The AEC. regulations limit 1 8 the contamination level in the
coolant under normal condtLions to 3.0-7 curies/cc of Group I
(plutonium), 5 x 10-6 curies/cc for Group II (strontium end
mixed fission products), and 3 x 10-4 curies/cc for Groups III
and IVMradionvclides (cesium and uranium).
Based or 0.25%

of the rods 1 Ang perforated, we estimate about 1 VCi/cc of
gross fissic.. product activity might be in the cask coolant.
Experience reported by Savannah River processing plant 1 9
indicatcs that the activity in water-filled casks ranges irom
10-5 to I PCi/cc and that the activity is primarily ceslum-137.
In

5 days,

an undetected leak of 0.001 cc/sec would release.

430 cc or about 400 pCi of activity. Under most cnnditions,
that contami±.rtion would be retained on the surface of the
cask and bed of the truck or railroad car.
b.

Accident Conditions.

If transported by truck, it is estimated that a loaded cask
would be involved in an accident about once in 20 reactor
years and If transported by rail or barge. about once in 170
reactor years (see Appendix A).
Each cask is so designed and constructed that the probubility
*is low of a cask being breached in the unlikely event it is
involved iu an accident.
The form of the nuclear furl is
such that, should a breach occur, releases of radioactivity
are unlikely and those relea'es that would occur are likely
to be lim~ted te gacr.s and liquid coolant present in thc
cavity. The uranium, actinides, and most of the fission
products would remoin tightly bound in the oxide pellets.
Some of the gases and most of. the volatile and semivolatile

actinides and ficsLon products releaseJ from the ox!..e pellets
'ould be retained by the cladding in the void spaces of th•
fuel rids.
The total z.-.,ounts of 'the important gases, actinides. and gross
finqion prc.ducts in low-enrichmen: fuel which has been cooled
150 days alter irradiation at a power level of 30 1WA!MT for
a total cf 33,000 Mt4D/MT are listed In Tables 4 and 5.
The
imoortant activities in the void.spaces of the fuel rods are
shown in Table 7.
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TABLE 7
FUEL ROD VOID SPACE ACTIVITY

Type of
Radioactive
Material

1 6

Total Invenccry
153 days cooling.
curies/metric ton

in void spaces
of fuel rods*

Activity in
void spaces
curies/metric ton

Kr-85

1.12,z 104

1-131

2.17

2

4.3 X 10

Other fission

6
4.38 x M,1

U.31**

400

productui

Actinides,
(Pu,

Am,

Cm)

1.36 x 105

30

essentially none

Xe-131pi

3.27

1-129

2 x 10-320

30

P-3

6.92 x 102

i

3.4.

103
-

neg.***

2
6 x 10-4**

activitir-s in terms of p,'.rcent of total inventory prepared.
by AEC's Dire.t-orate of Licensing based on references 20 through ý2.

* Realistic .ap

** A conservative (Uigh) value estimated on the basis of leaching the outer
1.2 x 10-r inches from the surface of the urar.ium oxide fuel.
the dose contribution from Xe, 1-129,
H-3, and the actinides mty 'ýe neglected compared to the doses from the
other radionuclides.

*** Due to the small dmounts present,
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to the nuwnber of
The amount of radioactivity released rel ats
fuel rods which are pirforated. Penetration of the cO.adding
would release some of :he gases and gross figsion pradu,ýts from
the void spaces into the cask cavity and coolant. In the absence
of a severe impact, !.t is believed conservative to assume that
Even if all of the
0.25A of the fuel rods may be perforated.
rods were r'4ptured the radioactivity released would be unliksly
to exceed 1.1 x I10 Ci of Kr-85, 0.1 Ci 'f 1-131 and 1.3 x 10
Ci of othsr volatile and soluble fission products. Because of
the cask design and quality control, the nature, form and
physical properties of the fuel assemblies, the probability
of such a rzleace is so small as to be practically incredible.
c. Extended Fire.
Involvement of a cask in a fir,%lasting as long as 4 or more
hours could cause loss of vc:e neutron shielding end, .if lead
is used, loss of some gammzi shieldiv'g.
Releases of radioactive.
materials could be as much as those 2stimated above. The
probability of an accident occurring in which such a long
fire results is very smai- and thet prnbabilvty -of a cask- being
involved in such an accident is so small as to be practically
incredible.
d.

(

Submersion in water.

If a cask is accidentally dropped inco water during transport,
it is unlikely to be adversely affected unless t1he water is
deep. Most fuel is loaded into c .Ks" underwater, so Uuersson
would have no inmediate effects. The water would t.move-the
heat so .overheating would not occur.
Each ca:.k it reqjuired by
§ 71.32(b) to be designed.to wiihstaod srt external presbvrc
equal to the water pressure at a depUb of 15 meters, and tost
designs will witnstand external pressurL, much greater than
that. if a cask were to collapse d.iv to excessive pressure
in deep water, only the small amourt of radioactijvry in-the
cask coolant and gases from perfo-at.ed elematts in the cask
cavity are likely to be released. The ditec': radi.;rlon would
be shielded by the water. Abcur 10 mw.ters of water, which is
the depth of most storage pools, would be ample shtielding for
radiation Zrom exposed fuel elements.
From our evaluation, the stoking of a cask in d!eep WaLLtr Would
not result in -serious radiological consequencas.
The most
likely wechanism for loss of Lontainnent from external water

/,
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pressure would be through
valves.

aillure of che pres;sure relief

This would resulitin an inftvw of w.Ctcr and sub-

sequent release of some of the contamrinaced a:oolart and
If all .iF
radioa:tive gases present in the cas!, cavity.
the coolant and gases were released, the tot., activity
rvight be on the o'rder of 300 curies, most of which would
gas. The vast quantities of w ter avzilal=e
be krypton--S')
at the depth at which such a failu'e . iight o,'-ur would pro.'
vide sufficient cilution so that it L3 unlik..Ay there would
be any siguificant radiat::on exposure or environmental
impact.
The fuel elementc, which cantain most of the radioactive
w.cerial, provide excellent containment.
In in operating
reactor, the fuel elements are under water at elevated temperatures and pressures on the order of 1000 to 2000 pounds
per square inch guage. Thus expos-re to water pressures at
depths of 600 to 1200 meterr should nave no substantial effect
on the fuel elements tnemselves.
Except under 7pry unusual circumstances In which the cask
.could not be located or was submerged in ettreme depths,
the Lask probs;.,ly could be recovered with normal saltage:
f.,,')ument.
If tUe cask &n: elements-were aot. rerovered,
th-re would be a gradu-,l re~ease of radioactive nmterial
vet along period of
.,..several hundred years.
Conthe
sidering the extremely low -nrobab-ili'y ofoccurr'ene,
major reduction in radioactivity due to radioactive decay,
and the dilution that would be available, there would be
no signifi-.ant environmental impact frot, this gradual
diffusion of the radioactive fuel.
Accident Risk
Considering the low probability of a shipment of irradiated
fuel being involved in an accident, 'the requirements for
package design end quality assurance, the nature and form
of the irradlated fuel, and the controls ey.ercispd nver the
shipment during transport, It is concluded that the radiation
risk to the environment from irradiated foel in transportatien
accLdents is small.

(.
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DETAILED ANA&YSIS 01 THE ENVIRONMENTAL !M.-ALL ur TPANSPORTING SOLID
RADIOACTIVE WASTE FROM A TYPICAL LIGHT-WAT1R NUCLEAR PMACTOR IN
ACCORDANCE WITH PRESENT REGULATORY STANDARDS AND REQUIRMMNTS
A.

Characteristics
Solid waste, primarily sludges and resins, Is estimated to.amount
to ,bout 3,800 cubic feet per year from a BWR (see Table 8).
Of.
this amount, 120 cubic feet of cleanup sludge per year will
contain 13 curies per ctbIc foot and require Type B packaging.
The remaining 3,680 tubic feet will contain about 0.09 curies
per cubic foot and can be shipped as low specific aztivity
materials, or in Type A packaging.
Solid waste from a PWR is
similar in fo-r but the total is about 1,000 cubic feet per
year, about 24% of which will be resins containing 0.6 curies per
cubic fnot, 75% sludges containing 0.01 curies per cubic foot, and
1% resins and sludges containing up to 15 curies per cubic foot.
TABLE 8
SOLID WASTE FMOM 1100 HWe BWR
33

Volume"

Cleanup Sludge
Condensate sludge
Waste sludge
Waste bead resin
Cond. bead resin
'TotaLs
*

120
2100
920
60
600
38100 ft 3 /yr

Radio-

33

acti'vity
13
0.14
0.01
0,06

Asshming the waste is mixed with concrete in
I.S ft 3 of waste and 5.4 ft3 c.f concrete per
(55-gallon) dr-im.

No. of*
Drums @ 7.2
67
1166
ill
36,
334
2112

23.3
0.25
.02
.02
0.01

the ratio of
7.2 ft.3

In addition, soft solid vastes such as contaminated clothing, rags,
paper, gl'oves, ana shoe coverings :-,,i.aining low levels of
uontamination will be generatpn.
This low leve! waste, probablycompacted to reduce the volutne, may be shipped In 55-gallon drums.
Each year, on the average, one might expect 30 to 5U drums (one
truckload or a part of one carload), each drum containing 500
pounds of compacted material contaminated with 0.5 curies .of
corrosion, activation,. and fission products, to be shipped for
disposal.
/
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B.

Packa ing
Under the regulations of the DOT. solid wastes Lnay le shipped In
strong industrial, Type A, or Ty;. B packages depending on the
Typicallv, the waste is covpacted, or
amount of radioactivity.
sclidified in a mixture of vermicu. ite and cement in o~teel drums.
The drums when filled we.igh from 50.1 to 800 pounds with an
average weight of 700 pounds.
The drums are normally made of
18-gauge steel with 16-gauge "clamp-on" lids.
Wastes which are
low specific activity materials, or Type A quantitie
'n drums,
may be shipped without further packaging.
Type B qu&..ities must
be shipped in Type B packages; these might be drums in an "overpack"
(i.e.,
a protective outer container) which provides impact and
thermal protection for the drum or shielded flasks designed to
meet Type B requirements.

C.

Transport Conditions
About 2,100 drums weighing an average of 700 pounds each wouid be
required to ship the solid waste to the burial grounds.. The vaste
is shipped either by truck with 40 to 50 drtzma per trucklvad, or
Ly rail
with 200 to 250 drums per car.
This will involve 46
truckloads or 11 carloads per year.
Barge and air shipments are
unlikely.
All. sh'pments will--lkely"be made under exclusive use--f-i1-lo-d
arrangements.
Such shipments will be transported an average. dist.nce of 500 miles (a mitti.mjm distance of 50 miles to a maximuW1
P1 3,000 mviles).
The average trcsnsir time will be about 3 days
by truck and 7 days by rail.

D.

Effects on the Environment
Normal Conditcns
1,.

Heat.
Host of the packages of w"arte would hnve no readily
detectable heat output.
Those containing the cleanup sludges
might generate about 0.1 watt or 0.4 Btu/hr of heat per
package which is negligible as far as effect on the envirunment
is concerned.

2.

'aei.=ht and Traffic Density.
The number of shipments, per year,
about 46 by truck or..ll by rail, is too small to have any
measurable effect on 'the environment due to the resultant
increase in traffic density.

/
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The' number of drums of waste per vehicle tan be adjusted so
that the truck can stay within the weight reatrictions of the
State (usually. about 25 tons) or the rail car can meet the
railroad limitations on gross car weight. There ahoild be
no need for overweight permits, and therefore no excessive
loads on the roadbeds or bridges for major routes.
3.

ridiation
a.

Drums of wastes must meet the
Be~ lptorv Limitations.
regulatory limitations on external radiation levels
described in the previous sectiou on Regulatory Standards.
In practice, most of the drums will contain such Rmall
quantities of radioactivity that the radiation levels
at the surface of the drums will be less than 200 mr/hr. 3 3
Radiation levels at. the edge of the load, which is the
surface of the t;ruck or rail car, are unlikely to excevjd
50 to 60 mrem/hr; at 3 feet from the surface of the
vehicle, 25 murem/hr; and at 6 feet from the surface of
the vehicie, 10 =mem/hr. The radiation level in the truck
i
cab is not likely to exceed 0.2 zrem/hr.

b.

Radiation Exposures
(1) Truck Dr':,Cers.
Two truck drivers during a 500 mile
trip would probably spend no more than 20 hours in the cab
and about 1 hour outside the truck at an average e'atance
of 3 feet from the cargo. Under those conditions: each
truck driver could receive about 30 orem from a .i-jid waste
shipment.
Actual experience indicates that average
exposures are much less than 30 torem; in most cases, less
than 10 arem/trip. The some driver is unlikely to be used

for more than 30 trips each year, in which case he would
receive about 300 arem in a year based on 10 mrem/trip.

The cumulative annual eose to all drivers might be about 1
man-rem.
Discuasions with companies who.ship or cLrry packages
almost daily reveald3 that the exposures bi drivers
and handlVrs who were routinely monitored we-re very low,

many showing• no exposure above background, even vhen such
persons are nssigned the regular job of transporting
radioactivi, materials.

(
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Shipments of wastes are transported
Freight Handlers.
(2)
Since the drums are not handled enroute,
as "full-11eads."
there would be no exposure of the carrier's fteight
handlers, either by truck or rail.
F.ýr truck shipments, normal servicing of
Carapemen.
(j)
the truck wo,;Ad probably require two garagemen to spend no
Each
more than 10 miuutes around the cab bf the truck.
would be expcsed to atbout 0.02 millirem. The cumulative'
annual dose to garagemen for 46 sh!pvnents would be -bout
0.002 man-rem.
shipments, train brakemen would
For rail
Brakemen.
(4)
probably spend ftom 1 minute to 10 minutes each in the vicinity
of druma of waste during the trip, for an
of ti.z #-rload
If iC
average exposure of about 0.5 mrem per shipment.
different brakemen were involved along the route, the cumulative annual dose would be about 0.05 man-rem for the 11
shipments.
(5)
General Public -- Onlookers.
Members of the general
public mdgnt be exposed to radiation from shipments of
waste at enroure truck stops fnr fuel o.r eating or. at
railroad stations.
Car loads oi solid waste shipments will
be placarded on both sides and truckloads on both sides and
the front and rear as "Radioa¢ctive."
A member of the general
publIc who srends 3 minutes at an averdge distance of 3
feet from a loaded truck or car might receive a dose of as
mich as 1.3 n&e.
..f 10 people were so exposed during a
shipment the cumulative annual dose to such onlookers for
the 46 shipments by truck would be about 0.6 man-rem, and
for the 1.1 shipments by rail, about 0.1"man-rem.
(6)
General Public -- AlonS the Shipping Route.
An estimated
150,000 persons who reside along the 500 mile route over
which the solid waste is transported might receive a
cumulative dose of about 0.4 man- -eir per year if the waste
were transported by truck ant. ub.ut 0.1 mnn-rer, if transported by rail.
These d-ses were calculated for persons
in an area between 100 feet and 1/2 mile on either side of
the shipping route, assuming 330 perjons pet square mile,

10 mr/hr at 6 feet from the vehicle ak-d each shipment
traveling 200 miles per day.
See Appendix D for the
dc.tailod cale-.,ations.

/o
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The e.xpcsure of domestic arImals or pets
Animals.
(7)
during transit is unlikely. since tht wast, ia transported
as a "EuLl-lead,"
(5) Fil•j. Unexposed film is unlikely te be loaded on
the same vehicle as a load of waste, and herice is unlikely
It it possible that*
to receive -ry -adiatton expo~sure'.
a car oc truck containing film could be p.arked adjacent to
the carload or :ruckload of waste fox several hours.- The
4. nor
likelihood of this occurrence is so low that it
pr-actical to cdlculate it.
kccident Conditions
1.

In-Plant Accidents
Thc "in-plaric" zadiologic-.l aspects of transportation of radio-active material are evaluated separately as 3art-o' the
licensing procedures or contractlual. requirevents and a.,e not
evaluated again*st the packaging standards and criteria for
transportation. For that reason, the "in-plant" aspects have
not been included in this rinalysis.

2.

.

Off-Site Accidents
The likelihood of leakage of radioactive material"from a"
package of solid waste is small because cf the solid form of
the material and tHe leaktight design of the containe.rs.
Both
thp Rolid t'orm of the material and the ;mall amevunt of
radioactivity per unit maus limit the adverse affect in tre
unlikely event a release should occur.
a.

Itjrperly Closed VackaKes

Itt the chipment of a large number of packages of solid wastes'
it is possible that some of the drums or packages may not be
properly closed as a result of human error.
It is estimated
that about one in 10,000 packages taay not be properly closed
when -hipped.
In the unlikely event .hat an I[i1roperly closed
package com.s open, the solid. form of the material, either
as compaLted soft wastes or consolidated solid wastes, make:..
it highly unlikely that other than a snall release of radinactivity will take place. No significant radiation -exposure:;
would be likely to result.
H1owever, cleanup costs might amount
to a fev thousand dollars.
(

i
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b.

Accideit Conditions

A truckload of solid waste may be involved in an accident
about once in 25 reactor years and a rail carload about once
in 253 reactor years (see Appendix A).
The packages used for the waste are to designed and constructed
and the solid forw in which the waste -in shipped is such that,
iu the unlikely eventa shipment of solid waste is involved In
.unaccident, it is unlikely that the radioactive material would
35
Based on the results of an instrumented test
be released.
in which a semitrailer truck loaded with drums was crashed into
an iumovable barrier -at 42 miles per hour, it is highly unlikely
that more than 50% of the Type A packages or any of the Type 13
packages would be damaged in an accident.
Most of the radioactivity is tightly'bound in the waste and most of the waste -is
in a massive, solid faoin.
Unleqs flce tnsues, the amount of
radioactivity which becomes airborne in thl
anlikely event a
drum or package were to-be broken open Is unlikely to exceed
a very small fraction (less than 0.1%) of the activity of Ohe
contents of that drum.
In a fire, combustible wasteg may be
burned but most of the radioactivity in waste burned. in a fire
will remain in the ashes.
Soft solid wastes such as paper, contaminated clothing, etc..
compacted and placed in drums are typical Type A packag.:s
of solid waste. Ea,.h may contvtn as nuch ae I curie .f
activation and fisEion products, primarily Fe-59 and Cs-V%•7
•distributed throutthout about 500 pounds of waste,
In the case of the.,consolidated solid wastes, e.g., concreted
resins, s1.adgeti, etc., us much as 100 curies of activation
and fiassion products way be contaired in 700 pound- of waste and
concrete in a 55-gallon drum or in concrete- or met.l-shiel.ded
flasks. Because of the farm ,,f the waste,-it is extremely
unlikely that the contents wold be released in any accident.
The amounts of ra,,'ioactivity cvntaloed in each drum of waste
are small in most crtses. Based on the data presented earlier,
about 3 percent of the drums of waste would contain compacted
wastes "itb very low levels (millicurie amounts) o'f contamination and 95 percn.nt would conLain nolid wastes with a total
radioactive content averaging less than 0.3 curie per drum.,
In the unlikely event such packages are brokeni open in an

i
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accident, the consequences of a release
would be very limited.
Only about 2 percent of the drums or
packages of was~t would
contain curie quantities of zadioactive
material and they would
be required to be Type B packages,
i.e., so desig.aed.that they
would be unlikely to release their
contents
Even if 'the entire contents were released, "in an Avident.
the solid form wou~d
limit the amount dispersed to a small fraction
of the tntal
activity.
Accident Risk

The probability of. a shipment of iolid
radioactive'vaste being
involved in an accident

is very imall.
of the package
design, quality assurance, and nature 'ecause
a release is unlikely in an accident. and form of the waste,
In the event a release
occurs, the small amount of radioactivity
in most packeges of
waste and the fact that the radioactive
material is tightly

botnd in a massive solid.makes it highly
unlikely that any
serious radiation exposures would
occur. Therefore, the
radia•ion risk to the environment from
solid radioactive Waste
in transportation accidents is small..

0*
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(
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POSSIBLE ALTEMUMTIVES AND AEDITIONS TO THE TRANSPORTATION hETHODS
ANALYZFD
Under normal conditions there are no effects on the environmetit which
would be con•idered adverse, and although the ccnsequences of credible
accidents are serious, the probability is so small that the overall
rLsk is not sufficient to justify any significant effort to further
reduce the consequences.
The folloving alternatives and actions were examined:
A.

Routing
The probable routir', of shipments of unirradiated and irradiated
nuzlear fuel and soliA radwastes is indicated in some Environmental Repnrts lot individual nuclear power plants.
It is not
intended t! .L the shipments be restricted to these routes since
the safety sa %daidsof the AEC and DOT do not rely on restriction
of routing fLr asuring safety in transport.

.....

The regulations o! the States impose controls on weights.of loads
on roadways and bridges.
Also, in so-ie cases municipalities and
bridge, tunnel, and turnpike authorities place restrictions on
travel at specific periods of the day or night and over certain
a-ections of routes.o
- Theselatter '1 mi-aronv-may`..af f-ect-- the-choice of routes.
Routes for shfpping radioactive material could be required to
be selected so as to avoid centers of population, special risk
areas due to local road or rail'
conditions, areas of high accident frequency, extremes in ambient conditions s..h as very 'cold
or very hot weather, high elevations, and delays.
Such restrictions could redu.ce the probability of an accident occurring in
many cases.
However, if the shipping d-stances vere increased
to avoid the conditions, the accident frequency could be
increased.
Exa.ilnation of local conditions would be reqiired in
each case to determine whether such restrictions would be advantageous or not.
Requiring radioactive material shipments to ',e shipred over
routes which avoid centers of population would reduce the radiological consequences of those accidents in which a release of
radioactivity is involved or direct radiation exposure of persons in the area results.
This follown, since the dose would
be smaller if the number of people in thc affected area were

(
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smaller.

-

The risk from accidents,

however, involves both fre-

If the number of miles traveled is
quency and cousequences.
increased by the special routing restriction, the frequency of
accidents will be increased unless the probability of an accident is smaller for the "special route," since the number of
accidents is proportional to the number of miles traveled.
Also, the risk from accideuts due to common causes far overIn truck accishadows thi risk due to radiological effects.
dents, for instance, non-fatal injurien occur in 33% of all
truck accidents and fatal injuries in 3.,'of al; truck acciderts, 31 whereas the radiological effoct, :ccur in only a
Lrperience 3 7 , 3 8 and the
very arnall fraction of all accidents.
statistics
analyzed in this report show the probability of an
accident occurring which causes any radiological effects is exSpecial routing to avoi-i centers of prpulation
tremely small.
to reduce the radiological effects, which are already small, can
Therefore, any
be expectcd to have only a very small effect.
reduction in the already very small risk from radiological effects
may be outweighed by an increase in the risk from common causes.
At present, truckers caTrying hazardous geods are required by
DOT regulations 3 9 to avoid con&ested places insofat as is
practicable.
Truck rouLes usually are chosen to move traffic
along and for that reason usually avoid congested areas.
Interstate
Carriers use Interstate highways whenever possibla.
Although the
highways avoid centers of population -Aiu.most cases.
use of divided highways and routes around poulation centers may
reduce tht probability of an accident occurring per mile, the
severity of those aucidents which do occtor. will be increased
because of the higher, rate of speed of t'ie vehicle.
There are no specific regulatory requirements with regard to
Severe ratl
routing of hazardous materials shtpments by rail.
accidents involve high speeds-and frequently occur because of
Roadbeds connecting centerF of
faulty roadbeds or equipment.
population are used w-ire frequently than off-the-main-line road-Further,
beds and generally *ra better maintained for that reason.
accidents ocrurring inside city limits are a.rlikely to be as
speeds are restricted
sevprc as those outside the city limits s:nri
somewhat, and emergency equipment is more readilv available.
shipment,. the
For these reasons, it appears likely %fiat for rail
frequency of severe accidfnts may oe greater for shipments made
on routes chosen to avoid centers of population than if those
same shipments were made on "main line routes" between population
centers.

(

B.

Escorts
Escorts, in separate vehicles or cars, could be required to accompany
the shipmenta.
They could be equipped to mo-.itor the area and take
Encorts who survive
corrective action in case of an accident.
could assist in control of any accident, but probably could not
reduce the effects of immediate releases sucl: as releases of
noble gases and iodine.
It does not appear likely that a requirement that escorts accompany .a shipment can be justified in view of
the low probability of a severe accident occurring 1.n which an escort
would be effective.
To be effective, escorts would heve to be: provided for each major
ahipment of radioactive material.
Although atn escott in a separate
vehicle might mitigate the consequences of some ancidents and
reduce the already small probability of the shipment vehicle being
involved in an accident, the esicort vehicle ha.3 a probability of
being involved in an accident att least equal to that of the shipment'
vehicle. Because injuries*occ.ir in 13X of all motor vehicle accidents, the increased'number of injuries due to accidents involving
the escort vehicle outweighs. the small probability that escorts
could rcduce the consequences of the st.vere accident, less than
0.5% of all accidents.

C.

Longer Storage of Spent Fuel
The amount of radioactivity an] decay heat in the irradiated fuel
can be reduced by holding the irradiated fuel in the storage pool
at the reactor for long pe-iods of lime.
For purposes of shipment, the radioactive decay that takes place
in irradiated fuel durirng the firs'c 90 days aftei removal from
the reactor is considered important.
During that time most of tl:e
iodines decay to small values, the nobl,; gases .re reduced, and
other short-lived radionuclides decay so that the amount of heat
generated is greatly reduced.
The .4ifference in radioactivity
inventory and decay heat b.v,.,=. 9V days and 150 days s not
considered to be significant. for shipment.
There..j e, sýhipment
anytime after 90 days of cooling time is considered to be within
the scope of this analysis. Shipment in leF:s than i0 days cooling
time would require reexamination of the added risk .nd poLential
benefit.
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By storing the fuel for a full year instead of 150 dae/s, the
radioactivity and decay heat could be reduced by a factor of 2, and
storage for 10 yeat- would reduce them by a factor of 10. Storage
beyond 150 days gains little
in terms of reducing the inventory
cumpared to .he required increase in storagn capacity for the
nuclear power plant, fuel inve'a-cry costs, and the additional precautions nect;cary to assure t.*t't the r!.sk is not greater because
of the extra fuel on hand.. On'•alance, it does not appear storage.
beyond 150 days is warranted.
D.

Lower Radiation Levels Outside of Packages
It is possible to design and build heavier packaging with ad~iitional shielding or, by reducing the amount of radioactive material
in a package, to reduce the radiation levels outside, of the package.
Additional shielding for most container designs wotld be added to
the outside of the present shielding tc. avoid reducing the capacity
of the container.
The fractional increase in the weight of the
container due to the added shielding would be more than the
fractional increase in shielding thickness.
The costs increase
as the ratio of weight of container to veight of the contents
increases.
Additionil shielding also increases the initial cost.
of the container.

.

The weight of present designe of casks is approacning the limits
.of the. availaDle -handling-anm-transport _facilJ ties... -Extra_.package weight means a smaller number of packages per vehicle, which
would mean more shipments.
More shipments would be required it
the content of present pcckages were reduced.
Increasi.g the
number of shipments increases the frequency of accidents and
the•eby increases the impact on the environment.
Taking Into account the costs associated with additional shielding,
weight limitatioas of available facilities and eqvipm-nt, and the
present state of the technology, the Staff conclude.s that the
zadiation 1velb associated with present designs if casks are as
low as- practica','e.
E.

More' Stringent Accideist DamagejjsL Criteria
the radiological rlsk due tn accidents invoLving packages of radioactive materidl migbt be reduced by imposing more stringent
.accident damage test criteria on' p-,kage designs.
E'c-'erience and estimamd probabi'.'L:-i.s and consequences of nccidents indicate the radiological risk in transport accidents.
which result from packages which me,-t the p'resent accident damage
/
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i.
test criteria i- umas.l (see Appendix B
of the tent conditions would :etuire heavier or larger packaging
designs to meet the criteria. 2xtra weight of packaging would
reduce the ratio of weight of radiopctive contents to package

weight. Larger and heavier packages, in most cases, would mean
a smaller number of packages per vehicle. The reduced ratio and
fewer packages per vehicle would increase the number of shipments
required to be shipped from an iadividual reactor. Increasinu
the number of shipments would increase the number of accidents

in which such 3hip-pents would be Involved.
Because the radiologLcal risk is to small, imposing more stringent
test criteria can achieve only a relativcly small reduction In
that risk; An increase in the number of accidents in which shipments of radioactive materials are involved tends to offset that
advantage, because the overall risk from both radiological and'
common (i.e., non-radiological) causes is proportional to the number
of azcidents and the risk from commoa causes, although small (see
Appendix C), is sreater per ancident than the risk from radiological causes.
"hanges'in the accident damage test criteria for radiological
safety d'.not appear to be warranted in view of the small radiological risk as evaluated in this report. Considering the cmall

o.r.-,all risk iii acci.=!,t'

and the present balance of radioloeical

*common. cause control, we c,:'nellie. that the presen -accident*
damage test criteria provide control *ver the radiological risk

to a level as Icw as practicable.
F.

Nuclear Perks
The term "nuclear park" applies to a nuclear industry complex o-

cluster in which the nuclear fuel is fabrLcated, used, 'nd reprocessed
on the same or contiguous cites. This requires that fuel fabrication
and fuel recovery facilities be located in the clustet with the
nu-lear power plant. • In such a cluster, transportation of onirradiated
and irradiated nuclear fuel for the power plant would be liitnltd to

novement on the site.
When'and if nuclear parks are developed, this .4ll mini.mize the risk
1rom transportation of nuclear fuel.
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APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS

Introdu=tion
One of the purposes of regulatioas applicable to the transportation of
radioactive material is to assure that the risk of injury or damage to
property from accidents in transport is lo.i. With respect to radiological
effects, this is achieved by a combination of limitations on contents,
package design, and quality assurance requirements and controls exercised
over storage ani loading during transport.
The probability of a vehicle
car.-ying a shipment of radioactive material being involved ir. an accident
in transport is not greater, and experience indicates it is less, than
the probability of a vehicle of the same type transporring other goods
being involved in an accident.
In consideration of the eniironnental
risks associated with transportation accidents, the probability of the.ir
occurrence and their cons,.qucnces must both be taken into account.
As to the consequences, either the contencs of each package must be*
limited so that in the unllkely, .',cnt the contents were released, ti.e
consequences. would..not.be serious or the pack;age._usc. be designed to
prevent loss of contents or shielding and assure nuclear criritality
safety under accident conditiois.
While the package dezigag
ntindards
do not provide a completely indestructible pack.ige, it wou3c rroquire
very severe and highly unusual accident to breach a container.
An
analysis of the severity and pL'3babilicy of occurrencec of accidents
follows.
Experience
In the past 25 years, sevcral millions of packages of radioe.-tive material,
.Ln.J.uding approximately 360(1 P'ackages of Irradiated fuel, have been
transpcrted in routine zommerce.
The Department of Transportation
estimates at present about 800,000 are shipped each year in the U. S.
Ducing that same period, there have been only about 300 accidents
rec:orgnd 3 7 , 4 0 in which radinactive mie-rial ,:ere involved.
None of
Lim, a"
rz-It'.c• in
ncri-_
.y
zf
. i ..... sult of the radioactive nature of the material.
In only ahotlt 30% of .those accidents was
the.* :.y release tif radioactive materiaL from the package or increase
in the radiation levels outside the package.

(
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related ab)ove represent an excellent record of
The accident statistics
Since the accidents
safety in the transportation of radioactive material.
involving radioactive materials which have occurred are small in number
and present only a limited range of' ccaditions likely to arise -in transportation and consequences of potential accidents, other data must be
relied on for analysis and projection oi the risk from accidents involving
radioactive materialr..
One source of that data is a ccident experience

li 1971, 2255 accidents involvinG
with ,ther hazardous materials.
ha.-ardous material, were reported to the DOT; only 10 involved radioactive
Two of the 10 .ccidents involved only emrty radioactive
materials.
material containers; I reettlted ir increased radiation levels; 2
produced low levela of contamination outside the vehicle and I (the

Delta Airlines incident of December 31, 1971': produced contamination of
a cargo compartment and some luggage and required a considerable amount
In another accident, a shipment of UP i6,c large
of effort to clean up.
cylinders.was involved in a train derailment but there was na relea:e
of UF
In 1972, through June 23, a total of 1696 accidents were repuLted
t.i h.q0; 8 involved radioactive materials. Only one oi the 8 involved any
release of radioactive material and that was a sealed sourcp released
from the package which was recovered with no residual contamination.

These statistics represent a distribution of accidents in transport
include only reportable
skewed toward the severe end since the statistics
ir
accidents, i.e.,
accidents which resulted in an injury or iatality
property damage in excess of $250.
Accident Model for Analysis
For analysis of data on accidents, an accident cat be iivided into a
The
series of events and each event treated as a separate component.
progression &)f events involved J.n *an accident which say result in damage
model.
Data
from radiarion effects are presented in a highly sii.ified

fc.r scme of the events are available and for some are ir.complete.

L ara

on imtact and fire accident probabilities and severities are availabae.

there are co-.siderable test data on resistaace of radioactive material
pakages tu impacL and fire u.p to the level of the package design test
Based on the data known about the srresses produced on .aLkages
ci'iteria.
,n real t.razsportation accidents, it Is betieved the. present standards
assure packages of radioactive material will withstand all but very
This is borne out by the statistics
-avere, highly unlikely accidents.
related above.
Some hazards are present in normal operation and some arise in normal
operation.
A threshold exists at each stage in the progression of

a
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r-vent_ identified as an accident.
If the hazard or combination of
hazards at any stage fails to exceed the threshold, the process of the
accident stops and no damage results. For example, if the impact energy
absorbed by the vehicle is such thaz the energy transmitted to the
package is below that which will cause failure of the package, and uth'cr
.f6rms of stress (such as failure of the tie-down or fire) do not. develop,
the progress of the'accident -tops at that point.
The packaging standards and criteria establish rn.. threqhold; for
industrial type packaging and Type A packagtng, the threshold is high
under normal couditioas and for Type B packaginA, the threshold is high
under both normal and accident conditions.
The threshold of failure
for packages is not known, although most Type A par'.ages will withstand
minor accidents and some will withstand severe accidents without loss
of contents. 4 2 Type B packages are required to be designed to withstand 3peciiied accident damage test conditions; the point at which
failure would occur 'is often not known. From an analysis of test results,
it appears that some designs will withstand stresses well above the test
conditions.. Tests Lo destruction were made for cerca'-n rypes oi containers
in an attempt to better define that threshold.4 3 Tae Tart of the package
which fails and the type of failure, as well as the threshold of failure,
vary from one type of package to another.

.
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Transportation Accident Ftatistics

T'he probabilities of accidents by truck, rail, and barge are derived
below from statistics of accidents supplied by the U. S. Department of
Transportation (DOT) for 1969 and 1970.36,44p,5
The conditions likely
to be encountered in the accidents iW terms of velocity of impact of
the vehicle and incidence and duration-of fire were developed from
analyses made by Leimkuhl.er, 4 E&various statistics on frequency of fires,
and information in the 1969 *and.1970 accident statistics referred to
above.
Accidents occuir i.n a range of frequencies and severities.
Most accidents
occur at low .vv.nicle speeds; the severity of "ccidents is greater at
higher epeed. but the frequency decreases as the severity increases.
Accidents generally invnlve some combination of impact, puncture, and
fire effects.
For purposes of this analysis, accidents are divided into five categories
ainvr, vioderate, severe, extra severe and extreme.
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Accident Statistics for Trucks
In 1969, large motor carriers 3 6 reported a total of 38.813 accidents
involving death, injury, or property damage in excess of $250. The
accidents included 19,682 injuries, 1,497 fatalities, with an overall
accident rate of 2.46 accidents per million vehicle miles.
For hazardous
materials shipments, the accident rate was 1.69 per million vehicle
miles. The overall accident rates per million vehicle miles for previous
years are 3..2 for 1964; 2.3 for 1965; 2.4 for 1966;. 2.4 for 1967; and 2.5
for 1968.
Fifty percent of the reportable accidents involved collision
with autos or buses, 15.5% collisions with other trucks, 14% collisionswith fixed objects, 0.6% collisions with trains, 9.5% were roll-ovars
or run-offs, and 11.4% o-.her types of accidents.
Fire occurred in
47
1.57% of the reportable accidents.
In truck accidents, severe damage to the package may be encountered in
all types of accidentL.
Impacts which are likely to be most damaging
are those on stationary, rigid objects, such as concrete abutments or
bridge structures.- In collisions with an object, yieldir.g or crushing.
of the. vehicle or the object with which the vehicle collides reduces
the impact received by the package.
Roll-overs usually occur at higher
speeds, and must be considered as potential contributors tu ".aJor damage
of a package.
A study in 196046 showed the following percentages of accidents for
the four ranges of truck speeds given.
We have assumed those percentages
apply to the four ranges of speeds used in our analysis of 0-30, 30-50,
50-70, and >70 mph.
TABLE 1
Type of Accident

Speed In MPH
0-32
32-52

52-72

>72

All accidents.

23.7%

.b.0%

19.8%

0.5%

Collisa'.on5 witn autos and buses

31s%

42%

23%

1%

Collisions vith other trucks

25%

72%

3%

b9%

23%

Overturns and other collisions

F%

0.1%
0%

Truck fire data 3 6 indicate that fire is involved itiabout 0.8% of trucktruck collisions, 0.3% of the tru,;I-auto cullisions, 0.6% of truck-fJxed

- .-
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object collisions, 2% of the truck-train collisions., and 1.%of the
roll-over/run-off accidents. Most fires involve only the fuel from the
vehicle fuel tanks, and last less than 1/2 hour, unless other freight
becomes involved.
Only in the case of truck-truck collisions is there
likely to be a larger supply of fuel i.nivolved, e.g.; a collision with a
gasoline tank truck or a truck loaded with raint.
Some fires start from
overheated tires or accidental ignition of cargo.
"truck-auto, truck-bui,
and single-vehicle accidents were considered to be essentially free of
fires lasting longer than 1/2 hour.
It is assumed that only in truck-truck accidents is there a cred".ble
likelihood that fires would occur which last more than 1/2 hour, and
chen ouly whtn one of the trucks is carrying significant. amounts of
flammable liquids as cargo (e.g., tank trucks of gasoline or liquefied
petroleum gas; or van trailers carrying barrels of paint).
For lack
of data on the percentage of trucks carrying flammables, it is conser%,atively assumed that at least one of the trucks i:n each truck-truck
act.ident is carrying flamiable cargo. Of all truck accidents, 15.5%"
involve other trucks, i.e., are truz4-truck accidents having a potential
for long fires.
Of the fire" which do occur, it has been estimated4 6 that 17. of the
fires last Lore than one hour, 10% last betweer: 1/2 hour
i.n one hour
and the balance, 89%, last less than 1/2 hour.
Although there are
fires in trai.sport which last for several days; in ma.it cases these
involve the burning, of only small amounts of fuel pe." unit time., and
are of lit#.le consequence in terms o'C heat output.
The probatilities

for truck acciiionts are lit,:l

in Table 3.

Accident. Statisticc for Railroad Cw':s
In 1969, for a tctal number of car miles of about 61 billion, the rail
industry44 reported a total of 8,543 accidents involving death,
injury, or property damage in excess of $7509 of which 4,971 were other
than grade-crossing accidents.
T7 accidents included 23,356 injuries,
2,29t fatalities.
In 1969,44 the total number of accidents per million train miles was
9.89; for 196G, it was 9.16; and for 196/. it was 8.15. The average
train length i.s about 70 cars.
The overall accidenZ rate is 0.14 train accidents per million car miles.
The accident rate for other than grade-c:ossiig accidents is 0.08 train
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accidents per million car miles.
Each accidefit involves an average of
10 rail cars, so the accident rate per car for other than grade-crossing
accident would be about 0.8 car accidents per million car miles.
Twenty-one percent of the reportable accidents were collisions, 70%
we,.e derailments, and 9% were other types of accidents.
About 1.5%% of
the rail accidents involved fire, most of them occurring in serious
dlerailments in overland movements.
In rail accidents, severe damage to the cargo may be encountered in both
collision and der.ilment type accidents.
Rail grade-crossing accident;
(train-truck or train-auto) rarely involve significant damage to curgo.
Other collision type accidents which do not cause derailment are not
Accidents which have
likely to involve significant damage to a package.
the highest probability of producing significant damage to shipment
containers are overland derailment accidents which involve eictaer impact
of the packages on torward cars, or impact on the packages by rearward
cars.
The. accideut rate of 0.8 car accidents per million car miles for other than
grade-crossing accidents was used as the probability of a railroad car
carrying a shipment being invclved in an accident that might cause damage
to that shipment. . The overall accident rate ot 0.14 train accidents per
million car miles was used in estimating the effects from common causes
of a car being involved in an accident.
An unpubli-Ahed study by the DUT of the total accidents that occur at
various speeds indicates thalt .58.5% of all train accidents occur at a
speed less than 30 miles an hour, 32% ozcur at a speed between 30-50 miles
an hour, 9.4% occur between 50-70 miles an hour,. aid 0.1% occur at speeds
exceeding 70 miles an hour.
Fires other than those involving *upturcd tank cars of flamnmable.-liquids
are unlikely to last longer tharn 1/2 houc, due to lacK of sufficient Fuel.'
Data relating major fires to train speed are sparse.- It is estimatedi
that1.5% of all rail accidents involve fire of which 85% last less than
1/2 hour, 14% last between L/2 hour and I hour, and 1% of the' fires last
more than I hour.
The probabilities for rail accidents are listed in Table 3.
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Accident Statistics for Barites
Records for fiscal yeat 1970 fo r domestic waterborne traffic45 show a.
total of 506 billior ton-miles of wate: craffic with 548 cargo
barge
Data are rot available to ind.1tate the fraction
accidents reported:
We estimated the total barge
of those ton-miles due to bqrv,, tz.fic.
tod-miles to be 380 oillion.
A.cordinb to the Coast Gu.rd report,
miscellaneous types of vessels, including zargq barges, wer- involved
in accidants which resulted in 3.'( injuries and 33 fatalicies during
that pexiod.
The av&1lable data can not be analyzed in the same way ts the data
On the basis of discussions with the U. S.
for rail or truck transport.
Coast Guard, it is asgumed that the average net (calrto) weight of a
The total number of barge-miles
typical barge is about 1,200 toni.
This yields an accjdent rAte of about
would then bit about 310 mill'.on.
1.8 accidentit per million liar.;e miles.
There'are very few data available on the severity of accidents involving
Barges travel only a few &iles per hour; therefore, the velocity
barges.
Because of the large mass CIE
of impacts in accidents would be small.
for:es could b ,:r.countered by
the vehicle and cargo, severe impno,.
A forward barge could Intact
packages (spent fuel casks) aboard barges.
on a bridge pier and suffer crushing forces due to c,:her barges being
Tires
A coastal or river ship could.!'-if%-. into a barge.
pushed into it.
An extreme accident, I.e., an extreme
could result in either case.
The likelihood aE
impact plus a long fire, is (oot conside.red credible.
a severe fire in barge ac:cidents is small because of the availability
Also, since cnsks could be kept cool by spra:,s
of water at all times.
or submergence in water, loss of mechinical cooling can be compensated
for.
The likelihood of cargo damage occurring in a barge accidcnt is much
for purposes of this analysis,
less than in the case of rail accidents.
and based rn U. S. Coast Guard data, it is estimated that about 90% of
the b.arge accidents would result in minor or no damage to the cargu,
Moderate cargo damage due to impact would
aund would not involve fires.
Fire would
result in 8% of the barge accidents and severe daiaage in 2%.
be likely only in those accidents involving moderate or severe cargo damage,
ard it is estimated that the likelihood of a fire in severe accidents
Based on the 1970 data,
would br-. 10 times that in moderate accidents.
with only ove cargo fire reported, it is eAtimated that fire would occur
in 0.65*4 of the moderate accid-ncs ond (Y.5% of the severe cccli.nvs.
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There are no data on the duration of fires In barge accidents so we have
used the rail figures of 85% of all fIre. listing less than 1/2 hour,
14% lasting between 1/2 and 1 hour, and 1% lasting'more than 1 hour.
The probabilitles for barge accidents have been. incorporated into
Table 3.
Accident Severity Categories
In Table 2, accidents are categorized by degree of severity in
velocity of vehicle impact and ir-idence and duration of fire.

terms of

TAPLE 2
Accident
Severity Category

Vehicle Speed
at Impact (mph)

Fire
Duration (hr)

1.

Minor

:10-50

0-30

0-1/2
0

2.

Moderate

D-30
3,3-70

1/2-1
<1/2

3.

Severe

0-50
30-70
>70

4.

XxLra Severe

50-70
'70

>1
1/2-1
0-1/2
>1

5.

Extreme

(i

112-1
>I

Accident Probabiliiy
Table 3 shows the probabilities of an accident in each of the five accident
severity categories and for each of the three modes of transport calculated
on the basis of the data presented earlier.
From Table 3, we see that the differences between the truck, train, and
barge accident probabilities in terms of accidents per mile, in each of
the severity c;.tegories are small.
For purposes of estimating the risks

(
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TABII, 3
ACCIDENT PROBABILIVf
Severity
CategoM
Minor

Vehicle
Speed
(=ph)

Fire
Duration

0-30

<102

0-30

0

6xlO"9
7
4. 7xlO

0

2.6x10"

3C- 50

0-30

1/2-1

7

7

3. 3x17 9

50-70

<1/2

g9.9XO

50-70

0

>1

30-50

>1

.30-50

1/2-1

50-70

1/2-1

>70

<112

>70

0

7

1. 4x10_

6

6

1. 7x10_

1 .3x!0O

2
9.3xl10 1

<1/2

0-30

6

1. 6x10_

9x10_

30-50

Total

Severe

9

6xl.0
40-7

7. 3x10"7

Total

Moderate

Ve~iicle Mile
Probalbilitv r.!'.r
Truck
d&--.=&

Rail

8 X1079

10
8

9

5 xiO-

8

7.5x107

3x10 7

3.4x10_

7

7.9x10-

3x10_

4.4x10_8

7.0%10

1

1

3.900-11
5. Lx~lj 1
1. 5.1()7 1 "
1
is1x 10

1. 5 X1-

12

5x,.0lxl)

* 9.3xl(f

10

1. 3xl(0

6xio1,
I1-10

* 3. 3x1G0

.3xi10

1. bXlO

50-70

ýXlO-13

2. 3x!-

'70

2xlO 13

To tal

11
9
10

9

Extra
Severe

1.3%b0-

Total
Extreme

>70

1

Silo-13

11

2.3xiO"

2 xlC;14

>1

14

Total

1.2X10'

2x.10

" Barge accident

probabilities are based or. the c'uration of the fire and
a.ýtuarial data on cargo damage.
The impact vel.oclties o! all barge
ac-idents were cncrsidered to be less than 10 mph, but 'or the purposes of
this table, minor cargo damage is assumed to be equivalent to vehicle impact speeds of 0-30, moderate cargo damage 30-50 and severe cargo dam.agc
50-7..
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in this analysis, a single value rounded off to one significant figure is
taken for all three nodes of transport as shown in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Accident Probabilities for Truck,
Accident Severity Categories
Mincr
2 X .J-6

,ail, and Barge per Vehicle Mile for the

Moierate

Severe

Extra Severe

3 x 10"7

8 x 10-9

2 x 10-11

Extreme
1 x 10-13

I

I

Unusual Accidents
Certain other accident circu=tances

can be postulated which may have a

damaging effect on a package and for which the probability dependi on
other than.the number of zilco traveled.
.1".

3n trradiated fuel cask is

covered in

a landslide

Landslides.

if

such that it

is unable to dissipate its heat, the temperature in

the container will contintte to rise tintil the container reacb.es
The
equilibriun. or is removed from the insulating surroundings.
probability that an irradiaL•.d fuel shipment would be present: on

'

a truck or railcar which is involved in a landslide and the
irradiated fuel cask covered with dirt in a manner such that very
of huIheat can be dissipated is believed to be extremely
little
small.
2.

Because very few accidents and few transshipImmersio. in Watex.
wents i.wolviug shipments of tuel or radwaste are expected to occur
over water, it is extremely unlikely that a package o1 fuel or rad-

If dropped into
waste would be ac.ldLntally dropped into water.
In mcst cases,
shallw .later, the pachage Is unlikely to be damaged.
a packa3e, ctsk or drum dropFed into deep water would leak inward,
through a gasket or .val'e, so the external and internal pres~sures

would equalize as the package,

ca.sk, or drum sinks.48,4",

50

In soms. cases,

Some small amounts of radioactive
the container might coll apse.
The container would seek rhe lowest
material might be released.
le'jel possible, e-ther at the bottom or at a flotation level. if the
contents were low-dens!.ty materials and remain at that level until
recovered, or until ditisolved by the corrosive effects of the water
o:4er many yeurs.
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The heat from a cask of irradiated fuel immersed in water would be
released to the water.
In most cases, suitable recovery proceduires
could be implemented in a reasonable length of tinke to remove this
thermal heat source from the body of water.
For this :*.eason and
benause such an accident hac s'ijh a low probability of occurrence,
the beating of the water in such an accident is too smill to justify
quantitative evaluation.
3.

Human Error. The adequacy of t'he design of a container can be compromised by an error on the part of the person loading and closing
the package.
One or more boIcs may be left out or not properly
tightened, a gaske't misplaced or omitted, or a brace or "holddown"
piece left off. The chances of such an error are small because of
the procedures required by the regulations for examination of the
closed container'prior to each shipment, including tes:ts for leak
tightness, where necessary.
Use of the wrong materials or errors made in conetruction also can
result in a container failing to function properly during transport.
The requirements imposed by. the regulations on container manufact trers
and shippers roduce the likelihood of such errors not being corrected
prior to use.
Each year a few packages are reported to have leaked even though'not
involved in an accident (e.g., the Delta Airlines incident of
December 31, 1971), perhaps 8"out of 800,000. Many of these incidents
are believed to be due to human error in closing the container.
Perhaps
1 in 10 improperly closed packages is detected and reported. These
usually involve shipments of liquids or gases and the amount of leakage is small.
For such containers, Type A packages, it is estimated
that I in 10,000 shipnents is Improperly closed wher shipped.
Taking into account

e.g.,

casks,

the size.of the components in

most Type B packages,

and the attention to detaiL required in. the closing

procedures for casks and other Type B packages, it is estimated that I
in 100,000 type B packages, including irradiated fuel casks, may be
improperly closed when shipped.
Relationship of Accident Severity to Package Damage.
The ainount .)f damage to a package in an accident is not directly related
to the accident severity; that is,
in a series of accidents of the same
severity, or in a single accident involving a number of packages, the
amount of damage to the packages involved may vary from no damage to
,xte.'.
-',e damage
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Various factors limit the effect accident conditions will have on a
package.51'5 2 In relatively minor accidents, serious daaage to packages
can occur due to impacting on sharp objects or by being struck by other
cargo.
Conversely, in extreme accidents, damage to some packages may be
minimal.
In some cases, the packages may be thrown. free of tha Impacting
vehicles or be so located in the vehicle that they are unaffected by the
impact or the fire that ensues.
Package damage depends on the form and
amount of energy sustained by the package and the ability of the package
to withstand those forces.
The form and amount of the enorgy transmitted
to the package in. an accident depends. on several factors which vary according to the accident circumstances.
The ability of a package to withstand accident forces depends on the design
of the package and the quality assurance exercised in its manufacture, use,
and maintenance.
5
DOT and AEC regulations specify certain package accident damage tests

3

which provide a means for reproducing in the laboratory or in the field
the same general type and degree of damage a oackage might reasonably be
expected to sustain in a severe transportdtion accident.
Any packag.
which can be shcwn to meet those standards is called a "Type B" package

and can be expected to withstand
shielding loss.
accident.

ý..cidents vithout leakage *or*signifcant

The tests do not in

themse.lves represent a transportation

There are four such tests. The, are a 35-foot freefall onto a flat
unyielding surface, a 40-inch freefall onto a steel plunger, a thtirmal
test and immersion in water.
To better understand the design requirements
imposed by the accident daitage test criteria, the 30-foot freefall and the
thermal test are discussed in

some detail.

Although the velocity at the time of impact in the drop test is about
30 mph, the test requires dropping the package'.including the protect:ive

shield if it is part of the package, on an unyielding surface.
In very
fcw acci-ýents does the 1,ehicle impact with an unyielding surface.
In a
real accident, the forces the package sustains arc mitigated by the angle
of-impact of the vehicle, the crushing of the vehicle, which absorbs Much
of the impact, and the fact that, for trnpacts of heavy objects such as
tratampoiting trucks, the. object with wh.ch the cruck e6llides in most
.cases yields and thus absorbs some of the imracL.

For example, in an instrumented £u].l-scale test of a 15-ton cask on a
seut-trailer in wbich the trailer was driv,'-n into an imm=ovable barrier at
28.5 miles per hour, 3 5 the cosk received 'nily a fraction of the stress
it was designed to withstand.
The cask r,.mainie. tied ir. place on thtrailer

and was undamaged,

,4hLln the rra.tor wats completely demolished.
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As part of that'same test series, a semi-trailer truck loaded with
several different types of drums was driven into the immovable target at
42 mph.
Several or-the drums lost their lids but none of the inner containers was released or opened.
About 50% of the drums were not damaged.
With respect to fire, the package'must be designed to withstand the
thermal test in which the package is subjected to the heat input from
a radiant environment having a temperature o0. 14750F and an emissivity
of 0.9 for 30 minutes.
Severe transportation fires sildom last more than 1/2 hour, except in
ships and storage depots, 5 4 because either the fuel is exhaustec or the
fire is estinguished by fire fighting crews.
Although flame tesperaturis
of liquids such as jet fuel or kerosene may reach 1800*F-2000*F, such
peak temperatures are reached only very locally on the surface of material involved in the fire
Only under very unusual circumstances is more
than 50% of a package surface likely to be exposed to the rlame for as
long as 1/2 hour. Even in a longer fire, the package may be in a location where tý.e fire has little
or no effect on it.
For the above reasons, it is concluded that a package designed to meet.
the thermal test requirem-ints in the regulations as a type B package is.
li.'aly to withstand the fire conditions in transport.,tion accidents.
Type A Packages

(e.g.,

drums of low level radwastes)

Tt ii unlikely that a Type A package will be damaged and verl unlikely
that it will be breached in a minor accident. Based on experience and
tests,3 5 some fraction, perhaps 10%, of Type A packages will not be
breached in very severe accidents,
Type H Packages
Basei on regulatory standards and requirements for package design and
quajiry assurance, results of tests, and past experience, Type B packages
a-e likely to withstand al?. but very severe, highly unusual accidents.
The probability of a Type B package being breached is low, so low that
detailed consideration is rot required in this- analysis.
Although the
consequences of a release could be serious, the probability of occurrence
is small,- and therefore the risk or impact on the environment is very
small.
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APPENDIX B --SECTION I
CO.SEQUENCES O? TRANSPORTATION
.%rCCIDENTS INV')LUG SHIPME1TS OF
NUM~EAR FUEL OR SOL.ID RADIOACTIV-EWAST*E
Estimates of Releas~s itn Accidents
Estimates of the amount of radioactive material released in the unlikely
event that a container is breached are g;iven in this Appendix, taking into
account engineering assessments of a vqriety of package designs, actual
accident experience, the properties of the fuel and rndwaste, and experience
In the case of Type" B packages,
in shipment, reactor operation, and storag.a.
the accidents analyzed which exceed the design basis accidents are praczically incredible.
The mechanical and physical effects the. accident forces wuuld have on the
coatents, "i.e., the fuel rods and sojt.lfied or compacted wasite, and on
the rate Pnd amount .if release when a breach of contalinment oLcurred,
were considered in estimating the release in each- type of accident. Consideration also was given the influenm.e of the accident forces rj- dispersion
of the released material. The consequences in terms of potential doses to
people were calculated for the estimared releases of Vryptoa-85, i(,ine-131,
Normal distributions of.weather and population
aui fission products.
densities for a release on land were used in the calculations.
The overall probability o- . release into water is smaller than releas'e
on land becauae, with the eception of barge transportstion. most of the
transportation occurs over laud.
The consequences of a ýlease into water woulk Aepena on the characterLstics
tthe water. The reof the matera0l release I and the conditions of une
lease into water could affect soluble materials, and very litt1e of the
solid radwasr: and none of the nuclear fuel is rhipped in *ioluble form.
With respect Lo release of fume's or dust, if the material is not so1uble,
the potential exposure-levels would probably be smaller e-'cee dispersion
in water would result in dilution. Tzr'dusts or fumes, zvei if solu!.1l:,
the 'lmits on the concentration in air are more restrictive than tlhe lm1its
Also, if desired, depending on thlv.Circumon the concentrations in water.
stancas. suoe restrictlons on the use of contaminated water cuuld be
imposed.
Assumptions as realistic as t.-e state of knowledge permits were used, In
estima'ing the c,.nsequences oe accidents.

Wherever po-sibh

. realistic
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average vaittes. were used; otherwise pessimistic assuu;r ions were made.
For example, in estimating exposures in an accident, ground %levelreleases
The rise of the heated plume in a fire was not considered,
were assumel.
although In mno-t coses that would reduce the effects. The distribution
of population densit-y in the Eastern United States a'swprojected by the
taken as representative of the population densities
SL;JFf for 19833:
along routes on which the shipments will travel.
For. analysis of accidents, random distribution of the porulation was
assumed; chat is, it was assumed that an accident Tay occur in each
population density with a probability equal to that wirt. "-,Ach that
ln general, however, the probd..-siLty is found in the distribution.
ability of an extremely severe accident is less in the higher populated
areas owing to generally lower vehicle speeds and, for rail transport,
hotter maintained roadwayr.
Some ajccidents in tiansportation may produce stressev; on packages more
The
severe th.%n ::he streises the -ackages are designed to withstnnmi.
.consequenctis of s.tch accidentt- could be serious but the probability of
occurrence x: suet Accit'ents i-; extremely low.. Quality assurance for
dcsign, man r.acturv, and use of the packages; continued surveillance and
testing of J-.%ckagca ana :.rbnspcrt conditLicns; conservative design of
packages; ani the lcw pio:.,ahility of octutxrence make the environmental
risk from sucl' ac'c.Ldenta extrem•!y low.
For this anoly.;i-E, the pro, rent imr.thods of packaging, ways. and means of
trinsportation, Iraffic pal..ernin, etc., have been assumed to continue
in use for the projected period of ope.raticrn of the reactor.
The values of package damage chosen are related tv the present level
of design requirements in the packaging standards and criteria. Should
the scandards be lowered, the frae'..i•ns of packages damaged in all 'types
o, accidents would be expettei to increase, althovgh the exact relationIf the standards wore increased,
ship would be dilficult to prrEdict.
Since the
the fraction damaged w•ould te exnected to shift downward.
dai.•ge. to the package does not depend directly on the severity of the
accidenr, adding structural strength or stress resistance to the design
would not be expected ro reduce damage in direct proportion to the
added strength. Furth..rmore, the added strength may iricreasL the risk
from common causes due to increased weight anO number of -;hipments.
•,%er.d on zon.sideratiuii of the quantity and *form of radioactive material

In tie package, postuleted accident ::onditions, and cert.ain other factors,
the !!ollowinp, estimates, w~ere made of the number of curies, Q, of radioacti',e materinl which might be released frorm a damaged package.
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For any sot of accident conditions which causes a bzeach in the container,
a range of amounts of radioactive material might be released; that is, the
quantity might range from nothing to a significant fraction of the contents.
The amount estimated to be released, Q, represents the most probable
An amount greater
maximum release for that set of accident conditions.
than Q is considered to be less likely to be released under the seme cot!ditions than the estimated amount.
If sufficient data were available, the probability of release, PR, f:.r
each release could be calculated based on the probability of an accident of
a particular severity occurring, the probability of a package being breached
in such an accident, and the probability of the release occurring with the
package Lreac'Ted.
Using the calculative method outlined in Section II of Appendix B, the
probability of release, PR, and amounts of radioactive, release,.
Qo, could be used to delive estimates of the proX-ability that N or more.
persons would receive a radiation dose of D or more mrem in a transportation accident.
The calculative procedure requires a determination of the probability of
one or more persons rereiving a specified dose for each of the acc'.den':s
postulated.
n summatiorn of the probabilities for all of the accidents in
a spectrum of accidents would provide an estimate of the overall probability
of one or more persons getting a dose of D or more mrem from alli accidents.
The spectrum of accidents shiould include the entire range of credible
accidents up to the point chat either thle probability or th- consequences
of other accidents is so small that they would be unlikely to*affect "he
value calcul•ted for the postulated range of accidents.
Unirradiated Fuel
Because of the low level of radioactivity in unirradiated fuel, the design
of packaging for unirradiared fuel is not *required to be as rugged as the
design of packagl.ugs for higher levels of radioactivity, and therefozt
is
mere susceptible to da-age in an accident. The form of the unirradiated
fuel, i.e., high-density, high-melting point pelletiz~d uranium oxide
contained in scaled zircaloy tubes, makes the dispersion of any of the oxide
extremely unlikely even in the event of severe damage to a package of fuel.
The radioactivity of the oxide is very low. Even ff some dispersion were to
occur, the radiation dc-ses %ould be very small. Except for an ae.cident
resulting in nuclc-ar criticality, the radiolcgical Impact on the environm'cnt
frvTn accidents involving unirradiated fuel is negligible.
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Containers for shipping unirradiated fuel are required to be designed to
Conprevent accidental criticality under normal and accident conditions.
(viz.,
-riticality
6chieving
for
required
conditions
sidering the practical
release of a number of fuel elements from their respective conta-.ners,
assembly of these elements -in a close array and moderated, e.g., with water
in and around the assembly), the probability of criticality being achieved
If such an accident should. occur, the
in an accident is extremely small.
consequences would be mitigated by having taken place in a moderator such
as water which acts as both a radiation shield and ma absorber of some of
the gaseous fission products which might be released.
The consequences of postulated accidents involving unirradiated fuel
shipments are sumnarized below:
1.

Normal conditions--nothing released even if the lid is

2.

Accidents--nothing significant released except in unusual circumstances;
e.g.,

loose.

a.

Fuel element is knotked our of a package and run over by a train.
It is unlikely that contamination of other than localized areas
would occur; no significant airborne contamination would be
exgected.

b.

Accidental criticality.

Consequences:

--- l
he-mltkei-y-evevtofa
ccidntr.I cri•ica1-ity, the critical-.
array likely would be quickly disassembled by pressures developed
during the reaction but a nuclear explosion is impossible. The
cri"ical reaction would last only a few seconds and probably
would not recur.
It is estimated from .1017 to 1018 fissions
might take place 1 6 but this would not'be expected to cause
release of any radioaczive materials from the fuel elements.
Residual *radiation levels due to induced ralicactivity in the
fuel elements might reach a few rem per hour at 3 feet.
Persons within a few feet of such a critical assembly would
receive a lethal dose of gamma and neutron radiation unless
shielded by intervening mater!al.
Persons beyond 100 feet
would be unlikely to recelvw serious radiation exposures; the
cuz:ulative dose to the 750V perso.ns located within 1/2 mile of
che incident but beyond 100 feet is estimated to be no more
than 500 mann-rem.
The coasequences would he reduced because
the reaction takes place in a moderator such as water which acts
Appendix "B"'
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both as a radiation. shield and an Absoiber of soppe of the gaseous
Re-.overy of the fuel
fission products if any were released.
elements and cleanup of the immediate area vould be required..
Irradiated Fuel
Irradiated fuel is packaged in large, nigged container!., frequently with
liquid coolant, because of the high radiation levels and heat output.
At 'the time' of shipment, the irradiated fuel will have: been "cooled"
The total radioact.iv'Lty in the fuel will
about 150 days, on the average.
be approximately 4 x i06 curies per nattric tod of Ir-adiated fuel.
Measurements made in reactor operation show that no activit:y other than
T1at means that
some gases will be released from intact fuel asaemblies.

tratil the fuel cladding is broker. or perforated, only the surface contamination on the fuel assemblies (activation and corrosion products,
mostly Co-60 and Fe-59) would be expected to be present outside of the fuel
cladding..
If the. cladding of a fuel rod is penetrated, ac;r.z cof the radioactivity
The staff estimates all of
from inside the fuel rods iay be releasetd.

the *free gases in the void spaces and a fraction: of the semi volatile
and a smaller fraction of the non-volatile fission products and actinides
Table 2 gives estimates of the activities in gaseous
might be releaseA.

(

or other mobile form in the fuel rod void spsces which. would be &vailable
.te fuel rods if the claddi igwere b-:okc'n or perforated.
for .Kleaseg .r
The gases of significance are Kr-85,

Xe-131m,

and 1-331.

Because of the regulatory limits in 10 CFR 7.1.35 on the radioactivity in the
cask coolant, any fuel absembly which Is releasing e. significant amount -I
radioactivity must be placed in a separate, sealed container (l:P., "canned")
Fuel assenrbliLe releasing
prior to being loaded into tae cask for shipment.
sIgnifIcant amounts of radioactivlty while in the re;.c-or will have b.:et
identified before being discharged from the reactor but Pome so-called

"failed fuel" may g

undetectp.d.

In the case of "failed fuel," much of the

radioactivity in tht- fuel rod void space may have bhen - released durlng the
tiwe the assembly remained in the reactor after failure and while stored in
the canal for cooling prior to shipment.
It ie; believed conservative to assume thau, under n'ormal conditions of transport., 0.25% of the free -dses and otner activities from the .-uel rod
spaces would Ue outside the fuel assemblies in the cask coolant or cask
Some
cavity, in addition to the surface contamination mentioned above.
residual. contamination from the storage po,.l migat also remain in :he cask
cavity and hence the coolant, since the lo'e.ing ope.rao.ion is carried out
in the storage pool water.
the coolant which
Under normal conditions the pr.mary coolant, that is,
i.. casK, may be ccntaminated
is in contact with the irradiated fuel in

but the le'vel of contamination'wlll be small.

Baaed on rece'.t experienice
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reported at the Savannah River Plant, the activity in wate.r-filled casks
ranges from 10"• to 10.2 pCi/cc.
For the higher burn-up pover fuel, a
level of 1 pCi/cc has been estimated.
The actlity
may incl1ude a mi:xture
of activation, corrosinn, and fission products.
The to.tal amount of activity in the coolant based on 106 c- of r'oolant in
a rail
cask and 105 cc in a truck cask would be 1 Ci and.0. 1 Ci. rospectively.
For purronses of es timating releases in arcidents, that activity
is assumed to be piL.ent in the coolant in the form of fission products.
Under normal conditt'ins, that activity would be present in addition to the
Kr-83 and 1-131 released from the air gap in the fuel due '.o perforations
in the cladding of a small fraction of the r:dc. " From prr~liminary analyses,
it appears that it would require a severe In~pitat, probably in excess of 50
miles per hour, to cause fuel rods to rupture.
Wen accident conditions
result in perforation of a greater percentage of tne roJs, additional
fission products are assumed to be released as ind•catbd in Tab.Le 2.
Most casks have - pressure relief systeu, t.ich
is eur;ectcm to vent when
the internal pressure exceeds a preset level.
At presun'., the systems
are usually designed to reneal after the excess pres.iure Is .relieved.
TABLE 1
Bpsi.z Esti.mat. es -

Irradiatei Fiel

0.5 Mr irradiated fuel per cask for tru'-k
3.2 MT irradiated fuel. per. task for ruil
1 cask per truck or ratl car
60 truck shipments prI0 rail

1100 MWe reactor-year

ship.ients per 1100. lMJe rear.Lor-year

.:00 miJl]- :;hipping dista'ce from power plant to fueL recoveory plant.

Percentage of material releared from irradiated fuel cask which
becomes ai oorne:
100%' of gases (krypton & iodi.ne)
1% of the contsminanus in thL ccolant in
and 10% if fire is present.

th- abs:nc.e

oi

fire
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TABLE 2
FUEL ROD VOID SPACE ACTIVITY
1

Typo of Radioactive. taterial

Total Inve~itocy 6
150 days cooling
curiec/metric ton-

Kr-85

% in void spaces
of iuel rods*

Activity in
void spaces,
me:ric ton

1.12 x 10

3)

3.4 :x

.J-131

2.17

2

4.3 x 10-2

Other fission
products

4.39 x 406

0,01 *

403

Actinides,
(Pu,AM,Cme tc.)

1.36 x 105

essentially
none

Xe-131m

3.27

2

1-129

.0

4

H-3..

A

**

A**

x

0-3

-....6..92 x

30

6'

curies/

3

10-_1***

6.

C

1.

. .....

Realistlc gap activitiea in terms of perceriL .f total inventory
prepared by AEC's Directorate'of Licensing based on references 20
through 32.
A conservative •hi'gh) value estimated ort the basis of leaching the
outer 1.2 x IX"
inches from the surface of" the uranium oxide fuel.

Due to the amall amounts present,

thed doce

contribution from Xe,

1-129,

11-3, and the actinides may be neglected compared to the doses from
the othaix radionuclides.
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TABLE 3
ESTIMATED RELEASES FROM RAIL CASKS
UNDER UNUSUAL ACCIDENT CONDITIONS

Q, Acti•vity Relented*
(in
Kr

curies)
1-131

Fimdion ?roduc ts
4.5 Y, 1L0-

1. Un~detected Leak:
:cot)lant released at
a rate of 0.001 cc/
sec; 450 cc in 5
day.;
.I.

Overpressure

0.03

3 x 1,-7

1 x 1073

Pressure relief
vralve operated 0.1%
of coolant released
0.252 of fuel rods
perfo: ated
111.

Iv, rhe tted

30

3 xc10-

1

.11 .coclant released
IV.

Assume .0% of fuel
r~ds perforated -all
coolant released

5.5 x 10

0.1

* Based on the rail cask containing 3.5 metric tons of fuel.

650

Equivalent

releases from t uck casks carrying 0 5 tmetric 4nns of fuel would be
abour 1 '7th the activities shown excupt for the ur.detected leak whicb
would b? the sane as shown.
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55
complete
In one design of rail cask ncw under evaluation (GE, IF-300),
to
overheat
failure of the extenial cooJ:.ng system will cause the cask
In that case, under certain adverse but
over a period of several houcs.
unlikely conditions, tike temperature of 50% of the fuel elements would
reach 1200*F, which could cause perforation of the c3adding on some of
According to the
the rods if the elements were of the present PWR type.
analysis, rhe present BWR type of elements would nr)t be expected to
perforate.

Truck casks are not expected to reach rod perforation temperatures except
miuder an extended five condition.
Four examples of postulated accidents involving i'craaiated fuel casks
are given below.
A rail cask containing 3.2 MT of irradiated. fuel is in an
Example I.
accident involving a severe impact and fire which causes a breach in the
If 10% of the rods were perforated anl 100% of the coolant
containment.
released, as much as 1.1 X 103 Ci of. Kr-85, 1 x 10- Ci of 1-131- and 130
Ci of gross fission products could b'e released.
*

The coitsequences of.this type of accident were estimated assuming a
ground-level release under average weather conditions with all of the
krypton and- iodine and 1% of the gross fission products being dispersed
in the air. Because of the severity of L'Se accident and the precautions
taken immediately afterward, persons .are not expected to be closer than
50 meter,. downwind from the accident, the direction in which the highe~.t
exposure.s would occur.
A cum-ilative whole-body d.ise of about' 0.4 man-rem from the Kr-P5 would
be r-ztCIved by the million people nearest thp ac'cident, assu ing 104
persons per square mile. Persons 50 meters downwind could receive dose;7
ae high vs those given in the Table 4.
The contsamination on the ground, assuaing the coolant is released as
vapor and the -:ontaminatLion dispcrsed, would result ia Range 1 levels,
oi the Environmentel
requirinp de-ontamination according -to scandards!
Protecticn rgency, cver in area of about 3000 square. feet and Range III
levels, xequiring further consideration as to whetner specific action
would be revuired, over-an area of about .0.1 square mile. For a high
populaticn density of 10,000 persons per square milt-, only ýne person
must be evacuated in the 3,000 square foot area that is ccntanwinated;
the cost of evacuation and contamination clavanup is estimated to be $10,000
.to $5G,0(30.
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TABLE I

CALCULATED DOSES PMH RAIL ACCIDENT
Centerline Dose*
Organ

Kr-85

bkin

Avere.ge Dose*

(rem)

,.'rem)

1.2

0.0f

0.02

8 x 10

ThyLoill

0.02

. x 10

Bone

6

0.3

Lung

8

0.4

Bone ma.rrow.

ro,C . Rd y, l e n s

of t)• eye
1-131

-

Gross
Fission
Products

*

The radioactive material would be distributed downwind from the
accident so that the isopleth (i.e., botondary lines of equal doses)
woule be cigar-shaped.
The centerline dose is the dose which might
be received by a person on the centerline of that pattern at a
distance of 50 meters from the accident aud the average dose is the
average of. the dosev to all persons at 50 mecers in all directions
from the acc dent.

(
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The consequences of the accident desc.ibed In this example also were
estimated using the method outlined in Seution II of this Appendix.
The

probabilities of N or more persons receiving doses of D or more millirem
as a result -f a release of 1.1 x 103 Ci of Xr-85, 1 x 10-2 Ci of 1-131,
and 130 Ui of gross fission products, with all of the krypton and ioJine
and 1% of the gross fission products being dispersed in the air, were
calculated. The values for PN/PR are given in Table 5 through 8.
The number of rail shipments of irradiated fuel from a reactor is estimated-to be 10 per year. For a shipping distance of 1,000 miles, that
makes a total of 10,000 shiipping miles per year. The probability of a
shipment being involved in an extra-severe accident in transport is 1 x 1 0 -I1
per vehicle mile (see Appendix A). Based on the accident data availaile,
the standards for design of the package and results of package tests, we

estimate no more than I ini 10 pa..kages involvel in an extra-severe accident
would be damaged to the extent that a release of the magnitude specified
could occur. Based on these numbers, the probability of a release (PR) of
the ,magnitude specified would be approximately 1 x 13-8 per reactor year
from a transportation accident involving irradiated' fuel.

pmore
......

.....

If the probability of the release occuring Is taken to be 10-R per re-.cto':
year, the probabilities (PN) of N or more persons receiving.doses of .) or
millirem per reactor year from the rail transportation of irradiate,;

fuel would be the probabiliti.es i, Tables 5 through 8 multipl~ed by 10-6
vilue given in the tables for , (PN/PR)
be multipli•f
-........
'
-- -..--..-..
Lýý ý-should
- ,•(T,)-.
5i C:[--rd•
l•
--- t- e W
t each
ThWRV&
~biýf
ii1T (P
YN

That is,

....

As shown in the Tables 5 through 8, evwl if the probability of a telease
were substantially higher than 13-8, the pr:.bability* of a significant
exposure An A result of releases of the magnitune assumed would still
be
smal l.
Example 2.
Some designa of rail casks have an external mechanical rooling
system. An accident may cause moderate damage to the cask such that the

mechanical cooling system becomes inoperative. If no corrective action is
taken" and the ambient temperature is above 1000F, the temperature of the
fuel in the cask will inc'ease enough it% a few hours to sause an o'erpressure ..n the cask cavity, and some of the corlant will be relea.;ed
through the vent system. This alrso5 7may occur in some cask designs if the
cask is involved in a severe fire.
Venting ,my occur in a series of releares; one design permits about 5% of
the gas in the cask cavity co be released at a time. The activity released
would be quite small, amounting to pe.rhaps 5% of the total activity In the
Appendix "5"
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For a
coolant.
That design *contains approximately 2.3 x 106 cc of water.
contamination level of 1 microcurie per cc, the total activity released
would be about 0.1 curie of primarily cesium-137.
Exaa_ e_3. The rail cask in Example 2 is left unattended for several
hours. The temperature of the fuel in the cask will continue to Increase
until adequate means are provided for dissipation of the heat.
In a
matter of several hours, some of the fuel may reach a temperature at which
the cladding will perforate.
Perforation is due to overpressure of gases
in the air gaps and weakening of the cladding duc to increased temperature. For example, in one rail cast. design if the mechanical cooling
system is inoperable and the ambient temperature remains at or near 130°F
for at least 11 hours, the designer estimates 50% of the fuel rods may
reach :L200*F, which is the perforation temperature for PWR fuel rods.
Under !:he same conditions, BWR fuel elements would not be expected to
reach perforation temperature.
The likelihood of a cask remaining unattended after loss of mechanical
t;ooling or after being involved in a serious fire for a period long enough
that vve'cheating would be expected can be reduced by appropriate administrative controls such as escorts, 31arming the mechanical cooling syst'em, Inspe.,tion of the shipment at regular intervals, and notification of the
shipper in case Df any failure nf mechanical cooling or involvement in an
......- 3-.c- dent-.--Where --cons ide-red -impor-tant-f---s h4ppe-rs --may..b e -re-quir.edcto-east ablish ......
and implement such procedures.
Mhe radioactivity released ir
Ci of Kr-85, 0.1 Ci of 1-131,

.Q.ch an accident could be as much as 5.5 x l03
and J00 Ci of gross fission produrts.

Exam•le 4.
Perhaps an accidr"-t results in the cask being covered with
or other
dirt and debris itn a landslide or dumped into a pile of soft drt
cargo so that the caslk would be unable to dissipate all of the heat generated by the fuel, Uinder muoi. circumstances, the cask twould be r.etmoved
•before reaching excessive temperStures, and the accident would produce nD'
3dverse consequences other tha-. cost of recovery.
However, the temperature
of the container would continue to rise until the container reached equillbrium or was removed from the insulating surrourndings.
If a rail cask were
not rumoved, the releases could equal those postulated above for the loss.
of mecanitval cooling.
Release of Irradiated Fuel Elements
Considering citrrent cask design practices, it is improbable, but not
* impossible, t'ia. a cask could be damaged to the extent that one or more
fLel elements would be releasri from the cask. The methods of installing
Appendix "B"
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and securing cask closure devices are such that ::he closure device is nu•
likely to be opened or removed iua any accident.
R.slease of a fuel element
is unlikely except in an extremely severe accident in which unusual
circumstances cause rupture of the cask.
If seven irradiated fuel elements were released from a cask in an unusual
accident, the radiation level at 100 feet could be as much as 104 r/hr.
Assuming the fuel elements remained unshielded for 10 hours, approximately
30,000 persons within a mile radius (based on 104 persons/square kile)
.4-ht receive a cumulative dose of about 1000 man-rem.
If a person rem-ined
,nshilcded at an average distance cf 100 feet from the fuel elements for 6
minutes, he might receive a dose of as much as 1000 rem. Persons remaining
near the exposed fuel for any appreciable length of time may receive large
doses of radiation. Someor.a ac a distance of 10 feet from the exposed fuel
for about a minute, would receive a do'se of 1000 rem.
Remote equipment
would be required to erect a shield around the fuel elements or to place
them ir a shielded box or to repackage them.
Relationship of Releases to- 10 CFR Part 71 Limits
The amounts of radioactivity estimated to be released from an irradiated
fuel cask in the accidents postulated for this analysis differ from the
amounts specified in tha package.desig&n criteria in 10 CFR §71.36. The
dasign criteria were derived on the basis of both safety and feasibility
for a range of contents and contdiner designs which had been identified
at the time that rule was being developed.

(,

The amounts of radioactivity cst..mated to be released in the accidents
postulated in this analysis take. into account the physical and chemical
characteristics of the particular type of fuel under analysis (high
burnup uranium oxide pellets) and were derived using measured and
calculated values from operating experience in light-water reactors as
-well as in shLppixng of irradiated fuel.
Solid Radi-_mntive Wastes
Ectimates of probabilities and amounts of releases of solid radioactive
wastes in accidents in. transportation involve considerations different
from those for irradiated fuel. The packaging for solid wastes includes
both Type A and Type B packaging. so that some of the packaging for waste
iv not expected to withstand the accident conditions.
Te
a containment is

provided by the form of the matcrial (i.e., radioactive
material bound on clothing, dispersed In concrete, or otherwise confined
to some degree) and by the package--drums in most cases.
The druns are
Appendix "B"
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expected to lose lids under accidert conditions with probability equal to
that estimaced for a small breach of containment.
The form of the marerial ranges from compacted combustible materials to
material which has been dewatered and solidified, in most cases as concrete.
The radioactive contamination in compacted waste usually will not be in an
available form if released in an !.apact; that is, pieces of contaminated
clothing, etc., may be spread around, but the contamination is bound on
the inert 'w.terials, such as clochin;& and is unlikely to be released from,
the clothing unless hurned or washed out by water. On the other.haad, the
contaminated concrete is not likaly to be affected by fire, but somi. of the
concrete may be shattered by a strong impact force.

The probability and extent of release from a package of solid waste is about
the same whether the waste is transported by truct. or by rail. The same
types of packages are shipped by truck and by rail. The only difference
is that mor,. packageR Lire carried on a rail car than on a truck. The
probability of an accident of any of the defined degrees of severity is
shown to be about the same for rail or truck per vebh.cle mile..
The number of miles traveled by truck is greater than that by train in
proportion to the number of drums carried by ench.
Therefore, the probability of a load of drumat being involved in an accident is greater by truck
than by rail but the larger number of drums in the rail car balances the
difference in terms of prabability of leakage of a drum of-waste.
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TABLE 5
PP,OBABILITY OF N OR HORE PERSONS RECEIVING
A DOSE TO THE SV'IN OF D MELLIREM OR MORE FROM
THE RELEASE OF 1100 CURIES OF KRYPTON-85 IN AN ACCIDENT

Number of
People
N

1

1

0.9

0.5

10

0.6

0.2

102

0.2'

105

5000

2 x 10-

0.1
3 x 10-2

4 x 10- 2

7 x 10-2
10 5

Dose (millirer.) V0
3.00
lO0O5

10

2

3 x 10-3

yX 10-3

2 x 30-'•

2 x .n- 3

1 x 10-2

(

5 X 10"

TABLE 6

PROBABILITY OF- N OR MORE PERSONS RECEIVING
A DOSE TO THE THYROID OF D MILLIRIL- OR MORE
FROM THE- RELEASE OF 0.01 CURIES OF IODINE-131 7N AN ACCIDENT
Number of
P922_Iek_.

10

1
0.5

9

0.1

2 x i(.

2 -- 10-2

.to3

30

100

c 10-2
2

1 x 10-2

10 00
2 x 10-4

x tO-4.

*6 x 10-4

1 x j0"3
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TABLF, 7
PRORBAILITY OF N OK MOR- PERSONS RECEIVING
A DOSE TO VIE WHOLE BODY OF D MILL.REM OR MORE
OVER A PERIOD 0' ONE YEAR FOLLOWING THE RELEASE
IN 0N ACCIDENT OF 150 CURIES OF GROSS FISSION PRODUCTS
80% OF THE DOSE IS TO THE SKIN
WHICE DEPOSIT ON THE GROUND.

umber of
People
N

Dose (mIllirem)
1I

100

D.

1000

5000

In(00

1

1

1

1

0.9

0.7

0.7

i0

1

1

0.9

0.7

0.3

0.2

10?

1

0.9

0.6

.1

0.1

103

1

0.7

0.4

9 x 10-"'

2 x 10": 6 % 10-l

l0•

0.8

0.5

0.2

3 x

4

10;

0.7

0.4

8 x !0"

6 %*10"'.

•

IO•'
2 n 1O"

2 x WU-
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TABLE 8

PROBABILITY OF N OR MORE PERSONS RECEIVING'
A DOSE TO TIRE LUNGS OF D MILLIRDI OR MORE FROM
1.3 CURIES OF GROSS FISSION PRODUCTS RELEASED IN AN
ACCIDENT WIUCH BECAME AIRBORNE

Number of
People.
N

bose (mil11i en-0 D

10

1

100

1000

5000

10000

5 x 10-2

1 x 1D"2.

4 x 10-3

2

4 x 10-

3 x 10-4

4 x 10- 5

1 x 10-4

1

1

10

0.8

102

0.4

9 x 10-2

b x 10-3

0.1

1 x 10O,

2 x 10-4

4 x 1'0-

5 x 10-4

0.8
.0.3

0.3
6 x 10-

10 S

.(

4 x 1O-3
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TABLE 9
Basic Estimates - Solid Radioactive Wastes
a.

55-gallon drums.

Solt solid wastes compacted in

100 drums produced per 1100 MWe reactor year
i curie of radioactivity per drum
2 truck shipments per year,

50 drums per truckload

rail car shipment per year; 100 drums per carload

I

1000 miles shipping distance from power plant to waste disposal site.
If the waste burned in an open fire, it. is unlikely that much of the
Mast of the activity, .perhaps
activity would be widely dispersed.
as much as 99%, woold remain. in the ashes.
b.

Resins, sludges,

etc. dewatered and c:onsolidated in 55-gallon drums.

3000 drums produced per 1100 ?•Je

reactor year.

98k

-

Type A ppckages, limited to 20 curies/drum.
About 31 low
level compacted wastes and 95% average less than 0.3 curie
per drum.

2%

-

Typc: B packages, 100 Ci maxminm estimated activity per package;
average estimated about 20 curies per drum.

60 truck shipments per yedr,
20 rail

50 drums per truckload

car shipments per year; 1!#

drtums per.carload

500 miles shij:oLng distance Lia wuste disposal site.
Because of the form of the material, it is very unlikely that any
significant amount of the activity in material burned in an open fire
would -be *released, probably less than 10-5 of the activil'-vin the
contents.
Table 10 gives the estimated quantities of radioactive material which could bit
released In postulated accidents.
The 'estimates are cunsldered to be maximum
Lotger releases would be expected to have
values for the accident listed.
lower probabilities of occurring.
The activity is expressed in curies of
airborne fission products, although some other radioactive rmaterials of lower
cegrees of toxicity, would tepresent.
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TABLE 10
ESTIHATED RELEASES FROM PACKAGES OF RADYIASTE
Q

Lid loose
- one drum
Compacted
Waste
Type A
Package
Type B
Package

-

ActI vity in curies that become airborne

Contents of 1 Irim
svil.ed
ot
r .......

H

10-6

Contents .of 25 drums
burned
2.5 x10-2

25 drums. broken cpensevere impact
2.5 x 10-'

10-7
10"

10-6
0.25

'
'-
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APrENDIX B - SECTION II
POPUL&TTON DOSE LISTRIBUTIfl

PROBABILITIES

if radioactive material is released to the atmosphere in aishcrt
p.riod of time at ground level and If it is assumed that there is no
appreciable depletion of the airborne material, the dose caused by
exposure to this material is

L. QOK(X/Q)
where Q0

curies released
K dosecoeffcient
- )
mdose
co~ficient (rCi-sec)

(Rem)
(These will -%P. identitied later)

Values o! (X/Q) as a function of distance for ground level releases are
given in Figure 1.
Values of isopleth areas Aiw (the-area within which a particular dose
Di is equaLed or exceeded) in" square miles for selected values of the dose
(X)
are shown for Pasquill type weather conditions in
parameter Di
Table I alc.o with the Weather. probabilities and average wiird speeds.
The number of people who receive a dose greater than Di is proportional
The probability of giving
to the population density in the area involved.
doses greater than Di to N or more people is proportionai to the probability
of the release for a given weather condition being In an area with a
population density m such that m - N/Ai1.
The fractional areas (F..) with various.population density ranges bat.ed
on the populations within 50 miles of presently operating reactors calculated
for the 1980 time period art given in Table 4. The table also gives the progressive sUmming of these fractions in two .directions. This population
distribution represents a relatively high average population density probably
A distribution typical of the whole
typical ot the eastern Unit .d States.
United States would be s.milpr iv shape but the fractional part with populations of 10,000 people or vore per square mile 4nuld be about a factor of
10 less or.about 0.001.
Given that a randomly located release has occurred, the pr,,bability
of the releas. helnR in an arezz with less than m people per square mile is
Conversely, the probability of the release being in an area with
)" F(-).

Ippend x "B"
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more tnan M pEople per square mile is I - r F(m).
he. population is
assum:,ed to be uniformlv distributed around the scene of an accident, with
a dpi&ity of m persons'/,ni 2 . The probability of any particular value'of
in is the same as for at random polut in Eastern United States as Trieected
by-tho Staff for 1980. basei on data of the U. S. Bureau of Censui and
the result.; of a study of the 19'00 projection of the population density
dietributions within 50 miles of 22.operating reactors.
The ftvnction of
m used for subsequent calculations is 1 •>m), the probability that the
population density exceeds m persons/mi . P(>m) is given in Table 2 and
in Figure 2. If tae probability of release in an area w'th mor. #fnan m
people per square mile is defined as Pin, then Pm - PR k1 - E F(m)) where
PR is the total rrobability of release in "he selecteJ zone. The val 'e
of Pm/PR vs. m ia shown in Figure 2. The partial probability of givi,1g
more than N people (where N - M•iW) -oses greater than Di for emission
during a particular weather condition is given by

P~w =
R [1
NW - P/R El

-

The total probability is
PN"

P E PW

Y F(m)2
P !A

where m

'"

iw-

then

I - C F(m)]

where m

(

N
Aiw

The :t .ess of calcul-ting the value of P
iss/P illustrated 4n Figure
4
-3 for the .aii'e v.here DiQ
l>-O0
. The 'individuai partia3 probabilities
for each wea:her condition are showta along with tbe total. Total values
of PN/PR for other values of the -dose parameter are given in Figure 4.
Values for the dose coefficient K ate given in Table 3.
Figure 5i is a plot of values of O/KQ ve.rsus NP/PR
Given Q (the curies released in an accident), PR (the
release of thet number of curier. or more), and K (the
the probability ot N or more person'; receiving a dose
from that release can be deterrnicd.

taken froat Figure 4.
probability. of a
done coefficient),
of 1)or more mcm

The probability of N or mare pe-rsons receiving a dose of D or wre
millirem per renctor year from= traasportation accidents is the sw of the
probabilities of ',. or more persons receiving that dose from each :.ccident
in the spectrum of credible ;ý.cidents.
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FOR
TABLE I PASQUILL WEATHER TY.PE .DOSE ISOPLETH AREAS (AiW)
WEATHER
ASSOCIATED
D/QoK,
PARAMETER
DOSE
THE
OF
SELECTED VALUES
PROBABILITIES (Pw) AND AVERAGE WIND SPEEDS (Uw)

AR-AS iN SQUARE MILES

DOSE
ARNAMETER

PASQUIL WEATHER TYPE

__

6
5. x10-

102

6.2l-

5

5.87.10"

E

D

C

B

'

A

.D/QoK

.1.6xlO-5

3.8xlO-

&.5x1O"6
5,OxlO-5

4-Z5UO-

5

l.s8xlO-

4.2xlO- 4

i.9xO

5,4lO-

3.lxlO2

5.8x10-3

2.3x10-2

7.3x10"2

4.6x10-I

2

3.3x10-1

1.5xlO0

1.9xlO1

10-

5.8xo10

5.4xlO-

4.2x10-"

10-4

5.OxlO-3

5.4xO-3

4-.2x]07

10o-

3.5x1O-2

4.6x10-

4.6x10"2

:

.019

->

1.x0

w(3,

1

4
58xi0
-3-30-

4

6.2xlO 5

-4

6

1. 9xO-,

3.8x10

3.1-101

.081
3m_

3

.6.,0-

.136
5

1

f

7.7x10

7.7xi0 0

7.7x10

7.44

.121

.122

7

32

i.2x100

1

2,3lO-

3.-x,03

.081
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TABLE 2 ESTIMATEI. POPULATICN DISTRIBUTION
FOR THE 1980 TO -2000 TIME PIMRIOD

ZONE LIMITS

-m

(k'eople/inile 2

)

F

F mn

in

0

I-

E F

m

1. 000

(I

.255
100

.255

.745

.561
1,000

.816

* (

.174
10,000

.010
.010

510,000

1.000

0

(
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The estimated doses from iodine-131 releases are based on uptake from
inhalation of contaminated air. The potential exposure from deposition
of iodine on grass and uptake through the milk chain would be siiiiificantly
below the levels of direvtt exposure for the accidental releases considered..
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TABLE 3 VALUES OF
DOSE COEFFICIENT K
K
Dose

Radionuclide
Thyroid -

1-131

skin-

Kr-85
_

Gross fission
products
(33,000 IVD/gT
burnip,
1

JUwel

30 M4/MT

le-

150 days cooling)

(rem-m 3 )
(Ci-sec).

2

child dose
due to inhalation

4.76 x 10

-

adult
due to dose
inhalation

3.18 x 10 2

•

due to submersion
in the cloud

0.053

Whole body-(80% of which is
skin dose) due to material
deposited on the ground
assumidng no depletion of
cluau.
Uxposvre during t.rst
year after release, assuming
no loss from pround.
Lung-due to I.nhalation

2
7.30 x IC

(

v

i1.11 x 102
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Injuries, Fatalities,

I

C
ACCIDENTS FROM

RISKS !N TRANSOPRTATIO?
COMOt

(i

105-

(NcRkADIOI.OGICAL)

CAUSES

and Property Damage

.i

In mst cases, when a shipment of unlrradiated fuel, irradiated fuel,
or solid wastes iu involved in an accident, the effect on the environment
from radiation will be very much less than that from comon causes.
Statistics supplile by DOT indicate that nf the reportable tru,'k accieents
in 1969, 33% involved non-fatal injuries and 3.1% invclved fatalities.
Statistical data on accident probabilities, raportable accidents, and
Injuries and deaths From common causer, are summarized below:

TA.'a.EI
.i' . .'

ACCIDENT STA'YI.TICS - COtMKUH CMUSES

Mode

Data
Year

Truck

1969
lQf9

Rail
Bazge.

1970

Prabability
!Accidents/vehiclemile)

Injuries
Per Accident

Fatalities
Per Accident

0.51

0.03

1.7 x 10-6
.t

.1.4
1.. x 10
1

1.5 x 10"

....

'

2 7

0.06

.

0.2
0.0

*Single rail ,:ar.
The following are estimates of the effects from common causes in the
snipment of cold fuel to, the plant and irradiated fuel and solid w.Lste
from the plant and return of both the cold fuel and irradlated fuel
sbipping containers.
If all transport were by truck, the total number
of truck miles daould be about 155,000 peryear.
Based on the above data,
it is estimated this would cau.e about 0.1 injuries and'O Ol fatalities
per reactor year.
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If the cold fuel is transported by truck and the irradiated fuel and
solid waste by rail, the total truck miles would be about 12,000 and the
total railroad car miles about 15,500 per year. It is. estimated this
woult; cause about 0.0;: injuries and 0.001 fatalities per reactor year.
If the cold fuel and solid waste are trcnsported by truck and the
irradiated fuel by either rail or barge, the total truck miles would b&"
about 35,000, and the total railzoad car miles about 10,000 or the
total barge miles about 5,000. Itn either case,.it is estimated this
would cause about 0.03 injuries and 0.003 fatalities per
rea:tor year.
Also from the 1969 accident statistics foa truck tr-inport, about $72
million worth of property damage was reported in about 39,000 accidents
or approximately $1800 per accident.
The property damage for rail
accidents is estimated to average $5800 per accident.58 Similar data
are not available for barge accidents.
The estimated Impact on the environment from comon causes in
portation associated with the reactor are summariz.ed below:

trans-

TABILE 2
Environmental ImpactI for Cnwmon Causes

-

Per Reactor Year

)ode of Transport

Fatalities

by truck
.•*.ru

*

a.

InJures

0.01
..

.

*00.t

0.1
.

Property Damage
$475

O2........."

..

by truck and rail

0.001

0.02

$ 50

by truck and rail or
barge

0.003

0.03

^4120
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APPENDLX D

CALCULATIONS OF THE 'O_0E TO PEOPLE
ALONG THE SHIPPING ROUTE UNDER NORMAL TRANSPORT CONDITIONS

Introduction
This is a description of the method used to calculate thi- dose to
persons along the shipping route from a vehicle containing a shipment oif
radioactive material.
The calc'lations show that the individual dose to
any one parson along th4 route is extremely small and, although large
numbers o! persons tuay be receiving this small dose, the cumulative dose
to all the persons involved is also small.
The radioactive shipment on th•e veh(cle is a point source for distancesfrom the source of 100 feet or more.
For this calcularon,. based on Lhe
regulatory limit of 10 mrem/hr at 6 feet frois the surface of* the vehicle,
the mix5.um r.diation level at 10 feet from the apparent center of the
source was estimated to be 10 mrem/hr.
The radiation dose to individuals
at various distances from the V.%ssing source was calculated and summed
to determinin
the total accumulated population dose.

1.

The dose rate 0 at an exposure point from a radiation source can be
approximated as follows:

D.....
where K -

r

e"1

11"-r)'

€onstant dependent-upon source strength (mrem-ft 2hi)

r - distance between source and exposui'e
point (ft)
e-

r , attentuation factor due to gamma intc'ractions with air
occurring between source and ixposure point .(p a linear
absorption coefficient 1.18 x I0-3 ft-1])

.B(r)

2.

buildup factor to account for scattered components
returning to exposure point

The buildup factor B(r) Is difficult ro calculate accurately (i.e.,
with art error. less than "-S%) but c..,n be reasonably approximattd. 5 9
The attached graph shows buildup ftcLors as a function off the atomic
number Z of the a1?sorbing medium and the distance betwje- the source.
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and the exposure point for 4 MaV jnmma rays.
Using -values from that
graph and assuming B(r) Is a linear function, the buildup factor wac

estimated as follows:
:.

B(r)

at r

e50 feet; B

-

r -

Sm

b
B(r)
M

+ b
1700 feet;

1.5

B = 2.0

6 x 10-4 ft-I

I
(6 x 10-4 )r + 1

The average gamma ray energy for fi:sion products is known to be about
2 MeV.
However, the use of the easily available data for 4 MeV gamma
rays will not result in an error which is large compared to the precision of the calculation.
3.

The dose to an individual at an exposure point is determlned by
Integrating thc dose received by that individual as the radiation
source passes his position.

ShcppirnR u Lte
S

r

i2
(

+ 02)/2

d

P (oxpusare point)
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dD - Ddt

x -distance along cenrerline of
-shipping route

v - velocity cf vehicle -d-

d

dt.

v

1.1

total dose D - £
(mrem)

;K-v -'
D(d)

• Sirt

perpendicular distance from
cpnterline of shipping route

- !_
V

Ddx

-

-Ur B (r) dx
_px2+ 2)11?.

e
-

W(x

he integrand is

_a.cd-

B( ix2 + d 2 11/2)dx

+ d2)

2K

(*

an even function,
e-P(x

2

+ d2

/

2

-+ d
r2
Since r

2

=, N

2rdr

• Q ql

2
d

= 2xdx
*.

and dx

D(d)

a

v

2K
V

2K
V

___

____

2_

*. a

-

,

0

V

-. 4

L-dr =
r
dr:
x
(r2 - d2)2/..'
-

-B(rB / (r -

_

d r2(r-2_d
..ur

edr

f(

1 2

2)1/

B(r)

(r 2

2

-

d2 ) 1 / 2

1- 1r+l1) 1!-I
'21/2)
d2
r(r _-d

dr

dr

'I

d
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In order to obtain a quantitative estimate of dose, the following
assumptions were made:
(a)

the source strength,

K, is such that the exposure rate is

10 mrem/hr at 10 feet.
K
(b)

-

103 mrem ft

2

That is:

10 mrem/hr a K/lO2 or

/hr.

the vehicle travels 200 miles/day.
v (velocity) -200

miles/day = 200 (5280)/24

(ft/hr)

4
v - 4.4 x 1.0
ft/hr

Based on a uniform distance. traveled each day and uniform distribution of persons along the route, the cumulative radiation
dose to the population is the same whether the vehicle is moving
all of the time at a constant rate of speed or standing .still
part of the day.
(c)

there are no people closer than 100 feet. As calculated below,.
the dose to persons farther than 2600 feet from the vehicle is
negligible.

(d)'

the nopulation density is 330 people/mile
along the route.

•. kbst
.
',

.1,

V 4.16 taeve,

..-

-.
D(d)

- 4.5 x t0*2 1

..
'[6x
-6d

• .
10-r'+
10-r

..
11

uniformly dispersed
.

....

•.............

t:p
2

21/2 dr

Dis the total dose (mtrem).a person standing a distance d from the
centerline of the shIpping route: wouid receive from the pas%-ing
vehicle.
Integrating the abovc'expression numerically yi.LIds the values given
in Table I.
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TABILE I
Distance from Centerline
of Shipping Route (feet)

Individual Dose at
Given Distance (tmrem)

100

5.8 x 10-4

200

2.5 x 10"-

300

1.5 x 10-4

400

1

500

7.1 x 10-5
x 10- 5
4

700

2.5 x 10-5

900

.

x 10-4

x 10-5

1000

2

1300

1.1 x IP-

1500

7.8 x I0-6

1700

5.5 x 10-6

20OO
• • 4

*

*•

(..

5

3.4 x 10-6

2300

2.1 x 1o6

2 (00

1.3 jc 10-6

..

**..

a a.

Note;
Doses at some intermediare distances have been omitted
t3 shorten the table.
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5.

In order to obtain the man-rem dose, it was assumed that on the
average if each mile of the shipping route, a total of 165.people
are uniformly distributed between 100 feet and 2600 feet on each
31do of the route. For ease of caW.culation, 1/26th of the 165
people are considered to be grouped at 100 feet intervals on each
side of the route.
The total man-rem dose per vehicle mile to the persQns on one
side of the route is:
(165/26)

people/mile (D(100 ft) + D(200 ft)-

...

D.(2600 ft))

(165/26) people/mile (5.8 x'l-07 rem + 2.5 x 10-7 rem +

W

+ 1.3 x 10-9 rem)
= 6.35 (1.4 x 10-6) man-rem/mile
-

9.0 x 1O-6 man-rem/mile

For both sides of the route,
man-rem/mile.

the cumulative dose is

about 1.8 x 10-5

.For example, if the s 2 urce travels 1000 miles, the total cumulative
dose would be 2 x 10
man-rem.
The total dose to the individual
receiving the most exposure under the vonditions assumed from a
single shipment would be about 6 x 10i mrem.
The avcrage population density in nost cases is
•..

.

pergr's per squar% Pilc.

assumed to be 330

This xnp-.sents an aru.in--ibiol..tVe..

population density is high, such as along the East Coast.
For the
area west of the Mississippi other than California, an average
population density of 110 persons per square mile should be used

as being more representative of that region.
It

is

estimated

For shipment by barge,

that for" the average barge route no persons

reside

within half a mile on either side of 2/3 of the route.
6.

Conclusions
The cumulative

dose to persons

along the route of shipmcnts

of

unirradiated and irrediated fuel and solid wastes, based on the
shipment traveling 200 miles per day, ebtimated radiation levels
in the vicinity of the transporting vehicle shown below and population densities discussed above, the population dose in Wan-ren
for each mile over which unirradiated fual, irradiated fuel or
solid waste is shipped is given In Table I1.
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"ABLE II
POPULATION DOSE PER MILE
SHIPMENT TRAVELS

Type of
Shioment

Mode of

Unirradiated

Truck

Estimated (1)
Radiation
level
(Imrem/hr)

Transport

Cttulntive
Population Dobe
per Mile
(nan-rem)

2

Nw~i~ber ( )
of Persons
Exp~osed
300

1.8 x 10-7

300

1.8 x 10-5

Rail

300

1.8 x 10-5

Barge

100

6

0.1

nuclear fuel
Irradiated
fuel

Truck

10

/

x 10-6

Solid radio'r

'S

*

*-~-.,.

**.

a

1.8 x 10-5

300

RaLl

-

r -55i

i

, ti-,

*.

-

.. t

.st....
..

-

....

.

..

.

.

..

.

..

w

..

.

-

.(l) Radiatiin level estimated at 10 feet from apparent center of source.
0)

Average number of persons within 1/2 mile of centerline of route.

/
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10 ft
10

rcria/h

Not TI, Scale

FIGURE 1. P-.PULATION DISTRIBUTON
ALONQ SHIPPING ROUTE
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ER SECTION 3.8
TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE
MATERIALS

3.8 Transportation of Radioactive Materials.
This section addresses the transportation issues associated with siting.and operating.
a new reactor and is divided into two main subsections. The first subsection addresses
the light-water-cooled reactor (LWR) designs presently being considered. The second
subsection addresses the gas-cooled reactor designs also being c6nsidered. This split
addresses the regulatory distinction.made in 10 CFR 51.52 for light-water-cooled
reactors.
3.8.1

Light-Water-cooled Reactors

As required by 10 CFR 51.52, every environmental report prepared for the construction
permit stage of a light-water-cooled nuclear power reactor (LWR), and submitted on or
after September 4, 1979, is to utilize Table S-4, "Environmental Impact of Transportation
of Fuel and Waste To and From. One Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor," and
shall contain a statement concerning transportation of fuel and radioactive, wastes to and
from the reactor.
Table S-4 (as provided in 10 CFR 51.52(6) and repeated in Table 3.8-3) is a summary
impact statement concerning transportation of fuel and radioactive wastes to and from a
reactor. The table is divided into two categories of environmental considerations:
(1) normal conditions of tr•.nsport and (2) accidents in transport. The normal conditions
of transport considerationi are further divided into environmental impact, exposed
population, and range of doses to exposed individuals per reactor reference year. The
"accidents.in transport" consideration is concerned with ervironmental risk. Under
"normal conditions of transport," the.environmental impacts of the heat of the'fuel cask in.
transit, weight, and traffic density are described. Also the number and range of
radioactiveindoses
to transportation'workers and the general public 're described.. Under
."accidents
transport,"
the environmental risk from radiological effects and common
nonradiological causes such as fatal ard nonfatal injuries and property damage are
described.
To indicate that Table S-4 adequately descriibes the environmental effects of the
transportation of fuel and waste to and from the reactor, the reactor licensee must state
that the reactor and this transportation either meet all of the conditions in paragraph (a) of
10 CFR 51.52 or all of the conditions in paragraph (b) of 10 CFR.51.52. Subparagraphs
10 CFR 51.52(a)(1) through (5) delineate specific conditions the reactor must meet to use
Table S-4 as part of its envirorimental report. Subparagraph 10 CFR 51.52(a)(6) states,
"The environmental impacts of transportation of fuel and waste to and from the reactor,
with respect to normal conditions of transport and possible accidents in transport, are as
set forth in Summary Table S-4 in paragraph (c) of this section; and the values in the
table represent the contribution of the transportation to the environmental costs of
licensing the reactor." Paragraph 10 CFR 51.52(b) states that reactors not meeting the
conditions of 10 CFR 51.52(a) shall make a full description and detailed analysis for their
reactor equivalent to Table S-4.

' The light water cooled reactor technologies being considered have characteristics that fall
within the conditionsof 10 CFR 51.52, for use of Table S-4, with one minor exception
for two of the reactor designs' i.e., rated core thermal power level. The effect of this.
difference will be discussed later.

-.

The light Water cooled technologies being considered are identified in Section 1.1.3.
These designs include the ABWR (Advanced.Boiling Water Reactor), the ESBWR
(Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor), the AP-1000 (Advanced Passive PWR),
the IRIS (International Reactor Innovative and Secure), and the ACR-700 (Advanced.
CANDU Reactor). The standard configuration for each of these reactor technologi'es is
as follows. The ABWR is a single unit, 4300 MWt, 1500 M'We reactor. The ESBWR is
a'similar BWR: single unit, 4000 MWt, 1390 MWe. The AP-1000 is a single unit, 3400
MWt, 1117-1150 MWe pressurized water reactor. The IRIS is a three module
pressurized water reactor configuration for a total of 3000 MfWt and 1005 MWe. And the
ACR-700 is a twin unit, 3964 MWt, 1462 MWe, light-water-cooled reactor .with a heavy
water moderator.

*

10 CFR 51.52 lists several conditions that need to be addressed by these reactor'.
technologies. If all the conditions are satisfied by all of the reactor technologies,.then the
Table S-4 values are appropriate foruse in the Early Site Permit. These conditions are
reactor core thermal power; fuel form; fuel enrichment; fuel encapsulation; average fuel
irradiation; time after discharge of irradiated fuel before shipment; mode of transport for
unirradiated fuel; mode of transport for irradiated fuel; and mode.of transport for
radioactive waste other than irradiated fuel. There are two'other conditions in S-4 that
require that all radioactive waste, with the exception of irradiated fuel, be packaged and
in solid form. Table 3.8-1, "LWR.Transportation Worksheet," was prepared to succinctly
show the reference conditions along with the values for the new reactor technologies.
The information to complete the table was supplied by the reactor vendors.
i 0 CFR 51.52(a)(1) requires that the reactor have a core thermal power level not
exceeding 3800 megawatts. Of the considered LWR technologies, only the two boiling
Water reactors, the ABWR. and the ESBWR, exceed this value. The.ABWR has a core
thermal power level of 4300 megawatts thermal (MWt) while the .ESBWR reactor power
level is 4000 MWt. The higher rated core power level would typically indicate the need
for more fuel and, therefore more fuel shijiments. This is not the case in this instance due
to the higher unit capacity and higher buinup for the reactors with the increased power
level. The annual fuel loading for the reference reactor was 35 MTU while the annual
fuel loading for both the ABWR and ESBWR is only 32.8 MTU. In fact, the annual .
MTU of fuel normalized to equivalent electrical generation is just slightly more than half
of the reference LWR, 18.4 versus 35. This reduced annual MTU of fuel will mean
fewer shipments and less environmental impact. Also, WASH-1238 states: "The
-analysis is based on shipments of fresh fuelto and irradiated fuel and solid waste from a
boiling water reactor or a pressurized water reactor with design ratings of 3,000 to 5,000
megawatts thermal (MWt) or 1,000 to 1,500 megawatts electrical (MWe)." Both the
ABWR and the ESBWR fall within these bounds.

10 CFR 51.52(a)(2) requires that the reactor fuel be in the form of sintered uranium
dioxide (UO2) pellets. The. LWR technologies being considered have a sintered U0 2
pellet fuel form.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(2) requires that the reactor fuel have a uranium-23 5 enrichment not
exceeding 4% by weight. This condition has been modified by "NRC Assessment of the
Environmental Effects of Transportation Resulting FromExtended Fuel Enrichment and
Irradiation" as provided in 53FR30555 and 53FR32322. This reference along with
NUREG 1437, GenericEnvironmentalImpact Statementfor License Renewal of Nuclear..
Plants, Concluded that 5% enrichment is also bounded. Based on this modification, the
LWR technologies being considered meet this condition.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(2) requiresthat the reactor fuel pellets be encapsulated in Zircaloy rods.
This has been modified by 10 .CFR 50.44, which allows use of ZIRLOTM. Based on this
modification, the LWR technologies being considered meAt this condition.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(3) requires that the average burn.p is not to exceed .33,000 megawattdays per metric ton of uranium (MWd/MTU). NUREG 1437, GenericEnvironmental
Impact Statementfor License Renewal of NuclearPlants,concludes that 62,000
MWd/MTU for the peak rod is also bounded by the Table. Based on this modification,
the'LWV techriologies being considered meet this condition. The average discharge.
bumup in MWd/MTU ranges from a low of 20,500 for the ACR-700i'.higdh
bf5.5;.20;:
for the IRIS reactor technology.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(3) requires that no irradiated fuel assemblies be shipped until at least 90
days after it is discharged from the reactor. Table S-4 assumes 150.days of decay time.
prior to shipment of any irradiated fuel assemblies. For the LWR technologies being
considered, five years is the minimum decay time expected before shipment of irradiated
fuel assemblies, The five-year minimum time is supported additionally by two current
practices. One is per contract with DOE, who has ultimate responsibility for the spent
fuel. Five years is the miniriurn cooling time specified in 10 CFR 961, Appendix E. The
other practice is the NRC specifies five years as the minimum cooling period when ihey
issue certificates of compliance for casks used for shipment of power reactor fuel.
(NUREG-1437, Addendum 1, pp 26) In all likelihood, the decay time will be at least ten
years ,tnd probably even longer. In addition to the minimum fuel storage time, NUREG-.
1555 Environmental Standard Review Plan, Section 3.8 asks for the capacity of the onsite
storage facilities to store irradiated fuel. The LWR technologies being considered are
designing for on-site storage of spent fuel for up to 60 years through a combination of
pool and dry storage.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(5) requires that unirradiated fuel be shipped to the reactor by truck. The
LWR. technologies being considered are planning to ship their unirradiated fuel by truck.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(5) allows for truck, rail, or barge transport of irradiated fuel. The LWR
technologies being considered comply with the transport mode. Three of the reactor
vendors identified rail as the shipment mode, two reactor vendors specified truck as the
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shipment mode, and the vendor for the AW3WR and the ESBWR stated either raii or truck.
Of note, the-DOE is responsible for transport from reactor sites to the repository and
DOE will md1ke the decision on transport mode. NUREG-1555, Environmental Standard
Review Plan, Section 3.8, also asks foi.the estimated transportation distance from the
plant to the facility to which irradiated fuel will most likely to be sent. Recognizing-the
uncertainty in predicting the future destination of spent fuel in the United States, 2500.
miles is utilized as a boun9dyngd.strae.at t!hs time. This length bounds the approximate
verage distance from typical reactor sites to potential repository locations .intheUS.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(5) requires that the mode of transport of low-level radioactive waste is
either truck or rail. The LWR technologies being considered plan to ship their
ridioactive waste by truck.'
Finally, 10 CFR 51.52(a)(4) requires that with the exception of spent-fuel, radioactive
waste shipped from the reactor is to be packaged and in a solid form. The LWR
technologies being considered willsolidify and package their radioactive waste.
Additionally, existing NRC (10 CFR 71) and DOT (49 CFR 173,178) packaging and
transportation regulations specify requirements for the shipment of radioactive material.
The LWR technologies being considered are also subject to these regulations.
In conclusion, since the LWR technologies being considered satisfy the basis 10 CFR
51.52(a) condition*s for usq. of Table S-4, the environmental impacts of transportation of
fuel and radioactive wastes are represented by the values given in .1.0 C•. 51.52(c), Table
S-4. Thus, the radiological and nonradiological environmental impacts of translortation
of fuel to and from, and waste from, an LWR are small.
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Table 3.8-1

LWR-S4'Transportation Worksheet

ESBWR

ABWR

(Single unit) (Sing-e unit)
Reactor
Technology
Characteristic
Reactor Power Level MWt

Fuel Form

Table S-4
Condition
not exceeding
3800 MWt per
reactor

(4000 MWt)
1(1390 MWe)
4000 MWt

Not exceeding 4%;
NUREG 1437
concludes that 5%
is bounddd

Fuel Rod Cladding

Zircaloy rods; 10

IRIS

ACR-700

(3 Reactors)

(Twin Unit)

(3400 MWt)
(3000.MWt total) (3964 MWt total)
(1117-1150 MWe) (1005 MWe total)* (1462 Mwe total).

4300 MWt:

3400

3000.(1000 MWt

.3964 (1982 MWI

per reactor, 2
per reactor, 3
reactors per plant) reactors per plant)

sintered UO0 sintered U0 2
pellets,
pellets

U235 Enrichment

(4300 MWt)
(1500 MWe)

AP-1000

(Single Unit)

sintered U0 2 sintered U0 2 pellets
pellets

Initial Core < initial Core <
3.5%; Reload 3.5%; Reload
average < average <
4.5%
4.5%

Zircaloy.

Initial Core Load
Region 1 2.35%
Region 2 3.40%
Region 3 4.45%
Reload Average
4.51%

Zirc~loyZircaloy or ZIRL0W

sintered U0 2 .
pellets
fuel cycle average
- 4.85%;
maximum
assembly4.95%;
reload 4.75 4.95%
ZIRLOTM

sintered U0 2
-pellets

2%

Zircaloy-4

CFR 50.44 allows
use of ZIRLO
?

Average bumup MWd/MTU Not-exceeding
33,000; NUREG
1437 concludes
62,000 MWd/MTU
for peak rod is
bounded

46,000

46,000

.48,700

55,200

20,500

.p
C

LWR-S4 Transportation Worksheet.

Reactor
Technology
Characteristic
Unirradiated fuel
transport mode
Irradiated fuel
transport mode
decay time prior to
shipment

radioactive waste
transport mode
waste form
packaged
Yellow indicates a value
larger than or different from
Table S-4

Reference
LWR
(Single unit).
(1100 MWe)

It.

IRIS
ACR-700
ESBWR
ABWR
AP-1000
(Single Unit)
(3 Reactbrs)
-(Twin Unit)
(Single unit) (Single unit)
. (3400 MWt)
(3000 MWt total) (3964 MWt total)
(4000 MWt) (4300 MWt)
(1390MWe) (1500MWe) (1117-1150MWe) (1005 MWe total) (1462 Mwe total)

truck

truck

truck

truck

truck

truck

truck, rail or barge
Not less than 90
days is a condition
for use of Table S4; 5 years is per
contract with DOE

truck, rail
five years

truck, rail
five years

rail
ten years

rail
five years

rail
'ten years

truck or rail
solid
yes

truck
solid
yes.

truck
solid

truck
solid

truck
.olid

truck
solid

yes

yes

yes

yes

3.8.2

Gas-cooled Reactors

3.8.2.1 Initroduction and Background
The following assessment of the environmental impacts of the transportation of fresh and
spent fuel and low-level waste to and from the reactor for gas-cooled reactor technologies
is based on a complarison of the key.parareters and conditions that wereused to generate
.the impacts listed in 10 CFR 51.52(c), Table S-4. This comparison can then demonstrate
thatthe'environmental impacts of these gas-cooled reactor technologies are no worse than
the impacts previously identified in Table S-4 for the light-water-cooled technologies.
The premise being that if thevalues of the major contributors to the health and
environmental impacts that were used for the reference L.WR are greater than those.
comparable'values for the gas-cooled reactor technologies, then'the subsequent impacts
would also be greater and therefore bounding. It is important to point out that even
though we are looking at the contributors individually, it is the -oveUIeiilatve•im~•act
purposes osgof.uacon-eg_.e umulative impacts, "
thatlhat-ir
olier
tefrefcanfbescryadseeseases'e.n.rfe
contributors.
The parameters that have been chosen for purposes of comparison include not only the
major contributors to the health and environmental impacts but also the conditions listed
in 10 CFR.51.52. The major contributor to transportation hisk is the number of
shipments. Basically, the more shipments, the more risk; if there are no shipments, there
is no risk. The Table S-4.shipments include fresh fuel for-both initial core loading and.
reloads, irradiated fuel, and low-level waste (LLW) from operations.. The second main
contributor to the transportation risk would be the mode of shipment. In this case, only
tiucks and trains are considered. The last important risk factor relates to what kind of
material is being shipped. In the category for-irradiated fuel, we compared fission
product inventory, krypton inventory, actinide inventory, total radioactivity, decay heat,
and weight of shipment. For radioactive waste, we used the vrolume to determine the
number of shipments. Radioactivity (Ci) was also estimated to assure that the assumption
about the percentage of LLW that might require shielding was reasonable.
The 10 CFR 51.52 conditions are: reactor core thermal power, fuel form; fuel
enrichment; fuel encapsulation; average fuel irradiation; time after.discharge of irradiated
.fuel before shipment; mode of transport for unirradiated fuel; mode of transport for
irradiated fuel; and mode of transport for radioactive waste other than irradiated fuel. In
addition, there are two other conditions that require that all radioactive waste-with the
exception of irradiated fuel be packa ed and in'solid form. Since existing packaging and
transportation regulations already address those items and would also apply to these new
reactor technologies, no further discussion is needed for these two conditions.
Before proceeding with the evaluation, it is important to note that the NRC has an
ongoing review of the safety of spent fuel transportation. The latest evaluation is

,' NJREGICR,.-6672, "Reexamination 6f Spent Fuel Shipment Risk Estimates," published
in March 2000. The NRC in their document "An Updated View of Spent Fuel
Tran~portation Risk," concluded ti'at the NUREG/CR-6672 study confirmed that earlier
risk estimates (NUREG-0170,'"Final Environmental Statement on the Transport ofRadioactive Materials by Air and Other Modes") to the public remain conservative by
factors of 2 to 10 or more; that existing regulations goveming.the shipment of spent fuel
are adequate; and no unreasonable risk is posed to the public by the continued shipment
of spent fuel.. The range of conservative riskfactors covers differences in mode of
transport (rail or truck) and either accident or-accident-free'scenarios.
These same NRC conclusions suppoit the position that environmental assessments of the
transport casks do not have to be done for the Part 71 cask certifications because they
meet the categorical exclusion criteria in 10 CFR 51.22(c)(13) that package designs used
for the transportation of licensed' materials donot require an environmental review. As
discussed in 10 CFR 51.22(a), the NRC has determined that certain categories of
licensing and regulatory actions haveý already been determined individually. or
cumulatively to not have a significant effect on the human environment;.thus, a separate
environmental assessment is not required. As mentioned in the previous paragraph, a
generic assessment of the envirohrnental effects associated with transportation of all
radioactive material, including spent fuel; has' already been done as provided in NUREG0170, "Final Enivironmental Statement:on the Transportation of Radioactive Material by
Air and Other Modes," datedDecember 1977. This environmental impact statement.
(EIS) provided the regulatory basis for continued issuance of general licenses for
transportation df radioactive material under 10 CFR 71. Iii addition, the NRC has
conducted a reexarihination of the risks associated with spent fuel shipments as
documented in NtUREG/CR-6672. This reexamination conclu'ded that the estimated risks
for future shipments are well below those in the 1977 study.. Thus, NUREG-0170
remains valid as the baseline report on which National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA)
analyses of transportation risk are baied.
Table 3.8-1 captures the major features of the reference LWR that were used to develop
Table S-4 and compares these same features with the gas-cooled reactor technologies
being considered. The reference LWR pertains to the typical 1100 MWe light-watercooled nuclear reactor as described in WASH-1238. The information to construct the
worksheet was taken from the "Normal Conditions of Transport" portion of the 10 CFR
51.52 Summary Table S-4 "Environmental Impact of Transportation of Fuel and Waste
to and from One Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor," WASH- 1238
"Environmental Survey of Transportation of Radioactive Materials to and from Nuclear
Power Plants" and Supplement 1 to WASH-1238 (NUREG-75/038) for the reference
LWR. The information for the reactor technologies was provided by the reactor vendors.
3.8.2.2 Analysis
This section provides a detailed description of the comparison of the individual
characteristics supporting Table S-4 against the corresponding parameters for the gascooled reactor technologies. The value for the reference reactor is given along with the

corresponding values or range of values for the gas-cooled reactor technologies. As
appropriate, additional information and/or:observations are provided. Table 3.8-2, the
Gas-dooled Reactor Transportatioh Worksheet, provides additional details regarding the
reactor technology specific values.
There are two. gas-cooled reactor technologies presently being considered, These reactor
technologies are the GT-MtR (Gas Turbine-Modular Helium Reactor), and the PBMR
(Pebble Bed Modular Reactor). The standard configuration for each of these reactor
technologies is as follows. The GT-MBR is a four module, 2400 MWt, 1140 MWe gascooled reactor. ThePBMR is an eight module, 3200 MWt; 1320 MWe gas-cooled
reactor. The unit capacities for these reactors are as follows: .88% for the GT-MRR; 95%
for. the PBMR. These values are contrasted with the reference LWR, a single unit, 1100
MWe plant with a unit capacity factor of 80%.
.

Before beginning direct comparisons, it is important to note that the plants being
considered are a differentphysical, size, have a different electrical rating, and have a
different capacity factor from the reference LWR. In oi'der to make proper comparisons,
we need to evaluate the characteristics based 'n equivalent criteria. In this case,
electricalgeneration is.emced_ of choice. Electrical generation is why the plants are
being built, and we want to know if these new reactor technologies, for the same
electrical output, have a greater or lesser impact on -thehealth and environment. The
reference LWR is an I 100.2MWe plant with a capacity factor of 80%. .Based on this, the
reactor'.technologies should be normalized to"880 MWe using their plant specific
electrical rating and capacity factor. For many of the characteristics being examined,
this adjustment is not necesary. But in a few'cases, specifically those dealing with the
number of shipments of fuel anO waste, an adjustment is appropriate. Th6 amount of this
adjustment ranges from minfiiýý for the GT-M-IR to minu 3"O" for the PBMR.
3.8.2.3 Table S-4 Conditions.
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As discussed previously, Table S-4 lists seveial conditions that need to be addressed by
the new reactor technologies. These conditions are reactor core thermal power; fuel
form; fuel enrichment; fuel encapsulation; average fuel irradiation; time after discharge
of irradiated fuel before shipment; mode. of transport for unirradiated fuel; mode 'of
transport for irradiated fuel; and mode of transport for radioactive waste other than
irradiated fuel. Two other conditions in S-4 require that radioactive waste, with the
exception of irradiated fuel, be packaged and in solid form.
10 C-R 51.52(a)(1) requires thai the reactor have a core thermal power level not
exceeding 3800 MWt. The gas-cooled reactors being considered meet this condition.
The GT-MHR has a core thermal power level of .600 MWt per module. The PBMR has a
core thermal power level of 400 MWt per module.

(~)

10 CFR 51.52(a)(1) requires that the reactor fuel be in the form 6fsintered U0 2 pellets.
The fuel form for the gas-cooled reactors being considered is TRISO coated uranium
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oxycarbide fuel kernels for the GT-MHR and TRISO coated uranium dioxide fuel kernels.
for the PBMPR
10 CPR 51.52(a)(2) requires that the reactor fuel have a uranium-23 5 enrichment not
exceeding 4% by weight. This has been inodified by NUREG 1437, Generic
EnvironmentalImpact Statementfor License Renewal of NuclearPlants,which
concluded that 5% enrichment is also bounded. The PBMR has an equilibrium
enrichment of 12.9% while the GT-MHR fissile particle enrichment is 19.8%.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(2) requires that the reactor fuel pellets be encapsulated in Zircaloy rods.
This has been modified by 10*CFR 50.44, which allows use of ZIRLO.. The gas-cooled
reactors being considered have a different configuration. The fuel kernels are coated with
layers of pýrolytic carbon and silicone carbide. These coatings are considered the
equivalent of the fuel cladding. For the Gt-MI{R these TRISO fuel particles are blended
and bonded together with a carbonaceous binder. These are-stacked within a graphite
.block. For the PBMR, the fuel unit is a 6 cm diameter graphite sphere containing
approximately 15000 TRISO fuel particles.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(3) requires that the average burnup is not to exceed 33,000 MWd/MTU.
NUREG 1437, GenericEnvironmentalImpact.Statementfor License Renewal ofNuclear'
Plants, concludes that.62,000 MWd/MTU'for th*e peak rod is also bounded 1y the Table.
The gas-cooled reactors have an expected burnup of 133,000 MWd/MTU for the PBMR
.and 12,742 MWd/MTU for the GT-MHR..
10 CFR 51.52(a)(3) requires that no irradiated fuel assemblies be shipped until atleast 90
days after it is discharged from theyreactor. Table S-4 assumes 150 days of decay time
prior to shipnment of any irradiated -fuel assemblies with a condition of not less thari 90
days. For the gas-cooled reactor technologies being considered, five years is the *
minimum decay time prior to shipment of irradiateddfuel assemblies. This is per contract
with DOE, who has ultimate responsibility for the spent fuel. In all likelihood, the decay
time will be at least ten years and probably even longer. The gs-cooled reactor
technologies being considered are designing for on-site storage of spent fuel for up to 60
.years including pptential modular storage expansions.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(3) requires that the unirradiated fuel be shipped to the reactor by truck.
The gas-cooled reactor technologies being considered are planning to ship their
unirradiated fuel by truck.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(3) allows for truck, rail, or barge transport of irradiated fuel: The gascooled reactor technologies being considered plan to allow for irradiated fuel shipment by
truck. However, the actual mode of shipment will be determined by DOE and may
include either rail or truck -shipments.
10 CFR 51.52(a)(3) requires that the mode of transport of low-level radioactive waste is
* either truck or rail. The gas-cooled reactor technologies being considered plan to ship
their radioactive waste by truck.

Finally, 10 CFR 51.52(a)(4) requires that that, with the exception of spent fuel,
radioactive waste shipped from the reactor is to be packaged and in a solid form. The
gas-cooled technologies being considered will solidify and package their radioactive
waste." Additionally, existing NRC (10 CFR 71) and DOT (49 CFR .173,178) packaging
and transportation regulations specify requirements for the shipment of radioactive
material. The gas-cooled technologies being considered are also subject to these
regulations.
3.8.2.4 Risk Contributors - Shipfhents
•tJ

This section discisses the type and number of shipments for the gas-cooled reactor
technologies and the values used for the reference LWR.
The referen&e LWR assumed an initial core loading of 100 MTU for a PWR and 150
MTWIfor a BWR. These 4uantitiles resulted in 18 truck shipmtreats. For the new gas,
cooled reactor technologies, the numbers of shipments w .,"or the PBMR fad54- for
the GT-MIR. If normalized to the equivaleni electrical output, the number of shipments
would be 31 and(4respectively.
The reference LWR assumed an annual reload of 30 MTU. This quantity resulted in 6
truck shipments. For the new gas-cooled reactor technologies, the numbers of reload
for the PBMR to 20 for tlhe GT-MHR.. The number of
shipments ranged fro
shipmepts normalized to~the electrical generation changes slightly to 1/Jfor the GT-
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With respect to the number of spent fuel shipmentby truck, the reference LWR assumed
60 shipments.annually. For the two gas-cooled reactor technologies, the fiumber of
shipments is considerably less. The PBMR requires 16 annual shipments while the GTMHR requires 38 truck shipments annually. Normalizing to the electrical generation
lowers these numbers to 12 to 34, respectively.
The reference LWR assumed 10 rail shipments annually of spent fuel. Since the gascooled reactor technologies are not planning to ship their spent fuel by rail, no
comparison is needed. However, based on the comparison for truck shipments,-fewer LAA
than 10 rail shipments annually would be expected if DOE decided to use larger ana. -iCL
higher capacity rail transport casks for gas-reactor spent fuel.
The reference LWR also considered transporting spent fuel by barge and assumed 5
shipments annually. Since the gas-cooled reactor technologies are not planning todhip
their spent fuel by barge, no comparison is needed.

C)

The reference LWR assumes 46 shipments annually of low-level radioactive waste. The
gas-cooled reactor technologies will make far fewer shipments. The GT-MHR will need
only 6 shipments while the PBMR will require 9 shipments annually. These results
assume that 90% of the LLW can be shipped at 1000 ft3 per truck, and the remaining 10%
.8

can be shipped at 200 f1 per truck. If the numbers are normalize4 to electrical
generation, the numbers of shipments range from 6 to 7.
The Table S-4 value, traffic density in trucks per day, for the reference LWR is given as
less than one per day. Both the gas-cooled reactor technologies would also have less than
one per day. In-fact, the new gas-cooled reactor technologies would have far fewer
shipments per year. The reference LWR bounding annual value fo" truck shipments is
110 based on a 40 year period, while the normalized number of truck' shipments f6r the
gas-cooled reactor.technologies would require as few as 18'for the PBMR and only 41 for
the GT-.M-R.

b,

The rail density in cars per month for the reference LWR is given as less than 3 per
month. Since the gas-cooled reactor technologies are not planning to make any
shipments by rail, no comparison is needed. However, as noted above, if DOE decided to
use rail transport for spent fuel instead of truck, fewer than 3 shipments per month would
be expected based on the expected larger capacity of rail spent fuel casks compared to
truck casks.
3.8.2.5 Risk Contributors - Contents
.il

This section addresses the radioactive contents of the shipments and their thermal loading
and compares them to the reference LWR. The radioactive and decay.heat values are
based on the earliest time of shipment. For the gas-cooled reactor techriologies, the fiveyear time was selected because it-is the current minimum.allowed time before shipment
per DOE contract. 'These values are comprared with the reference LWTR that used a 90day decay time. Ninety days was the minimum allowed time'before shipment for Table
S-4. Since we are evaluating the transportation impacts, it is the inventory and associated
decay heat at the time of shipnient that is of interest, not the inventory and decay heat at
any other particular time.
The fission product inventory at the time of shipment for the reference LWR was 6.19 x
106 Ci per MTU. The values for the fission product inventory at the time 'f shipmennt or'

the gas-cooled reactor technologies were both much lower, fron"3.5 to 4 times lower.

-
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The actinide inventory at the time of shipment in Ci per MTU for the reference LWR was
1.42 x 105. Because of the longer burnup times for the new gas-cooled new reactor
, -- technologies, both of these reactor technologies have values that exceed -thereference
.
LWR. The GT-M-HR and the PBMR, exceed the reference LWR-by - 64% and -59%,
respecti.vely.-T-his comparison changes significantly for the GT-MHR. if one considers
,, ,
theeCiper shipment, which is really what is of concern. The reference LWR ships 0.5.
"pU-er-trii
cask while the GT-MHR ships about a third less 0.16044*MTU per truck
cask. Based on this comparison, the actinide-inventory per shipment is about half (53%)
for the GT-MHR versus the reference LWR. Since the PBMR plans to ship 0.495 MTU.
per cask, there is essentially no difference from the comparison per MTU..
,

,
,

The total radioactive inventory in Ci per MTU at the time of shipment for the reference
LW ~was 6.33 x 106 . The new.gas-cooled reactorrtechnologies have much lowfertotal
radioactivity at time of shipment. The differences are from 3 to almost 4 times lower.
The krypton-85
in .Ci per
at PBMP,
the timeexceed
of shipment
for the LWP,
reference
LWR a
was
1.13 x 1.04 . inventory
Both the GT-IM
-I MTU
and the
the reference
by about
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factor of 2.3. As before, if one considers the Ci per shipment, the Kr-85 inventory for the
GT-M-R would be about 71% of the Kr-85 reference LWR inventory. The PBMR
comparison remains essentially the same.,
The kilowatis per MTU at the time of shipment for the reference LWR were 27.1. This
value is considerably higher than for the gas-cooled reactor technologies. At the time of
shipment,. the decay heat for the gas-cooled reactor technologies being considered ranges
from 6.36 kilowatts per MTU. for the GT-MF{R to 3.91 kilowatts per MTU for the
PBMR.
The decay heat (per irradiated fuel truck cask in transit) in kilowatts for the reference
LWR -was 10. Both the gas-cooled reactor truck casks generate much less heat (5 to 10
times lower) per truck cask than the reference LWR.
The decay heat (per irradiated fuel rail cask in transit) in kilowatts for the reference
"LWR was 70. Since the gas-cooled reactor technologies are not planning to ship their
-spent fuel by rail, no comparison is needed. However, should DOE elect to transport by
rail, the expected decay heat would be less than 70 based on the comparison for truck
shipment.
At the time of the reference LW,. evaluation, the road limit was 73,000 lbs. This has
changed slightly throughlthe years. 23 CFR. 658.17 "Weight" states that for the Interstate
and Defense Highways the maximum gross vehicle.weight shall be 80,000 pounds. In all
cases for the gas-cooled reactor technologies, the.road limit-is governed by state and
federal .regulations.
3.8.2.6 Discussion
Of the close to 30 characteristics/conditions.that were examined, there are only 8 that
were exceeded by the gas-cooled reactor technologies being considered. Three of these
ncharacteristics have no direct transportation impact on the health and the environment:
)
u.4 I:
iiif•f
U23s enrichm-ent, and fuel_ rod cla-dTdiii
here are operational issues and fuel
i"-fsh-uiesaso~c•iated
with these characteristics that are addressed as part of the
,.
operating license and as part of the evaluation of Table S-3 "Uranium fuel cycle data,".
S,, respectively. Two of these characteristics (number of shipments for initial core loading
xlW/foand number of reload shipments) are really a part of the overall truck transportation
keV' picture. When one considers the total number of truck shipments (fresh fuel, spent fuel,
j and radioactive Waste), the new reactor technologies have many fewer total shipments.
o
For example, on an average annual basis, the new reactor technologies require 69 to 105
,,t
fewer truck shipments. Comparing the total number of shipments is appropriate since the
-

-

-
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radiological impacts from fresh fuel are negligible. One characteristic, burnup, manifests
its impact through other characteristics, fuel inventory and decay heat at time of
shipment, which are addressed separately. In the case of decay heat, both of the gascooled reactor technologies will generate fewer watts per MTU at time of shipment, and
fewer kW per'truck cask at time of shipment: The fuel inventory will be discussed as part4
of the remaining two characteristics that were exceeded: actinide inventory and krypt6n85 inventory.

).

That the actinide inventory per metric'ton of spent fuel is greater for the majority of the
new gas-cooled reactor technologies is not surprising,.since actinide activity tends to
increase with increasing burnup and both of the gas-cooled reactor technologies plan a
higher burnup than the reference LW-. The increase in the actinide activity for the new
reactor technologies ranges from 59% to 65%. And as discussed in the previous section,
if one'considers the actinide inventory per shipment, only the PBMR -exceeds the .
reference LWR by 59%.' From NUREG/CR-6703 "Environmental.Effects'of-Extending
Fuel Bumup Above 60 GWd/MTU," we learn that 'none of theactinides contributes •
more than one percent of the external dose from an iron transportation cask, and as a
group, the actinides do not contribute significantly to the-dose from transportation
accidents. In fact, increasing the activities of Pu-238, Pu-239, Pu-240, Pu-241, Am-241,
•Cm-242 and Cm-244 by inore than a factor of 1000 only increased the cumulative dose
for a transportation accident during shipment of 43.GWdIMTU spent fuel from the
northeast to Clark County,.NV from 0.0358 to 0.0359 person-mSv/shipment (3.58 x 10.
to 3.59 x 10-3 person-rem/shipment)." There is one other area where the increased
actinide activity needs to be considered and that is the corresponding increase in neutron
source term. NUREGICR-6703 states "because neutrons are effectively atteftuated by
low-density materials such as plastics and water, it is believed that minor modificatfons
can be made-to shipping casks to allow them to transport the higher burnup fuel at full
load."
Based on the analysis performed and the conclusions drawn in NUREG/CR-6703 which
show that actinides are not major contributors to the transportation risk, either incident
free or accident, and with the actinide activity only.-59% greater, -the environmental
impacts would still be bounded even for these higher burnups.
This leaves the Kr-85 inventory as the final characteristic to be addressed.. The. increase
ofKr-85, a long-lived noble gas, would suggest. an increase of the consequences
associated with an accident that resulted in a breach of the fuel cask and fuel rods. The
range of increase for the gas-cooled technologies being considered is from 121% to*
133%. And as discussed in the previous section, if one considers the Kr-85 inventory per
shipment, only the ?BMR exceeds the reference LWR. These amounts are based on a 5year cooling time. If this decay time were increased by about 11 years, slightly greater
than the half-life of Kr-85 (10.6 years), not an unlikely scenario by the way, this increase
would for the most part decay away. Another factor to consider is that transportation risk
.is a function of both consequences and likelihood. Because the new reactof technologies
require fewer truck shipments, the likelihood would decrease approximately 37% for the
reactor with the greatest Kr-85 inventory. Another factor to consider is that the accident

rate for large trucks has steadily declined f'or-more than the past 25 y6ars and is less than
half the rate in.1975. Thus, the likelihood has decreased to about 37% (0.63 x 0.5).of
the 1975 likelihood. A final and major factor to consider is that the cask regulations are
based on allowable releases independent of the.inventory. Thus, regardless of the initial
soire' term, if the cask releases more than a specific acceptable amount, it would not be
licensed. Based on these considerations, the 5-year Kr-85. quantities would still be
bounded by the overall transportation risk profile provided by Table S-4.
3.8.2.7 Conclusion
Inwcondlusion, this detailed comparison of the underpinnings of Table S-4 show that the
existing environmental and health effects are still conservative and appropriate for use by
the gas-cooled reactor technologies being considered. Of close to 30 characteristics.
examined, only eight were exceeded by the new technologies. In these instances, either
they are independent of any impact or there are mitigating fact6rs a*d controls to assure
that these slight increases are bounded by the impacts specified in Table S-4.. This
conclusion is-also borne-out by the observation that these new reactor technologies will
be using the same transportation modes and subject to the same NRC and DOT
regulations for packaging and transportation as the original analysis that was used to
develop Table S-4. Thus, the new reactor technologies under consideration and the
transportation of radioactive material associated with them meet the conditions in 10 CFR
51.52(b).
3.8.3

Methodology Assessment

As indicated in Section 1.1.3, the selection of a reactor design to be used for the EGC
ESP Facility is still under consideration. Selection of a reactor to be used at the EGC
ESP Site may not be*limited to those considered'above. However, the methodology
utilized above is appropriate to eValuate the final selected reactor. Further, should the
.selected design be shown to be bounded by the above evaluation, then the selected design
would be considered to be within the acceptable transportation environmental impacts
considered for this ESP.
References:.
10CFR50.44, Standards for combustible g4s control system in light-water-cooled power
reactors
10CFR51.22, Criterion for categorical exclusion; identification of licensing and
regulatory actions eligible for categorical exclusiofl or otherwise not requiring
environmental review
IOCFR51.52, Table S-4 Environmental Impact of Transportation of Fuel and Waste
10 CFR 71, Packaging and Transportation of Radioactive Material
49 CFR 173, Shippers - General Requirements for Shipments and Packagings
49 CFR 178, Specifications for Packagings

Docket No. 50400, 53 FR 30355 NRC Ass~ssment of the Environmental Effects of
Transportation Resulting From Extended Fuel Enrichment and Irradiation, August 11,
1988, and 53 FR 32322, August 24, 1988.
NU.REG-0170 Final Environmental Impact Statement on the Transportation of
Radioactive Material by Air and Other Modes, Vols. 1 and 2, December 1977
NUREG-1437 Generic Environmental Impact Statement for License Renewal of Nuclear"
Plants Volumes 1 & 2, May 1996
NUREG-1555 Standard Review Plans for Environmental Reviews for Nuclear-Power
October 1999
PI
NUREG/CR-6672 Reexamination of Spent Fuel Shipment Risk-Estimates., March 2000
NUREG/CR-6703 Environmental Effects ofExtending Fuel Bumup Above 60
Gwd/MTU, January 2001
WASH-1238 ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY OF TRANSPORTATION OF
RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS TO AND FROM NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS.
December 1972
Supplement 1 to WASH-1238 (NUREG-75/038) ENVIRONMENTAL SURVEY OF
TRANSPORTATION OF RADIOACTIVE MATERIALS TO AND FROM NUCLEAR
POWER PLANTS April 1975.•
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Table 3.8-2

Reactor
Technology
Characteristic
Capacity
Normalization factor
Reactor Power Level MWt

Fuel Form

U235 Enrichment

Fuel Rod Cladding

Gas-cooled Reactor Transportation Worksheet

Reference
LWR
(Single unit)
(1100 MWe)

-

GT-MHR
(4 Modules)
(2400 MWt total)
(1140 MWe total)

80%
88%
0.88
1
3400 2400 (600 MWt per
module, 4 modules
per plant) .

sintered U02 pelletsTRISO coated
particle fuel with
uranium oxycarbide
(UCO) kemal
1% - 4% fissile particle 19.8%;
fertile particle natural
uranium

zircaloy

Graphite

PBMR
(8 Modules)
(3200 MWt total)
(1320 MWe total)

Comments
-j

95%
0.7
"
3200 (400 MWt pernot exceeding 3800
module, 8 modules MWt per reactor is.
per plant)a condition for use
of Table S-4

Sphere of TRISO
Coated U0 2 fuel

kernels

Sintered U0 2 pellets
is a condition for
use of Table S-4

initial 4.9%; Not exceeding 4%
equilibrium 12.9% is a condition for
use of Table S34;.
NUREG 1437
concludes that 5%
Is bounded

Graphite Zircaloy rods are a
condition for use of
Table S-4; 10 CFR
50.44
ZIRLO)allows use of

•IC

•
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Gas-cooled Reactor Transportation Worksheet cont.

Reference
LWR
(Single unit)
(1100 MWe)

,

GT-MHR
(4 Modules)
(2400 MWt total)
(1140 MWe total)..

PBMR
(8 Modules)
(3200 MWt total)
(1320 MWe total)

Comments

•Characteristic
Average bumup MWd/MTU

Unirradiated fuel
unirradiated fuel transport
mode
# of shipments for initial core
loading

# of reload shipmentslyear

.33,000

.truck

112,742

truck
tka

133,000 Not exceeding
33,000 is a
condition for.use of
Table S-4; NUREG
1437 concludes
62,000 MWdIMTU
for peak rod is
bounded

truck shipment by truck Is
condition for use
of Table S-4

18 1 shipments. (1020/ 44 shipments
100 MTU for PWR;
fuel elements per
4
. (260,000 fuel spheres 150 MTU for BWR
module x 4 rfiodileJ;" per module x 8
80 elements per
modules, 48,000
truck)
spheres per truck)
6 0 shipments (520
3 shipments (18,000 30 MTU annual.
elements per reload fuel spheres per
reload
per 1.32 years x 4
module x 8 modules,
rmodules; 80
48,000 spheres per
elements per truck) truck)

:)

(*-C,

Gas-cooled Reactor Transportation Worksheet cont.

Reference'
LWR
(Single unit)
(1100 MWe)

GT-MHR
(4 Modules)
(2400 MWt total)
(1140 MWe total)

Irradiated fuel
irradiated fuel transport mode truck, rail or barge

truck

PBMR
(8 Modules)
(3200 MWt total)
(1320 MWe total)

Comments

truck shipment by truck,
rail or barge Is a
condition for use of
Table S4
five years Not less than 90
days Is a condition'
for use of Table S4; 5 years is per
contract with DOE

decay time prior to shipment

150 days

fission product Inventory in Ci
per MTU after 5 year decay.

6.19x10e

Actinide inventory in Ci per
MTU after 5 year decay

1.42x10 5

2.33x10 A

2.26x1 05 The value for the
LWR is for a 90 day
decay time.

Total radioactivity inventoryin Ci per MTU after 5 year
decay

6.33x106

1.78x10 6

2.01x1 0"The value for the
LWR is for a 90 day
decay time.

Krypton-85 inventory in Ci
per MTU after 5 year decay

1.13x10

2.50x1 04

2.63x10 4 The value for the

4

five years

1.55x108

1.78x103The value for the
LWR is for a 90 day
decay time.

LWR is for a 90 day
decay time.

p
Gas-cooled Reactor Transportation Worksheet cont.

I

Reference

GT-MHR-.-..

LWR

I

(Single unit) /1 (2400Mwt total)/'
(1100 MWe)
(1140 MWe totl)

1

(8Modules)

(3200 MWt total) ..(1320 MWeitota)"" IComments

.-.

Irradiated fuel
watts per MTU after 5 year
decay

.- iPBMR

"(4Modules)

2.71x104

.6.36x10 3

3.91x10 3 The value for the
LWR is for a 90 day
decay time. " •

# of spent fuel shipments by
truck

6038 shipments (520
16 shipments (12
elements per-module shipments for 1000
x 4 modules per 1.32 Mwe)
years, 42 elements
per truck)

heat(per irradiated fuel truck
cask in transit) kW

10 1.02 (6.356 kW/MTU • 1.9 (3.9 kw/MTU x
x0.16044 .495 MTU/shipment)
MTU/shipment)

# of spent fuel shipments by
rail

10

0

heat(per irradiated fuel rail
cask In transit) kW
# of spent fuel shipments by
barge

70

NA

NA

5

.0

0

0.5 MT of Irradiated
fuel per cask

b Appendix B, Table
I says 3.2 MT of
irradiated fuel per
cask, Appendix B,
Table 3 says 3.5

K

•
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Gas-cooled Reactor Transportation Worksheet Cont.

radioactive waste
radioactive waste transport
mode

Reference
LWR
(Single unit)
(1100 MWe) -Itruck or rail

# of rad waste shipments by
rail
weight per cask per rail car
tons
Transport totals
traffic density, trucks per day
rail density, cars'per month.

PBMR

(8 Modules)
(3200 KWtetotal)

C!320 MWe total)
I

! .............

truck

# of rad waste shipments by
truck

weight per truck lbs.

GT-MHR
(4 Modules)
(2400 MWt total)
(,140 MWe :.EW)

98

73,000 governed by ,;tate
and federal
regulations

truckShipment by truck
or rail is a condition
for use of Table S-4
9 (8Q0 drums)

assumed 90% of
the waste shipped
at 1000 fte per
truck, 10% at 200
ftW per truck

governed by stat e
and federal
regulations

current interstate
gross vehicle limit is
80,000 lbs.(23 CFR
658.17)

0

11
100

100

less than I
less than 3

less than I
0

Hi.

100

less thani1
0

Gas-cooled Reactor Transportation Worksheet cont.
Yellow Indicates a value
larger than or different from
the reference LWR
Notes:
The results for the reactor technologies have not been adjusted for their larger electrical generation or increased capacity factor.
References:
IOCFR51.52, Table S-4 Environmental Impact of Transportation of Fuel and Waste

I
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Table 3.8-3
Summary Table S.4-Environmental Impact of Transportation of Fuel and Waste To and From.
One Light-Water-Cooled Nuclear Power Reactor"
Normal Conditions of Transport
Condit'ion
Value
Heat (per Irradiated fuel cask in transit)
250,000 Btu/hr.
Weight (goierned by Federal or State restrictions)
73,000 lbs. Per truck; 100 tons per cask per rail car.
Traffic density:
Truck
Less thai .1p.er day.
Rail
Less than 3 per month.
Exposed Population
Estimated Number of Persons Exposed
Range of Doses to Exposed Individualsi(per reactor year)
Cumulative Dose to Exposed Population (pet reactor year)Transportation workers

200

0.01 to 300 millirem2
4 man-rem.
General public:

Onlookers
1,100.

0.003 to 1.3 millirem
3 man-rem.
Along Route

600,000

0.0001 to 0.06 millirem.
Accidents in Transport
Types of Effects
Environmental Risk
Radiological effects

Small4-

Common (nonradiological) causes
I fatal Injury in 100 reactor years; 1 nonfatal Injury in 10 reactor years; $475 property damage per
reactor year.

1Data

supporting this table are given In the Commission's "Environmental Survey of
Transportation of Radioactive Materials to and from Nuclear Power Plants," WASH-1238,
December 1.972, and Supp. I NUREG-75/038 April 1975. Both documents are available for
inspection and copying at the Commission's Public Document Room, 2120 L Street NW.,
Washington, DC and may be obtained from the National Technical Information Service,
Springfield, VA 22161 . WASH-1238 Is available form NTIS at a cost of $5.45 (microfiche, $2.25)
and NUREG-75-038 is available at a cost of $3.25 (microfiche $2.25).
2

The Federal Radiation Council has recommended that the radiation doses from all sources of
radiation other than natural background and medical exposures should be limited to 5,000
millirem per year for Individuals as a result of occupational exposure and should be limited to 500
millirem per year for Individuals In the general population. The dose to individuals due to average
natural background radiation Is about 130 millirem per year.
3Man-rem

Is an expression for the summation of whole body doses to Individuals In a group.
Thus, Ifeach member of a population group of 1,000 people were to receive a dose of 0.001 rem
(1 millirem), or If.2 people w6re to receive a dose of 0.5 rem (500 millirem) each, the total manrem dose In each case would be I man-rem.
4Athough

the environmental risk.of radiological effects stemming fr~om transportation accidents Is
currently Incapable of being numerically quantified, the risk remains small regardless of whether It
is being appiled to a single reactor or a multireactor site.

6.

ER SECTION 7A4
TRANSPORTATION ACCIDENTS
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7.4 -Transportation Accidents"
The assessment of transportation accidents is provided in Section 3.8, Transportation of
Radioactive Materials.

ER SECTION 5.7
URANIUM FUEL CYCLE IMPACTS

5.7 Uranium Fuel Cycle Impacts
This section addresses the uranium fuel cycle environmental impacts and is divided
into two main subsections. The first. subsection addresses the light-water-cooled reactor
(LWR) designs presently being considered. The second subsection addresses the gascooled reactor designs also being considered. This split addresses the regulatory
distinction made in 10 CFR 51.51 for light-water-cooled reactors.
5.7.1

Light-water-cooled-Reactois

10 CFR 51.51 (a) states that "Every environmental report prepared for the construction
permit stage of a light-water-cooled nuclear power reactor, and submitted on or after
September 4, 1979 shall take Table S-3, Table of Uranium Fuel Cycle Environmental
Data, as the basis for evaluating the contribution of the environmental effects of uranium
mining and milling, the production 6f uranium he~afluoride, isotopic, enrichment, fuel
fabrication, reprocessing of irradiated fuel, transportation of radioactive materials and
management of low:level waste and high level waste6 related to uranium fuel cycle
activities to the environmental costs of licensing the nuclear power plant. Table S-3 shall
be included in the environmental report and may be supplemented by a discussion of the•
environmental significance of the data set forth in the table as weighed in the analysis for
the proposed facility.''
Table S-3 of 10 CFR 51.51 is-reproduced in its entirety herein as Table 5.7-3. Specific
categories of natural-resource use included in the table relate to land use, water
consumption and thermal effluents, radioactive releases, burial of transuranic and highand low-level wastes, and radiation doses from transportation and occupational
exposures. The contributions in the table for reprocessing, waste management; anid
transportation of wastes are maximized for either of the two fuel cycles (uranium only
and no recycle); that is, -thecycle that results in the greater impact is used.
Descriptions of the environmental impact assessment of the uranium fuel cycle as related
to the operation of light-water-cooled redctors are well documented by the USNRC. The
environmental impact of a light-water-cooled reactor on the U.S. population from
radioactive gaseous and liquid releases (including radon and technetium) due to the
uranium fuel cycle is small when compared with the impact of natural background
radiation. In addition, the nonradiological impacts of the uranium fuel cycle are
acceptable.
The light-water-cooled reactor technologies being considered are identified in Section
1.1.3. These LWR designs include the ABWR (Advanced Boiling Water Reactor), the
ESBWR (Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor), the AP-1000 (Advanced Passive
PWR), the IRIS.(International Reactor Innovative and Secure), and the ACR-700
(Advanced light-water-cooled version of the CANDU Reactor). The standard
configuration for each of these reactor technologies is as follows. The ABWR is a single
unit, 4300 MWt, 1500 MWe reactor. The ESBWR is a similar BWR: single unit, 4000
MWt, 1390 MWe. The AP-M000 is a single unit, 3400 MWt, 1117-1150MWe

pressurized water reactor. The IRIS is a three module pressurized water reactor
configurati6n for a total of 3000 MWt and 1005 MWe. And the ACR-700 is a twin unit,:
3964 MWt, 1462 MWe, light-water-cooled CANDU reactor.
These reactor technologies are all light-water-cooled nuclear power reactors with
uranium dioxide fuel and therefore Table S-3 of paragraph (a) of 10 CFR 51.51 with the
current amendment (as giveni in 49 FR 9381, March 12, 1984 and 49 FR 10922, March
23, 1984) provides the environmental effects from the uranium fuel cycle for these
reactor technologies.
5.7.2

Gas-cooled Reactors

5.7.2.1 Introduction and Background
This section provides an assessment of the environmental impacts of the fuel cycle, as:
related t6 the operation of the gas-cooled reactor technologies, based on a comparison of
the key parameters that were used to generate the impacts listed in 10 CFR 51.51 Table
.S-3 (and repeated in Table 5.7-3). The key parameters are energy usage, material
involved, number of shipments, etc. associated with the major fuel cycle activities. These
activities are miningand milling, uranium hexafluoride conversion, enrichment, fuel
fabrication, and radioactive waste disposal. Basically, the premise is that if less energy is
needed, if fewer shipments are required, and if less material is involved, in the process,
then with all other things being equal, the overall impacts are less.
There are two gas-cooled reactor. technologies beffig considered at this time. The GTMIH-I is a four module, 2400 MWt, 1140 MWe reactor that operates at a unit capacity of
88%. The PBMR is an eight module, 3200 .MWt, 1320 MWe reactor operating at •a 95%
*unit capacity.
A key reference is NUREG- 1437, Generic EnvironmentalImpact Statementfor License
Renewal of NuclearPlants,May 1996, which provides a very detailed look at the impacts
to the"environment from the nuclear fuel cycle. The document also looks at the
sensitivity of the changesto the nuclear fuel cycle on the impacts to the environment. As
these changes are much more representative of the current and future situation than what
was considered in the WASH-1248 Environmental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle
report, the conclusions of NUREG-1437 will be used in the following discussion.
Table 5.7-1, "The Gas-Cooled Fuel Cycle Worksheet" was prepared to succinctly
capture the major features of the reference LWR fuel cycle that were used to develop
Table S-3 and compare these same featureswith the gas-cooled reactor technologies
being considered. This comparison can then help to demonstratethat the existing Table
S-3 is appropriate for use by these technologies. The premise being that if the values of
the major contributors to the health and environmental impacts that were used for the
reference LWR fuel cycle are greater than those comparablevalues for the gas-cooled
reactor technologies then the published impacts would also be greater and suitable for use
by the newreactor technologies. It ii important to point out that even though we are

looking at the contributors individually, it is the overall impact that is of concern. As
such, there can be increases in individual contributors,.yet the total impacts can still be
bounded, if bffset by decreases in other contributors.
The information to construct the worksheet was taken from 10 CFR 51.51 Table S-3
'Uranium Fuel Cycle Environmental Data," WASH-1248 EnvironmentalSurvey of the
-UraniumFuel Cycle, and Supplement 1 to WASH-1248 (also known. as NUREG-0.116)
EnvironmentalSurvey of the Reprocessingand Waste 'ManagementPortionsofthe LMR
Fuel Cycle. The "reference LWR" refers to the model 1000.MWe light-water-cooled
nuclear reactor used.as a basis for studying annual fuel related requirements as desci-ibed
in WASH-1248. For.the gas-cooled reactor technologies,.information was gathered from
the reactor vendors, United States Enrichment Corporation (USEC) and ConverDyn.
5.7.2.2 Analytic Approach

)

The major activities of the reference LWR fuel cycle that were considered in the WASH1248 report were uranium mining, uranium milling, uranium hexafluoride production,
uranium enrichment, fuel fabrication, irradiated fuel feprocessing, radioactive waste
management which includes decontamination and decomnmissioning, and transportation.
Three comment§ pertinent to this analysis are: 1) the WASH-1248 report and this'
evaluation only address the uranium fuel cycle (other fuel cycles such as thorium and
plutonium are not part of this effort), 2) irradiated fuel reprocessing is not being
considered by any of the new reactor technologies and is not inicluded in this analysis,
and 3) the transportation impacts are addressed based on the following premise - if the
quantity of material required by the new gas-cooled reactor technologies at each major
step of the fuel cycle is less than the reference plant, then the transportation impacts are
also less. Comparing only the number of shipments of material is appropriate since there"
is little if any radioactiviiy in the fuel cycle shipments considered by Table S-3.
The main features Of the major activities of the reference LWR fuel cycle that were
identified as being the primary contributor's to the health and environmental impacts are
as follows. For the mining operation, annual ore supply is the major determinant of
environmental and health impacts. Less ore will necessitate less energy, fewer emissions,
less water usage, and less land disturbed.. Secondarily, the mining technique can play a
significant role in any impacts. Open pit mining has by far the most environment impact,
followed by underground mining, with in situ leaching being. the most environmentally
benign.
For the milling operation, annual yellowcake (U330) production is the metric of interest.
If a plant requires less U30s than the reference plant, then there will be less energy
needed, fewer emissions, and less water usage. This is especially true if in situ leaching
was used to obtain the ore, because the maj6r milling steps of crushing and grinding are
not required.
For the uranium conversion process; annual uranium hexafluoride (UF 6 ).production is the
primary determinant of environmental-impacts. If the new technology requires less UF6

than the referience plant, then there will be less energy required, fewer emissions and less.
water used. As with the mining step, the conversion process (wet versus dry) is also a*.
consideration. However, NUREG 1437 states that in eithercase "the environmental
releases are so small that changing from 100 percent use of orie process to 100 percent of
the other would make no significant difference in the totals given in Tables S-3 or S-4."
For the enrichment operation, there are two quantities of interest. The first quantity is the
separative work units'(SWU) needed to enrich the fuel, and. the second quantity is the
ainount of enriched UF?. The SWU is a measure of energy required to enrich the fuel.
More SWUs would by itself indicate not only more energy required but also more
emissions associated with the production of the energy needed and with that more water
usage. However, this assiumnes the same technology is used to achieve the enrichment.
As discussed in NUREG 1437, the centrifuge process uses 90 percent less energy than
the gaseous diffusion process. Since the major environmental impacts for the entire fuel
cycle are from the emissions from the fossil fueled plants needed to supply the energy
demands of the gaseous diffusion plant, this reduction in energy requirements results in a
fuel cycle with.much less environmental impact.. With regard to the amount of enriched.
UF6 produced, the major effect would be the number of shipments. More UF 6 would
necessitate more shipments, while less UF 6 would require fewer shipments. Slight
increases or decreases would probably result in the same number of shipments..
For the fuel fabrication process, the quantity of U0 2 produced is the value of interest.
This is really equivalent to the annual fuel loading in MTU, which will also be evaluated.
Here again, the production of more U0 2 would require mote energy, greater emissions,
and increased water usage. New reactor technologies with an annual fuel loading less
than the reference LWR plant would have less "environmental'impact, requiring less
energy, fewer emissions and less water usage.
The last activity to be addressed is radioactive waste management. There ate two aspects
of radioactive waste that are considered as part of Table S-3: operations andreadtor
decontamination and decommissioning (D&D). For these activities, curies (Ci) of lowlevel waste (LLW) from annual operations and Ci of LLW from reactor (D&D) are the
measures to consider. Curies by themselves are not a direct indicatorof the potential
environmental impacts. The radionuclide, its half-life and type of emission, and its
physical and chemical form are the main contributors to risk. While we recognize this
distinction, for this bounding analysis we will use curies as was done in the WASH-1248.
More curies generally indicate the potential for greater impacts, while fewer curies
indicate lesser impacts.

/•

One of the clearest ways to conduct this'comparison between the reference LWR and the
gas-cooled reactor technologies is to start with the annual fuel loading in MTU for each
of the reactor technologies. The other activities more accurately originate from the need
for a certain amount of-fuel. Using annual fuel loading as the starting point, the analysis
will proceed in the reverse direction for the fuel cycle until the mining has been
addressed, then the radioactive waste will be addressed. Before beginning this
comparison, it is important to recognize that the plants being considered are a different
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size, have a different electrical rating and have a different capacity factor from .the
reference LWR. The reference LWR is a 1000 MWe plant with a capacity factor of 80%.
In order to make a proper-comparison, we need to evaluate the activities based on the
same criterion. In this case, electrical generation isthe metric of choice. Electrical
generation is why the plants are being built and we want to know if these new reactor.
technologies, for the same .electrical output, have a greater or lesser impact on human
health and environment. Based on this, the reactor technologies will be normalized to
800 MWe using plant specific electrical rating and capacity factor.
5.7.2.3 Analysis and Discussion
5.7.2.3.1 Fuel Fabrication / Operations
The reference LWR required 35 MTU on an annual basis. This is equivalent to 40 MT of
enriched U0 2 , the annual output needed from the fuel fabrication plant. in comparison,
the normalized annual fuel needs for the new gas-cooled reactor technologies ranged
from 4.3 MTU to 5.3 MTU, approximately 88% to 85% lower than the refeience plant.
Similarly, the annual output needed from the fuel fabrication plant range from a low of
4.89 MT of U0 2 to 6.0 MT of UO2 , again approximately 88% to 85% lower than the
reference plant. The specific' breakdowns are shown on Table 5.7-1. One important
distinction is that the fuel form for the gas-cooled reactors is also different. For the GTMHR, the fuel is a two-phase mixture of enriched U0 2 AND UC2, usually referred to as
UCO. For the PBMR the fuel kernel is UO2. Both fuels are then TRISO coated. For' the
GT-MH-R these TRISO fuel particles are blended and bonded together with.a
carbonaceous binder. These fuel compacts are then stacked within a graphite block. For
the PMBR, the fuel unit is a 6.cm diameter graphite sphere c6ntining approximately
15000 fuel particles.
Before concluding the potential impacts from the fuel fabrication process are less, the
gas-cooled reactors require a different fuel fabrication process altogether. The TRISO
coated fuel kernel is' quite different from the U0 2 sintered fuel pellet and as such would
require a different type of facility. -Ideally, to ensure the.environmental impacts of this
change in fabrication process are bounded by the reference LWR fuel fabrication plant, a
comparison of the land use, energy demand, effluents, etc., is in order. However, because
there are no planned or currently operating plants in the United States, a direct
comparison cannot be made at this time. Therefore, we have provided information on the
reference fuel fabrication plant along with conceptual.design information for a TRISO
fabrication plant that was planned for the New Production Reactor and conceptual design
information received from bne of the gas-cooled reactor vendors.
From WASH-1248, the reference LWR fuel fabrication plant produced fuel for 26 plants
(-910 MTU), was located on a site of about 100 acres, required 5.2 million gallons of
water per annual fuel requirement of 35 MTU, and recquired 1,700 MW-hours of
electricity per 35 MTU. The WASH-1248 report also states that nearly all of the airborne
chemical effluents resulted from the combustion of fossil fuels to produce electricity to
operate the fabrication plant. These numbers represented a very small portion of the

overall fuel cycle. For example, the electrical usage represented less than 0.5% of that
needed for the enrichment process, and the water use was less than 2% of the overall fuel
cycle.
The fuel fabrication facility for the Ndw Production Reactor was for a modular high
temperature gas reactor (MHTGR) design and was sized for just one plant, so any
comparisons with the much larger reference LWR fuel fabrication plant are problematic.
The dimensions for the fuel fabrication building were.230 ft x 150 ft. The annual
•
pr6duction was about 2 MTU. The plant required 960 kW of electrical power and 45
liters per minute of water. Effluents consisted of 60 m3/yr.of miscellaneous noncombustible solids andufilters; 50 m3/yr of c6mbustible solids; 50 m3/yr of process off-gas
and HVAC filters; 2.0 m 3/yr of tools and failed equipment; and process off-gases of.
900,000 m3 /yr. The process off-gases consisted of 74 % N2 , 12% 02, 7.2% Ar, 6.4%
.C0 2 , 0.2% CO, and 0.02% CH 3CCI3. The activity associated with this off-gas: 0.01 pCi
alpha/m 3, and 0.01 *Cibeta/m 3.
The information gathered from one of the current reactor vendors was for a plant
producing 6.3 MTU, about 19% more than the annual reload of 5.31 MTU for its reactor.
Again this plant was sized for just one reactor.. This plant would require 10 MW of
electrical power with an annual electrical usage of 35,000 MW-hr. The gaseous
emissions consist of 80 MT of nitrogen', 52 MT of argon, 22.4 MT of CO, 22 MT of
hydrogen and 3.7 MT of CO2 . .The solid wastetotals about 84 m3 ofLI.W, 3 m 3 of
level waste, and the remainder sanitary/industrial wastes. The liquid
)intermediate
processing system would generate an additional 3.8 m3 of LLW., would discharge about
3 of low activity aqueous effluent, and would discharge about 45,000 m of
3700 mn
industrial cooling water.
.

Because of the differences. in scale and the state of design of the facilities, it is not
15ossible or appiopriate to make a direct comparison of the impacts. Obviously, there are
economies of scale and design improvements that will occur for a plant comparable in
sizeto the reference plant. Regardless, the projected impacts of-a TRISO fuel plant based*
on the two conceptual designs are not inconsistent With the reference plant and would be
operated within existing air, water,.and solid waiste regulations. Further; like the impacts
associated with the sintered UO2 pellet'plant, the impacts from a TRISO fuel plant would
still be a minor contributor to the overall fuel cycle impacts. By characterizing the'
impacts as "not inconsistent," we mean that while certain parameters such as electrical
usage for fuel fabrication might be higher for the gas-cooled plants on an aniual fuel
loading basis, the environmental impacts from the TRISO plants as conceptualized would
still be bounded by the overall LWR fuel cycle impacts.
5.7.2.3.2 Uranium Enrichment

j)

In order to produce the 40 MT of enriched U0 2 for the reference LWR, the enrichment
plant needed to produce 52 MT of UF 6 , which required 127 MT of SWU. The
normalized enriched UF6 needs for the new gas-cooled reactor technologies ranged from
6.38 MT of UF 6 to 7.9 MT of UF6, approximately 88% to 85% lower. To produce these

quantities of UF 6 requires from 124 MT of SWU to 163 MT of SWU, slightl'y lower to
28%
higher. The enrichment SWU calculation for the new reactor technologies was
performed
using the USEC SWU calculator and assumes a 0.30% tails assay, the same
value as for the NUREG-0 116 reference plant. Usinrg this calculator for the reference
LWR plant yielded 126. MT of SW.U versus the NUREG value of 127. This is very cl9se
indicating that this latest version of the USEC SWU calculator is appropriate for use in
this computation. Table 5.7-2 "Gas-cooled ReactorSWU and Feed Calculation Results"
gives the details of the computations.

*

The 28% increase in the MTU of.SWU would by itself indicate greater environmental
impacts. However, a close look at the original WASH .1248 analysis-shows that the
environmental impacts are almost totally from the electrical generation needed for the
gaseous aiffusion process. These impacts result from the emissions from the electrical
generation that-is assumed-to be from coal plmnts and from the associated water to cool
the plants. Today, and in the future, the enrichment process is and willbe different. A.
significant fraction of the enrichment services to US utilities today is provided ftom
European facilities using centrifuge technology rather than the fifty-year-old gaseous
diffusion technology, For the future, two private companies, United States Enrichment
Corporation and Louisiana Energy Services, are planning to develop centrifuge
technology in the US. In fact, NRC has just recently accepted United.States Enrichment
Corporation's centrifuge license application for technical review. Centrifuge technology
requires less than 10% of the energy needed for the gaseous diffusion.process and as such
the environmental impacts associated with the electrical generation will be
correspondingly less. This tremendous reduction in energy, and the associated
environmental impacts more than offsets a.28% increase in SWU.
5.7.2.3.3 Uranium Hexafluoride Production
In order to provide the feed needed for the reference LWR to the enrichment plant, the
uranium hexafluoride plant needed to produce 360 MT of UF 6 . The normalized feed
needed for thenew gas-cooled reactor technologies, the output from the uranium
hexafluoride plant, ranged from 241 to 303 MT of UF6 , well below the reference plant.
The feed calculations were performed using the USEC SWI calculator. Using this
calculator for the reference LWR yielded 353 MT of UF6 versus the NUREG value of
360. Again this value is very close (<2%) to the published value.
5.7.2.3.4 Uranium Milling
To produce the 360 MT of UF 6 for the reference LWR, 293 MT of yellowcake (tJ3O)
from the mill was required. The normalized new gas-cooled reactor technologies needs
ranged from 193 MT of U30g to 243 U3 08 , well below the reference plant. These
yellowcake numbers were generated using the relationship 2.61285 lbs of U30 8 to 1 kg of
UF6 . This conversion factor was obtained from ConverDyn.
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5.7.2.3.5 Uranium Mining

The raw ore needed to produce the 293 MT of yellowcake (U.308) for the reference LW'R
was 272,000 MT. Now assuming a 0'1% ore body and a 90% recovery efficiency, the
normalized new gas-cooled reactor technologies ore reqtiirements ranged from 215,000
to 270,000 MT of ore, both below the reference plant. Of note, the NUREG table value
of 272,000 should be about 325,600 using the same assumptions. It is not clear why this.
number is different, but in any case, the gas-cooled reactor technologies are below the
published reference plant value.
Uranium mining completes the front end of the fuel cycle. However, there are two areas
on the down stream cycle to be considered. These.are the LLW generated by operations
and the LLW generated as part of the D&D process. As mentioned earlier, spent fuel
reprocessing is not germane to this analysis, and therefore, not discussed.
5.7.2.3.6. Solid Low-Level Radioactive Waste - Operations
For the reference LWR, 10CFR 51.51, Table S-3, Table of Uranium Fuel Cycle"
Environmental Data, states that there are 9,100 Ci of LLW generated annually from
operations. The range of activity of LLW generated annually projected by the new gascooled reactor technologies is 65.4 Ci to 1,100 Ci, far below the reference LLW. This
decrease would.alspo suggest many fewer shipments to the disposal facility and less
-worker exposure.
5.7.2.3.7 Solid Low-Level Radioactive Waste - Decohtamination and Decommissioning
10 CFR,51.51; Table S-3, states 1,500 Ci per Reactor Reference Year (RRY) "comes
from reactor decontaminationi and decommissioning - buried at land burial facilities."
Based on this small quantity and the modifying phrase "buried at land burial facilities" it
is clear that only waste suitable for shallow land burial is being considered. At this time,
only general conclusions can be drawn to indicate these gas-cooled reactor technologies
would generate less D&D LLW than the reference plant. The new plants will operate
much cleaner than the reference LWR as evidenced by the annual generation of much
less LLW. Improvements in fuel integrity and differences in fuel form as well as the use
of the chemically and radiologically inert helium as the coolant are responsible for this
reduction and also should contribute to both a lower level and less overall contamination
to be managed during the D&D process. The plants higher thermal efficiency and higher'
fuel burntip would produce.less heavy metal radioactive waste. Lastly, the plants are.typically more compact than the reference LWR contributing to less D&D waste. Of
note, the entry for the PBMR indicated approximately 15 times the RRY curie quantity of
D&D waste. The main'radionuclides identified for this waste are Co-60 and Fe-55 with
half-lives of 5.26 years and 2.73 years respectively. Based on these half-lives, after about
20 years the activity would be less than the reference LWR.
5.7.2.4 Summary and Conclusion
To recap, there are only two instances where any part of the uranium fuel cycle is/might
be exceeded by the new gas-cooled reactor technologies. These fuel cycle steps are

enrichment, a 28% increase and possibly D&D. As discussed above, the enrichment
requirement for SWU, while slightly larger, can be conducted in a much more
environmentally benign manner, centrifuge versus gaseous diffusion, from current
overseas sources or expected new domestic facilities. The net effect will be that the
environmental and health impacts will be less than those identified in Table S-3. The
second area, decontamination and decommissioning, is a minor contributor to the fuel
cycle impacts. A slight increase in the D&D step .is more than offset by the significant
decreases in the impacts due to reduction in fuel needs and changes in the enrichment
procesg and mining technique.
In conclusion, this detailed comparison of the underpinnings of Table S-3 show
qualitatively that the existing. WASH-1248 environmental and health effects are still
conservative 'and appropriate for use by these new gas-cooled reactor technologies.
Collectively, improvements in both p'ast.practices as"well as changes in technology have
resulted in a fuel cycle with lower environmental impact.
5.7.3

Methodology Assessment

As indicated in Section 1.1.3, the selection of a reactor design to be used for the ESP
Facility is still under consideration. Selection of a reactor to be 'used at the ESP Site may
not be limited to those considered above.. However,.the methodology.utilized above is
appropriate to evaluate the.fjal selected reactor. Further, should the selected design be
shown to be bounded by the above evaluation, then the selected design would be
considered to be within the acceptable fuel cycle environmental impacts considered for
this ESP.
References:
10 CFR 51.51, Table S-3, Table of Uranium Fuel Cycle Environmental Data
NUREG-1437, GenericEnvironmentalImpact Statementfor License Renewal ofNuclear.
Plants,May'1996
WASH-1248 EnvironmentalSurvey of the UraniumFuel Cycle, April 1974
Supplement 1 to WASH-1248 also known as NUREG-01 16 EnvironmentalSurvey of the
Reprocessingand Waste Management Portionsof the LWR Fuel Cycle, October 1976
EGG-NPR-8522, Rev. B NPR-MHTGR GenericReactor PlantDescriptionand Source
Terms, March 1991
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-Table 5.7-1 Gas-cooled Fuel Cycle Worksheet

Reference
LWR
(Single unit)
(1000 MWe)
80% Capacity.

Reactor
Technology
FacilitylActivity

GT-MHR
(4 Modules)
(2400 MWt total)
(1140 MWe total)
.88% Capacity

PBMR
(8 Modules)
(3200 MWt total)
(1320 MWe total)
95%.Capacity

Wining OperationsU
Annual ore supply MT
Normalized annual ore supply MT
fraction of reference LWR
Calculated number
AnnuyingOperationsM
Annual yellowcake

MT

Normalized annual yellowcake, MT
fraction of reference LWR
Calculated number
IUF. Production

272,000.
272,000
.1

314,011

337140
269712
0.99
269712

337140
214739
0.79
214739

303

293
293
t
.283

243
0.83
243.

*303
193
0.66
193

360

379

379

360
1
353

303

0.84

241
0.67
241

-

Annual UF8 MT
Normalized annual UFO MT
f'raction of reference LWR
Calculated number

303

A1

.

Table 5.7-1 Gas-cooled Fuel Cycle Worksheet cont.

Reactor
Technology

Reference
GT-MHR.
LWR ' .
(4 Modules)
(Single unit)
(2400 MWt total)
(1000 MWe)
(1140 MWe total)
f 80% Capacity . 88% Capacity..

PBMR,
(8 Modules)
(3200 MWt total)"
(1320 MWe total)
95% Capacity

Facility/Activity
lEnrichment Operations
Enriched UF 6 MT

52

8.0.

12.3

Normalized enriched UF 6 MT
fraction of reference LWR
Calculated number.
Annual SWU MT
Normalized annual SWU MT
fraction of reference LWR
Calculated number

52

6.38
0.12
6.38
204
163
1.29.

126

163

7.9
0.15
7.9
194
124
0.97
124

Enriched U0 2 MT

40

6.11

9.5

Normalized enriched U0 2 MT
fraction of reference LWR
Calculated number
Annual Fuel Loading
MTU
Normalized annual fuel
loading MTU
fraction of reference LWR

40
1
40
35

4.89
0.12
4.89
5.39

6.0
0.15
6.0
8.34

35

4.3

5.31

0 .12

0.15

i
52
127
127

1

Fuel Fabricatfori Plant
operations

y
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Table 5,7-1 Gas-cooled Fuel Cycle Worksheet conk

Reactor
Technology

Reference .
LWR"
(Single unit)
(1000 MWe)
80% Capacity

PBMR

GT-MHR
(4 Modules)
(2400 MWt total)
(1140 MWe total)
88% CapacIty

(8 Modules)
(3200 MWt total)
(1320 MWe total)
95% Capacity
1~

Faicility/Activity
iReprocessingPln
Operations
Pl

I

Annual spent fuel •
reprocessing MTU

35

0

0

olid Radioactive
Waste

g,1OO1(O0 Cl; 98 m3
Annual LLW from
reactor operations Ci
fraction of reference LWR
LLW from Reactor.
Decontamination &
Decommissioning Ci per
RRY TRU and HLW Ci

I

:65.4 Ci; 800 drums

0.12

0.01

104 (5.30A10 5 Ci

24 years
3tion and 2 years
y)
NA

-.

Table 5.7-1 Gas-cooled Fuel Cycle Worksheet conL
Yellow Indicates a value
larger than Table S-3

References:
IOCFR551.51, Table S-3 Table of Uranium Fuel Cycle Environmental Data
Notes:
The enrichment SWU calculation was performed using the USEC SWU calculator and assumes a 0.30% tails assay.
The information on the reference reactor (mining, milling, UF6, enrichment, fuel fabrication values) taken from NUREG-0116, Table 3.2,
no recycling
The information on the reference reactor (solid radioactive waste) taken from I0CFR51.51, Table S-3
The calculated information on the reference reactor uses the same methodology as for the reactor technologies.
The normalized information is based on 1000 MWe and the reactor vendor supplied unit capacity factor.
For the new reactor technologies, the annual fuel loading was provided by the reactor vendor.
The USEC SWU calculator also calculated the kgs of U feed. This number was multiplied by 1.48 to get the necessary amount of UFO.
The annual yellowcake number was generated using the relationship 2.61285 lbs of U30 8 to 1 kg U,*of UFa; 1.185 kgs of U308 to 1.48 kg
of UF6
The ahnual ore supply was generatied assuming an 0.1% ore body 6nd a 90% recovery efficiency.:
C0-60 with a 5.26 year half-life and Fe-55 with a 2.73 year half-life are the main nuclifdes listed for the PBMR D&D waste.
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Table 5.7-2 Gas-cooled Reactor SWU and Feed Calculation
Results
Reactor
Technology

Kgs

Uranium
Product

Weight
Percent
U235

SWU

Quantity

Kgs of U
Feed
Required

'Tails
Assay

GT-MHR

5,394

19.8001.

204373

255918

0.30%

PBMR

8,340

12.90%*

194414

255679

0.30%

NUREG 0116

35,000

-3.10%

126,175

238,455.

0.30%

WASH 1248

35,000

3.20%

147,280

223,965

. 0.25%

Notes:
The
The
The
The

reactor vendor supplied the Kgs uranium product and weight percent U235.
of WASH 1248 which used a tail assay of 0.25%
tails assay was assumed to be 0.3% to match NUREG-0116 with the exception
SWU Calculator
SWU Quantity and .Kgs Feed Required were calculated using the USEC
generation.
results have not been normalized to equivafent electrical

1
Table 5.7-3, 10 CFR 51.51 Table S-3- of Uranium Fuel Cycle Environmental Data

[Normalized to model LWR annual fuel requirement [WASH-1248] or reference reactor year
[NUREG-0116]]
[See Footnotes at end of this table]

[

Environmental
I
Cohsiderations
Use
fNatural Resource
tLand (acres)
fremporalrly committedz'
Undisturbed area
"
1
IDisturbed area'
IPermanently committed
O~verburden moved (millions]1
of MT)_..

Maximum effect per annual fu.el requirement. or
reference'reactor year of model 1,000 MWe LWR

Total

I_

iIf 100 If
I1:
II 13
79
22

•

Equivalent.to 95 MWe coal-fired power plant,
'_"

fDischarged to water

11,090

p2
oercent

!.ower.

•.

Fossil Fuel:
Electrical energy
:(thousands of MW-hour)

*I

Ithrough cooling.

_______I__

Gases (including

iHydrocarbons

1Other

7

][

to the consumption.of a 45 MWe coal-fired

Ilpower plant.

FIt<0.4 percent of model. 1,000 MWe energa output.

I

__I1

4,400

II

I

14
29.6

If

1,154

.014

1

_'

to emissions from 45 MWe coal-fired plant
ivnt
a year.

1,190

.67

1Liq4uids:

t of model. 1,000 MWe output

IIEqulvalent

35

gases

IHCI

<5

1 18

II

_...._

Particulates

I
323

1I
1[or
it ]!

FSo
ico

of model 1,000 MWe.LWR with cooling

37.<4Ferhcent of model 1,000 MWe LWR with once

'

lEffluents-Chemical (MT)

_•

127

r otal

_O

__-_

2.8

I 160

1Equivalent &oal.(thousands
1of MT)
Natural gas (millions of sc)

' ,

'
IEquivalent to a 110 MWe coal-fired power plant.

Discharged to air
bodies
to ground

'

'

"

_

Water (millions of gallons)

lDischarged

_....

_

9

.

___

If

I[

..

..... ..

Principally from UF8, production, enrichment, and
reprocessing. Concentration within range of state
standards- below leVel that has effects on human
health.
.

..

11
__________________________________________________
-'I

.

INO- 3 -

IFluorlde
CA* +
A +

steps. Components that constitute a potentlal for
adverse environmental effect are present in dilute
concentrations and receive additional dilution by
receiving bodies of water to levels below permissible
standards. The constituents that r'equire dilution and
he flow of dilution water are: NH 3-600cfs., NO3-.
20cfs., Fluoride-70cfs.

25.8

'.

"

Ic"'

12.9
5,4
8.5
12.1

[Na +

I

!Fe1
Tallings Solutions

.4

Ii

I thousands of MT)

II

Itcuries)

I__"
'91,000.
I!

1

1

(including

lentrainment):.
jRn-222

__][Presently

.

I[

ITh-230

I

-1 l.

'

I[
If

24

I[;_

Kr-85(thousands)
jRu-106

[

111c-99
lFission products and
Jransuranics •
ILlquids:
Uranium and daughters

II.....

}j

2.1

[Ra-226

It

.0034

Th-23o

J"-- .0015 -[

Th-234

F

"

"

_•

• .

P resently under.consideration bythe Commlssion

.203
_____

-

.01

____ _10__

Fission and activation
iproducts
OSolid•; (buried on site):
Other than high level
(shallow)

3

400
._•_"_
•
.l4jIPrinclpally from fuel reprocessing plants.
AI

Lt 1.3
.83

.

3

.

[1

18.1

'''

'
Under reconsideration by the Commission.

1

.034

il

ITritium (thousands)

[1-

.02
.02

]f

luranium

11-129

•
l_"

[Ra-226

FC-14

_....

IPrlincipally from mills- no significant effluents to
Ijenvironment.
-

lEffluents- Radiological
lGases

_

*.

_

So,'lids

_

]From mills only-- no significant effluents to
"lenvironment.

240

_{

_

11,300

'[Principaiiy from milling- Included tailings liquor and

flreturned toground -no effluents; therefore, no effect

lion the environment.
.[From UF6 production. '

"

.

.

[From fuel fabrication plants- concentration 10
1percent-of 10 CFR 20 for total processing 26 annual
I[fuel requirements for model LWR.
'__
..
..
19,10.0 C comes from low level reactor wastes and
1,5000 Ci comes from reactor decontamination and
decommissioning - buried at land burial facilities. 600
Ci comes from mills - Included in tailing refUrned to
ground. Approximately 60 Ci comes from conversion
apnd spent fuel storage. No.significant iffluent to the
_environment.

!

!
RU and.HLW (deep).
Effluents- thermal (billions_

'I1.1
x10
4,063

of British thermal units)
Transportation

Vrnm):,

IlBuried at Federal Repository
1L<5 percent of model 1,000 MWe LWR.
-, .....
__1

. ..

(person-

Exposure of workers and .
general public
Occupationa;l exposure
I(

2.5
22.6

(From reprocessing and waste management.

(49 FIR 9?81, Mar. 12,1984; 49 FR 10922, Mar. 23, 1984]
'In* some cases where no entry appears It is clear from the background d6cuments that the
matter was addressed and that, in effect, the Table, should be read as Ifa specific zero entry had
•been made. However there are other areas that are not addressed at all in the Table. Table S-3
*does'not Include health effects from the effluents described Inthe Table, or estimates of releases
of Radon-222 from the uranium fuel cycle or estimates of Technetiurn-99 released from waste
management or reprocessing activities. These Issues may be the subject of litigation in the
Individual licensing proceedings.

S

Data supporting this table are given in the Environmental Survey of the Uranium Fuel Cycle,"
*WASH-1248, April 1974; the "Environmental Survey of Reprocessing and Waste Management
Portion of the LWR Fuel Cycle," NUREG-01 16 (Supp. I to WASH-1248); the "Public Comments
and Task Force Responses Regarding the Environmental Survey of the Reprocessing and Waste
Management Portions of the.LWR.Fuel Cycle," NUREG-0216 (Supp.2 to WASH-1248): and In the
record of final rulemaking pertaining to Uranium Fuel Cycle Impacts from Spent Fuel
Reprocessing and Radioactive Waste Management, Docket RM-50-3. The contributions from
reprocessing, waste management and transportation of wastes are maximized for either of the
two fuel-cycles (uranium only and fuel recycle). The con'tribution from transportation excludes
transportation of cold fuel to a reactor and of irradiatedfuel and radioactive wastes from a reactor
•-which are considered in Table S-4 of §51.20(g). The contributions from the other steps of the fuel
cycle are given in columns A-E of Table S-3A of WASH-1248.
The contributions to temporarily comnmitted land from reprocessing are not prorated over 30
years, since the complete temporary impact accrues regardless of whether the plant services one
reactor for one year or 57 reactors for 30 years.
2

3
3 Estimated

effluents based upon combustion of equivalent coal for power generation.

4 1..2 percent from natural gas use and process.

ACRONYMS

The following list gives the major acronyms and abbreviations that were used in the ER
sections and supporting documentation.

)

0

...

'

Acronyms

"

ABWR
ACR-700
AECL
.AP-1000
BWR
CANDU
CFR
D&D
DOE
DOE-N•
DOT
ESBWVR
ESP
FR.
GT-MHR
INEEL
IRIS
ISL
kW
LEU
LLW
LWR
MT
*MWd
MWe
NEI
NRC
NUREG
PBMR
PWR
* RRY
SECY
SWU
TRISO
UCO
USEC

_4
ýw

AdVanced Boiling Water Reactor
Advanced CANDU Reactor
Atomic Energy of Canada, Limited
Advanced Passive Pressurized Water Reactor
Boiling Water Reactor
Canada Deuterium Uranium
Code-of Federal Regulations
Decontamination*and Decommissioning
U. S. Depaitment of Energy
DOE Office of Nuclear Energy, Science and Technology
U. S. Departmeiit of Transportation
Economic Simplified Boiling Water Reactor
Early Site Permit
Federal Register
Gas Turbine-Modular Helium Reactor
Idaho National Engineering and Environmental Laboratory.
International Reactor Innovative and Secure
in situ leaching
kilowatt
Low Enriched Uranium
Low-level Radioactive Waste
Light Water Reactor
Metric Ton
Metric Ton Uranium
Megawatt days
Megawatt electric
Megawatt thermal
Nuclear Energy Institute
Nuclear Regulatory Commnission
Nuclear Regulatory Commission Regulation
Pebble Bed Modular Reactor
Piressurized Water Reactor
Reactor Reference Year
NRC Office of the Secretary
Separative Work Unit
Fuel kernal coating- three layers of pyrolytic carbon, one layer of silicon
carbide
uranium oxycarbide
United-States Enrichment Corporation
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PRESENTATIONS
This section provides copies of the three slide pi'esentations that.were given to the NRC
on September 25,2002; December 5, 2002;.and.January 29, 2003.
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Background
• Tables S-3 & S-4 used to assess environmental impacts for
model LWR
- S-3 - impacts from uranium fuel cycle
S-4-- impacts from transportation of new and spent fuel

and waste
* Use of tables required for use in preparing an Early Site
Permit.
* Basis documents for S-3 and S-4 are WASH
1248/NUREG 0116 and WASH 1238/N1IJREG-75-038
7
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Characteristics of the advanced reactor designs that
are consistent with Tables S-3 and S"4

-Use of NRC and DOT licensed casks
° Acceptable risk levels

* Modes of transportation

v
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Characteristics of the advanced reactor designs that
affect the comparison with Tables S-3 and S-4
*Repr"cem-ssing
* Burn-UP
. .
Fuel types
* Cooling .ti'meprior to shipment
*Demographicsl
DOe:'ffio

g:

4" P`•.
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Current accident statistics
* Waste disposal
A
.

.

Proposed Approach
* Understand the critical assumptions,.
parameter values and baSis used to develop
the current values in Tables S-3 and S-4
• Update assumptions and data sources
* Gather comparable parameter values from
the reactor types under. consideration
Develop environmental impacts from.
advancedd reactor types
(J

Proposed Approach (cont.)
For those:impacts bounded by the existing
table, document the results

For those impacts that are not bounded,
revisit the assumptions and data used, and
prepare alternative values for use by
ad]vanced re acor types•
* Above all, the environmental impacts
should be equivalently protective'
"" "-*

.es,
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Schedule
*Support the existing Early Site Permit plans
Interim Status meeting with NRC in.
December
Draft evaluation by the end of January

• Final report by end of April
Repond to NRC questions as needed

C

C

Summary
of
"
use
the
"e"
o:
.
.forverifying
prah
approach
Proposed
S•Prop
6foradvanced reactOr
TablesS.,S3 & S-4
designs being considered: der-the -DOE
Near Term Deployment initiative

m*
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ESP-8

Methodology-for Estimating Fuel Cycle. and
Transportation Environmental Impacts for
Early Site Permit Applications'
I

December 5, 2002
(7
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ESP-8- Objectives
Update"d
NRC staff on industry's Tables S-3/
S-4 initiatiVe
*[. Original update intended to provide
preliminary. results
* Due to revised (earlier) meeting. date, this
briefmg provides additional details regarding

methodology.mThis briefing also describes. approach if certain

aSsumptions in existing tables do not initially

P E I

owndi new technlmogies
/I

Proposed.: :Methodology for.

Determining.-Fuel Cycle

Environmental Impacts -

Determine fuel cycle requirements [uranium, enrichment

transportation] for range oftechnologies considered byIESP
applications
Compare fuel cycle requirements to those used to develop Tables S3.
and S4.
Where the fuel cycle requirements are lower than the conditions
assumed to develop Tables S3 and -S4, use the current table impacts
for the environmental evaluation.
Where any fuel cycle requirements are higher than the conditions
assumed to develop Tables S3 and S4, evaliiate potential impacts.
along with other fuel cycle technology changes that may have
reduce.d environmental .impacts"

-.
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TablieS3.

10 CFR 51.51:
m Table

S-3 developed based on fuel requirements
for a model 1000 MW,-e LWR
Uranium', SWUl, and transport requirements will
be compared with the values used as basis of

current Table S-3 for the same energy output
Teclmology improvements that have tended to
reduce environmental impacts may offset any
increase in fuel cycle and.transportation
*requirements.
•"
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•
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Fuel Cycle Technology
Changes
wHigher fuel bumup
Reduces average annual fuel. oading [lower, number of fuel
assemblies at higher enriclmuent]
Generally reduces average annual. uranium ore requirements,
but may slightly increase SWU

Higher Operating Planit Capacity Factor
Increases both energy production and; fuel requirements
uImproved enrichment processes
O

• Lower:emissions from electric generation
Iimproved energy efficiency [especiallyr for centrifuge
enriclhnent technology]

o spent f

N

el rocessin

0

expected.,

.5

C

10 CFR51 .52, TableS-4
[] Current Table S-4 is based on.the transportation
Of fuel and waste' to and from a 1100 MWe LWR
subj ect to the following conditions
4.- Core power not to exceed .3,800 MWt
SdUranium dioxide pellets of less than-4%
enrichment .encapsulated in zircaloy rods
"Averag rradiation: of no more. than. 33,000

megawatt-days per mefric, ton, and no assembly
Shipped-untilat least. 90 days after discharge
• .

• ..

1

f

10 CFR 51.52, Table S-4

(cont,)

m The number, modes, types and radioactive
inventories of shipments. of spent fuel and wastes
willbe determined for a range.,of reactor
technologies and compared to the. values used as a
basis of current Table -S-4 for the same energy
output
m Any increases of these values.will be evaluated
Technology improvements, have tended to.xreduce
transportation environmental impacts
ma
f.
set any changeS in transportation conditi
7

..

0

U
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Changes in Fuel Cycle
Transportation Technology
generation
fuel
spent
reduces
burnup
fuel
Higher
m
and reduces quantity of spent fuel to be shipped
B New fuel types do not all use zircaloy rods
of
[minimum
discharge
after*
time
Longer.c.ooling..
reduces.source
years]
10
over
of
average
years
S5
term, at transport .
higher.
and
type.
fuel
new
for
cas
Transport
accident
burnup fuel.must meet same normal and
dose limits

.

ESP-8, Tables S-3 & S-4
Fuel Cycle and Transportation Evaluation
"
of New Reactor Technologies
January 29, 2003

1r
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ESP.8 Task History
* September 2 5th -.presented an.approach to
Tables S-3 &S-4
q.Gathered background information, vendor
data, other supporting materials
* December 5 th -presented refined methodology

January 29th' discussion of preliminary
findings.
II

t

Key Points of the Methodology,.
m As in the WASH reports, use conservative but

.

reasonable assumptions
MCompare ESP fuel cycle. and -transportation..
requirements with those assumed to calculate the
:environmental impacts shown in Tables S-3 & S-4
m] Evaluate any potential increases in fuel cycle
requirements [e.g., enrichment]
[ Demonstrate that Tables S3 & S4 are suitable for
determining the expected fuel cycle environmental
impacts in ESP applications

U7•
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General Observations
Stricter environmental regulations: are in
effect for all operations
, Mining and milling operations are
considerably different.
"
-6 conversion similar
Enrichment process potentially much
different
?

-r

Matter before the ESP Task Force
• Are the existing Tables. S-3 and S-4
bounding and appropriate for advanced
reactor types?
* If not, what would be equivalent
environmental effects
* Six reactor types currently being
considered: 3 advanced LWRs, 2 gascooled reactors and 1-advanced heavy water
C6

C•.

C

Early Site Permit Approach o Tables
S-3 & S.4
Nuclear Energy Institute
Early Site Permit Task Force

Presentation to the
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
September 25 2002

I.

(INEEL 2003)

General Observations (.cont,)
SFuel fabrication similar forJlight water
reactors, different-for gas-cooled reactors
w Low-level waste "generation from operations
much less
Transportation regulations similar

[ Recent evaluations still support conclusion
that transportation impacts are minimal
*5
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Preliminary Fuel Cycle Results
Generally. the new,reactor technologies require.
lessuranium ore, yelowcake, and UF 6 so the

mining, milling, and conversion impacts should be
bounded
Slightly higer SW•I Jin some cases, up to 20% in
done case, but due to changes in enrichment
regulations and
technology, stri•ter .environme
method of electrical generation the fuiel cycle
arestill
*ev ironmental impacts shown ineS3
.. •appropriate for the ESP applications

Preliminary Fuel Cycle Results-.,
(cont.)
Annual fuel loading exceeded in one case but
the planned number of shipments is 2 fewer
than the reference LWR so the impacts are
expected to be-bounded..
* Much less LLW from operations so radwaste.
impacts ould be bouiided
m Still evaluating D&D and gas-cooled fuel
fabrication
V
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Preliminary Transportation
Results
MThermal power exceeded in one .case; potential
fuel
overall'
the
of
part
as
addressed
impacts
cycle ....
entin two cases;
m Fuel form, cladding

potential. impacts addressed as part of the
packaging requirements
. Enrichment and burnup exceeded in one case;

potential impa cts addressed as part of the
8"
packaging.-requirements

(

Preli.minary
Transportation
Results (cont.)
, Initial core loading shipments exceeded in two
cases; potential impacts, bounded since the total
number ofshipments (initial and annual reload)
are less than the reference LWR

= Fuel inventory is greater in some cases;
potential impacts-addressed as part of the
packaging requirements
9
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ESP-8 Summary
m Preliminary results indicate that..fuel cycle
and transportation impacts for a range of
new reactor technologies are consistent
with'Tables'S3. and S4
m Preparing to. send ESP-8 resolution letter
mNRC.staff feedback desired on industryproposed approach..

•i
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VENDOR DATAý SUBMITTALS
The'following section is divided into seven subsections for the seven reactor technologies
that were considered. The seven sections are the ABWR., ESBWR, AP1l000,-I'fS,
ACR-700, GT-MJR and the PBMR. Along with the vendor data submittals are
subsequent e-mail disctissions that modified sbme of the original supplied data.
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ABWR

I -

"Beard, James A. (PSi
To: "Beard, UJames A. (PS, NE)" <james.beard@gene.GE.com>,
SNE)"
rln@lnel.gov
<James.beard@gene.G
cc: "Cambria, Michael (Parsons)" <Michael.Cambria@parsons.com>,
•E.com>,
."Smith,
Marvin (Dominion)" <Marvn...Smlth@dom.com>, "Semmei,
Spencer (Dominion)" <Spencer.Semmes@dom.com>, "Atambir S.
0211312003 09:46 AM
Rao (PS, NE) (E-mall)".<atamblr.rao@gene.GE.com>.
Fax to:
Subject: RE: ABWR Decay Heat Loads for 5 year Old Fuel
All:
Let me try again with the inforrmation in
embeeded object..

an attached file and not as an

Alan
<<5 year de'ay-heat.doc>>
> ----- Original Message----> From:
Beard, James A. (PS, NE)
> Sent:
Thursday, February 13, 2003 8.427 AM
'rln@inel.gov'
> To:
> Cc:
;Cambria, Michael (Parsons)'; 'Smith, Marvin (Dominion)';
'Semmes,
> Spencer (Dominion)'
> Subject:
ABWR Decay Heat Loads for 5 year Old Fuel
> Robert:
Please revise the infoXmation regarding decay heat of 5 year old fuel that
> we provided previously with the information below.

.>

> -Let me know if
> g

GE NUCLEAR ENERGY.

> J.
>
>
>
>

>

you have any furhter questions;

Alan Beard

Program Manager
James.Beard@gene.ge.cbm
Work Phone (301) 208-1.460 or :(408)
Cell Phone (301) 461-3497

925-3524

<< OLE Object: Device'.Independent Bitmap >>

d

5 year decay heat.d

Table 5-2, Decay Heat after Five Ycaifs Cooling(no uncertainty alloimanee)
Initial Core Discharge

Reload Ctire Discharge

Relative Decav H.e't after 5 vrs

7.800xlO"

9.S,6x10.

Decayleat (IW/M")

2.14x10"

2.710

_

3

Table 5-3, Decay Heat after live Years Cooling (two sigmu uncertainty allowance)
,,

Initial Core Discharge

Relative Decay Heat after 5 yrs ,.39Sx10
ey

IHeat {M W/MTU

,,2.30xI0"'

Reload Core Discharge

1.060xl0"
2.90xz0"

(.

9P
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l"eeard, James A. (PS, NE)" <james.bearý@gene.GE.com> on 02112/2003
08:56:50 AM

rin~lneI.gov

To:
cc:

Subject: FW: Spent Fuel Radloactivity
> Bob:
> Attached is a table with the radioactive inventory 6f .the ABWR spent fuelLet me know if yoiu have any
> 5 years after discharge from the-reactor.
> questions or concerns.
> Alan

>
<<Corelnventory.doc>>.

>

in Ci

> Provide estimates'of-the spent fuel inventories and radioactivity,
> per MTU, after 5 years of decay.
product inventory.
•Fission
>
Actinide inventory.
>
Total radioactivity
>
inventory
•"'Krypton-85
>
> The reactor type is an ABWR at a power level of 4300 Mwt
> The fuel type is GE 14 with the following characteristics.

>
>
>

>
>
>
>
>

>
>

Initial
Reloac 1.1
Core,
.Core Size, number of bundles
4300
Core Thermal' Power, - Wth.
Operating Cycle Length, days
Operating Capacity Factor, %
Refueling Outage Duration, days
21
Refueling Interval, months
872
Loaded Batch Size.,
Batch Average Enrichment, w/o U235

> Average Bundle Masi, KgU
> Batch Average Burnup, GWd/MT

CoreinventoiyAd

-/4

Reload 2 to Eq.

872

872
4300.

605
100
30

605
100
30

4.5

180
36

30

316

3.5

180

605

tl00
21

21.

240

872
4300

4.5

180
46

46

--

•

°
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Five Year Decay Inventory, GE Fuel
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Activation Products
Curie/MTU
Isotope
7.76E-04
Ag-109m
5.48E-16
Ar-37
3.42E-04
Ar-39
7.70E-01
C-14
1.18E-03
Ca-41
8.65E-04
Ca-45
7.76E-04
Cd-109
1.12E-13.
Cd-115m
1.86E-02
CI-36
7.4§2E-05
Co-58
2.73E+03
Co-60
5.28E-16
Cr-5-1
1.08E-03
Eu-152
1.53E+02
Eu-154
7;14E+01
Eu-155
3.35E+03Fe-55
4.32E-10
Fe-59
2.26E+01.
Gd-153
5.24E-04
H-3
3.05E-07
Hf-175
1.08E-10
Hf-181
2.39E-02"
Ho-166m
1.95E-02
In-113m
1.63E-09
In-114
1.70E-09In-114rn
8.59E-08
Ir-192
1.63E-12
K-42
9.04E-07
Lu-177
3.93E-06
Lu-177m
3.46E+01
Mn-54
1.95E-02
Mo-93
1.98E-01
Nb-93m
1.76E-01
Nb-94
4.55E-04
Nb-95
1.52E-06
Nb-95m
2.59E+00
Ni-59
4.20E+02
NI-63
2.89E-08
P-32
9.56E-08
Re:188
8.38E-16
Ru-103
1.84E-05
S-ý35
2.93E-08
Sb-1-24
Sb-125
9.16E+02
c:Votustnotesldatalcoteinvefliory.doC

-

Actinides + Daughters
Curie/MTU
Isotope
1.34E+03'
Am-241
3.32E+01
Am-242
3.34E+01
Am-242m
3.24E+01
Am-243
2,50E-09
Am-245
4.49E-02
-BI-212
1.72E-04
Bk-249
Cm-241
1.01E-17
5.51E+01"
.Cm-242
3.69E+01
Cm-243
4.86E+03
Cm-244
6.56E-01.
Cm-245
1.41E-01
Cm-246
5.01E-04
Np-235
6.16E-01
Np-237
Np-238
1.67E-01
3.24E+01
!Np-239
9.23E-07
Np-240m
6.16E-01
Pa-233
3.13E-01
Pa-234m
4.49E-02
Pb-212
2.88E-02
Po-212
4A9E-02
Po-216
3.56E-01.
Pu-236
Pu-237
4.37E-12
6.14E+03
Pu-238
3.87E+02
Pu-239
6.15E+02
Pu-240
1.22E+05
Pu-241
2.24E+00
Pu-242
5.85E-07
' Pu-243
*4.49E-02
Ra-224.
4.49E-02
Rn-220
.4.49E-02
Th-228
2.20E-02
Th-231
3.13E-01
Th-234
1.61E-02
11-208
6.00E-02
U-232
1.47E+00
U-234
2.20E-02
U-235
3.77E-01
U-236
3.OOE+00
U-237
3.13E-01
U-238

Fission Products
Isotope
Curie/MTU
3.44E-06
Ag-108
1.36E-04Ag-109m
4.4E-01
Ag-li0
Ag-i10m
3.34E+01
1.18E+05
Ba-137m
6.13E+01
Cd-113m
6.79E-10
Cd-115m
1.49E-11
Ce-141
Ce-144
. 1.14E+04
4.81E+04
Cs-134
8.22E-01
Cs-135
1.24E+05
Cs-137
1.09E+01
Eu-152
Eu-154
1.01E+04
5.22E+03
Eu-155
1.41E-01
Gd-153
5.34E+02
H-3
4.20E-02
1-129
4.21E-11
In-114
- In-114m
.'4.39E-11
In-liSm
4.77E-14
8.90E+03
Kr-85
Nb-93m
7.54E-01
6.78E-03
Nb-95
2,27E-05
Nb-95m"
1.46E-01
Pd-107
Pm-146
1.84E4-00
Pm-147
3.37E+04
8.59E-11
Pm-148
1.52E-09
•Pm.-148m
1.14E+04
SPr-144
Pr-144m
1.37E+02
Rh-102
4.67E-01
1.09E-0B
Rh-103m
1.64E+04
Rh-106
1.21E-08
Ru-103
Ru-106
1.64E+04
1.17E-06
Sb-124
4.45E+03
Sb-125
1.43E-01
Sb-126
1.02E+00
Sb-126m
5.61E-01
Se-79
.5.60E+02
Sm-151
2(1312003
/320
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Five Year Decay Inventory, GE Fuel
Activation Products
Isotope "
Curie/MTU
.7.04E-07.
Sc-46"
1.95E-02
Sn-113
Sn-119m
S.20E+01
Sn-121m
1.12E+00.
Sn-123
2.40E-02
8.94E-10
Sr-89
Sr-90
6.68E-03
1.74E-01
Ta-182

Tb-160
TC-99
Te-123m
Te-125m
Te-127
Te-127m
Tin-170
• W-181
W-185
W-188
Y-90
Y-91

:~

Zn-65
Zr-93
Zr-95'
Total

Actinides + Daughters*
Isotope.
Curie/MTU.
U-240
9.23E-07
Total
1.36E+05

*1.49E-03

4.80E-03
2.45E-04
2;24E+02
7.52E-07
7.67E-07
2.43E-07
1.82E-04
1.08E-05
9A6E-08
6.68E-03
6.98E-08
.2.39E-03.
6.86E-01
2.05E-04
7.98E+03

Fission'Products
Cude/MTU
Isotope
Sn-119rf
1.24E+00
2.46E-01
Sn-121nT
1.60E-01
Sn-123
Sn-126
1.02E+00
Sr-89
8.33E-06
8.85E+04
Sr-90
Tb-160
3.14E-05
1.74E+01
*Tc-99
Te-12ýrr
6.79E-04
Te-125rr
1.09E+03
*Te-127
1.02E-01
Te-127ft
1•.04E-01
*Te-129'
1.02E-12
Te-129rr
n1.57E-12
Y-90
8.85E+04
Y-91
3.38E-04
Zr-93
2.50E+00
Zr-95
3.05E-03
Total
..5.87E+05

V
V

c:,Votusinotesidata~coreinvenfory.doc2//03

211a12003

Five YearD ecay.Inventory, GE Fuel
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Activation Products
Curie/MTU
Isotope
7.78E-04
Ag
3.42E-04
Ar
2.12E-06
Be
*C
:-7.702-01
Ca
2.05E-03
7.76E-04
Cd
1.86E-02
CI
2.73E+03
Co
5.28E-16
Cr
2.24E+02
Eu
3.35E+03
Fe
2.26E+01
Gd
5.24E-04
H
1.01E-06
Hf
2.39E-02
Ho
1.752-13
I
1.95E-02
In
1.70E-07
Ir
3.20E-08
S K
"4.84E-06
Lu
Mn

Mo
Nb
NI
Os

3.46E+01
.1.95E-02

3.75E-01
4.23E+02
7.292-10
2.89E-08

P

Ru

8.97E-08
2,45E-07
2.66E-14

S

1.84E-05

Pb.
Re

Sb
Sc.
Si
Sm

Sn
Sr
Ta

'

.

9.16E+02
7.04E-07
2.88E-08
4.i9E-06
5.32E+01
6.68E-03

Actinldes' + Daughters
Isotope

.

Curle/MTU

Am

1.44E+03

B1

4.49E-02

1.72E-04

Bk
Cm

Np
Pa
Pb
PO
Pu
Ra
Rn
Th
TI
U

Total

4.95E+03

.

3.32E+01
9.30E-01
4.49E-02
7.36E-02
1.29E+05
4.49E-02
4.49E-02
.

3.80E-01
1.61E-02
5..24E+00
1.36E+05

Fission Products
Curie/MTU
*Isotope
3.38E+01
Ag
1.18E+03
Ba
6.13E+01
Cd
1.14E+04.
Ce
Cs
.1.72E+05
1.53E+04
Eu
.1.41E-01
Gd
5.34E+02
H
4.512-03
Ho
4.20E-02
I
9,982-11.
In.
8.90E+03
Kr
1.47E-10
La
7.61E-01
Nb
2.17E-09
Nd
1.46E-01
Pd
3.37E+04
Pm
Pr.

1.15E+04

Rb

2.99E-05
1
1.64E+04

Rh
*Ru

.1.64E+D4

Sb
Se
Sm

4.45E+03
5.61E-01
5.60E+02

Sn •

2.66E+00

Sr
Th

8.85E+04
3.14E-05

Tc

1.74E+01

Te
Xe
Y
Zr
Total

1.09E+03

0)

6.58E-17
8.85E+04
2.50E+00
5.87E+05

.1.74E-01

Th

i.49E-03

Tc
Te
Tm
SV

4.80E-03
2.24E+02
7.28E-06
2.01E-14

c.Vofus~nofesldataýcorein¶/efltof.doc
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Five Year Decay Inventory, GE Fuel

Activation Products
Curie/MTU
Isotope
1.93E-04"
W
6.68E-03
y
2.39E-03
Zn
6.86E-01
Zr
7.98E+03
Total

Actinldes -4-Daughters
Curie/MTU
Isotope

"FIsslon'P'oducts
Curle/MTU
Isotope

~.

I

K-li

L

c:votus~zwtesldatalcoreinventory~doc
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"Beard, James A. (PS,
NET'
<james.beard@gene.G
E.com>
02/04/2003 06:21 PM

Mike,

To: "Cambria, Michael (Parsons)" 5MichaeI.Cambria@parsons.com>,
eddie.grant@exeloncorp.com, rln@inel.gov
cc:
Fax to:
Subject: ABWR S-3 and 4 Information

Eddie and Robert:*

Here at long last is the S-3 and S-4 information.
I hope that we have
provided the information that you need to complete your assessment.
If you
should require any additional'information please let me know right away.
Thanks
Alan
GE NUCLEAR ENERGY

g
J. Alan Beard

Program Manager
James.Beard@gene.ge.com
Work Phone (301)-208-1460 or (408)
Cell Phone (301) 461-3497

925-3524

<<S3 S4"Questions-ABWR.doc>>
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ESP 8: 'Reactor Vendor.Questionnaire
Information on Annual FuelRequiremen.ts
1. Define Standard Technical Configuration.
* Provide expected reactor power, MWt and MW'for each reactor
For the GE ABWR and'ESBWR the uprated thermal power of the ABWI R of 4300 MWt
is used to bound both reactors. For reference the currently certified power level of the
"
ABWR is 3926 MWt and the ESBWR design value is 4000 MWt
SNumber of modules or reactors expected for a typical unit configuration for small
-modular systeims "
The ABWR and ESBWR are both designed as single unit plants.
2. Expected Fuel Loading
* Provide Initial Cor, Fuel Loading in MTU
~~J)

j.

"

The initial core load for the ABWIR and ESBWR are approximately equal. For the
"
.
ABWR the initial core'load is 156.96 MT of Uranium.
* Provide Annual Average Fuel Loading in MTU-based on 40 years of operation;
The average anniual fue! loading in MTU is 32.76. This is based on an average capacity
factor of 95%. This capacity factoris subject to variation.by the operating practices of
the utility but in GE's view represents a reasonably achievable measure. This figure'.
includes allowances for'refueling and maintenance outages but does not include. any
provision for extended outages.
[Note: Provide the basis for the above estimates, i.e. estimated unit capabity factor,
refueling/maintenance outage frequencies and durations, and average expected energy
produced per year.]
3. Average Fuel Enrichment in % U-235
[Note: Provide table of MTUJ and enrichment if multiple fuel enrichments are normally used
for the initial core or fuel reloads]
The batch average enrichment of the core is less than 3.5% for the initial core and less than
4.5% for the subsequent reloads.
4. Fuel form
* Provide Fuel Assembly (or Basic Fuel Unit) Drawing
See Figure at back of infgrmatoiQin
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* Provide a Table giving the following for each fuel unit:
Total Mass
UraniumMass
Volume
Ounside Dimensions

Bundle average mass is 266 kg (without channel)
Bundle average mass is 298 kg (with channel)
Bundle.Average Uranium mass 180 kg
14.2 cm x 14.2 cm x 447.0 cm (with channel)

..

An estimate of the typical number of fuelassemblies oruanits required for the initial core
,and the average expected nuinber of fuel assemblies or units per year for core reloads
For the ABWR the core holds 872 fuel assemblies. The information provided in response
. to this request is bas'd on the GE-14 fuel type, which is the latest offering of the GE fuelsgroup. The basic design of the GE-14 is the same as earlier BWR fuels offered by GE as
far as overall dimensions. However, improvements in'the design have been made to
optimize ihe fuel utilization'.
The ESBWR core will hdld a total of 1020 bundles. The cross sectional area of these
bundles will be the same as the ABWR. However they are approximately 15% shorter so
the net effect is that the same amount of Uranium is held in the:tcre as for the ABWR.
.•

5. Fuel materials
J, Provide a table of fuel material types and mass for a typica1 fuel unit including a()
description of fuel; structural, and cladding materials
The ch'anel, fuel rods (cladding),.water rods;.spacers and'end plugs are all fabricated from
Zircalloy,. of which there is-approximately 85 kg usedin each bundle.
The upper and lower tie plates and assorted fasteners are fabricated from stainless steel of
which there is approximately 6.8 kg used in each bundle
There ar6 a:number of small componentsthat are fabricated from-inconel of which there is a
approximately 0.5 kg usedper bundle.

fi)
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ESP 8 Reactor Vendor Questionnaire (cont'd) .
Information on Annual Fuel Requirements (cont'd)

6. Define the expected typical transport mode (i.e. truck, rail, etc.) for delivery of the
unirradiated fuel from the fabrication facility or port of entry to the reactor site
Typical shipment of new fuel'from the GE fuel facility in Wilmingtfon, NC is by flat bed
tractor trailer.
7. Provide a general description of the transport containers expected to be Used for delivery of
unirradiated fuel
Capacity of each container, i.e. number of fuel units per container•
The transport containers consist of a dual packaging system. Two fuel assemblies are
first packed in a padded steel box. The steel box is then packaged'insilde a padded
wooden crate. The dimensions of a typical Wwooden crate are 30" x 30" x'15'6"
"Number

of containers that can be transported on one legal weight truck shipment

The number of bundles that typically can be shipped on a single truck is either 28 or 30
and is limited-by weight.
[Note: This data is intended to allow for a determination of the number of shipments and
MTU for the initial core loading and the average hiumber of shipments and MTU per year for
core reloads.]
Information on Expected Low Level Waste rroduction
1. Estimated annual average LLW production expected from reactor operations
* Provide an estimate of the expected volumes and curies of LLW
The production of LLW is in large part controlled by the practices of the owner. GE in
the design certification chose not to establish unreasonable expectations for future owners
and as such followed the niaximum target values. In this case the volume of ILLW is 100
cubic meters per'year with an estimated curie content of 2700 Ci.
2. LLW expected from reactor decontamination and decommissioning
• Provide an estimate of the expected volumes and curies of LLW produced due to reactor
decontamination and decommissioning

Pa2e 3 of 6

The process for decontamination and decommissioning of an ABWR is outside the
control of GE and iubject to a great deal of variation depending on the timing and the
methods chosexn. As such, GE is unable to provide a reasonable eitimate'for these values,

*1'

.,

Io

j"K
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ESP 8 Reactor Ven*dor Questionnaire (cont'd)
Information on Spent Fuel Production/Transport
.
.
1. Spent Fuel Shipments
fuel that can be transported in
irradiated
of
(MTU)
quantity
the
* Provide an estimate of
one legal weight truck cask [25 tonccask) or tical rail 6ask [100 ton cask], assuming 5
year cooling after discharige.
[Note: Estimate should be in MTU (based on unirradiatedýMTU) and number of fuel units.
per
to allow.for a determination of the average number of spenitfuel shipments expected
year of reactor operation.-]
GE is not familiar with the conshtraints of fuel assemblies that can be transported in the
commerciaily' vailable casksg. What .wecan tell you is the GE-14 fuel type is nearly
identical to the other GE fuel types and the niumber of BWR fuel assemblies that can be
wv•
shipped should not be different for the'ABWRP
2. Provide the average fuel buh.iml in TWd/MTU.
ege bumup 'is 46 GWd/MT
After achieving an equilibrium Core, the batch avr
fuel
3. Provide an estimate of the decay heat in.watts per MTJ!after 5 years of decay from
.
discharge
The estimated decay heat per MTU 5 yeirs after discharge from the core is between 18-22

kilowatts....
after 5 years
4. Provide estimates of the spent fuel iventories: and radioactivity, in Ci per MTU,
of decay
Fission product inventory:. :

* Actinide inventory

.

Total radioactivity
* Krypton-85 inventory:
GE is still trying-to gathe'r'tihelse numbers andmwillprovide this information as soon as
.
.
. ,.
possible.
I set fthe ORIGEN run results (or other
[Note: If available, please provide ac~oriplete
applicable code for the approprite• reactor type) detailifig th spent fuel inventories at 5 years
.,
•.
decay to answer questions 3 and 4.] .
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"Challberg, Roy C. (PS, NE)' <roy.challberg@gene.GE.com> on 03/17/2003
.,-

To:

01:29:04 PM

RLN@inel.gov

cc:

Subject: RE .ESP-8 Information for the ESBWR
We originally developed the design for the European market but now are in
The "E"
the pre-certification phase with the NRC for US certification;
And yes, the "S' is simplified.
officially stands for 'Economic".
Sorry for the long winded answer.

Roy
-Original Message ----....
From:* RLNGinel.gov [mailto: RLN@inel. gov]
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2003 12:31 PM
To: Challberg, Roy C. (PS, NE)
Subject: RE: ESP-8 Information for the ESBWR

•

item. What do the
One more little
Thanks for the confirmation Roy.
letters ES of the*initials ESBWR represent? I have seen European
Simplified and Economic Simplified but most of the time it escapes
definition. Thanks for your help.
Bob

;Chaliberg, Roy
C. (PS, NE)"
<roy.challberggge

To:
cc.:

ne.GE.*com>

Fax to:
Subject:

RLN@inel.gov

RE: ESP-8

Information for the ESBWR
03/17/2003 12:39
PM

BobYou're exactly right. The bounding decay heat value for one of the reload
That was the decay heat after 5
cores for ABWR (4300 MWt) was 2.9 kW.
years
This will bound the 4000 MWt ESBWR fuel.
(with a 2 sigma uncertainty).
Roy

K)
----- Original Message----From: RLN~inel.gov [mailto:RLNWinel.gov]
Sent: Monday, March 17, 2003 9:09 AM
To: Challberg,- Roy C. (PS, NE)'
Subject: RE: ESP-8 Information for the ESBWR"
I understand the potential variability of the numbers.
Thanks much Roy.
For this effort,- we just need some Justification for the value we select,
so thanks again.
In looking closer.at the data, one other. item has arisen: the decay heat
I know for the ABWR -they originally gave the same 18 -22 kW-per MTU
value.
This was the two
Later, upon questioning , it was modified to 2.9.
value.
sigma uncertainty.value for. the reload core discharge after five years"
cooling.

If

you would please check into this-for the ESBWR.

Thank you.
Bob

"Challberg, Roy
C.

Information for the

(PS', NE)"

To:

<roy.challberg~ge

cc:

ne.GE.com>

Fax to:

ESBWR

Subject:

RLNginel.gov

0

RE: ESP-8

03/17/2003 09:43

AM

BobOur recent heat balance of our total plant design for a typical site gives
us 1390 MWe, which of course is highly dependent upon site conditions and
type of heat sink.
Let me know if you need anything'else.
Roy
GE Nuclear Energy
Advanced Reactor Projects
(408) 925-3317
----- Message----Original
From: RLN@inel.gov [mailto:PRLN@inel.gov)
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2003 3:19 PM

j)

r

To: Challberg, Roy C. (PS, NE)
Subject: Re: ESP-8 Information for the ESBWR
Hi Roy,
look at it Monday and see if I have
I'll
Thanks for the ESBWR information.
any questions. One item I do need, is-what is the MWe for the ESBWR? I
use it and the, capacity .factor to normalize to the reference LWR which was
1000 MWe and 80%.
Have a good weekend.
Bob .e.

-Robert L. Nitschke
Science Fellow
INEEL, IRC 602/242
P;O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-2209
Phone 208 526-1463 Fax 208 526-0690

(j•.

"Challberg,
12:39:38
PM"Roy

•I•

To:
cc:

C. (PS, NE)" <roy.challberg@gene.GE.com> on 03/1712003

RLN @Inel.gov

Subject: RE: ESP-8 Information for the ESBWR •
Bob-

You're exactly right. The bounding decay heat value for one- of the reload
That was the *decay heat after 5 years
cores for ABWR (43300 MWt) was 2.9 kW.
This will bound the 4000 MWt ESBWR fuel.
(with a 2 sigma uncertainty).
Roy.
-------Original Message----From: RLN~inel.gov (mailto:RLN@inel.gov]
'Sent: Monday, March 17, 2003 9:09 AM
To: Challberg, Roy C. (PS, NE)
Subject: RE: ESP-8 Information for the ESBWR

*

Thanks much Roy. I understand the potential. variability of, the numbers.
For this effort, we just need some justification for the value we select,
so thanks again.
In looking closer at the data, one other item has arisen: the decay heat
value. * I know for the ABWR they originally gave the same 18 -22 kW per MTU
This was the two
Later, upon questioning , it was modified to 2.9.
value.
sigma uncertainty value for the reload core discharge after five years
cooling."
If you would please check into this.for the ESBWR.
Thank you.
Bob

"Challberg, .Roy
C.

(PS,

NE)"

To:

<roy.challberg@g&

cc:

ne..GE. com>

Fax to:
Subject:

Information for the ESBWR
03/17/2003 09:43
AM

RLNginel.gov

RE: ESP-8

IBob-

Our recent heat balance of our total plant design for a typical site gives

uis 1390 MWe,

which, of course is highly dependent upon site conditions and

type of heat sink.
Let me know if you- need anything else.
Roy

GE Nuclear Energy
Advanced-Reactor Projects
(408) 925-3317
--- Original
-Message ....
From: RLN@inel.gov [mailto:RLN@inel.gov].
Sent: Friday, .March 14, 2003 3:19 PM
To:'Challberg, Roy C. (PS, NE)
Subject: Re: ESP-8 Information for. the ESBWR
Hi Roy,
Thanks for the ESBWR information.
I'll
look at it Monday and see if I have
any cluestions.
One item I do need, is what is the MWe for the ESBWR? I
-use it and the capacity factor to normalize to the reference LWR which was
*1000'MWe and 80%..
Have a good weekend.
Bob
Robert L. Nitschke*
t
'Science Fellow
INEEL,

IRC 60"2/242'

-.

.:

"'"'"'..

P.O. Box 1625"
Idaho Falls, ID 83415-2209
Phone 208 526-1463 Fax 208 526-0690

C)

"Challberg, Roy C. (PS, NE)" <roy.challberg@gene*GE.com> on 03117/2003
09:43:07 AM

To:
cc:

RLN@Inel.gov

Subject:

RE: ESP-8 Information for the ESBWR.

Bob-

Our recent heat balance of our total plant• design for a.typical .site gives
us 1390 •We, which of course is highly dependent upon site conditions and.
type of heat sink.
Let me know if you need anything else.
Roy
GE Nuclear Energy
*Advanced Reactor Projects
(408) 925-3317

*

-----Original Message--...
From: RLNWinel.gov [mailto:RLN@inel.gov]
Sent: Friday, March 14, 2003 3:19 PM
To: Challberg, Roy C. (PS, NE)
Subject: Re: ESP-8 Informtiation for the ESBWR
Hi Roy,
look at it Monday and see if I have
Thanks for the ESBWR information. .I"ll
One item I do need, is what is the MWe for the ESBWR? .I
any questions.
.use it and the capacity factor to normalize to the reference LWR which was.
1000 MWe and .80%.
Have a good weekend.
* Bob
Robert L..Nitschke
Science Fellow
INEEL, IRC 602/2-42

P.O. Box 1625
Idaho Falls,

ID 83415-2209

Phone 208 526-1463

Fax 208 526;-0690

.

TO:
cc:

-Challberg, Roy C. (PS, NE)" <roy.challberg@gene.GE.com> on 03/14/2003
"
02:55:12 PM

'Ntschke, Robert (INEEL)' <rln@lneLgov>
Cambria, Michael (Parsons)' <Michael.Cambria@parsons.com>, "Mundy, Thomas (Exelon)'
<thomas.mundy@exeloncorp.com>, 'Rao, Atamblr m <atamblr.rao @gene.GE.com>

Subject: ESP-8 Information for the ESBWR
R~oter•f-'
Attached is a file, describing the GE ESBWR fuel and core, in response to the
ESP-8 questionaire (S-3/4'infornition).
If you need further information, please don't hesitate to contact me
directly.
RoyNuclear
Challberg
Energy
GE
Advanced Reactor Projects
(408) 925-3317
<mailto :roy. challberg@gene

.ge.

<<S3_S4 Questions-ESBWR. doc>>
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ESP 8: Reactor Vendor Questionnaire
Information -on Annual Fuel Requirements
1. Define Standard Technical Configuration.
Provide expected reactor power, MWt and MW, for each reactor
For the GE ABWR. and ESBWR the uprated thei-mal power of the ABWR3.of 4300 MWt
*is used to bound both-reactors. For reference the currently certified power level of the
ABWR is 3926 MWt andthe ESBWR design value is 4000 M'Wt .
Number of modules or reactors exlected for a typical unit configuration for small
modular systems
The ABWR and ESBWR are both designed as single unit plants.
2. Expected Fuel Loading
Provide Initial Core Fuel Loading in MTU
.
The initial core load for the ABWR and ESBWR are approximately equal. Forthe
ABWR the initial core load is 156.96 MT of Uranium.
A.BWR - 157 MTU

ESBWR 157MTQ
Provide'Annual Average Fuel Loading in MTU bated on 40 years of operation
The average annual fte1 loading in =3 is 32.76. This is based on an average capacity
factor of 95%. This.capacity factor is subject to variation by the operating practices of
the utility but in GE's view represents a reasonably achievable measure. This figure
includes allowances for refueling and maintenance outages but does not include any
provision for extended outages.
[Note: Provide the basis for the above estimates, i.e. estimated unit capacity factor,
rehi-eliteg/rmaintenance outage frequencies and durations, and average expected energy
produced per year.]
3. Average Fuel Enrichment in % U.-235
[Note: Provide table of MTU and enrichment if multiple fuel enrichments are normally used
for the initial core or fuel reloads]
Thebatch average enrichment of the core is less than 3.5% for the initial core and less than
4.5% for the subsequent reloads.
4. Fuel form
* Provide Fuel Assembly (or Basic Fuel Unit) Drawing - See Figure 1
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Provide a Table

ving the following for each fuel unIt:

An estimate of the typical number of fuel assemblies or 'units re-quired for the initial core
and the average expected number of fuel assemblies .oiuni"ts per year f6r core reloads
Table 1
ABWR

Parameter

ESBWR

8.72

aNumber of bundles in core

305 cm-

38c'.cm "

Active fuel length

29kg23k

* Fuel bundle average mass (rith channel)
* Fuel bundle average mass (w/o -channel)

.213 kg

66 kg

*

k

Bundle average Uranium mass

cm'X 14.2' m
3785cri..

.,447 cm

Bundle overall length

-8
2kg

Mass of Zircaloy (per bundle)

..

8kg
0.1

-0. kg ".

Mass of Inconel (per bundle)'

,

68 k

68k

Mass of Stainless Steel (Per bundle)

•*teyase

1.

14.2 cm X 14.2cm

Bundle outside dimensions

-k

H.6w'eg .:•.r
as the. ....
s. will be the.,sameZ8
bundle
Thecrss sectionaly ar'earfteSW
S7
:t.ef kg::i.
:n
r,
co" sois the
therequest
.•.'
ihrr.•
u bundles
teely 15sorer,
the. Ebasdon
toin.
this
in, sponse
provided
information
1 above. The
See Tableapoximtaies
14 fuel type, Which is the latest offering of the GE'fuelggroup.The b.asic'design. of he GE,
afr ov4eill dimensions. However,
nas fuels offered b
14 is the same as earlier BWR
utilization.
fuel
the
.'toptimize
made
been
ndmproverments in the design have

5. Fuel mate.al

a-I
.
*
"
description of fuel, structural, and cladding mateni a•
See Table 1 above. The channel, futi rods (cladding)water, rods,r spac erst aid end plugsE"ar
a table of fuel mater) types and
a
Provide

""uel.unitinclud'0ig
gt'ypi"al

' i"ass
fo0r a

*

all fabricated from Zircaloy.

af

The upper and lower tie plates and assorted fasteers are fabroicated f6m stainlesis wsteel.,:
from inconel.
b
There are a number of small components that are fbricated
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-

Interactive channel

Upper tie plate

Water rods

-Part.length fuel rods

K-)

Zircaloy ferrule spacers

Lower tie plate and
debris filter

GE 14 Fuel-Bundle
Figure 1
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• 6.. Define.the expected typical transport'mode (i.e. truck, rail, etc.) for delivery of the
unirradiated fuel from the fabrication facility or port of entry to the reactor site
Typical shipment of new fuel from the.GE fuel facility in Wilmington, NC is by flat bed
'
tractor trailer.
7. Provide a general description of the transport containers expected to be used for delivery of
unirradiated fuel
* " 'Capait' of each container, i.e. number of fuel unaits per container
The transport containers consist of a' dual packaging system. Two fuel assemblies are
-first pabked inra-padded steel box. The steel box isthen packaged inside a padded
wooden'crate. The.diniensions bfa typical wooden crate are 30" x 30" x 15'6" (ESBWR
fuel assemblies crate would be 13'.6".long)
Number of containers that can be transported on one legal weight truck shipment
The number of.ABWTR bundles'that typically can be shipped on a single truck is either 28
or 30 and is limited by weight The single truck'could carry up to 36 ESBWR. bundles
based on the lighter iveight.
[Note: This data is intended to allow for a det".r.iination of the•number of shipments and
MT for the initig c*ore loading and the average number of shipments and MTU per year for
core reloads.]
Information on Expected Low Level Waste Production

.

1. Estimated annual average LLW production expected from reactor operations
Provide ý. estimnate of the expected volumefimnd curies of LLW.".:"
The production ofLLW is in large part controlled by the practices of the owner. GE in
the design certifica.ion chose not to establish unreasonable expectations for future owners
and as such followed the maximum target values. In this case the volume of LLW is 100
cubic meters per year with an estimated curie content.of 2700 Ci.
2. LLW expected from reactor decontamination and decommissioning
.,.
-:
* Provide an estimate of the expected volumes and curies of LLW produced due to reactor
decontamination and decommissioning

,b

The process for decontamination and decommissioning of an ABWR is outside the
control of GE and subject to a great deal of variation depending on the timing and the
-methods
mehd chbsen..AAsuch, GE is unable to provide a reasonable estimate for these values.
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ESP 8 Reactor Vendor Questionnaire (cont'd)
Information on Spent Fuel Production/Transport
1. Spent Fuel-Shipments
Provide an estimate of the quantity (MTU) of irradiated, fuel that can be transported in
one legal weight truck cask [25 ton cask] or typical rail cask [100 ton cask], assuming 5
year cooling after discharge.
NJote: Estimate should be in MTU (based on unirradiated M .TU)
and number of fuel-units
to allow for a determination of theaverage~iiumber of spent fuel shipments expected per
year of reactor operation.]
GE is not familiar with. the: constraints of-fuel assemblies that can be transported in the
co.mmercially available casks. What We can tell you is-the GE-14 fuel type is miiarly
identical to the other GE fuel types and the number of BWR fuel ass".emblies that can be
shipped should not be'different for the ABWR.
If a "'standard" size BWR spent fuel cask wereused for spent ESWRV fuel, less fuelper
cask shipment would result. With the shorter fuel asseinblies it would be reasonable to
expect a new cask design would be possible. Assumning the cask l6ad or quantity based
on either curie content-ar total decay heat, a larger cask could be conceived and therefore
more ESBWR spert fuel b mdles could be shpped Per cask;

"

2. Provide the average fuel burnup in MWd!MTlU.J.
After achieving an equilibriumcore, the batch average burn~up is 46 GWd/MT.
3. Provide an estimate of the decay heat in watts per MTU after 5 years of decay from fuel
discharge
The estimated decay heat per MTU, 5 years after discharge from the core is between 18-22
kilowatts.
4. Provide estimates of the spent fuel inventories and radioactivity, in Ci per MTU, after 5 years
of decay
, Fission product inventory
• "Actinide'inventory "
•

Total radioactivity

* Krypton-85 inventory
See
Table.2 for ABWR determination. This table is based on 4300 MWt ABWF,. (power.
uprated).
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11.

The fuel type is GE 14 with the following characteristics.
Initial
Core.'
872
Core Size, number of bundles
4300'
Core Thermal Power, MWth
605
Operating Cycle Length, days
100
Operating Capacity Factor, %
30
Refueling Outage Duration, days
21
Refueling Interval, months
."872
Loaded Batch Size.
Batch Average Enrichment, w/o U235. 3.5
180
Average Bundle Mass, KgU.
36
Batch Average.Burnup, GWdiMT

Reload I

Reload 2 to Eq.

872
4300
605
100
30
21
240
4.5
180.
46

872
4300
605.•
100
30
21
316
4.5
180
46

This particular analysisshould bound the 4000 MWt FSBWR core.
[Note: If available, please provide a complete set ofthe ORIGEN run results (or other
applicable code for the appropriate reactor type) detailing the spent fuel inventories at 5 years
decay to answer questions 3 and 4.]
Table 2

Q...)

\

Activation Products
*Curie/MTU
I.sotope
Ag-109m
Ar-37
Ar-39'
C-14
Ca-41
Ca-45
Cd-109
Cd-1l5m

CI-36
Co-58
Co-60
Cr-51
Eu.152
Eu-154

EU-155

)

Fe-55
Fe-59
Gd-153
H-3
Hf-175
Hf-181
Ho-166m
In-113m

7.76E-04
5.48E-16
3.42E-04-..
7.70E-01

*

1.18E-03
8.65E-D4
7.76E-04
1.12E-13.
1.86E-02
"7.49E-05"
2.73E+03.
,S.28E-16'
1.08E-03
1.53E+02
.7.14E+01
3.35E+03
4.32E-10
2.26E+01
5.24E-04
3.05E-07
1.08E-10
2.39E-02
"1.95E-02

Actinldes + Daughters
Curie/MTU
Isotope
AM-241-

Am-242
Am-242m
Am-243
Am-245
BI-212 Bk-249
CM-241
Cm-242
Cm-243
Cm-244
Cm-245
Cm-246
Np-235
Np-237.
Np-238
Np-239
.Np-240m
Pa-233
Pa-234m
Pb-212
Po-212
Po-216

1.34E+03
3.32E+01
3.34E+01
3.24E+01
2.50E-09
S4.49E-02
1.72E-04
1.01E-17
5.51E+01
"3.69E+01
4;86E+03
6.56E-01
1.41E-01
5.01E-04
6.16E-01
1.67E-01
3.24E+01
9.23E-07
6.i6E-01
3.13E-01
4.49E-02
2.88E-02
4.49E-02
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Ffsslon Products
Curie/MTU
Isotope.
Ag-10B
3.44E-06
Ag-109m
1.36E-04
Ag-110
4.44E-01
Ag-110r
3.34E+01
Ba-137m
1.18E+05
Cd-113m. .6.13E+01
6.79E-10
Cd-115m
Ce-141
1.49E-11
1.14E+04"
Ce-144
Cs-134
4.81E+04
Cs-135
8.22E-01
Cs-137
1.24E+05
Eu-152
1.09E+01
Eu-154
1.0E+04Eu-155
5.22E+03
Gd-153
1.41E-01
5.34E+02
H-3
*4.20E-02
1-129
In-114
4.21E-11
In-l1 4 m
4.39E-11
In-15m
4.77E-14
Kr-85
8.90E+03
Nb-93m
7.54E-01

t
W

.f4

.

Activation Products
Isotope
Curie/MTU
In-114
1.63E-09
In-114m
1.70E-09
Ir-192
8.59E-08
K-42
1.63E-12
Lu-177
9.04E-07
Lu-177m
3,93E-06
Mn-54
3.46E+01
Mo-93
195E-02
Nb-93m
1.98E-01
1.76E-01
Nb-94
Nb-95
4.55E-04
Nb-95m
1.52E-06
NI-59
2.59E+00
NI-63
4.20E+02
P-32
2.89E-08
Re-188
.9.56E508
Ru-103
8.38E-16
S-35
1.84E-0s
Sb-124
2.93E-08
.Sb-125
9.16E+02
Sc-46
7.04E-07
Sn-113
1.95E-02
Sn-119m
5.20E+0i
Sn-121m
1.12E+00
Sn-123
2.40E-02
Sr-89
8.94E-10
Sr-90
6.68E-03
Ta-182
1.74E-01
Tb-160
1.49E-03
Tc-99
4.80E-03
-Te-123m
2.45E-04
Te-125m
2.24E+02
Te-127
7.52E-07
Te-127m.
7.67E-07
TM-:170
2.43E-07
W-181
1.82E-04
W-185.
1.08E-05
W-188
9.46E-08
Y-90
6.68E-03
Y-91
6.98E-08
Zn-65
2.39E-03
Zr-93
6.86E-01
Zr-95
2.05E-04
Total
7.98E+03

Actinldes + Daughters
Isotope
Curie/MTU
Pu-236
3.56E-01
Pu-237
4.37E-12
Pu-238
6.14E+03
Pu-239
3.87E+02
Pu-240
6.15E+02
Pu-241.
1.22E+05
Pu-242
2.24E+00
Pu-243
5.85E-07
Ra-224
4..49E-02
Rn-220
4.49E-02
Th-228
4.49E-02
Th-231
2.20E-02
Th-234
3*13E-01
11-208
1.61E-02
U-232
6.00E-02.
U-234
1.47E+00
U-235
2.20E-02U-236
3.77E-01
U-237
3.00E+00
U-238
3.13E-01
U-240
9.23E-07
Total
1.36E+05

. Fission
Isotope
.Nb-95
Nb-95m
Pd-107
Pm-146
Pm-147.
Pm-148
Pm-148m
Pr-144.
Pr-144m
Rh-102
Rh-103m
Rh-106
Ru-103
Ru-106
Sb-124
Sb-125
Sb-126
Sb-126m
Se-79
Smn-151
Sn-119m
Sr-121m
Sn-123
Sn-126
Sr-89
Sr-90.
Tb-160
Tc-99
Te-123m
Te-125m.
Te-127
Te-127m
Te-129
Te-129m
Y-90
Y-91
Zr-93
Zr-95
Total

Products
Curie/MTUJ:
6.78E-03
2.27E-05
1.46E-01
1..B4E+00
3.37E+04
* 8;59E-11
1.52E-09
1.14E+04
1.37E+02
4.67E-01
1.09E-08
1.64E+04
1.21E-08
S1.64E+04
1.17E-06
4.45E+03
1.43E-01
o.02E+o00
5.61E-01
5.60E+02
1.24E+00
2.46E-01
*1.60E-01
1.02E+00
8.33E-06
8.85E+04
3.14E-05
1.74E+01
6.79E-04
1.09E+03
1.02E 01
1.04E-01
1.02E-12
1.57E-12
8.85E+04
3.38E-04
2.50E+00
3.05E-03
5.87E+05

..

K)
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. .A:ctivation ProductsCurie/MTU
Isotope
7.78E-04
Ag
3.42E-04
Ar
"2.12E-06'..
Be
"
7.70E-01
C
2.05E-03
Ca
7.76E-04
Cd
1.86E-02
CI
2,73E+03.
Co.
5.28E-16
Cr
2.24E+02
Eu
3.35E+03
Fe
2.26E+01 *
Gd
5.24E-04
H
1.01E-06
Hf
2.39E-02
Ho
1.75E-13
I
1.95E-02
In
1.70E-07
Ir'
3.20E-08
K
4.84E-06
Lu
3.46E+01
Mn
1.95E-02
3,75E-01
Nb
4.23E+02
.NI
7.29E-10
Os
2.89E-08
P
8.97E-08
Pb
2.45E-07
Re
2.66E-14
Ru
S
1.84t-05
Sb
9.16E+02
7.04E-07
Sc.
* 2.88E-08
Si
Sm
4.19E-06
SSn
5.32E+01
Sr
6.68E-03
Ta
1.74E-01
1.49E-03
Th
Tc
4.80E-03
2.24E+02
Te.
Tm
7.28E-06
2.01E-14
W
1.93E-04

t Actinides + Daughters.
Isotope
Curle/MTU
'Am
1.44E+03
BI
4.49E-02
iBk
1.72E-04
Cm
4.95E+03
Np
3.322+01
Pa
9.30E-D1
Pb
4.49E-02
PO
7.36E-02
Pu
1.29E+05
Ra
4.49&-02
Rn
4.49E-02
Th
3.80E-01
1.61E-02"
T1
5.24E+00
1.36E+05
Total

•

*

Page 8"

Fission Products
Curie/MTU
Ag
3.38E+01
Ba
1;18E+05.
Cd
6.13E+01
Ce
1.14E+04
Cs
1.72E+05
Eu
.1.53E+04
Gd
1.41E-01
H
5.34E+02
Ho
4.51E-03.
I
4.20E-02
In
9.98E-11
Kr
8.90E+03
La
1.47E-10
Nb
7.61E-01
Nd
2.17E-09
Pd
1.46E-01
Pm
3.37E+04
Pr
1.15E+04
Rb
2.99E-05
Rh.
1.64E+04
Ru
1.64E+04
Sb.
4.45E+03
Se
5.61E-01
Sm
5.60E+02
Sn.
2.66E+00
Sr
8.85E+04
Tb
3.14E-05
Tc
1.74E+01
Te
1.09E+03
Xe
6.58E-17
Y
8.85E+04
Zr
2.50E+00
Total,
5.87E+05

Isotope

1.

N_
Activation Products
Isotope
Curle/MTU
Y
6.68E-03
2.39E-03
Zn
Zr
6.86E-01
-Total
7.98E+03

. Actinides + Daughters
Isotope.
Curie/MTU

Fission Products
Isotope
Curie/MTU

K)

)

2#
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1*

'Winters, James W."
*<wlnterjw@westlnghou
se.com>

1*

02/06/2003 01:26 PM

To: '"Wnters, James W." <wlnterjw@westinghouse.com>, "'Cambdia,"
Michael"' <Michael.Cambria@parsons.corn>
cc: "Tom Mundy (E-mall)" kthomas.mundy@exeloncorp.com>, "Robert L
Nitschke (E-mail)" <rn@lnel.gov>, "Wayne Schofield (E-mail)"
<Wschofie@ch2m:com>
,m
Fax to:
Subject: RE:fData request for early site permit applications

Item #1:
Sizewell's decommissioning.plan'says they will generate about 13,000 TBq
(350,;000 Ci) from decommissioning.
We estimate on the order of 50% of that
for APlO0,
or about .200,000 Ci.
We wll
include this in the siting guide with a note soniething like
"Estimated based upon Sizewell B's estimate of 13,000 TBq."
Item #2:
60000 MWD/MTU is
MWD/MTU).

the current peak. rod burnup.limit (actually it

is

62000

21000 MWD/MTU is the approximate cycle burnup for an 18 Month (520 EFPD)
Equilibrium Cycle.
48700 MWD/MTUis the approximate region average discharge burnup for each
feed region (68 ASsemblies) assuming continuous 18 Month (520 EFPD)
Equilibrium Cycles.
*Jim

y~)

> From:
> Sent:
>. To:
> -Cc:

..
Cambria,. Michael [SMTP: Michael. Cambria@parsons. com]
Friday, January 24, 2003 2:52 PM
'Winters, James W.'
Tom Mundy (E-mail); Robert L. Nitschke (E-mail); Wayne

Schofield
> (E-mail)

> Subject:

RE: Data request for early site permit applications

> Jim:
Just a note to ihquire on how you are making out with'. generating the
requested info. If you could let me know if and when we might expect iti
it
would be helpful.
> Thank you
> Mike
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>

----- Original
Message ----From: Winters, James W. [mailto:winterjw@westinghouse.com)
Sent: Friday, January 17, 2003 12:48 PM
To: 'Winters, James W.'; 'Cambria, Michael'
Cc: 'Cummins, Ed'; 'Demetri, *Iathryn J.';
'Grant, Eddie R.'; '.George
Zinke (E-mail)'; 'Marvin Smith (E-mail)'; 'Meneely, Timothy K.'; 'Steve
Routh (E-mail)"; 'Spencer Semmes. (E-mail)'; 'Mundy, Thomas P.'; 'Vijuk,
Ronald P.'; 'Wayne Schofield :(E-mail)'; 'RLN(a)inel.gov'; Ioannidi,' John
Subject: RE: Data request for early site permit applications

*•

>>'athy'

.

>.

" Please take the lead on this and then send me the information.
> it
to Michael and include it in our siting guide.

I will get.

> Jim
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>

. Cambria, Michael[SMTP:Michael.Cambria@parsons.com]
> From:
Thursday, January 16, 2003 1i:11 PM
> Sent:
'Winters, James W.'
> To:
'Grant, Eddie R;';
'Cummins, Ed'; 'Demetri, Kathrýn J.'I
> Cc:.
'George
'Steve
> Zinke (E-mail)'; 'Marvin Smith (E-mail)'; 'Mene'ely, Timothy K';.
> Routh (E-mail)';*'Spencer Semmes (E-mail)'; 'Mundy, Thomas P.'; 'Vijuk,
> Ronald P.';.'Wayne Schofield (E-mail)'; 'RLN(a)inel.gov'; toannidi, John
RE: bata request for early site permit applications
> Subject.:.

> >.

> > Jim:
•> > After reviewing dour input the following is
> > and/or questions:

some outstanding data needs

> > 1) Need your curie estimate for the D&D; and
> > 2)" Please clarify the burnup 0?

is

>
>
>
•
>

-Presently it
burnup
> is
> 60,000 MWd/MTU while.the expected is 21,000.
>.burnup over the 40 year
"
> operational period?

stated the design

What is

the .average.fuel
"

Qj)

> > If you have-any questions on the above please contact Bob Nitschke of
> > INEEL.
> > at .(208) 526-1463 or..by email at rln@inel.gov.

> > Thanks.
> > Mike
> >.

> > ------ Original Message-----

> > From: Winters, James W.
•>>.Sent: Thursday,' December 19, 2002 3:58 PM
.
> > To: Winters, James W.; 'RLN(a)inel.gov'
> > Cc: Cummins, Ed; Demetri, Kathryn J.; 'Grant, Eddie R.'; George Zinke
> > (E-mail); Marvin Smith (E-mail); Meneely, Timothy K.; Steve Routh
> > (E-mail); Spencer Semmes (E-mail); 'Mundy, Thomas.P.'; Vijuk, Ronald P.;
> > Winters, James W.; Wayne Schofield (E-mail); Meneely, Timothy K.;
> > Cambria, Michael
> > Subject: RE: Data request for early site permit applications
>

.

> Here are our revised responses to the ESP-8 questions.

We have included

> > the
> > page 3 items' as Items 10 through 13 in the fuel information section.
> This
> > information will also be added to Revision 3 of our siting guide.' The
> > information requested for spent fuel shipments is not available right
>"now "

.

"
>
>
>
>
>

: since the cognizant engineer is on holiday. We will send it as soon as
he
The proper radwaste value is 1830 curies per year
> is back (1/2).
This will also be corrected in Revision 3 of
> corresponding to the DCD.
> the
> Siting Guide.

> >

>
>
>
>
>

<<Responses to ESP. 8 R2.doc>>

> Item 13 references an APIOO0 calculation note for the ORIGEN'data
related
> to
Attached below-are the relevant
> fuel inventories and radioactivity.
> tables
> associated-with that calculation.

> >

<<API000 SF Curie.pdf.>

>> Jim

*

y

>
>
>
>
>
>
>
>:
>

'>
>
>

> '> -- ---- RLN@inel.gov[SMTP:RLN@inel.gov]
> > From:
Monday, December. .16, 20.02 1:17 PM
> > Sent:
Winters, James W.
> > To:
Cummins, Ed; Demetri, Kathryn J.; 'Grant, Eddie*R.'; George
> > Cc:
> Zinke > > (E-mail); Marvin Smith (E-mail); Meneely, Timothy K.; 'Michael.
Cambria';.
> > Steve Routh (E-mail); Spencer Semmes (E-mail); 'Mundy, Thomas P.';"
> Vijuk, ....
> > Ronald P.; Winters, James W.; Wayne Schofield (E-mail)
RE: Data request .for early site permit *applications
> > Subject:

> >

>.<<File,

Responses to ESP 8 Rl.doc>5

> > > Hi Jim,
>
>
>
>

I am not sure why you did not receive a
> > Thanks for your response.
page
> 3.
> > It should.have looked something like'this:

> > >'Information on Spent Fuel Production/Transport
> > 1. Spent Fuel Shipments
* Provide an estimate of the quantity (MTU) of irradiated fuel
> >
that
> > can
> > > be transported in one legal weight truck cask [25'ton cask] or typical
• :
> > > rail
>• >
cask [100 ton cask], assuming 5 year cooling after.discharge.
[Note: Estimate should be in MTU (based on unirradiated MTU) and.
> > >
> > > number of fuel units to allow for a determination of average number of
> > > spent fuel shipments per year of reactors operation.]
Provide the average fuelburnup in MWd/MTU
> > > 2.
Provide an estimate of the decay heat in watts per MTU after 5
> > > 3.
> years
> > > of
•••
>
>
>
>

> > >.decay from fuel discharge
> > > 4. Provide estimates of the spent fuel inventories and radioactivity,
> > in

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

> > Ci per MTU, after 5. years of decay
*
Fission product inventory
> >
> >
. Actinide inventory
> >
*• Total radioactivity
> >
* Krypton-85 inventory
> >" [Note: If available, please provide a complete .set of ORIGEN run'
results
> > > (or other applicable code for the applicable rea'ctor type) detailing,
> the
> > > spent fuel inventories at 5 years decay to -answer questions" 3 and 4.])
> > >
need information on the number and types of
> > > As such, welwill still
> spent.
> > > fuel shipment, average burnup, decay heat,. etc.
In the
>. > > Also if I may,. one question on your latest submittal.
> attachment
>'> > "Responses to ESP 8 RI", it states 1830 curies per year of solid
> waste.
> > > The AP1000 Siting Guide document on pages 33 and 36 show 1100 curies
> per
> > > year.

> > > Thank you..
> > >

> > > Bob
> > >

phone 208.526-1463

> > >
.> > >

> > >_
> > >

."Winters, James

To:
W."
> > >
> James
> > > W."
<wi nterjw@westing
>" > >
> > > <winterjw@westinghouse.corn>, "'Michael Cambria"'
house.com>
> > >
> > > <Michael.Cambria@parsons.com>
.cc,
•> >
> Thomas

•>

"Winters,

"'Mundy,

> p.,

12/13/2002 09:35
-"Cummins, Ed"
> > >
AM
> > > <cumminwe@westinghouse.com>, "Vijuk, Ronald P."
> > >

> > > <thomas.mundy@exeloncorp.com>;

> > > <vijukrp@westinghouse.com>,

"'Grant,

> > > <eddie.grant@exeloncorp.com>,
> >

>

> <Marvin Smith@dom.com>,
> > > "Robert L. Nitschke

•> >
> "Spencer

- "
>> > Semmes (E-mail)".

Eddie R."'

"Marvin Smith (E-mail)"

(E-mail)"
<rln@inel.gov>,
..

i

> >.<Spencer Semmes@dom.com>,
> > > "Steve Routh (E-mail)"
> > >

<sdrouth@bechtel.comr>,

> > > "Wayne Schofield (E-mail)"

>> >

<Wschofie@ch2m. com>,

> >" > "George Zinke

(E-mail)"I

<GZINKE@entergy.com>;

> > >
> > > "Vijuk, Ronald P."1
> > > <vijukrp@westinghouse.com>,. "Demetri, Kathryn J."
> > <demetrkj@westinghouse.com>,

"Meneely,

> > > <meneeltk@westinghouse.com>
> > >
.Fax
> >
>.>
>'>
> >

K

Timothy K."
to:
Subject:

>
request'
> for early site permit
>

RE: Data

applications

help from y friends, here are ..the 'answers to your
> With a little
>> >For
> > > questions.
>>
These also cver the email you sent me later in the d.y on the 9th.
S>> the
hnevrreceived the page 3 Bobtalks aboutw, so I hope you
> > *> record, we
>'can
*>
> > apply this inforimatiion to your page 3..
> > > Fuelreload data:
Cycle Length
> > > T
> > >
*>
> >
> > >

520 EFPD U 3400
d
MWT
95% including refueling outage
Reload fuel requirement - 68 Fuel Assemblies
Enrichment
w/o U.235*

18 month-

Capacity Factor

~-Average

-

-4.51

> > > Spent fuel data:
nAt 5 yearsrdecay,
> > > >
>
.> content:

8.506E4-04 curies"

>
>Actinides
>>

> > > ap

the average -spent fuel assembly cuhie

t

Fission Products

4.450E+05 curies

5.301E+05
Total
> curie
> > > LLW from. Decommissioning:
nfomati
APyleg specific estimate hashbeen made.
> > > *No
>>from
> > > >>cdocment
Sizewell indicates 6200 cubic meters of LLW from decommissioning. The
> > > AP>OAO value sh5ouldbe significantly less (maybe half) considering the
> > > design differences.
> > >>>

> > >

haVe also incorporated this information into our responseito ESP 8

<<Responses to ESP 8 Rl.doc>>

> > >

> > > This information is also being added to our Siting parameters
> document.
> > > Thanks for your interest.

> > >

> > > Jim
> > > 413-374-5290

> > > > ----> > > > From:
> > > > Sent:

Michael CambriaISMTP:Michael.Cambria@parsons.com]
Monday, December 09, 2002 12:14 PM

> > > > To:
> > >
Cc:

'Winteis, James W.'
'Mundy, Thomas P.'.;

> > 'p.,

..

'

'Cummins,

Ed'; 'Vijuk,

Ronald

> > *'Grant, Eddie

>
>
>
>
>

> > > R.'; Marvin Smith (E-mail); Robert L. Nitschke (E-mail); Spencer
> Semmes

> > > (E-mail); Steve Routh (E-mail); Wayne Schofield (E-mail); *George
Zinke........"

> > > > (E-mail-)

"> > > > Subject:

RE: Data request for early site permit applications

> > > > Tim:

4.

> > > .> I want to thank you for your input to our ESP 8 Questionnaire.
> After
>.> > > reviewing the information provided by you there is some additional
> > data

•
.>>
> > that is needed by us to complete our assessment. The main data items
~
".
>
> > that> > > > are missing from your response are the average enrichment for the
> > reload
> > > > fuel along with the expected average capacity factor and information

>> on

> >.>
>
>
>
>

the curis contained in

the ,spent fuel at 5 years after discharge.

>" The
> > > first two items are needed to calculate the fuel requirements on an
> > > average annual basis and the information on curies contained is
needed.

> > >to

> > > > look at transport impacts.
> > > > If you could supplement your response with this information it would.
> > be
> > > > greatly appreciated.
Thank- you for your cooperation.
> > > > Regards,
> > > >

>>">••Mike
>
>
>
>

>
>
>
>
> >
> >
>.>
> >

>
>
>
>
>

>
> ----- Original Message ----> From: Winters, James W.

> Sent: Tuesday, December 03, 2002 4:52 PM
> To: Winters, Jamds W.; 'Grant, Eddie R.'
> > Cc: Mundy, Thomas P.; Cummins, Ed; Winters, James W.; Vijuk, Ronald
P.;
> > Cambria,

Michael

> > > > Subject: RE: Data request for early site permit applications
> > > >•j

.

> > > Here is
>-

~

our response table;

Formal letter will be FEDEXed today.

> > > <<Responses to ESP 8.doc>>
> >>
>*> >Jim

> >>
> > > > From:
> > > > Sent:
> > > > To:
> > > > Cc:
> > > > Subject:
applications

Grant, Eddie R. SMTP:eddie.grant@exeloncorp.com]
Monday, November 11, .2002 2:37 PM
James W. Winters .(E-mail)
-Michael Cambria (E-mail); Mundy, Thomas P.
Data request for early site permit
-.

> > > > <<File: ESP-08, inf6:request, APlK.pdf>>
> > > > As youiare aware, Exelon Corporation, Dominion Resources Services,
> and
> > > > Entergy Nuclear Potomac are currently developing Early Site Permit
> > (ESP)
> > > > applications to facilitate the future deployment of advance
reactor
> > > design
> >.> > concepts. The attached letter requests some-additional information
> >. >. > necessary
> > > >:to complete the environmental assessment for this effort.
> > > >

>

<<ESP-08,

info request, APIK.pdf>>

> > > > To meet the our. schedule for submitting ESP Applications,
> be
> >'> > beneficial if you could first
provide existing.data thatis
readily
> > > >-retrievable and then follow-up with additional data *as it
> > > > available.
> > > > Your response is' requested. by November 27, 2002.

it

would

becomes

> > > Thank you in advance for your cooperation ih this matter.

> > > >

> > > > Please direct your responses to the attention of Michael J.'
-Cambria
> > at:
> >
> >
> >
> >
> >

> > Parsons Energy and Chemicals
> > 2675 Morgantown Road
> > Reading, PA 19607
> > Email: michael.cambria@parsons.com
<mailto:michael.cambria@parsons.com>

> > > > (610)
>
>
>
>
>
>

855-2049

> .> > Should you have any questions or require additional clarification
> > > regarding
> > > the information requested by the attached questionnaire, .please
> contact
> > .> Robert L. Nitschke of INEEL at (208) 526-1463 or by email at
> > rln@inel.gov
> > > <mailto:rln@inel.gov>
> >.> >>
> > >>
• > > > Eddie R Grant

*

I.

> > > > > Exelon ESP Project
> > > > > 610-765-5001 Office
> > > > >610-'765-5545 Fax
°> > > > > 850-598-9801 Cell

> > > > >

K

This e-mail and any-of its attachments may contain Exelon

> > corporation
*

> > >

> >

proprietarý information, which is privileged, confidential, or

> > subject
> > :ý>,.> to copyright belonging to th~e Exelon Corporation family of
> > Companies.
> > > > > This e-mail is intended solely for the use of theaindividual or

> > entity
>

> > > >

to which it is addressed,.

If you are not the intended recipient

> •of
>

> > 'this.

>: > >.> e-mail,o.you are hereby notifid that any dissemination,

distribution,.
* > > > >.copying, or action taken in relation to the contents of and
* > > attachments
>>

> > > > > to this e-mail is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful. -If y

> > >have
> received this e-mail in error, please
S>
> immediately
> > > and

otify the sender

ou

C

permanently delete the original aid anycopy of. this e-mail and
>'
> >any
>
> > > > > printout. Thank YOU.**
> > >
.**
> > > > >

..

> > > (See attached file; Responses to ESP 8 Rl.coc)
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To:
cc:

."*

~~~AM
"•.. W." <wInterjw@westInghouse.com> on 01/02/2003 08:00:20
Winiters, James

"'RLN@inel.goV' <RLN@ineLgov>
"spencer..semmes@dom.com" <spencersemmes@dom.com>, "edward.b.toIl@Oarsons.con"
-<edward.b.tolI@parsons.com>, "michaelicambria@parsons.'om" <michaeLcambria@parsons.com>,
"'eddie.grant@exeloncorp~com" <eddie.grant@exeloncorp.com>, TCumritns, Ed"
<cumjminwe@westInghousb.com>, "WNnters, James W.* <wInterjw@westinghouse.com>

Subject: Spent Fuel Shipping

•

This completes our responses to the ESP-8 questions. Currently operating
plants ship spent Westinghouse fuel. after 10'years after removal from the
reactor.

This i*s usually 5 years in

pool and.5 -years dry storige4

There

can be 21-28 fuel assemblies n a shipping cask and one cask per rail car.
•None are shipped by truck.
Jim

'Winters, James W."

I-

<winterjw@westtnghou
se.com>

12/19/2002 01:57 PM

To: "Winters; James W." -ýwlnterjw@westinghouse.com>, mRLN@lnel.gov"'
<RLN@inel.gov>
cc: "Cummins, Ed" <cumminwe@westinghouse.com>, "Demetri, Kathryn
VJ."
<demetrkj@westinghouse.com>, "'Grant, Eddie R.'!
<eddie.grant@exeloncorp.com>, "George Zinke (E-mail)"
<GZINKE@entergy.com>, .Marvin Smith (E-mail)"
<Marvin._Smith@dom.com>, "Meneely,.Tirmothy K"
<meneeltk@westinghouse.com>, "'Michael Cambrla"'
<Mlchael.Cambdla@parsons.com.,-"Steve Routh (E-mail)"
S.
<sdrouth@bechtel.com>, "Spencer Semmes (E1-mail)"
<Speficer._Semmes@dom.com>, '"Mundy, Thomas P."
<thomas.mundy@exelancorp.com', "Vijuk, Ronald P."
<vljukrp@westinghouse.com:>, •Wrinters, James W."

K)

<winterjW@westinghouse.corri>, "Wayne Schofield (E-mail)"
<Wschofie@ch2m.com:>, "Meneely, Timothy K."

.rl

<meneeltk@westiughouse.com>
r aX TO;

Subject: RE: Data request for early site permit applications
Here are our revised responses to the ESP-8 questions.
We have included the
page 3 items as Items 10 through 13 in the fuel information section. This
information will also be added to Revision 3 of our siting gaide.
The
info,-mation requested for spent fuel shipments is not available right now
since the cognizant engineer is on holiday. We will-send it as soon as he
is back (1/2).
The proper radwaste, value is 1830 curies per year
corresponding to the DCD.
This will also be corrected in Revision 3 of the
Siting Guide.
<<Responses to ESP 8 R2.doc>>

ý Item 13 references an AP1000 calculation note for the ORIGEN data related to
fuel.inventories and radioactivity. Attached below are the relevant tables
associated with that calculation.

C

<<API000 SF Curie.pdf>>
Jim
From:
RLN@inel.gov(SMTP:RLN@inel.gov)
> Sent:
Monday, December 16, 2002 1:17 PM
> To:
Winters, James W.
> Cc:
Cummins.*.Ed, Demetri, Kathryn J.; 'Grant, Eddie R.'; George
Zinke
> (E-mail); Marvin Smith (E-mail); Meneely, Timothy K.; 'Michael Cambria';
> Steve Routh (E-mail); Spencer Semmes (E-mail); 'Mundy, Thomas P.'; Vijuk,
> Ronald P.; Winters, James W.; Wayne Schofield (E-mail)
> Subject:
RE: Data request for early site permit applications
> <<File:

Responses to ESP 8 RI.doc>>

> Hi Jim,
> Thanks for your response.
I am not sure why you did. not receive a page 3.
> It should have looked something like this:
> Information on Spent Fuel Production/Transport

'I

> 1.
>
> can

Spent Fuel Shipments
* Provide an estimate of the quantity (MTU).of irradiated fuel that

AFT)

"%

%

> be transported in one legal weight truck cask (25 ton cask] or-typical

> rail

> cask (100 ton cask],. assuming 5 year cooling after discharge.

[Note: Estimate should be in MTU (based on unirradiated MTU) and'
•
>
> number of fuel units to allow for a determination of average number of
> spent fuel shipments per year of reactor operation.]
> 2.
Provide the average fuel burnup in MWd/MTU
Provide an estimate of the decay heat in watts per MTU after 5 years
> 3.
> of
>.decay from fuel discharge
Provide estimates of.the spent fuel, inventories and radioactivity, in
> 4.
> Ci per MTU, after-5 years of decay
Fission product inventory
*
>
Actinide inventory
>.
Total radioactivity.
*

** Krypton-85 inventory.
>
:> [Note: If available, please provide a complete set of ORIGEN run results
> (or other applicable code for the applicable reactor-type) detailing the
> spent. fuel inventories at 5.years deeaý to answer questions 3 and 4.]

need information on the number and types of spent
> As such,. we will still
> fuel shipment, average burnup, decay heat, etc.
>. . . ..........................................

.. .. ...........................
.
...

..

.

.

.......................
.
.

> Also if I may, one question on your latest submittal. In the attachment.
> "Responses to ESP 8 R1", it states 1830 curies per year of solid waste.
> The API000 Siting Guide document on pages' 33 -and 36 show 1100 curies per
> year..
..
'.
> Thank you.

> Bob
.>.phone. 208. 526-1463

"Winters,
.
>

JamesTo:"

"Winters,

c c :

" 'Mundy,

James

if

<winterjw@westing
"'Michael Cambria"'
house. com>
>
> <Michael. Cambria@parsons.com>
> <winterjw@westinghouse.com>j
>
> p

.

,

.

.

,.
.

...
. .

.

.

..

.

.Thomas

,"

-12/13/2002 09:35
<thomas.mundy@exeloncorp.com>, "Cummins, Ed"
AM
<cumminwe@ westinghous e. com>,' "Vijuk, Ronald P."
<vijukrp@westinghouse.com>,

K)

> <eddie.grant@exeloncorp.com>,
>
> "Robert-:L.
>I

Nitschke

Eddie R.'"

"'Grant,

(E-mail)"'

"

-'

"Marvin Smith (E-mail)"
<Marvin Smnith@dom.com>j.

*<rln@inel.gov>;- "Spencer-.

Z

S>>

<Sl pencerSemmes@dom.cot>,

Semmes' (E-mail)"

> "Steve Routh (E-mail)"
>
".<so

drouth@bechtel .com>,

> "Wayne Schofield -(E-mail)"

*

>
> "George "Zinke (E-mail)"
>
.•<G•
>"Vijuk, Ronald P."
•

<vijukrp@westinghouse.com>,
> <demetrkj@westinghouse.com>,
..

<W: schofie@ ch2m. corn>,
ZINKE@entergy. coin>,
"Demetri,

Kathryn J."

"Meneely,

Timothy K."

> <meuieltk@westinghouse. com>
>

Fax to:

•. >
> for early site permit
>ap

Sub"ject.:
.

..

ub.

RE: Data request

plications

With a little
help from my friends, here are the answers to your
questions.
These also cover the efdail you sent me later in-the day oh-the 9th.
For
the
>1record, we never received the page 3 Bob talks about, so I hope you can
apply this information to your page 3.
Fuel reload data:

Cycle Length

*

-

18 months

-

520 EFPD

3.3400 MWT

"Capacity Factor - 95% includinig refueling outage
Reload fuel requirement

*

-

68 Fuel Assemblies

Average Enrichment - 4.51 w/o U235
Spent fuel data:
>
'.At 5 years decay, the average spent fuel assembly curie
content:
>
Actinides
8.506E+04 curies
>
Fission Products
4.450E+05 curies
>
Total
5.301E+05 curies
LLW from Decoiamissioning:
*
No API000 specific estimate has been made.
Information from
Sizewell indicates 6200 cubic meters of LLW from decommissioning.
The
API000 value should be significantly less (maybe half) considering the
design differences.
I have also incorporated this information into our response to ESP 8
document.
<<Responses to.ESP 8 Rl.doc>.
This information is also being added to our' Siting parameters document.
Thanks -for your interest.

*0

> Jim
> 413-374-5290
> >

>
>
>
>
>
>
>

--

-

--

Michael Cambria[SMTP:Michael.Cambria@parsons.com]
> From:
Monday,.December 09, 2002 12:14 PM
> Sent:
'Winters,-James WV'
> To:
'Mundy, Thomas P.'; 'Cummins, Ed'; 'Vijuk, Ronald P.';
> Cc:
'Grant, Eddie
> R.'; Marvin. Smith..(E-mail); Robert L. .Nitschke (E-mail)'; Spencer Semmes
> (E-mail); Steve Routh (E-mail);' Wayne Schofield (E-mail); George Zinke

> > (E-mail)

RE: Data'request.for early site permit applications

> > Subject:
7>*
>.>Jim:

.

After
> reviewing the. information provided'by you there is some additional data'
> that is needed by us to*complete our assessment. The main'data items
that
> are missing from your response are the average enrichment for the reload
> fuel along with the expected average capacity factor and information on
The
> the curies contained in the spent fuel at 5 years after discharge.
> first
two items are needed to calculate, the fuel requirements on an
> average annual basis and the information on curies contained is needed
to
> look at transport impacts.

> > I want to-thank you for your'input to our ESP 8 Questionnaire.

>
>
>
>
>
>
•>
>
>
>

> > If you could supplement your response with this information it
> greatly appreciated.
Thank you for your cooperation.
Regards,
">Y

would be

> > Mike
>

>

-----

Original Message---..
James W.

> > From: Winters,

> > Sent: Tuesday., December 03, 2002 4:52 PM
> > To: Winters, James W.; 'Grant, Eddie R.'
> > Cc: Mundy, Thomas P.; Cummins, Ed; Winters, James W.; Vijuk, Ronald P.;
> > Cambria,

Michael

> > Subject: RE: Data request for early site permit applications
> Here is
>
>
>

6-~

our response table.

Formal letter will be FEDEXed today,.

«<Responses to ESP 8.doc>>

> Jim*

>
>

>>
>>

>
>
>
>
>

>>
>>
> .>
>>
>>

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Grant, Eddie R.[SMTP:eddie.grant@exeloncorp.comn)
Monday,.November 11, 2002 2:37 PM
James W.. Winters (E-mail)
Michael Cambria (E-mail); Mundy, Thomas P.
Data request for early site permit applications

<<File: ESP-08, info request, APIK.pdf>>
As you are aware, Exelon Corporation, Dominion Resources Services,
Entergy Nuclear Potomac are currently developing Early Site Permit

and

-

t

> (ESP)

>
>
>
>
>

>.

>

-

applications to facilitate the future depaoyment of advance reactor

>design

> > concepts. The attached letter requests.some additional information
> > necessary
> > to complete the environmental assessment for this effort.
<<ESP-08., info request, APiK.pdf>>

>°> >
>

>
>
>
>

>.>
> >
>.>
> >
> >

To'meet the our schedule for submitting ESP Applications, it would be
beneficial if you c6uld first provide existing data that is readily
retrievable and then follow-up with additional data as it becomes
.available.
.Your response is requested by November .27," 2002.•

> > > Thank you. in advance for your cooperation- in this matter.
> > > Please direct your responses to the attention of Michael J.
> at:
.. :.,.
..

Cambria

S> .> >.

> > > Parsons Energy and.Chemicals
• > > > 2675 Morgantown Road
> > > Reading, PA 19607
> > > Email: michael.cambria@parsons.com
> <mailto :miichael .cambria@parsons.com>
> > > (610) 855-204.9
> > > Should you have any questions or require additional clarification

> .> > r.egarding
> > > the information requested by the attached questionnaire,' please
> contact
>. > > Robert L. Nitschke of INEEL at (208) 526-1463 or by email at
> > rln@inel.gov
> > > <mailto:rln@inel.gov>
>>

>

.>.>•>
> > >
> > >
> > >
> > *>

Eddie R Grant
Exelon ESP Project
610-765-5001 Office
610-765-5545 Fax
850-598-9801 Cell

>>

> > > This e-mail and any of its attachments may contain Exelon Corporation
> > > proprietary information, which 'is privileged, confidential, or subject
> > > to copyright belonging to the Exelon Corporation family of Companies.
> > > This e-mail is intended solely for the use of the individual or entity
If you are not the intended recipient of
> > > to which it is-addressed.
> this
> > > e-mail, you are hereby notified that any dissemination, distribution,
> > > copying, or action taken in relation to the contents of and

> attachments
> > > to this e-mail is

>

> have

strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.

If you

.

> > > received this e-mail in error, please, notify the sender immediately.
S>.and
> > > permanently delete the original and any copy of this e-mail and any
> > > printout.. Thank You.
>>>
> *******************************************************************~*****

> (See attached file: Responses to ESP B Rl.doc)

oD

Responses to ESP .8 R2API 000 SF .Cure.
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•

K)

Responses to ESP 8: Reactor Vendor Questionnaire
Revision 2
Information on Annual Fuel Requirements
"

1. Standard Technical Configuration

3400 MWt
1117- 1150
1

Reactor Power
Plant Power
Number of Plants per Unit

RV,

2. Expected Fuel Loading
-Initial Core Fuel Loading

84.5 MTU

Annual Average Fuel Loading

24.4 MTU.

3. Average'Fuel Enrichment (initial load)
2.35 weight % U-235*
3.40 weight % U-235
4.45 weight % 1-235

Region 1
Region 2
"Region 3

v0

4. FuelForm
See attached figure

Fuel Assembly Drawing
Total mass
Uranium mass.
Volume (FA envelope)
Ouiside Dimensions
*-Number of Assemblies (Initial)
Number of Assemblies (Reload)

1730 lb/asseml ~ly
0.53 83 MTJ/a.ssembly
13404.3 in3
8.426x8.426xl 88.8 in
157
68 on 18 mont h cycle

5. Fuel Materials
211,588 lb UJ )2
43,105 lb Zirc:aloy or ZIRLOTm
270 lb Alloy 7IS (top & bottom Grids for 157 assemblies)

Fuel
Structure and Cladding

Truck

6. Expected Typical Transport.
7. *New Fuel Transport Containers

Capacity
.Shipping

j8 .

.

I

2* assemblies per co~ntainer
6 c:ontainers per truck

Fuel reload data:
Cycle Length

C

18 months - 520 EFPD @ 3400 MWT
I of 5_4

1of5412/19
0244L4ý

1

Capacity Factor
Reload fuel requirement
Average Enrichment

95% including refueling outage
68 Fuel Assemblies
4.51 w/o U235

9. Spent fuel data:
At 5 years decay, the average spent fuel assembly curie content:
8.506E+04 curies
Acfinides •
curies
4.450E+05
Fission Products
5.301E+05 curies
Total
10. Spent FUel Shipvinj2

formation .

ouantity of spent fuel (MTU):
To be provided later•
Truck Cask
To be provided later
Rail Car Cask
-.1. Average Fuel Burnup
Expected
Design.

21000 MWD/MTU (3400 MWt x 520 efpd / 84.5 MTU)
60000 MWD/MTU

12: Estimate of Decay Heat in watts per MTU after 5 years of decay
While We use ORIGEN, we have not used Itfor decay heat calculation for APIt000. We therefore
have estimated decay heat based on ANS 1979 standards. with- 0slams marain at five years to be
1.127E-4 wattstwatt. With core power of 3400 MW and core loading of 84.5 MTU, the estimated
specific decay heat for APIO00 is 4530 watts/MTU.
13. Estimates of-spent fuel inventories and radioactivity
ORIGEN results for spent fuel Inventories an'(d radioactivity are addressed by APIO00 document APPSSAR-GS2-496. This Isbased on one burned APIOOD assembly, decayed to S years.(Note that
ORIGEN was run assumIng a core loadinq of 83.6 MTU.) The 5 year decay data Is in the last column
(as label indicates). Also note that the inventory units are total Curies (based on 532337.6 grams for
an assembly).

,2 of 5_4

2of~.4 12I19IO244t44LQ~.

I

Information on Expected Low Level Waste Production

1. LLW Production
Volume
Activity

1964 cubic feet per'year (average, as shipped)
1830 curies per year (average, as shipped).

2. LLW from Decommissioning
1N.o'P1000 specific estimate has been made. Information from Sizewellindicates 6200 cubic meters
of LLW from decommissioning. The APIO00 value should be significantly less (maybe half)
considering the design differences.

3,

3 of 54
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File: D:\API000 SF Curie.out

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM

WESTINGHOUSE CONFIGURATION CONTROL.
Internal Reference CN-REA-01-62 RO
Code:
Version:
Configuration:
Execution:
Control Number:

ORIGEN2
2.1.1
February 3,. 1995
November 30, 2001
5342983194974

16:51:38.57

A record of configured versions exists in the
Westinghouse Engineering.Technology
Configuration Control Department.

OUTPUT UNIT

1
PAGE 231
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),
*. AP1000 U02 Case

POWER-

TL208'

TL2 09
PB2 06
PB207
PB208
PB209
PB210
P13211

.PB212
PB2124*
B1208
B1209
B1210M
B1210"
B1211
Bf212
B1213'
B1214
P0210

-

Decayed Average Assembly Activities

BURNUP='3.38110E+04MWD,

ACTINIDES+DAUGHTERS

FLUX= 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC

CURIES
RADIOACTIVITY,
7 NUCLIDE TABLE:
One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MT' U
180.OD
90.OD
30.OD
7.0D
100.0HR
1.OD
12.OHR

-5.0YR1.0YR
0.000E+00, 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0OOE+00
4.043E-18 4.043E-18"4.043E-18
4.043E-18 4.043E-18 4.043E-18 4'.043E-18 4.043E-18 4.043E-18 4.043E-18
3.6841-08 4.'436E-08 1.254E-07
3.409E-08
3.447E-08 .3.440E-08 3.440E1-OS 3.439E,-08 3.437E-08 3.390E-08
2;617E-03 1.154E-02
9.191E-04 9.635E-04 9.641E-04 9.279E-04 9.363E-04 i.014E-03 1.267E-03 1.660B-03
4'.469E-09 4.541E-09
4.4681-09
4.893E-09
9.592E-09
1.397E1-08
I.441E-08.1.428E-08
1.441E-08
1.439E-08
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00.0.000E+00 0.000R+00 0.000E+00 0.0003E+00 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00
0.000E+00
0.0001E+00 0".000E+00 0.00.E+00 0.000E+00 0'.0001E00 0.0003E+00.0.0003E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00'
0.000E+00
0,000E+00
0.0003E+00
0010+00 0.O0'06E+00 0.0003+00" 0.0003E+00
0.0001E+00 0.,6OE+00' 0.
.2.069E-07 2.102E-07
6.6761E-07 6.234E-07 6.202E-07 6.611E'07:6.466E-07 4.441E-07 2;265E-.07 2.069E-07
3.693E-09
3.794E-09 3.BOOE-09 3.805E-09 3.838E-09. 3.864E-09 4.005E-09 4.095E-09 4.082E-09.4.022E-09 1.258E-07
4.449E-08
3.695E-08
3.457E-08 3.449E-08 3.449E-08 3.448E-08 3.446E-08 3.400E-08 3.4183E-08
2.5583E-03 2.558E-03 2.560E-03 2.581E-03 .2.603E-03 2.823E-03 3.5251E-03 4.620E-03 7.283E-03.3.212E-02
9.'932E-11 9.947E-11 9.956E-11 1.002E-10 1.008E3-10 i.060E-10.1.229E-l0 1.512E-10 2.316E-10 2.893E-09
5.360E-18
5.361E-18 5.361Eý-18 5.361E-18 5.361E3I.8 5.361E-18 5.3613E-18. 5.361E-'18 5.361E-18 5.361E-18
2xBurned.

HE 4
TL20G
TL107

6

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:51:51

2.16543E+01 MW,

0

=

0.000E+00

'4.059E-l8
3.750E-09
3.457E-08
2.558E-03
6.662E-07
9.932E-11

0.00013E+00

0.0003+00

0.0003E+00 000OOE+00 0.000E+00

0'.O00E+00

4-059E-18
3.967E-09
3-.400E-08
2.823E-03
4.441E-07
1.060E-10

4.059E-18
4.099E-09
3.41:8E-08
3.525E-03
2.265E-07
1.229E-10

"4.059E-18.4.059E-18' 4.059E-18 4.059E1-18'
3.753E-09 3'.757E-09 3.7801E-09 3.804E-09
3.449E-08 3.449E1-08 3.448E-08 3.4461-08
2.682E1-032.683E-03 2.583E1-03 2.606E-03
6'.671E1-07 6.674E-07 6.611E-07,6.466E-07
9.947E-11 '9.956E-11 1.0023-1o iO.O8E-10

0.O00+00 O.OO00E+00

0.000E+00

4-.059E-18 .4.059E-18 4.0591-18
4.084E109 4.024E-09.3.695E-09

3.695E-08:4.449E-08
4.6201-03 7.283E-03
2.0692-07 2.069E-07
1.512E-10.2.316E-10
2.262E-09 2.266E-09 2.270E-09 2.293E-09 2.314E-09 2.486E-09 2.880E-09 3.299E-09 3.717E-09

1.258E-07
3.212E-02
2.102E-07
2.893E-09
3.697E-09
Page: 1

File:

D:\AP1000 SF Curie.out

PO211M
P0211
P0212
P0213
P0214
P0215
P0216
P0218
AT217
RN218
RN219
RN220
RN222
FR221
FR223
RA222
RA223
RA224
RA225
RA2Z6
RA228
AC225
AC227
AC228
TH226
TH227
TH228
TH229
TH230

12/18/02,

7.287E-16 0.OOOE+00
9.683E-11 9.658E-11
1.639E-03 1.718E-03
6.S18E-07 6.527E-07'
1.366E-07 1.344E-07
3.449E-08 3.449E-08
2.558E-03 2.561E-03
9.934E-11 9.949E-11
6.662E-07 6.671E-07
1.365E-07 1.343E-07
3.449E-08 3.449E-08
2.558E-01 2.561E-03
9.934E-l1 9.944E-11
6.662E-07 6.671E-07
4.465E-10 4.467E-10
1.365E-07 1.343E-07
3.449E-08 3.449E-08
2.558E-03 2.561E-03
6.917E-01- 6.805E-07
1.004E-10 1.005E-10
*4.438E-12 4.441E-12
6.662E-07 6.669E-07
3.235E-08 3.237E-08
6.169E-07 1.588E-07
1.365E-07 1.343E-07
3.402E-08 3.402E-08
2.587E-03 2.5929-03
2.064E-07 2.064E-07
1.878E-07 1;881E-07

12:03:43AM

0. 000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0008+00 0.000E+00
9.65 8E-11 9.655E-11 9.6508-11 9.519E811 9.571E-ii
1.719E-03 1.655E-03 1.670E-03 1.808E-03 2.258E-03
6.529E807 6.468R-07 6.326E-07 4.345E-07 2.217E-07
1.322E-07 1 .1908-07 1.082E-07 5.036E-08 6.927.-09
3,449E-08 3.4488-08 3.446E-08 3.400E-08 3.418E-08
2.564E-03 2.5868-03 2.609E-03 2.823E-03 3.525E-03
9.958E-11 1.002E-10 1.008E-10 I.060E-10 1.230E-10
6.673E-07 6.611R-07 6.466E-07 .4.441E-07 .2.265E-07

0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
1.034E-10 1.246E-10 3'.522E-10
2.9608-03 4.666E-03 2.058E-02
2.024E-07 2.024E-07 2.0578-07
4.902E-10 2.322E-10 2.892E-09.
3.695E-Q8 4.449E-08 1.258E-07
4.620E-03 7.283E-03 3.212E-02
1.512E-10 2.316E-10 2.893E-09

1.189E-07 1.081E-07 5.025E-08 6.804E-09
3.448E-08 3.446E-08 3.4008-08 3.418E-08
2.5868E03 2.609E-03 2.823E-03 3.525E-03
1.002E-10 1.008E-10 1.0608-10 1.230E-10
:6.611E-07 6.466E-07 4.441E-07 2.265E-07
4.483E-10 4.495E-10 4i598E-10 4.873E-1I
*1.189E-07 1.081E-07 5.025E-08 6.804E-09
3.448E-08- 3.446E-08 3.400E-08 3.418E-08
2.586E-03 2.608E-03. 2.823E-03 3.525E-03
6.057E-07 5.561E-07 3.255E-07 2.136E-07
1.013E-10 1.020E-10 i.074E-10 1.230E-10
4.468E812 4.488E-12 4.656E-12 5.109E-12
6.609E-07 6.464E-07 4.440E-07 2.265E-07
3.2488-08 3.257E-08 3.332E-08 3.531-08
1.205E-11 4.494E812 4.656E-12 5.109E-12
1.189E-07 1.081E-07 5.025E-08 6.804E-09
3.396E-08 3.386E-06 3.319E-08 3..406E-08
2.597E-03 2.626h-03 2.652E-03 2.874E-03 3.511E-03
2.064E-07 2.064E-07 2.064E-07.2.064E-07 2.065E-07
1.883E-07 1.899E-07 1.913E-07 2.030E-07 2.364E-07

3.390E-10 7.0678-13 O.000E+00
3.695E-08 4.449E-08 1.258E-07
4.620E-03 7.283E-03 3.212E-02

1.321E-07
3.4459-08
2.5649-03
9.953S-11
6.673E-07
4.469E-10
1321E-07
3.449E-08
2.564E-03
6.695E-07
1.006E-10
4.445E-12
6.671E-07
3.238E-08
4.090E-08
1.321E-07
3.402E-08

2.069E-07 2.069E-07 2..102E-07-

1.512E-10 2.316E-10 2.893E-09
2.069E-07 2.069E-07 2.102E-07
5.306E-10
3.390E-10
3.695E-08
4.620E-03
2.066E-07
1.512H-10

6.276E-10
7.067E-13
4.449E-08
7.283E-O3.
2.068E-07
2.316E-10

1.735E-09
0.000E+00
1.258E-07

3.845E-08
5.828E-12
3.390E-10
3.698E-08
4.603E-03
2.066E-07
2.946E-07

4.547E-08
7.454E-12
7.067E-13
4.380E-08
7.263E-03
2.068E-07
4.444E-07.

1.251E-07
2.615E-11
0.0008+00
1.241E-07
3.211E-02
2.102E-07
3.049E-06

3.212E-02

5.

2.102E-07

2.893E-09
5.8.27E-12 7.453E-12 2.615E-11
2.069E-07 2.069E-07 2.102E-07

•

0.

Cj

0)

|

P

Page: 2
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File: D:\AP1000 SF Curie.out

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM

OOw PUT

1.
232

PAGE

ORIGEN2 V2.1 "8-1-91),

UNIT =

6

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:51:51

* AP1000 U02 Case - Decayed Average Assembly Activities
ACTINIDES+DAUGHTERS

+

POWER= 2.16543E+01 MW,

BURNUP= 3.38110E+04 MWD,

7 NUCLIDE TABLE:

0

On As~Fat?

U230
U2 31
U232.
U233
U234

U235
U236
U237
U238
U239

U240
U241
NP235
NP236M
NP236

NP237
NP238
?1P239
NP240M
NP240
NP241
PU236
PU237

PU238
PU239
PU240
PU041

A7l
4

w/

'Dar.

CURIES"
iDe,4t,,t,4aa-Dw6rt.d

t-.A

rwflImT
(Z

80.OD
90.OD
30.OD
7.OD
100.OHR
1.OD
1.3292-02 1.096E-02 9.281E-03 5.475E-03 5.0091-03 4.921E-03 •4.922E-03 4.9, 22E-03
2.980E-11 2.981 -11 2.983E-11 2.992E-11 3.000E-11 3.066E-11 3.238E-11 3.4i 95E-11
0.O0OE+00 0.0( 0OE+00
.0O60E+00
2.971E-02 4.631E212 7.217E-22 0.00DE+00 0.00OE+00
1.626E-01 1.626E-01 1.626E-01 1ý626E-01 1.626E-01 1.625E-01 1.624E-01 1.6224E-01
3.967E-07 3.971E-07 3;974E-07 3.986E-07 3.995E-07 4.065E-07 4.240E-07 4.5( 1E-07
1.9862-02 1.525E-02 1.1702-02 2.191E-03 4.895E-04 2.542E-09 4.164E223 0.000E+00
4:661E-01 *4.661B-01 4.662E-01 4.666E-01 4.670E-01 4.715E-01 4.770E-01 4.7834E-01
24E-01
1.729E-01 1.626E-01 1.626E-01. 1-626E-0"" 1.6262-01 1.625E-01" 1.624E-01 1.62
2.1112E-04
1.047E-02 3.177E-03 1.068E-03 2.118E-04 2.115E-04 2.112E-04 2.111E-04
1.965E-07 1.9958-16 2.025E-25 0.OOO+00 0.000E200 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.0C 0E+00
1.364E-07 1.342E-07 1.319E-07 1.187E-07 "1.080E-07 5.0202-08 .6.797E-09 3.3817E-10
1.450E-11 5.17 1E-18
4.1-13E-05 3.787E-05 3.487E-05 2.068E-05 1.296E-05 2.911)-07
1.486E-02 1.7( 8E-02
1.288E-02
1.210E-02
1.2002-02
1.18.6E-02 1.188t-02 1.189E-02
2.939E-06 2.942E-06 2.945E-06 2.963E-06 2.978E-06 3.108E-06 3.449E-06 3.96;42-06
1.977E-02 1.980E-02 1.982E702 1.997E-02 2.010E-02 2.119E-02 2.405E-02 2.83 G6E-02
4.92 22E-03
4.921E-03 4.921E-03 4.921E-03 4.921E-03 4.921E-03 4.921E-03 4.922E-03
2.121E-01 2.12•1E-Q1
2.1212-01 2.121E-01 2.121E-01 2.121E-01 2.121E-01 2.121E-01
1.113E+06 1.057E+06 1.0049+06 7.253E+05 5.422E+05 5.110E+04 1.098E+02 2.1310E+00
1.624E-01 1.624E-01 1.624E-01 1.624E-01 1.624E-01 1.624E-01 1.624E-01 1.62•4E-01
1.564E+07 9.642E-03 5.946E-12 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.0O0E+00 .0.000E+00 .0.OC 0E+00
2.6152+01 1.450E+01 8.038E+00 1.917E-01 6.775E-03 1.704E-06* 1.704E-06 1.7C14E-06
7..150E-05 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.00 0E+00
1.127E-02 1.126E-02 1.125E-02"1.119E-02 1.113E-02 1.070E-02 9.629E-03 8.22 6E-03
1.467E+01 1.013E+01 7.002E+00 6.736E-01 8.291E-02 3.415E-09 1.851E-28 0.00'0E+00
9.486E-06 .9.486E-06 9.486E-06 9.486E-06 9.486E-06 9.486E-06 9.486E-06 9.48 6E-06
4.690E-01 4.6942-01 4.699E-01 4.723E-01 4.739E-01 4.781E-01 4.186E-01 4.78 6E2-01
7.555E+05 6.414E+05 5.44s5E05 1.931E+05 7.635+E04 4.101E+01 6.701E-02 6.69 3E-02
1.s61-+07 1.357E+07 1.171E+07 4.613E+06 2.004E206 2.347E+03 3.343E+01 3.34 3E+01
4E-06
5.33•1+0• i.463E+01 8.109E;00 1.934E-01 6.835E-03 1.704E-06 1.704E-06 1.70
2.590B+-04 1.199E+01 5.551E-03 4.226E-24 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.00 0E+00
7.502E705 2.034E-18 6.845E-32 0.0002E00 0.O0OEý00 0.0002+00 0.000K+00 O.O0 OE+00
1.310E+00 1.312E+00 1.313E+00 1.313E+00 .1.310E+00 1.291E+00 1.240E+00 1.16 8E+400
7.525E+00 7.468E+00 7.4iE+00 7.063E+00 6.765E+00 4.769E+00 .1.916E+00 4.87'8E-01
6.050E+03.6.058E+03 6;064E+03 6.090E+03 6.100E+03 6.121E+03 6.154E+03 6.18 7E+03
.2..5082+02 2.514EJ-b2 2. 519E'+02 2.538E+02 2.545E+02 2.550E+02 2-.550E+02 2.55 0E+02
5.383t-i02 5.383E+02 5.383E+02 5.383E202 5.383E+02 5.384E+02 5.3852E02 5.38 82+02
8.848E+04 8.848E+04 8.847E+04 8. 843E+04 8.840E+04 8.813E+04 8.744E+04 8.64 IE+04
2xBurned.

TH231
TH232
TH233
TH234
PA231
PA232
PA233
PA234M
PA234
PA235

RADIOACTIVITY,

FLUX= 3..82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC

12.OHR

1.0YR

5.OYR

4.922E-03
4.0262E-11
0.'000E+00
1.624E-01
.5.034E-07

4.923E-03
8.212E-11
0.0O0E+00
1,624E-01
9.202E-07

0.0O0E+00

0.000E+00

4.786E-01 4.7932-01
1.624E-01 1.624E-01
2.111E-04 2.111E-04
0.000E+00 0.0002+00
7.058E-13 0.000E+00
2.738E-31 0.00OE+00
2.294E-02"4.694E-02

5.025E-06 1.340E-05
3.728E-02 1.071E-01
4.922E-03. 4.923E-03
2.1212-01
2.069E+00
1.624E-01
0.0O0E+00

2.122E-01
1.706E+00
1.624E-01
0.00OE+00

1.704E-06
0.000E+00
5.948E-03
O.O00E+00
9.486E-06
4.786E-01
6.678E-02

1.704E-06
0.000E+00
4.613E-04
0.000E+00
9.486E-06
4,793E-01
6.557E-02

3.343E+01 3.342E+01

1.704E-06 1.704E-06
O.000E+00 O.000E+00
0.000E+00
1.032E+00

0.000B+00
3.904E-01

:v.

2.920E-02 6.614E-12
6.215E+03 6.065E+03
2.550E+02-2.550E+02

5.392E+02 5.425E+02
8.432E+04

6.956E+04

Page:

3

File: D:\API000 SF Curie.out
PU2 42
PU243
PU244
PU245
PU246
AM239
AM240
AM241
AM242M
AM242
AM243
AM244M
AM244
AM245

1.815E+00
4.917E+05
I..706E-06
•3.805E+00
1.484E-03
1.229E-03
3.564E-01
1.002E+02
1.3425+01
6.012E+04
*3.339E+01
2.875E+05
1.5085+04
3.805E+00

12/18/02,

I.815E+00
9.178E+04
1.706E-06
1.736E+00
1.437E-03
6.108E-04.
3.026E-01
1.004E+02
1.342E+01
3.578E+04
3.342E+01
1.3268-03
6.619E+03
2.141E+00

12:03:43AM

1.815E+00
1.713E+04
1.706E-06
7.922E-01
1.392E-03
3.036E-04
2.569E-*01
1. 006E+02
1.342E+01
2.129E+04
3.343E501
6.112E-i2
2.9055+03
9.841E-01

1.815E+00
4.141E-01
1.706E-06
5.502E-03
1.137E-03
3;6295-06
9:109E-02
1.08o402
1.34•E+01
8.073E+02
3.343E+61
0.000+00
1.577E+01
6.838E-03

1.815E+00
3.342E-05
1.706E-06
6.446E-05
9.488E-04
6.913E-08
3.602E-02
1.029E+02
1.342E+01
5.522E+01
3.343E+01
0.000E+00
1.4 835-01
8.129E-05

1.815E+00
2.7732-06
1.706E-06
1.358E-20
2.183E-04
7.515E•22
1.93iE-0S
1.118E+02
1.341E+01
1.334E+01
3.343E+01
O.000E+00
5.235E-18
1.120E-06

1.815E+00
2.773E-06
1.706E-06
0. 000E+00
1.506E-08
0.000E+00
9.024E-27
1.692E+02
1.339E+01
1.332E+01
3.343E+01
o.000E+00 0.000E+00
o.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
9.841E-07 8:099E-07
1.815E+00
2.773E-06
1.706E-06.
0.000E+00
4.723E-0.6
OjOOOE+oo
5.671E-14
1.349E+02
1.340E+01
1.333E+01
3.343E+01

1.815E+00
2.773E-06
1.706E-06
0.000E+00
1.087E-12
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
2.385E+02
1.336E+01
1.329E+01
3.343E+01
0.O00E+00
0.O00E+00
5.422E-07

1.815E+00
2.773E-06
1.706E-06
0.OOoB+O00
9.7815-13
O.O00E+00
O.O00E+00.
7.273E+02
1.311E÷01
1;305E+01
3.342E+01
O.oooE+00
0. 000E+00
2.290E-08

*

A

Page: 4

C~

(1

C

C
File: D:\APl000 SF.Curie.out

C.'

12/18/02, 12:03:43AM

1

OUTPUT. UNIT =

PAGE 233
.ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:51:51

* APl000 U02 Case:-

.POWER=
*

AM246
CM241
CM242
CM243
CM244
CM245
CM246
CM247
CM248
CM249
CM250
CM251
nK249
BK250
BK251
CF249:
CF250
CF251
CF252
CF253
CF254
CF255
ES253
ES254M
.ES254
ES255"
SF250
TOTAL
0 "
AP+FP
ACT+FP
AP+AiCT+FP

Decayed Average Assembly Activities

2.16543E+01 MW,

0

6

BUIMUP- 3.38110E+04 MWD,

FLUX-

3

.82E+i

4

ACTINID2S+DAUGHTERS
,N /CM**2-SEC

CURIES
RADIOACTIVITY,
7 NUCLIDE TABLE:
One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to
.30.OD
7.OD
O.D
.100.0HR
:;1.
.12.OHR

54 GWD/MTU
90.OD
5.OYR
1.0YR
180.OD
1.484E-03 1.440E-03 1.394E-03 1.139E-03 9.504E-04 2.187E-04 4.732E206 1.508E-08 1.087E-12 9.781E-13
2.340E-02 2.318E-02 2.296E-02 2.160E-02 .2.045E-02 1.314E-02 4.137E-03 7.314E-04 2.066E-05 1.2542-17
4.0662+04 4.066E+04 4.062E+04 4.015E+04 3.967E+04 3.598E+04 2.789E+04 1.903E+04 8.671E+03 2.829E+01
2xBurned

3.462E+01
9.388E+03
1.206E+00
4.814E-01
2.773E206
1.448E-05
7.502E-01
3.681E-12
2.177E-10
8.231E-02
3.538E-01
2.122E-04
2.954E-05
1.329E-03
1.030E-05
3.451E-03
4.088E-04
7.880E-06
.1.325E-06
2.652E-04
2.973E-05
4.704E-06
9.949E-07
0.0002+00
3:415E+07
O.000E+00
3.415E+07
3.415E+07

.3.462E+01
9.389E+03
I;2062+00
4.814E201
2.773E-06
1.448E-05
3.14.9E-04
3.682E-12
0.0ObE+00
8.233E-02
2.678E-02
3.344E-08
.2.976E-05
1.339E-03
1.030E-05
3.449E-03
4.009E-04
7.835E-06
5.173E-09
2.675E:-04
2.406E-05
4.698E-06
9.882E-07
0.0002+00
1.555E+07

3.462E+01 3.461E+01 3.461E+01.3.455E+01
9.388E+03 9.385E+03 9.383E+03 9.360E+03
1.206E+00 1.2068+00 1.206E+00 1.206E+00
4.814E-01 4.814E-01 4.814E-01 4.814E-01
2.773E-06 2.173E206 2.773E-06 2.773E-06
1.448E-05 1448E-05.1.448E-05 1.448E-05
1.354E-06 1.080E-06 9.676E-07 3.954E-07
3.683E-12 3.691E-12 3.6992-12 3.748E,12
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
8.224E-02 8.168E-02 8.118E-02 7.725E-02
2.031E-03 4.657E-06 4.624E-06 4.364E-06
5.269E-12 0.000H+00 0.0002E00 0.000E+00
2.999E-05- 3.1392-05 3.264E-05 4.2502-05
.1.339E-03 1.339E-03 1.338E-03 1.334E-03
1.030E-05 1.030H-05 1.030E-05 1.030E-05
3.448E-03 3,440E-03 3.433E-03 3.377E-03
3.932E-04 3.476E-04 3.113E-04 1.272E-04
7.791E-06 7.513E-06 .7.274E-06 5.589E-06
2.021E-1i 1.131E-26 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
2.697E-04 2.797E-04 2.841E-04 2.351E-04
1.947E-05 5.095E-06 1.536E-06 9..080E-1l
4.692E-06 4.655E-06 4.622E-06 4.362E-06
9.794E-07 9.1258E-07 8.804E-07 5.850E-07
0.000+00 O0.OOOE+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00
1.345E+07 5.677E+06 2.767E+06 1.941E+OS
CUMULATIVE TAB LE TOTS

3.441E+01 3.421E+01
9.301E+03 .9.214E+03
1.206E+00 L.206E+00
4.814E-01 41.814E-01
2.773E-06 2.77.3E-06

3.379E+01
9.037E+03
1.206E+00
4.814E-01
2.'773E-06

3.066E+01
7.754E+03
1.205E+00
4.811E-01
2.773E-06

1;448E-05 L.449E-05"1.449E-05 1.450E-05
L.1532ý09 8.537E-13 0.000E+00
3.828E-08 .1
3.830E-12 1.884E-12 3.909E-12 3.912E-12

0.000+E00 03.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.000+E00
6.785E-02 1i.584E-02 .3.738E-02 1.579E-03
3.753E-06 22.993E-06 .1.879E-06 4.771E-08

O.oooE+00 C3.0002E00
6.602E-05'9 3.602E-05
1.3224-03 1.. 305E-03'
1.030E-05 1.. 030E-05
3.234E-03 3 .031E-03
1.232E-05 3 .712E-07
2.810E-06 I 6.002E-06
0.000E+00 0 .O000E+00
5.997E-05 4 .275E-06
8.472E-22 0 .600E+00

0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.420E-04.2.'299E-04
1.270E-03 1.028E-03
1.029E-05 1.026E-05
2.653E-03 9.2752-04
2.747E-10 0.000E+00
1.200E207 61452E-15
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.092E-08 4.176E-30
0.000E+00 0.000E+00

3.751E-06 2 .992E-06 1.878E-06 4.769E-08
2.014E-07 4*.067E-08 1.512E-09 7.987E-21
0.000E+00 0'.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00

1.320E+05 IL.219E+05"1.094E+05

8.506E+04

o.0002+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00.0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .OOOE+00 0.000E+00.0.000E+00
1.555E+07 1.3452+07 5.6772+06:2.767E+06 .1. 941E+05 1.320E+05 1 L.219E+05 1.094E+05 8.506E+04
1.555E+07.:1.34SE+07.5.677E+06 2.767E+06 1.941E+05 1.320E+05 1 .219E+05 1.094E+05 8.506E+04

I

.
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1
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PAGE
ORIGEN2 V2.1
* AP1000

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM
OUTPUT UNIT =

(8-1-91),

Run on 11/30/01 at

16:51:51

U02 Case - Decayed Average Assembly Activities

+

POWER.0

H 3 .
6
LI
7
LI
9
* BE
BE 1 0
C1 4
NI 6 6
CU 6 6
ZN 6 6
CU 6 7
ZN 6 7
ZN 6 8
ZN 6 9
ZN 6 9M
GA 6 9
ZN 7 0
GA 7 0
GE 7 0
ZN 7 1
ZN 7 IM
GA 7 1
GE 7 1
GE 7 IM
CO 7 2
NI 7 2
CU 7 2
ZN 7 2
GA 7 2
GE 7 2
CO 7 3
NI 7 3
CU 7 3
ZN 7 3
GA 7 3
GE 7 3
GE 7 3M
CO 7 4

6

FLUX= 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
BURNUP- 3.38110E+04 MWD,
2.16543E+01 MW,
CURIES
RADIOACTIVITY,
7 NUCLIDE TABLE:
One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTT7
90.0D
30.0D"
.7.OD
180.OD
100.OHR
1.0D"
12.0HR
2xBurned
'5.519E+02 5.519E+02 5.518E+02 5.515E+02 5.5i38+02 5.494E+02 5.443E+02 5.368E+02
0.000E+00 0.0001+00 0.00E+00 O.0O0E+00 0.000H+O0 0.'000+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
.O.0oE+0o 0.000E+00 0.600E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0001+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E÷00 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00 O.00OE+00 0.00OE+00
2.966E-06 2.966E-06 2.966E-06 2.966E-06:*2.966E'06 2.966E-06 2.966E-06 2.966E-06
1.196E-04 1.196E-04 1.196E-04 1.196E-04"1.196E-04 1.196E-04 1.196E-04 1.196E-04
o.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3.736E-05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0001+00 0* 000E+00
0.000E+00 0.0009+00 0.001E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.0009+00
8.318E-fl 7.272H-11 6.357E-11 2.713E-11 1.266E-11 2.608E-14 2.564E-21 6.845E-32
0.OOOE+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
O.O00E+O0 0.0000E+0
0.OOOEE+00 0.000E+00 0.0000E+0
2.633E-02 1.042E-03 5.675E-04 1.234E-05 4.016E-07 3.377E-19 0.000E÷00 0.000E+00
1.770E-03 9.669E-04 5.283E-04 1.149E-05 3.740E-07 3.145E-19 0.0001+00 0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0001+00 0:000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E100 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3.176E-04 1.6971-14 9.070E-25 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00.0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0. OOOE+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.Q001÷00
3.749E-03 2.379E-08 2.850E-09 4.155E-15 2.492E-20 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 ,0.000E+00
3.931E-04 4.709E-05 5.642E-06 8.225E-12 4.934E-17 0. 000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0009+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+O0 0.O000+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+OO 0.000E+00 0.006E+06 0.000E+00 O.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
1.159E+00 0..000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 00001E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.0OOE+00
2.166E+01 0;000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0. 0 00E+.00
4.223E+01 0.OOOE+00 0.O00E+00 0 .0001+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
5.387E-27
5.184E-13
4.988E+01 4.172E+01 3.488E÷01 1.124E+01 4.077E+00 1.089E-03
5.006E÷01 4.793E+01 4.344E+01 1.597E+01 5.846E+00 1.562E-03 7.440E-13 7.731E-27
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000H+00 0.000E+00
3.813E-01 *0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E100 0.000E+00
1.836E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000t÷00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0,000E+00
5.424E+01 O.OOOE00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
8. 834E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. O00E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0O00OE+00
9.3281+01 1.699E+01 3.091E+00 6.345E-05 4.057E-09 0. 000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00- o.oooE+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
9.336E+01 1.699E÷01 3.091E+100 6.346E-05 4".058E-09 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.00OE+00
7.192E702 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00

FISSION PRODUCTS

5.OYR
1.OYR
5.218E+02 4.168E+02
0.000E+0070.000E100
0.000E+00 0,000E+00.
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
2.966E-06 2.966E-06
1.196E-04 1.195E-04.
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.O00E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.0001+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00
0.00dE+00 0.0001+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0. 0001*00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000H+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0001+00 .0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0.000E+00.
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.'000E+00
0.000E+00 0.00OE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E÷00 0.00OE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 O.000E+00
0.000r+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
O.000E+00 O.000E+00
0.0O0E+00 0.00OE+00
0.000E+00 0.0001+00

t
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NI
CU
ZN
GA
GE
Co
NI
CU
ZN
GA
GE
GE
AS
NI

74
74
74
74
74
75
75
75
75,
75
75
75M
75
76

1.OSOE+01
6.793E+01
1.590E+02
1.710E+02
0.OOOE+00
9.499E-03
4.227E+00
6.560E+01
2. 806E+02
3.422E+02
3.475E+02
1.614E+01
0.000E+00
1:058E+00

12/18/02,

0.OOOE+00
0.0009+00
OOOE+00
o0.
0.booE+oo
0.000E+00
0.000OE+00
0.0009+00
0.OOOE+00
0.ObOE+00
0.OOOE+ 0O
8.590E-01
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00

12:03:43AM

0.00OE+0O
O.OOOE+0O
0.00OE+.00
0.OOOE+e00
0.OOOE+C0
0.000E+60
0.000E÷00
0 .OOOE+00
0.000E+O0
0.OOOEI-oq
2.070E-03
6.OOO0E+00
0.000E+00
0.600E+00

0.00OE+00 0.OOOE+00
b.000E+00 O.000E+00
0.oooE9+bo 0.0OE+00
0.00 0E400 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.060E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E3+00 0.000E+00
OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0*.
0.OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00
0.000OE+00 0.OOOE+00
5;463E720 0. 000E+00
0.OOOE*00 0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0.O00E+00
0.000E+00. 0.000E4+00

0.000E+00
0.O00E+00
0.000E+O0
0.O00E+00
0.000E+Od
0.000E+00

o.000E+00

0.000E+00
O.005E+00
0. 00O0+00
0.000E+00
0.O00E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00

0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.
OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00
0.000E+0O
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.E000E00
0.000E+00 *0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
O.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.O000E+00
0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.0009+00 0.O000E+00
0. 00OE+00 0.000E+00
0 . 0005E+00 0.0005+00. 0.060E+0.0
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
O.000E+O0
0.000E+60 0.000E+00 0.0005+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000 E+00 0.000E+00
o. oooE+oo,
0.000.E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00

0.OOOE+00
0.0002+00.

0. 000E+00
0.000+E00
0.000i3+00

0..000+E00
0. 000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
.O00OE+O0
0.000E+00
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12:03:43AM
OUt 'PUT UNIT =

PAGE 235
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),
* AP1000 U02 .Case -

6

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:51:51
Decayed Average .Assembly Activities

+

PISSION PRODUCTS

FLUX-" 3.82E+14"N/CIM**2-SEC
BURNUP= 3.38110E+04 MWD,
POWER= 2.16543E+01 MW,
CURIES
7 NUCLIDE TABLE: RADIOACTIVITY,
0
One .Asy-at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTt 7
90.0D
30.OD
7.OD'
100.0HA
1.OD.
12.OHR
180. OD
2x]3urned
4.640E+01 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O..OOOE+00 0. 000E+00
CU 76
4.354E+02 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 .OOOE÷000.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
ZN 76
6.781E+02 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
GA 76
0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 6.006E+00 0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00. 0. 000E+00
GE 76
5,061E+01 3.690E+01 2.690E+01 3.635E+00 6.064E-01 2.946E-07 9.980E-24 0.000E+00
AS 76
0.000R+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00. 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
SE 76
1.844E-01 0.OOOE+00 0.000E-.-00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00.0.000E+00. 0.OOOE+00 0.0 OOE+00
NI 7.7
2.172E+01 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+o0 0.oooE+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00
CU 77
4.698E+02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000R+00.0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
ZN 77
.1.172E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E÷00 0.000t+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
GA 77
" 5.589E+02 2.679E+02 1.283E+02.1.213E+00 1.871E-02 3.690E-17 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
GE 77
GE 77M
1..191E+03 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
AS 77
1;507E+03 1.292E+03 1.079E+03 2.906E+02 8.. 640E+01 4.513E-03 3.047E-14 5.248E-31
SE 77
0.OOOE+00 0. 0005+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
SE 77M
5.659E+00 3.204E+00 2.675E+00 7.208E-01 2.143E-01 I.119E-05 7.556E-17 0.000E+00
2.147E-02 0.000E+00 0_000E+00 0.0008+00. 0.0OOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
NI 78
CU 78
7.645E+00 6.ooot+oo 0. 000R+00 O.000E+00 0.000+E00 0. OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
ZN 78
4.286E+02 0.000E+00 0. OOOE+00 O.000E+00 0.000R+00 0.OOOE÷00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00GA 78
1.910RE03 0. 000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000H+00 0.00OE+00
GE 78
3 .440E+03 1.111E+01 3.585E-02 5.976EL18 4.5639-32 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
AS 78
3.560E+03 8.338E+01 5.621E-01 8.905E-16 2.8829-29 0.000H+00 O.000+E00 0. O00E+00
SE 78
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
2.573E+00 0. 000E+00 0.O00E+00 0o.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
CU 79
ZN 79
3.297E+02 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.00OE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
GA 79
2.330E+03 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00
GE 79
7.140E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.o000E00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
AS 79
8.292E+03 0. 000E+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
SE 79
4.112E-01 4.112E-01 4.112E-01 4.112H-01 4.112E-01 4.112E-01 4.112E-01 4.112E-01
SE 79M
8.339E+03 0.000+E00 0. OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0. OOOE+00 0.oooE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
BR 79
0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0. OOOE+00 0.000H+00 0.o00E+00
BR 79M
1.418E-02 0 000E+00 0.0009+00 O.aOOOE+0
KR 79
1..230E-06 9. 693E-07 7.638E-07 1.688E-07 4&174E-08 7.579E-13 2.877E525 0.0 00E+00
CU 80
2.642E-01 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00
ZN 80
1.113E+02 0.000E÷00 0.000E+00 0.OO0E+00 0. OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.060E+00 0.0002+00
GA 80
2.065E÷03 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00
O.O00E+00 0.000E+00
GE 80
1.272E+04 0. OOOE+00 O.OOE00 0.000E+06 0.O00E+00 0. O00EOO0
AS 80
1.737E+O4 O.OOOE+00 0*.OO00E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0. 000+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00

1.0YR.
0.000H+00
0.000H+00
0.000E*00
0.000H+00

5.0YR.
0.000E+00
0.O00EO00
0:000E+00
0.000H+00

0.000E+00 0;000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000+E00.
0.000E+00 0.000E+00

0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.o000E+00 0.000E+00
0.00*0E+00 0.OOOE+00

0.000E+00 0.000+E00
0.000E+00 0.000+E00

0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
O:OOOE+00 0.000+E00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00

0.00OE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000+E00
0.000E+00.0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00

U..

0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0.00E+00 0.0005E00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00

0.000E+00. 0.000E+00
4.112E-01 4.112E-01
0.000E+00 0.000E+00"

0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
O.000E+00 O.0o0E+00

0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.ODOE+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00

O.O00E+00 0.000+00
Page:
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SE
BR
BR
KR

80
80
80M
80

CU 81

ZN 81
GA .81
GE 81
AS 81
-SE •81
.SE .81M
BR 81
..KR 81
KR. 81M

0.000E+00
6.848E-01
4.270E-01
0.OOOE+00
2.015E-02

12/18/02,

0.O00E-i00
6.95BE-02
6.502E-02
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
2.736E+01. 0.000E+00
1.261E+03 0.OOOE+00
1.445E+04 0.OOOE+00
2.673E+04 0. 000E+00
2.912E+04 1.816E-01
7.452E+02 1.229E~-01
O.OOOE+00 *0.000OE+00
7.645E-07 7.64SE-07
3.544E-02 0.O00E+00

12:03:43AM

0.OOOE+00
1.060E-oz
ý9.900E-03
0. 000E+o0
0.OOOE+00
O.000E+00
O.000E+00
O.O00E+00
0.-0009+00

0.000E+00
7.053E-08
6.5915-08
O.O00E+00
0.000E-i-00
0.00OE+00
0. OOOE,00
0.OOOE+00,
0 .OOOE+00

0. 0005+00
.2.028E-05 0. OOOE+00
0. 000E+00 "0.000E+00
7.645E-07 7.645E-07
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00

*2.995E-05

0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.647E-12.0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
1.539E-12 0.0OOE+00 0.0OOE+00 0.O00E+'00
0.000R+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0'.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00
O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0..OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
O.000E+00 0.000E+00,0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000+E00.0.000E+00
0.000E+00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00.0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+.00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
7.645E-07 7.645E-07 7.645E-07 .7.645E-07
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00

0.00OE+00
0.000E+00
0.000+E00
0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00
0.O00E+00
.0.O000E+00
0.OOOE+00

0.0005+00
0. 0009+00"
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
O.oooE+00
.0.0005+00
0. 000E+00
0.O00E+00

0..000E+00
0.000E+00
0.0008400
0.000E+00
7.645E-07
0.000E+00

0.0008+00
0.0008+00
0.0005E00
0.0004E00
7..645E-07
0.000E+00

Page:
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File: D:\vPl000 SF Curie.out

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM
OUTPUT UNIT -

1
PAGE 236
ORIGEN2 V2'.1

(8-1-91),

Run on 11/30/01 at

6

16:51:51
.l

*2 01P000 U02 Case - Decayed Average Assembly Activities

b

FISSION PRODUCTS

+

POWER= 2.16543E+01 MW,

BURNUP= 3.38110E+04

MWD,

FLUX-

3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC

CURIES
7 NUCLIDE TABLE: RADIOACTIVITY,
One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTt I

0

ZN
GA
GE
AS
AS
SE
BR
BR
KR

832
82
812
832
832M
832
82
812M
812
ZN 833
GA 813
GE 8 3
AS 813
SE 813
SE 8 3M
BR 813
KR 833
KR 8 3M
GA 8 4
GE 814
AS 814
SE 814
BR 814
BR 814M
KR 8 4
GA 8I5
GE 8I5
AS 815
SE 815
SE 8 SM
BR 815
KR8 15
KR 815M
RB 815
GE 816
AS- 8 6
SE .816

2xBurned.
3.742E+00
4.896E+02
1.195E+04
2.120E+04
9.228E+03
0.000E+00
7.151E+03
2,790E+03
0.000E+00
3.591E-01
1.401E+02
8.478E+03
3.562E+04
2.498E+04
3.539E+04
6;215E+04
0.000E+00
6.275E+04
2.104E+01
3.265E+03
2.987E+04
9.739E+04
1.020E+05
4.791E+03
0.000E+00
0.000+E00
7.362E+02
1.635E+04
5.330E+04
3.990E+04
1.201E+05
8.813E+03
1.222E+05
0.000E+00
1.429E+02
8.487E+03
9.911E+04

12.OHR
0.OOOE+00
0.000H+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000+E00
0.000E+00
5.656E+03
O.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
O.000E+00
5.846E-06
0.OOOE+00
2.068E+03
0.OOOE+00
6.448E+03
O.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.0002E00
1.734E-02
0.OOOE+00
0.000+E00
0.000+E00
0.000E+00
-0.OOOE+00
O.000E+00
O.000+E00
0.000E+00
8.8i3E+03
1.932E+04
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000+E00.
0.000E+00
c

90.OD
30.OD
7.OD.
100.OHR
1.0D
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00
4.469E+03 1.005E+03 2.645E+02 5.198E-03 2.740E-15
0.000E+00"0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000k+00 O.OOOE+00
0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00.0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0'.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00
+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000o2+0 0.000.
1.361E-150.OOOE+00 0.0002+00.0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00.0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
6.370E+01 1.705E-08 4.643E-17.0.000E+00.0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
2.466E+02 7.272E-08 1.981E-16 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+O00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00'0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0O.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
2.649E-09 0.oooE+oo O.000E+00 0.000E+00"0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 O.0002E00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOE+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00:
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00.0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002E00
8.812E+03 8.807E+03 8.803E+03 8.767E+03 8.675E+03
3.018E+03 .2.363E-02 6.381E-07. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+000.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00'0.000E+00

5.OYR
180.OD .
1.OYR
O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00-0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0*.000E+00
0.000R+00
0.0002+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.002E+00
0.OOE+00
0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
O.000E+00:
O.000E+00
0.000E+00

0.000E+00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00
O.O00E0+00 0.002+00 0.O002E+00
:0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.000E+00 0.O00E+00-0.000E+00

0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+0.
0.0002+00
0.000E+00
0.0002+00
0.000E+00
O.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.q00E+00
0.000E+00
.0.0002+00
0.000E+00
0.0002+00
8.537E+03
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000L+00

0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0:000E+00 0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+00 O.000E+00
0.000E+00 O.000E+00
0.000E+00 00.00E+00
0.000E+00
0.oooE+o0000
0.000E+00.0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 O.000E+00
8.262E+03 6.3792+03
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00,0.000E+00
0.000E+00 O.000E+00

I

0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.OO0E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00

0.000E+00
Page :
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File: D:\APlOOO SF Curie.out
BR 86
BR 86M:

KR
RB
RB
SR
GE
AS
SE
BR
KR
RB
SR
SR

86
86
86M
86
87
87
87
87
87
87
87
87M

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM

8.274E÷04 0.000E+00 0.OOOE-O0 0.000E+0O

0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.O00E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.0009+00 0.000+0"0 0.000E+0O 0.000E+00 0.000E÷00 0.000E+00
2.8399+03:2.787E-03 2.735E+03 2.432E+03 2.189E+03 .9.314E+02
.2.674E+02 O.O000E00 0.000E+00,0.OOOE+000.000E+00: 0.0005E+00
0.OOOE+00.0.OOOtOO 0•;000E+0050.000E+00 0'.000E+00 0.000SE+00
1.865E+01 0.OOOE+6'000:OOOE+o0 0.OOOE+00 0000E+00 0.000E
3.785E+03 O.Q00E+00"0.000E+00 O.000+E00 0.OOE÷00 0.000E+00
8.4S6E+04 0.000E"00 01.OdOE.00 0.0005+0 0.000E+00 0.000+E00
1.886E+05 0.000E+00!0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00
2.242E+0S. 3.270E+02;4.701E-01 4.802E-19,0.000E+00 0.O00E+00
2.088E-05 2.088E-05 2.088E-05 2.088E-05 2.O88E-OS 2.088E-05.
0.000E+00o0.000+E00,0.000E500 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.374E+01ý7.086E-01 3.655E-02 2.560E-10 1.294E-17 0.000E+00
8.292E+04 0.OOOE+00.0.000E+00. 0.OOOE+O0

0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+60
O.00GE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
O.000E+00 0.000E+00
.OOOE+0O
L.0029+02 3.539E+00 3.6655-03
0.000E+O0 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00
0.000E+00"0.00OE+00 0.000E+00
0
.OOOE
+00,0.000E+00
0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 O.0005+E00
0.000E+00 0.000E÷00 0.OOOE+00
O.O00E+00 0O000E+0O 0.O0OE+00
O,0005+00:0.OOOE+00 0.OOEb00
2.0885E05 2.088E-05 2•.088E-05
0.OOOE+00.0 0.0E+O0.000E+00
0;0009-00 0.0009+00.0.000E+00

0.0005+00
0.000E+00
0.O00E+O0
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0,.000+00
.000E+00
0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
2.088E-OS
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00

." . ,.

i

-
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File: D:\AP1000 SF Curie.out

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM.'
OUTPUT UNIT -

PAGE- 237
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),

6

Run on .11/30/01 at 16:51:51

* API000 U02 Case -

Decayed Average Assembly Activities
•FISSION PRODUCTS

+

POWER-

2.16543E+01 14W,.

BURNUP= 3.38110E+04 MWD,

FLUX- 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC

CURIES
RADIOACTIVITY,
7 NUCLIDE TABLE:
On~ Asy-at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTU

0

GE 88
AS 88
SE 88
.BR:88
KR 88
RB 88
SR 88
9S 89
SE 89
BR 89
KR 89
RB 89
SR 89
Y 89
Y 89M
AS 90
SE 90
BR 90
KR 90
RB 90
RB 90M
SR 90
Y 90
Y 90O
ZR 90
ZR 90M
SE 91
BR 91
KR 91.
RB 91
SR 91
Y 91
Y 91M
ZR 91
NBR 91
92

BR. 92

2xBurned
9.6349-01
4.320E+02
3.235E+04
1.888E+05
3.142E+05
3.220E+05

12.OHR
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
1.679E+04
1.875E+04

9.797E+03
1.222E+05
3.696E+05
4.056GE-S
4.241E+05
0.000E+00
3.884E-01
0.000E+00
2.774E+03
7.360E+04
3.633E+05
3.860E+05
9.950E+04
6.968E+04
7.418E+04
1.394E+01
0.000E+00
3.599E-03
4.838E+02
2.788E+04
2.711E+05
5.022E+05
5.523E+05
5.741E+05

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
2.772E-09
4.213E+05
0'.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.0005+00
0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00
0.000t+00
0.000E+00
6.96BE+04
7.363E+04
9.531E-01
0,000E+00
0.000E+00
0,000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0,000E+00
0.000+E00
2.305E+05
5.730E+05

1.0D
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00

100.OHR
0.0002+00

0.OOOE+00
0.0005+00

0,000E+00 0.0009+00
8.967E+02 7.8305-06

1.001E+03
0.OOOE+00 0.000+E00 d.000E+00
4.885E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00

0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
1.526E-23
4.184E+05
0.000E+00
0. OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
6.967E+04
7.315E+04
6.514E-02

0.000E+00
0.000E+00

0.060E+00

O.O00E+00
0.000E+00
0'.000E+00
9.603E+04
5.7055E05
3.207E+05 1.465E+05 6.203E+04
0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3.224E+01 0.OOOE+00 0. 000S+00
4.304E+03 0.000E+00 0.000H+00

7.OD
0.000R+00
0.000E+00
0.0005+00
0.0002+00
4.822E-13
5.384E-13

30.OD
0.000+E00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
O.000E+00
0.000E+00

8.7449-06
0. 000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00
O.O00E+O0 0.000H+00 0.OOOE+00
0.0005+00

0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0009+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000k+00
o.000E+09
4.0061+05
0.000E+00.

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
3.853E+05
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0'.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.0003+00
2.810E+05
0.0005+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00

5.OYR
1.OYR
0.000E+00 o. OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000H+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 .0. 000E+00
0.000E+00 o. 000E+00
0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.000H+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0 -. 000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0. 000E+00
0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0I.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0. 000E+00
90.OD
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
O.OOOE+00

180.OD.

C1.000E+00
01.000E+00
0 .000E+00
0 .060E+00
O.OOOE+00 0 .000E+00
0.OOOE+00 01.000R+00

0.0O0E+00 0).0005+00
0.000E+00 0 .000E+00
1.233E+05.3 .585E+04
0.000E+00"0 .0009+00
0.000E+00 0).000E+00
0.000E+00 0 .000E+00

0.0005+00 o.OOOE+00
0.060E+00 0.0009+00"
2.820E+03 5.506E-06
0.0005+00 0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.0005-+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .O00E-+00. 0.000+00
0".000E+ob 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .0004E-00 0.000E+00
0.000H+00 0.0009+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.O00E+00
0. 000-+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E400 0 .000H+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0 .000E+00 0.600E+00
6.966E+04 6.965E+04 6.954E+04 6.927E+04 6 .886E+04 6.804E+04
7.119E+04 7.039E+04 6.956E+04 6.929E+04 6 .888E+04 6.806E+04
2.715E-09 6.769E-16 0.000E+00 0.0009+00 0 .000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+060 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0 .000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0 .000t+00 0.O00E+00
0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00-0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.'O00E+00 0.0005+00 0.000z+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.0005+00
.3.751E+02 2.626E+00 8.470B718 0.000+00 0 .000E+00 0.000E+00
5.502E+05 5.320E+05 4.051E+05 1.9909405 6 .852E+04 7.633E+03
2.384E+02 1.669E+00.5.382E-18 0.060E+00 0 .0009-+00 0.600E-00
0. 00,0+00 0.0005+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+000 .000E+00 0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00 0.0002+00.0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.OOOE-00
.O000E+00
0. 0005+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0 .000E+00
0.000n+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0-.OOOE÷00 0 .0002+00 .0.000E+00

o.ooo0+00

0o~ooE+00

0. OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00
0. 000E+00
0.000H+00
o. 000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00
6.186E+04

6.187E+04
0.000E+00
0. 000E+00

0. 005E+00
0. OOOE+00
0. 0005+00

0. O00E+,00

0- OOOE+00
0. O00E+00
2.320E-04
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0. O000E+00.
0'.000E+00
0 .;000E+00
-•
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KR 92
RB 92
SR 92
y 92
ZR 92
NB 92
SE 93
BR 93
KR 93
RB 93
SR 93
Y 93
ZR' 93
NB.93',

1.440E+05
4.496E+OS
6.229E+05
6.269E+05
o.oooE+oo
3,154E706
0.000oE+o
6.996E+02
5.526E+04
3.475E+05.
7.368E+05
7.598E+05
1.771E+00
0.00-0E+00

12/18/02,

0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
2.895E+04
1.593E+5OS
0.000E+oo
3.048E-06
0
o.ood
00
0.000E+00
6.000E+00
0.00OEi00
0.000E+00
3.376E+5OS
1.771E+00
0.000E+00

C.,

12:03:43AM

0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 .0.000+E00
0.000E+O000.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.0005+00 0.00E+00
1.345E+03 4.858E-06 1.3585-13 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
.1.982E+04 8.287E-03 1.364E-08 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
O.OOOE+OO
00 0.000ooo00.o000E+00 O. OE+00
0.OOOS+OQ
2.946E-06 2.374t-06 1.956E506 4.074E-07 6.796E-09
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+000.000E+00b.0.0005+00
0.0000E0 0.000+00
..
OOOE+00O..000E+O0 0.000H+00
0.o00E+00 O.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00
0.O000E+00 0.0005+00 0.0005+00 0.000E--+00 0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00.0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.481E+05 .8.042E+02 7.562E+00 2.669E-16 0.000E+00
1.771B+00 1.771E+00 1.771E+00 1.771E+00 1.771E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00.0.000E+00'

0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 060008+00 0.000E+00
0.000R+00 0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00
1.465E-11 4.754E-17 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00. 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00:
0 .OOOE+ 00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+00. o.000E+00 0.000E+00
o.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
1.7719+00 1.771E+00 1.771E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00

.I
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PAGE 238
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-i-91),
* AP1000 U02 Case -

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM
OUt] LPUT UNIT =

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:51:51
Decayed Average Assembly Activities

+
0
NB
BR
KR
RB
SR

Y
ZR
NB
NB
BR
KR

RB
SR

Y
ZR
NB

NB
MO
BR

KR
RB
SR

Y

ZR

NB
MO

KR
RB

SR
Y
ZR
NB
NB
MO

KR
RB
SR

6

FLUXa 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
POWER= 2.16543E+01 MW,. BURNrUP- 3.38110E+04 MWD,
CURIES
RADIOACTIVITY,
7 NUCLIDE TABLE:
One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wisie Power to 54 GWD/MTU
180.OD
" 9.0D
30.OD
12..OHR
7.OD
1.OD
2xBurned
100.OHR
1.870R-01 1.871E-01 1.872E-01 1.879E-01 1.885E-01 1.933E-01 2.057E-01 2.241E-01
93M
6.213E+01 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 O.O00E+00 0.6000H+00 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.0002+00
94
O0.00E+00 0.0O0E+00
1.704E+04 0.000E+00 0.002E+00 0.000+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00
94.
1.878E+05 0.000E+00 0. 0O0E+00 0. 000E+60 0.O00E+00 0.00OE+00.0.OOOE+00 0.0002+00
94
7.052E+05 0.0002+00 O.000E+00 0.00E0+00 O.002E+00 0.000E+00 0.OO0E+00 0.000E+00
94
7.869R+05 3.759R-06 1.688E-17 0.0O0E+00 0.0OE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000R+00
94
0.000R+00 0.000200 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0OOE+00 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00
94
1.467E-04 1.467E-04 1.467E-04. 1.467E-04 1.467E-04 1.467E-04 1.467E-04 LA467E-04
94
8.754E-O1 0.OOOE+00 0.000B+00 0.000E+0O 0.O000E+00 0.000R+00 0.00OE+00 0.000H+00
94M
5.9599+00 0.000E+00 0. 0O0E+00 0. 000E+q0 0.00OE+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.0000E+0
95
3.287E+03 0. OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+0O 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 O.000E+00 0.000R+00
95
9.182E+04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+0.0 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+60 0.000E+00
95
95
6.562E+05 O.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+,i0 0.000E+00 •0.00OE+00"0.OOOE÷00 0.00.OE+00
8.698E+05 2.048E-15 0.002E+00 0.0002+00. 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.0002+00 3.0002+00
95
9.019E+05 8.971E+05 8.922E+05 8.621E+05 8.361E+05 6.517E+05 3.402E+05.3 L.2832+0S
95
9.067E+05 9.0662+05 9.065E+05* 9.047B+05 9.017E+05 8.4032+05 5.694E+05 ; .533E205.
95
6.3902+03 6.381E+03 6.371E+03 6.261E+63 6.124E+03 4.834E+03 2.524E+03 1.519E+02
95M
C3.000E+00
0.000R+00 O.0OOE+00 0. 0O0E+00 0.000E+00 O.O00E+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+O
95
3.168E-01 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00 03.000E+00
96
5.020E+02 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.0002E00 O.000E+00 C3.0O0E+00
96
"2.9682+04 0.00OE+00' .O.OOE+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.00OE+00 C .O000E+00
96
96
4.551E+05 0.00OE+00 0.00OE+00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+06 0.000E+00 0.0OOE+00 03.00OE+00
9.297E+05 O.000E+00 0. 0O0E+00 0.O 00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 C1.000E+00
96.
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00- O.000E+00 O.00OE+00 O000E+00 0.O00E+00"d 3.000EO00
96
96
2.658E+03 1.862E+03, 1.304E+03 1.366E+02 1. 814E+01 1.388E-06 3:782E-25 01.0O0E+00
96
0.000R+00 0.OOOE+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+O0 0.000.E00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .000B+00
3.277E+01 0. O00E+00 0 000E+00 0. 000H+00 O.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0 .O00E+00
97
5.823E+03 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0'. 0O0E+00 0.0O0E000 0.000R+00 0.0O0E+00 01.000E+00
97
2.437E+05 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+O00 O.O000+00 0.0002.00 0.000E+00 0 .000+00
97
97
7.227E+05 0.000E+00 O.OO0E+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0OOE+00 0.0002+00 0 .000+00.
97
9.525E+05 5.822E+05 3.559E+0S 1.576E+04 9.691E+02 1.425E-07 0.000E+00 01.000E+00
97
9.628E+05 5. 861E+05 3.583E+05 1.584E+04 9.740E202 1.5362-07 0.000E+00 0 .000B+00
97M
9.036E+05 5.515E+05 3.371E+05 1.493H+04 9.180E+02 *1.350E-07 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00
O.0OOE+00. 0.0002+00 A.OOOE+00 0.000E+'00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0 .000E+00
97
0.002E+00 O0.OOE+00 0.000E+00 0 .OO0E+00
98
3.801E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
1.425E+03 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 O.OO0E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000H+00 0 .000H+00
98
98
9.912E+04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0 .000E+00

FISSION PRODUCTS

5,OYR
1.OYR
2.613E201 5.235E-01
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
O.0O0E+00 0.000E+00
O,00OE+00 0.000E+00
O.00OE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.00+OE00
O.00OE+00 0.O00E+00
1.467E-04 1.466E704
0.000E+00'0.000E+00
O.00OE+00 0.000E+00
O.000E+00 0.OO0E+00
0.000E+00"0.000E+00
0O.OOOE+00 0.0O0E+00
0.000E+00 0.000+00
1.725E+04 2.305E-03
3.746E+04 5.118E-03
1.279E+02 1.7102-05
0'.00E+00 0.0O0E+00
0.000H+00 0.000E+00'
0.000E+00-0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0.000H+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0.O0OE+00
0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00
0.000H+00 O.000E+00
O.00OE+00 0.00OE+00
0.000+00*0.0002.00
0.000H+00 0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0.000E+00,
0.0O0E+00 0.00OE+00.
0.000E+00 0.0002+00
O.000E+00 0.0OOE+00.
O000E+00 .0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.o00E+00
0.o0oE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
OOOOE+00 o.OOOE+Qo

l'
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Y
ZR
NB
NB.

98
98
98
98M

MO 98

TC 98
RB 99
SR 99
.Y,.99

ZR 99
NB 99
NB ' 99M
M0.99
TC 99

C
12/18/02,

C

#

12:03:43AM

5.117E+05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0. 000E+00
9.644E+05 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
9.846E+05 0.000E+0o
0.000E+00
1.166E+04 7.210E-01 4.4615-05 O.000E+00 0.0005+00
0.OOOE+00
O.0OOE+00 0.000S+00 0.oooE+oo o.0ooE+oo
8.723E.-06 8.723E.06 8.723E-06"8.723E-06 8.723E-06
1.474E+02 0.OOOE+00 0.O00E+00 0.O00E+00 0.06005+00
2.915E+04 04000E+00 o.ooo0+oo 0.000E+00 0. o00s+oo
2.951E+05 0.000E+00 o.o0o54oo
0.0600+0660O.d0oo+oo.
0.0005+00. 0.000E+00
9.558E+05 0.0006+00
0.000E+00
1.001E:06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00" 0.OOOE+00
4.601E+04"0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.0004E00
I.'147E+06 1.012E+06 8.918E+05 4.015E+05 1.966E+05
1.199E+01 1.199E+01 z.200E+di 1.202E+dl 1.202E+01

0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E0oo
0.OOE+00 0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.000E+00.
0.000E+00.0.000E+00
8.723E-06 8.7235-06
0.060E+00 0.000E+00

0Oo00E+0O O.0OOE+0o

0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00

O.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
5.969E+02
1.203E+01

O.0O00E00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
1.614E-04
1..2039+01"

0.000E+00
0.0O00E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.00 0E+00
0.OOOE+00
8.723E-06

0.O00E+00 0.O00E+00
0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00
0.000+E00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00"0.000E+00

8.723ýE-06 8.723E"06
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.O00E+00

0.OOOE+00 0.000E100 0.000E+00
0;000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000+E00 0.000R+00

0. OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
2.270E-14 0.OOOE+00
1.203E+01- 1.203E+02

0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
O.O00E+00
1.203E+01

I

.
I
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12/18/02,

12:03:43AM

1

OUTPUT UNIT -

239.
PAGE
ORIGEN2 V2.1

(8-1-91),

•

Run on 11/30/01 at

6

16:51:51

'1

* AP1000 U02. Case - Decayed Average Assembly Activities

FISSION PRODUCTS

+

POWER= 2.16543E+01 MW,

BURNUP-

3.38110E+04 MWD,

7 NUCLIDE TABLE:

0

2xBurned
TC 9'9M
RU 9'9
RBI0 '0
SRI0 0
Y10 0
ZRI0 0
NB10 '0
NB10 OM
MOI0C0
TC10 0
RU10 0

RBI0 I
SRI0 I3
Y10 1
ZRI0 'I
NB10 1
MOt0a1
1
RUI0C
'I
SR1 0 2
Y10

2
ZRI0 2

NB10 2
MO1Oa2

9.492E+05
0.O00E+00
0.000E+00
0O.00E+00
0.OOOE+00
O.000E+00
O.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.00OE+O0
0.000E+00
0.000E+00

8.528E+05 3.869E+05 1.895E+05
0.OOOE+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.O0OEOE0 0.000E+00
0.OO0E+00 O.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
.O00OE+00 O.OOOE+00
0:000E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00.0.O00E+00 0.0005+00
0.OO0E+00 O.00OE+00-0.O0E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.O0GE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.0O0O0+00 0.0005+00
0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00

5.750E+02
O.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.0O0E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
.0.OE+0o
0.060E+00
0.O00E+00
0.O00E+00
0.000E+00

1.555E-04
0.000E÷00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.O00E+00
O.OO0E00
O.000E+00

5.568E+05
9.434E+05
1.029E+06
1.029E+06
0.'OOOE+00

0.OOOE+00
0.0005+00
1.554E-09
3.495E-08
0.000E$00

0.OOOE+00
0.00OE+00 0.O000E+0
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
2.32dE-24 0.OOOE+00 0.0OOE.00
7.051E-23 0.000E+00 0.06dE+00
O.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.006E+00

0.000E+00
0.00bE+00
0.006E+00
0.OOOE+00
O.00000 0

0.0O0E+00
0.000E+00
0.0O0E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00

8.344E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00O.0o00+00 0.0005+00
1.148E+04 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
3.233E+OS 0.000.E00O.000E+00 0.OO0E+00 0.OOOE+00 O.O00E+00 0.000E+00
8.203E+05 O.OOOE+00 0.000H+00

PD10 2
SR10 3
Y10 3
ZR1O 3
NBIO 3
MO01 3
TC10 3

0.0005+00
2.874E+00
1.778E+03
1,256E+05
5.917E+05
1.021E+06
1.039E+06

RH1O 3

180.OD
2.187E-14
0.000E+00
0.00OE+00
0. 0O0E+00
0. 00OE+00
0. 000E+00
0. 00OE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0..
0005+00
O.0O0E+00

0.0O0OE+O0
0
.000E+00 0.O00E+00
O.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E.+O O.OOOE+00
8.695E+02 0.000E+00 0.000t+00 0.000÷+00 0.0005.00 0.OOOE.00 0.OOOE.06 0.000t+00
0.0OOOE00 0.0O0E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00. 0.00OE+00 0. O00E+00
4.397E+04 0.000E÷0O

RH10 2

RU10 3

CURIES

One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTE
7.OD
30.OD
90.OD
12.OHR
1.OD
10.01HR

1.005E+06
0.000E+00
1.370E+01
6.025E+03
1.334E+05
8.763E+05
5.648E+05
5.648E+0S
O.O000E+00
5.795E+05
0.0000E+0

1.007E÷06
1.0085E+06
1.397E+03
0.OOOE+00
1.549E+00

TC10 2
TCI0 2M
RU10 2

RADIOACTIVITY,

FLUX= 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC

3.052E-14.
3.076E-14
0.OOOE÷00
0.000HE00
1.548E+00

0.OOOE+00
0.O00EO00
0.OOOE+00
.OOOE+00
1.548E500

0.OOOE÷00 0.000E0+0 O.OOOE+00 d.000E+00

0.O00o+O0
0.OOOE+00
0.0005+00
0.0005.00
1.545E+00

O.OO0E+00
.0.000HE00
O.O00+00
0.O00J+00
1.542E'+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.0O0E+00
0.000E4:00
O.OOOE+00
.OOOE+00
0.000E+00

0.000R.00
0.O000E+0
0.OOOE+00
0.O00E+00
0.000E+00
0.00OE+00
O.OOOE+00

0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00
O.O00E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.O00E+00

O.OOOE+00 0.0O0E+00

0.OOOE00
0.OOOE+600
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0;000E+00
0.*000E+.00
0.000E+00

0.000H+00

1.519E÷00 1.460E+00 1.377E+00

0.005+o00
0.OOOE+00
0.0O0E+00
0.OOOE+00
O.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
1. 041E+OG 1. 032E+06O"I.023E06"9.672E+0S 9.200E÷05 G. 131H+05
0.000E+00 0.000OE+60 O.OOOE+00 O.000E+00 0.0OE+00 0.0005+00
0..0OOEt0G
0.0OOE+00
O.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.00OE+00
0.000E÷00

0.OOOE+00
0. 0O0E+00
0.000E500
0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00
0.O 00E+00
O.0O0E+00
0.0O0E+00
O.O0OE+00
0.000E+00
0 *OOOE+00
O.000E+00

0.000B+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000H+00
0.000E:00
2. 127E4-65
0.000tO+00

0.00 0E÷-00
O.000E+00
0. 00OE+00

0.000E+00
4.346E+04
o.O 0E+00

1.OYR
0.OO0E+00
0.000H+00
0.00OE+00
0. 000H+00
0.000Et+00
0. OOOE+00
0.O0OE+00
O:000E+00
O.O00E+O0
0.000E+00
0.0000E+0
O.00OE+00
0 .OOOE+00
0.0OOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0. OO0E+00
0.000H+00
0. 000E+00
0..0009+00
0. OOOE+00
0.000+00
O.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.00OE+00
0. 000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOEi-00
.1.220E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0!009E+00
0.005E+00
0. O00E+00
0.O00E+00
0. 600E+00
1.654E+03
o. 000E+OO

5.OYR
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00
0.O00E+00
0.OOOE+00

0.000E+bO
0.OOOE+00
01. OOOE+00
O.00OE+00
O.OOOE+00
0.O00E+00
0. 00OE00+Q
O.000E+00
0.000E+00
O.O00E+O0"

0.000E+00

0 .OOOE+00
O.OOOE+0O
0.000H+00
0. O0OE+OO

O.O00E+00

0. 000E+00
0. O00E+00
0.O00E+00
0.000E+00
0. 00OE+00
O.O00E+00

.1

4. 688E-01
0. OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0O.00E+00

0-. 000E+00
O'.d00E+00
0. 0OOE+00

0.O000+00

1".053E-08
O.OOO+o0

Page: 16
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RHI03M
SR104
Y104
ZR104

NB104
M0104
TCI04
RU10 4
RH104
RH104M
PD104

"yio5

ZRiOS
NB105

9.381E+05
1.236E-01
1.7052+02
3.i71E+04
2.9604E05
8.5s6E+05
9.1SoE+o5
0. 0006+00
9.749E+05
6.379E+04
0.00OE+00

8.252E+00
4.322E+03
1.031E+05

i2/18/91,*12:03:43)AM

9.303E+05 9.222E+05 8.719E+05 8.294E+05 5.527E+05
0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.O00E+O0 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+OO 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
0.0009+00 o.000+00 0.0004E00 0.000E+00 0.0009+00
*0.OOOE+00
O.oooE4-oo 0. 0009+00 0. 000E+00 0. OOOE+O0 .0-.000E+00
1.230E-06 1.518H-18 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.0008+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
0. 000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 o.OOOE+00
0.00oo+0o 0.000E+00 0.0ooEOB00 0.000E+00 0.0O09+00
0o.000+00 0.0009E÷00
o.OOOE+00 0. 000E+00 0. OOOE+00 0. 000E+00
0.0ooo+bo
0.0009+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.oo0E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. OOOE+00
0.oooE+00 0.oooE+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.0009E+00

1.917E+05 3.918E+04 1.491E+03 9.494E-09

0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
o.oooE+0o 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0 .060E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0009+00
0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 O.000E+00
0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 O.000E+00 0.00oE+oo
0.0009+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+O0
0.0009+00
0,000E+00 .O.O00E:+O0
0.000E+00
0 .OOOE+100
0.000E+00

0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00

0..OOOE+OO
0.0009+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0. 000E+00
0.000E+00
0.
0. 0009+00
060E+00 0..000E+00 0. 000.E00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00- 0.00OE+00
0. 000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.009E+00

h.

a,
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File:

1
240
PAGE
ORIGEN2 V2.1

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM
6

OUTPUT UNIT Run on 11/30/01 at

(8-1-91),

* AP1000 U02 Case

-

.16:51:51

Decayed Averag& Assembly Activities

FISSION PRODUCTS

.0

0

POWER-

M0105
TC105
RU105
RH105
RHIOSM
PD105
Y106
ZRIOG
NBI06
MOIOG
TCIOG
RUIOG
RHI06
RHI06M
PD106
AGIOG
Y107
ZRI07
NBIO7
M0107
TC107.
RU107
RHI107
PD107
PD107M
AG107
ZRI08
NB108
M00108
TC108
RU108
RHI08
RHI08M
PD1O8
AGlO8
AGl08M
CDI08

BURNUP- 3.38110E+04 MWD, .FLUX= 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
2.16543E+01 MW,
CURIES
RADIOACTIVITY,
7 NUCLIDE TAB3LE:

One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to
1.OD
30.OD
12.OHR.
7.OD
2xBurned
100.OHR
6.227E+05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 *0.000E+00'0.000E+00. 0.000E+06
7.758E+05 0:000E÷00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00
7.974E+05 1.2659÷05 1.941E+04 1.362E-01 3.331E-06 0.000E+00
7.113E+05 6.376E$-05 5.155E+05 1.168E+05 3.081P+04 6.159E-01
2.233E+05 3.5512+04 5.452E+03 3.824E-02 9.353E-07 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00" 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 O.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 O.00OE+00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00 0.0.00E+00 0,000E+00
4.374E+02 0.000E+07 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0009+00 0.000E+00
2.652E+04 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00 0.0OOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
.O00E2+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00
3.416E+05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
S.617E+05 0.000E+00.0.0002+00 0.000+E00 0.0000E+0 0.000E+00
4.814E+05 4.809E+05 4.805E+05 4.776E+05 4.751E+05 4.549E+05
5.407E+05 4.809E+05 4.805E+05 4.776E+05 4.751E+05 4.549E+05
2.712E+04 6.184E+02 1.410E+01 5.624E-10 2.789E-19 0.000E+00
0.00E+00.0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000÷+00 0.000E+00
1.0749-06 1.031E-06 9.896E407 7.644E-07 6.067E-07 9.298E-08
3.872E-03 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00
O0.000+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00
1.962E+01 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.0002E00 O.000E+00 0.000+E00
4.053E+03 0.0002+00 O.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000+E00
1.249E+05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3.124E+05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00
4.'828E+S0 O.000E+00*0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
4.893E+05 6.278E-05 6.453E-15 0.0009+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.252E-01 1.252E-01 1.252E-01 1.252E-01 3.252E-01 1.252E-01
.O00E2+00
0.000E+00
1.508E+02 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+O00
0.O00E+00"0.O00E+00
S.7.060E+00

0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00

0.000E+00 0.000E+00

O.0002+00
0.000E+00

54 GWD/MTU
90.OD
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
3.394E-13
0.000E+00
0.0002+00
0. 000H+00
0.000E+00
O.0O0E+00
0.000E+00
0.006E+00
4.064E+05
4.064E+05
0. OOOE+00
0.000E+00
6.973E-10
0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.O0OE+00
0.000E+00
0.0002+00
1.252E-01
0.000E+00
0.0002+00
0.000E+00
0.00 0E+00
0.000E+00
0.0OE200
0.O000E00
0.000E+00
0. 000E+00
0.000E+00

5.OYR
180.OD
1.OYR
0.0OOE+00 0.0O0E+00. 0.000E+00
0.00E+00
0.000E+00
1.3698-31
0.000H+06
0. 000R+00
0.0OOE+00
0. 000H+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0. 000E+0.0
3.4.30E+05
3.430E+05

0. do0+0O
0.0000E+0
4.529E-13
0.000E+00
O.O00E+00
0.000E+00
0.0O0E+00
0. 00OE00
0.000R+00
0.Q00E+00
"1.252E-01
0. 000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.00oE+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000R+00
0.000E+00
0.0002+00

0.00OE+00 0.000E+00

0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0009+00 0.000E+00
O.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+60 0.000E+20

0.O0OE+00 0.000E+00
O

0.000+00 0.0002+00

0.000E+00
0.0002E00
0.000E+00
2.420.E+05
2.420E+05
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
1.246E-19
0.000E+00
0.00OE+00

0:000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
1.546E+04
1.546E+04
0.000E+00
0.0O0E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000-E00"

0.000E+00 0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
1.252E-01
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.00.0E+00

0.0O0E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
1.252E-01
0.000B+00
0.0000E+0
O.000E+00

0.000E+00.0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.0000E+0 0.000E200
0.0002÷00
.0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
.000
0.00E+00
0.0002+00 O.O00E+00
0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0.000E+00
0.0O0E+00
3.260E-06 3.257E-06 3.253E-06 3.244E-06 3.174E-06
"3.665E-05 3.665E-05 3.665E-05 3.665E-D5 3.664E-05 3.663E-05 3.6602-05 3.65SE-05 3.645E-05 3.566E-05
0.0002E00 0.000R+00 0.000E+00 0.0OOE+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O000+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000r+Q0

9.151E+02
3.578E+04
1.829E+05
3.351E+05
3.384E+05
3..229E+03
0.000E+00
2.081E+00

0.0002+0O
0.OOOE÷00
0.000±E0O
0.O00E+00
0.000+E00
0.000B+00
0.000E+00
3.262E-06

0.0002+00
0.OOOE+00
0.0002+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
3.262E-06

0.0009+00
0.000E+00
0.0002+00
0.000E+00
0.0009
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
3.2612-06

O.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.0002+00
0.000
0000
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
3.261E-06
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ZR109
NB1O9
MOl 09
TC109
RUI 0.9
RHI09
RHI09M
PD109
PDI09M
AG109
AGi09M
CD109
NBII0.
MOllo

"5.262E-01
1.837E+02
1.157E+04
8.491E+04

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM

0.000E+00"0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 O.OOOE+0O 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.0009+00 0.00OE+00 0.OO05+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00
2.071E+05 o.0oos+oo 0.00OR+00 O.000+E00 0.000E+00
2.158E+05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.O00E+00 0.000E+00
1.079E+05 :0.000E+00 0.00OE+00.0..000E+00 0.000E+00
3.137E+05 i.699E+05 9.157k+04 1.829E-03 5.5145+01
1.094E+05 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00.0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00,
3.1369+05 1.699E+05. 9.160E+04 1.829E+03 5.517E+01
3.304R-03 3.302E-03 3.299E-03 3.284E-03 3.270E-03
2.0839E+03. 0.OOOE+00-0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00.0.000E+00
2.296E+03: 0.OOOE+00 0.000H+00 0.O000O00 0.000E+00

0.000E+00 0.00+E,00
o.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.O00E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0;000E+00
0.000E+00 O.0O0E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+O0
0.O000+00 0.000E÷00
2.496E-11
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
O.O00E+00 .0.000E+00
3.159E-0ý 2.8882-03.
3.159E-03 2.888E-03
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00

0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00
0.O00E+00Oo0.0005+00
O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.O00E+00 0.000E+0(

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0,000E+00
0.000E+00

0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
'0.0005+00' 0.0002+00 -0.000S+00.

0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00.0.0OOE+00
0.000E+00 0.O00E+00"0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.00OE+O0 0.O00E+00

2.5259-03
2.5255.03
0.000E+00
0.000E+00

1.915E-03
1.915E-03
0.0005+00
0.000E+00

2.159E-04
2..159E-04
O.000E+00"
0.0OOE+00
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ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM
OUTPUT UNIT =

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:51:51

& AP1000 U02 Case -. Decayed Average Assembly Activities
+••

FLUX-'3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
BURNUP- 3.38110E+O4.MWD,
POWER- 2.16543E+01 MW,
CURIES
7 NUCLIDE TABLE: RADIOACTIVITY,
0
One Asy at 4.728 w/o, Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTU
•2xBurned
12.OHR
1.QD
100.OHR
7.OD
. 30.OD
90.OD
180.OD
2.088E+04 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00"0.000t+00 0.000B+00 0.000t+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
TC110
8.992E+04 O.OOOE+o00o o.00+O0 0.000+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000H+00 0.000R+00 0.000E+00
RU110
0.OOOE+00
9.696E+04 0.000E+00 0;000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000R+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
RHII0
7.050E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.0005+00.0.004E+00 0.000E+00
RHI10M
0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+0O 0.0000+00 0.0005+00 0.0005+00 O.O00E+O0
PDI10
2.1685+05 8.416E+01 8.404E+01 8.331E+01 8.266E+01 7.755E+01 6.566E+01 5.115E+01
AG110
AG110M
6.337E+03 6.328E+03 6.319E+03 6.264E503 6.215E+03 5.831E+03 4.937E+03 3.846E+03
CD110
0.OOOE+00 0.000E÷00 0.000E+00-0.0005Eo0 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
NBJ11
1.773E+00 0.0QOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000R+00.0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00
4.727E+02 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00"0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.OOOE+00
MOMl
6.715E+03 .0.OOOE00 0.0005+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E÷00 0.000E+00 o.OOOE+00
TC111
3.899E+04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000R+00
RUhll
0.000 E+00
5.322E+04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.O00E+00 0.0005E00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
RHIII
PD111
5.542E÷04 1.481E÷02 3.264E+01 2.2S9E-03 4.287B-07 0.0005+00 0.000R+00 0.OOOE+O0
9.2 14E+02 2.032E+02 4.479E+01 3.101E-03 5.884E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000k+00
PD111M
5.674E+04 5.430E+04 5.184E+04 3.861E+04 2.966E+04 3.490E+03 1?312E+01 3.031E-03
AGhll
5.588E+04 2.121E+02 4.676E+01 3.244E-03 6.156E-07 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 o.OOOE+00
AG1liM
.
0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 .O.000E+00 o.000E+00
CD11
7.869E+01 2.789E-03. 9.882E-08 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
CD111M
0.OOOE+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-0.000+E00 0.000E+00. 0. 000E+00
NBI12
8.639E+01 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
M0112
2.253E+03 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
TC112
1.660E+04 0.0005E00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00
RU112
RHI12
2.642n+04 0.0005+00 0.00bE+00 0.0005+00 0.000H+00 0.0000+00 0.000E+00 0.0OOE+00
2.831E÷04 1.872E+04 1.237E+04 9.000E+02 8.627E+01,4.664H-07 1.266E-28 o.000E+00
PD112
2.843E+04 2.181E+04 1..463E+04 1.056E+03 1I022E+02 5.524E-07 1.500E-28 0.OOOE+00
AG112
CD112
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 o.oooE+00 1.000E+00 0.0002400o0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 000E+00
E+00 0.0005+00 0.OOOE000.00+E÷00 0.000E+00
MOl13.
6.141E+00 0.000E+00 00 0.000
5.957E+02 0.OOOE÷00 0.OOOE+00 0.000S+00. 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00. 0.000E+00
TC113
8.816E+03"0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 O.006E+00 o.b000+00 0.000E+0a 0.OOOE+00 O.OooE+O0
RU113
.O005E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E500 o.oooE+00
1.834E+04 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00
RHI13
2.209E+04 0.0005E+00 0.005+00 0.000O+00 0.000E÷00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. OOOE+00
PD113
1.991E+04 4.165E+03 8.671E+02 4.182E-02 5.743E-06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00. O.000E+00
AGI13
AG113M
2.240E+03 0.000+E00 0.000E+.0 9.00E+00 0.0005E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00. O.000k+00
0.00OE+00
0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOE+00 0.000E+00
CD113
CD113M
7.447E+01 7.447E+01 7.447E+01 7.444E÷01 7.441E+01 7.419E÷01 7.361E+01 7.275E+01
O.O00OH+O 0.000+E00 O:OOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000R+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
IN113

.

Q

FISSION PRODUCTS

*1.0YR
5.OYR
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 O.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.O00÷000.
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3.060E+01:5.317E-01
2.301E+03 3.998E+01
0.000E+00 0.006E+00
0.000E+00 O.O00E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 O,00E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0. 0000E+0 0.000E+00
9.918E-11 0.000E+00
O.O00E+00 0*;000E+00
0.000E+00
O.O00E+00
O,O0.00 O.O000+0
0.O00E+00 0.000H+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.0005+00
0.000E+00 0.0b0E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
o.O000E+000.0OOE+00
O0.000+00 0.0005.00
0.OOOE+00

O0.OOE+00

0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00-'0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
7.102E+01 5.873B+01
0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00
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IN113M
M0114
TC114
RUi14
RH114.*
PD114
AG13.4
CD114
IN114
IN114M
SN114
molls.*
TC11s*.
RUllS

12/18/02,

C,

12:03:43AM

3.401E-06 2.254E-08 1.494E-10 2.377E-24 0.000E+00 0.00tE+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00
6.278E-01 0.OOOE+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 v.000E+00
1.3392+02 0.000+E00".0002+00.0.0009+00.-.0.000E+00 0.0002+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00.0.000+E00
3*957E+03 0.000+E00 O.000E+00 0.000E+O0'
.00.
* O2 0 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00
1.0402+04 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.O00E200 0.000E4.00 0.000E+060 0.O0OE+00 0.000E+00 0.0001E+0o 0.0068+00
.. 000E.00 .. /0.OOE+0O 0.0002+00
1.493E+04 0.0004E00 0.000+EO0.0.OOOE+00 O.000+E00 0.000E+60 0.000+00
1.514E+04. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0;.000+00 0.000E+00 0.000+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00.000+OO ,0.O00E+00.
0'.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000+O00.O.00E+00 0.000+E00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 .0.000E+0O-:O.0OOEý00 0.000E+00
1.7812+01 6.436E+00 6.391E240 6.114E+00.5.876E+00 4.258E+00. 1.839E+00 5.215E-01 3.9002-02 5.112E-11
.6772E+00 6.725+00.6.678E+00 6.388E+00 6.140E+00.4.450E+00 1.921E+00 5.450E-01 4.075E-02 5:. 3412-11
0.000E200 0.000E+O0.0.000f
OO0.00OE+.00.0.0OOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00,0.00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0.002E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00
4.205E-02 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.'OOOE+00 0.0002+00 0.0OOE+00 0.000E+00
.0002400 0.0004E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002E+0'0.00OE+00 0.000E+00
2.827E+01 O.000E+00 0.00.0+00"0'0002+4.00
0.0002+00 0.OOOE+00
1.869E+03 0.0009+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00-0M..
OOE+00 0.0002+00 0.000+00 0.0002+0
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File: D:\AP1000 SF Curie.out
1
PAGE 242
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM
OUTPUT UNIT -

6

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:51:51

* AP1000 U02 Case - Decayed Average Assembly Activities'

FISSION PRODUCTS

+

POWER= 2.16543E+01 MW,
BURNUP- 3.38110E+04 MWD,
FLUX- 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
0
7 NUCLIDE TABLE:
RADIOACTIVITY,
CURIES
One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to.54 GWD/MTU
180.OD
2xBurned
12.0HR
1.OD
*100.OHR
7.OD
30.OD
90.OD
RHI•L5
7.914E+03.0..OOOE+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.0008+00 0.000E+00 O.O00E+00
PD1 15
1.4252E+04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 O.00OE+00
AG1: L5
1.068E+04 1.6079 07 2.339E-18 O.000E+00 0.000+O0 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 2.000+E00
AGM L5M
4.114E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00' 0.0002-00 0•000E+0O 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 2.000E+00
CD1:15"
1.475E+04 1.268E+04 1.085E+04 4.052B+03 1.678k+03 1.310E+00 1.025E-08 7.089E-21
CDI: isM
1.372E+03 1.361E+03 1.351E+03 1.286E+03 1.230E+03"8.6059+02 3.386E+02 8.360E+01
7.708E-12 7.7362-12 *7.762E-12 7.865E-12 7.909E-12 8.021E-12 8.148E-12 8.2102-12
INI: 15
INI1isM
1.477E204 1.3602+04 1.177E+04 4.407E203 1.825E+0- 1.485E+100 2.380E-02 5.875E-03
SN1 15
O.O000E+00.O000+00 0.O000E+00 0.0002+00
0.000E+00 .O000E+00 0.OOOE+O0 0.000E+00
TC1:16
1.753E+00 0.000E+00 0:000E+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.0002E00 2.00OE+00
.O000E+00
RUI: 16
4.179E+02 0.0002+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+O0 0.0002+00 0.0002+00
RH: 16
3.756E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 O.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E÷00 0.000E+O0
PDI: 16
1.060E+04 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.O00E+00 0.0002+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00
AGI: 16
5.910E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.600E+00 0.0009+00 0:0OOE+00 2.000E+00
AGI:16M
5.9102+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.O000E+0
CD1I 16
0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.00OE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00
INI: 16
8.945E+03 0.000E+O0 0.0002+00 O.O000+00. 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 2.000E+00
. 000E+00
IN1:16M
6.516E+03 6.477E-01.6.438E-05 0.000E+0O 0.000E+00 0.OOE+00 0.000E+*00
2.002E+00
SN: 16
0.0002+00 0.OOOE+00
0
.000 2+00 0.0002+00
0.0.00+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00
TC1:17
7.416E-02 0.0005+00 0.OOE+00 0.0002+00 0.O00E+00 0.OOE+00"0.0006-00 O.000E+00
.0.O00E+O0
RUI: 17
6.058E+01 0.000+E00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.0002+00 0.0002-E00 o.'OOOE+0o
RHl: 17
1.863E+03" 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+0O 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 2.0002+00
PD1I 17
9.223E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.0002+00 0.000t+00
AGI: 17
5.796E+03 0.0009+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.0002+00 O.000E+0O
.AGI117M
5.794E+03 0.000E+00 0.060E÷00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+O0"
CD1:17
7M732E+03 3.171E+02 1.294E+01 2.054E-08 2.751E-16 0.0002+00 0.OOOE+0O 0.000E+00
CD1: 17M
4.183E+03 3.631E+02 3.144E+01.5.870E-06 5.598E-12 0.000E+00 O.000-E+00 0.0OOE+00
INI117
7.129E+03 8.933E+02 6.178E+01 7.847E-06 7.435E-12 0.000E+00 0;000E+00 O.000E+00
O.O00E0O0
INI]17M
9.0328+03 1.208E+03 7.514E+01 6.090E-06 5.737E-,12 O.000E+00 0.000E+00
SNI:17
0.0002+00. 0.0009+00 0.000E-.0 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00. 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0009+00
SNIM
17M
1.709E+02 1.667t+02 1.626E+02 1.390E+02 1.208E+02 3.871E+01 1.987E+00 2.310E-02
TC1:18
0.OOOE+00O.0002+00 0.00O2+00 0.0002+00 0.00OE+0o 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+0O
. b000+00
RUI: 18
4.131E+02 0.0009+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+O0 O.OOOE+0O 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
RHI•18
3.217E+03 0.0002+00 0.000E+0O 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
PDI118
7.902E+03 0.0009+00 0.dOOE,0O O.O00E+O0 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+09 O.0002E00
AGI]18
7.615E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.Oo0E+O00 .o00E+00 0.000E+00 0.O000+00 0.000E+00
AGI;18M
5.331E:03 O.O0002E+00 0.00+00 0.000O+00 0.0002+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00

1.
•YR
0.000+00
O.00OE+00
0.000E+00
0.O0002+00
O.OOOE+O0
4.696E+00
8.230E-12
3.300E-04

5. OYR
0.000E+00
0.000+E00
0.000E40.0
0. 0002+00
0.000E+00
6.449E-10
8.231E-12
4.532E-14

O.O00E+00.0.O02E+O0

0. 0002+00 0. 0002+00
0.000E+00

0.0O0E+00

0.000E+00
O.OOOE+O0
0.000E+00
O.000E+00
o.OOOE+oo
0.000E+00
0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.O000E+00
o.OO0+O0
0.000E+00
o.0002+00

O.OOOE+O000.O0002+00
O.O0OOE+0O00.OOOE+0O
0.0002+00

0.000E+00

0.O002E+0 0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00

O.OOE+00

0.0002+00 0.000E+O0
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00
0.0002E+0
0.000E+00
0.0002+0O
0.000E+00

0. 0002+00
0.0OO0+00
0.000E+00
.O.000E+00
0.000E+00

2.408E-06 0.000E+00
0.000E+0O 0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.00OE+00
0.0002+00
0.006E+00

0.O000+00
O.000E+00
0.8000E+00
0.000E+00

0.000t+00 0.000E+00
9

9

,.

J

(L~

°
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File: D:\A•1OO0 SF Curie.out
CD1 18
IN118'
IN118M,
S14118
RU119"
RH119"
AG119.
CD119.
CDi19M
IN119 M
SN119M

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM....

.

1.102E+04 5.714E-01 2.80SE-05 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.0009+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.162Ei+04 5.724E-01*2.810E-a5 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000-E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
5.O83E+0010.OOOE+00..O.OOE+OU60 0.O00E+00 0.O00÷+00 0.000E+00, 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.0005+00 0-000E+00
U.OOOE-i-O O.OOOE-.-O~io.00OE+a00 0.000.+0O:-.OOOE005+
0.000E+00•0.000E÷Oo 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
O.OOOE+OO Q.OOOB+QQwO.looo+OO 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.O00E+00 0.O0005+0
O.000E+0 o.ooo0E+O0
2.'592E+02 O.OOOE+O00 ..
0OO9+10O 0.o00E+0000.OOO+0OOE+oo~o.OOo
0.0005+00E
o0.000E+00
0.0005+00 0.000E+00
5.BS1Ei-03 O".,OOOE+OO. O.OOOE40O 0 * 000Es+0O
O.E+00
oD.0000E600 ,.6000E+00
0.000S÷00 0.0000E+00 o0oooE+oO0.
1.076Ei-04 O.ODOOE+O00:O.OOOE*OO 0.000E+00 0.000OO+000.000E+00 0.O0oE+00"0.000+E00 O.000E40000.00OE00
5.809E+03 O.OO00E+9O 0.OOOE+OO' 0".000oE÷o0b"0005E+00 0.000E+O0 0.00050+00 0.000E÷00 0.000E+00 O.OOE+00
5.809F,+03 0.OOOE+00O0.0005+00 .0.OO0E+0"0.O00S+000:000E+oQ 0.0Oo+o00d.O.002+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
3.34jEi-03 8.337E!-10.,74 S83E-2.2 0.OOOti.O 0.O0o0+00O.000-i-E00 0.000R+00 0.0005IE-00O.0.000-E+00 0.OOOE+00
8.7169+03>l.*436E-08 2.306E-!20 .0.1000E+00 0.000E+00 .0.00050,00.000E+000.0005E+O00,.0005E+00 0.006E+00
0.0005+00 0.0005+00. 0.OOOE+O0 o.ooo+oo00 o .oo•o.o.
oo•
%oo .ooso
ooo.
.o0oo0.Ooo+0o. o.o00.Oo+0o 0.000+00
2.1595E;02 12.19294-02ý2.189E4O2 2.169W+02 2.152R+02 2.017E502 1.702E+02 1.319E-0 2 27 .811E+Ol1. 2 S3 E+00

I
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File: D:\APOOO SF Curie.out

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM
OUTI PUT UNIT =

1
PAGE
243
ORIGEN2 V2.1

(8-1-91),

* AP1000

U02 Case

+

POWER0

RU120
* RH1120
PD120
AC12 0
CD12 0
IN120
IN120M
S N120
RH1121
PD121
AG121
C0121
IN'121
IN121M
SN121.
* SN121M
SB121
RH122
PD 12 2
AG 12 2
CD122
IN'122
IN122M
SN122
SB122
SB122M
TE12 2
RH123
PD)123
AýG123
CD123
IN123
IN123M
SN123
SN123M
* SB123
TE123

Run on 11/30/01 at
-

6

16:51:51

Decayed Average Assembly Activities

FISSION PRODUCTS
FLUX* 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
BURNUP- 3.38110E+04 MWD,
2.16543E+01 MW,
CUR;ES
RADIOACTIVITY,
7 NUCLIDE TABLE:
One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTU
5.OYR
1.OYR
180.0D
90.0D
30.OD
1.0OD
100. OR
7.OD
2xBurned
12. OR
0:0005÷00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
8.636E-02 0.OOOE÷00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005÷00 0.0OO0E-#00
0.0005+00
0.0002+00
3.914E+01 0.OOOE+00 O.O000+O0 O.OOOEI-00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000OE+00 O.0005+00 0.0003+00 0.000E+00
2.194E+03 0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 0.0005+00 0.OOOE+00 0.O000H00 0. OOOE+00 O.O005+O0 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
7'.384B+03. 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000±E00 0.OOOE+00. 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
1.141E+04 0. OOOE+00 0.000E+00 O.O000+O0 0.000E+00 0.0001+00 0.000±E00 0.000E-00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
5. 823E+03 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. OOOE+00 0.000±E00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00"
0. 0005+00 O.O00E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.O0O.E+00
5. 823E+03 O.O00E+O0
0. 000E+00
OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00 0.
0.000E+O0 O.O00E+O0 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00 O.O00E+00 0. OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.00E+00"
6. 195E+00 0. OOOE+00
8. 636E+02 0.OOOE+00 .0, 000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.0005E+O0 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E-i00 0.0005+00
0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.OOOE+00
5.170E+03 0.000E+00 0.0008+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+O0
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.006E+00
1.128E+04 0.000E+00 O.O000E+0
9.599E+03 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00- 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.O00E+00
0o000E+00 0.000E+00 o.oooE+s:0 0.000E+00- Q .OOOE+00 O.O.00E+00
2.378E+03
.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
1.202E+04 8.823E+03 6.469E+03 9.061EOi02 1.561E+02 9.841E-05 .6.581E-21
2.204E-01 2.204E-01 2.204E-01 2.203E-01 2.203E-01 2.201E-01 2.196E-01 2.199E-01 2.173E-01 2.056E-01
0.000E+00 0. O00E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0005+00 O.'000E+00 0.000E+00 0.b00E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE÷00 0.OOOE÷00
7.504E-01 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
2. 656E+02 0.000E+00 0.. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000O+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+0Q
3.223E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 o.oooE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E400 0.OOOE+00 0.000±+00 0.000500
1. 078E+04 0.0009+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE÷00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 Q.000g+o0 0.000+E00 0,000E+00
1.160E+04 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.O00E+O0 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00. 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.00E+00 0.O00E+00
8.238E.02 0.0002+00
.O000E±00
O. 000+O0 0.00O5+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00
3.266E+03 2.873E+03 2.527E+03 1.121E+03 5.416E+02 1.478E+00 .3.026E-07 .2.801E-17 0.000E+00 0.0.00E+00
2*.568E01 0.0 00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 O.000E+000.000E+00. 0 .OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE÷00
0.OOE+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00. 0.000E÷00 '0.000E÷00'0.O000E+00 0 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E÷00
OOOE+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00. 0.OOOE+00
6..400E-02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.
0. 0005+00
:OOOE+0o 0. OOOE+00 "0.00"0E+000.OOOE00 0.00E+00
6. 004j3+01 O.OOOE÷00 0.000E+00. 0.000E500 O.000E+00
0.0005+00
0.000E+00 0..OOOE+00'0.0005E+00
1.686E+03 O.OOOE+00 O.O00E+00 0. 000+00 0.000E+00
0OOOE+O0 o.OOOEo00
0.O000
O
0.OOOE÷00 0.000+000
0.
O00E+00
1. 026E+04 0.0006E00 0. 000E+00 0.O000500
0.000E+00
0.OoOE+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.0005000.0E.000+00 0.0005±00
9.550E+03 O.O00E+00 0. 000E+00
0 :000E+00"SO.O000E+00 .O000E+00 0.OOOE+00
4. 007E+03 0.000+00. 0.000E+00. 0. 000E+00 O.0000E+0 0.OOOE+00
2.602E+.03" 2.558E+03 2.520E+03 2.227E+03 1..614E+93 9.958E+02 3.685E+02 1.451E501
2.616E+03 *2.609E+03
O.OOOEH+OO 0.O00E+O0
0.000000
1.126E+04 4.447E-02 1.741E-07 0. 005+00 0.'000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000O400 O
o.000E+00 0i OO0E÷00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00-0.000E+00 0.000O+00 0.000E+00 0.000.+00 0.O00E+00
5 .058E-12 S.063E-12 5.067R-12 5.096E-12 5.120E-12 5.307E-12 5.691E-12 6.067E-12.6.428E-12 6.616E-12
Page: 24
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"TE123M
PD124
AG124
CD124
IN124
SN124
*SB124
SB124M

TE124
PD125
AG125
CD125
IN125M

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM

4.755E+01 4.741E+01 4.727E+01 4.64IE+01 4.566E+01 3.996E+01 2.823E+01 1.6765+01 5.733E+00 1.212E-03
1.121E+01 0.000E+00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00
7.684E+02 0.0005+00 0.0oE+00E÷
0.O0E+00. 0.0005+00' 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
9.313E+03 0.0005+00. .O.OE+00 O.005E+00 .0.000-+00.0005+000.000E+00 0.000E+00. 0.000E+000.00.OE+0
1.518E+04 O.000E+00. O.OO0E+00 0,000E+00.0.000E+00"O..000E+:00 0.OQ0E+00 0.0005+00 0.0005+000.0005+0
0. OOOE+00 O.000E+00 .0.000E+0.0 0.000E+00 0.0005+00OO.E+00 0.000E+00 0;000E+00 0.005E+00 0..OOOE+00
2.157E+03 2.1A4E+03i2.132E+03 2.056E+03 1.990E+03 1.527E+03 7.650E+02 2.714E+02.3.21SE+01 1.589E-06
1.128E+01 0.000E00. 0O.000E÷00.0.000E+00.0.OOOE+,000.000E+000.E0E÷
0.0005+00 .0.0OOE+00 0.0OOE+00
0.OOOE+00 *.0.O00E+00 0.000B+00 .
00E+0 0.000E+0060.000E000.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E*00
0o OOOE+00" 0.000H+00 0.000E,+00 0.000t+00 0.000E+00 0.00E+00 '0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
2.409E+02 0.0005+00 0.000E+00.0.000E.00E
0.0005+00.
0.000500 0.000E+00 .0.000500 O.0005+00
6 818E+03 0.000E+000.ooOE+o0 o.OOOE+00o0.oooE+0ob0o00E+o0'
0.000E+0o
o.o005ooa0.000E+00 o.OoE+,00.
9. 946]E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+O0.0.000E+00. 0.OOOE+ 00.,.OOOE+00:0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.•0005+00 0.0005+00
7.266E+03 0.0005+0E0 0.00E+UO'O.0005+00 0.0002+00 0.000E$00
0E+0000.000E+00"0.0005+00
0.0005+00+

I

*
N

4
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File: D:\API000 SF Curie.out

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM.

1

OUTPUT UNIT -

PAGE 244
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91},
* AP1000 U02 Case +

POWER0

SN125
SN125 M
SB125
TE125
TE12SM.
PD12 6
AG126

CD126
IN126
SN126
SB126
SB126M
AG127
XE126
CD127
IN127
IN227M
SN127
SN127M
SB127
.TE127
TE212 M
1127.
XE127
AG128
CD128
IN128
SN128
SB128
SB312 8M
TE12B
1128
XE128
CD129
IN4129

SN129

°

6"

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:51:51'
Decayed Average Assembly Activities

FISSION PRODUCTS
FLUX- 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
BURNUP- 3.38110E+04 MWD,
2.16543E+01 MW,
CURIES
.7 NUCLIDE TABLE:. RADIOACTIVITY,
One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTU
. 30. OD
1.OYR
5.OYR
7.OD
.180.OD
100,.0H
90.OD
I*0D
1HR
2xBurned
12.0
9.861E+03 9.513E÷.03 9.177E+03 7.308E+03 5.961E+03 1. 141E+03 1.526E201 2.363E-02 3.879E-08 0.000+E00
1.613E+04 0.0004E
.00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.o00E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.00 0E+00
1.329E+04 1.328E+.04 1.328E+04 1.327E+04 1-.326E+04 1.310E+04 1.258E+04 1.183E+04 1.042E+04 3.829E+03
0.000E+00 0. 000E+ 00 0.000H+00 b.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00
2.897E+03 2.898E+.03 2.899E+03 2.905E+03 2.910E+03" ).939E+03 2.443E+03 2.843E+03 2.5378+03 9.3422+02
1.675E-01 0. OOOE÷'00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+ 00 0.000E+00 ).000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.O00E+00 0.0.00+00
7.431E+01 0.OOOE+ 00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00" 0.000E+00 0.000R+00 O.OOOE+00
4.947E+03 0.000E+ 00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0O0E+:00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0, 000E+00
2.130E+04 0.000E+ 00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 ).0005+00 0.0002+00.0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
8.1.78E-01 8.178E- 01, 8.178E-01 8.178E-01 8-178E-01 I8.178E-01 8.178E-01 8.178E-01 8.178E-01 8.178E701
1.127E+03 1.096E+ 03 1.066E+03 8.928E+02 7.620E+02 1.107E+02 7.464B+00 1.624E-01 1.145E-01 1.145E-01
3.835E+02 -8.178E- 01 8.178E-01 8.178E-01 8.178E-Q1 ( .178E-01 .8.178E-61 8.178E-01 .8.178E-01 8.178E-01
0.000E+60 0.00 0E+ 00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00 0.O0OE+00 ( .OOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00:0.0002+00.0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0. 000+E 00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.O00E+00 ( .O002E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000+00 0 .000E+00
.O0002E+000.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 00.000E+00. 0.OOE+00 0.0002+00
E+00 0.002+00( 0.00OE+00 0.0009+00 0.006E+00 0.0OOE+00 0.000E+00
2.813E+03 0. 000E+ 00 O.OOOE÷00 0.OOO0
1.265E+04 0. 000E+ 00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 ( 000E+00 0.000B+00 0.000E+O0 0.000E+O0 O.00OE+00
1.265E+04 0.0009+00 0.000E+00 O.O00E+00 0.000E+00 C 000E+00 0.000E+00. 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00
4.852E+04 9.244E+ 02 1.761E+01 2.245E-10 4.014E-20 C O00E+00 0.0O0E+00 6.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.0OQE+00
2.308E+04 0.0 00E+ 00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 C .0O0E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.00OE+00 0.0O0E+00 0.00E+00
7.650E+04 7.094E+ 04 6.485E+04 3.667E+04 2.201+E04 33.500E+02 7.115E-03 6.520E-10 2.128E-24 0.000E+00
7.586E+04 7.426E+ 04 7.049E+04 4.490E+04 3.077E+04 E1.800E+03 5.7019+03 3.262E+03 1.004E+03 9.272E-02
1.007E+04 1.007E+ 04 1.006E+04 1.000E+04 9.894E+03 8 :643E+03 5.902E+03 3.330E+03 1.025E+03 9.466E-02
0.000E+00 0.000E+ 00 0.0006+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 C1.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00
1.530E-01 1.516E- 01 1.501E-01 1.4142-01 1.339E-01 8 G.644E-02 2.7592-02 4-.973E-03 1.463E-04 1.221B-16
3.146E+00 0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0O0E+00 C 000E+00 0-.0009+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1:058E+03 0.000+E00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0I.OOOE+00 O.000E+00. 0.000E+00 0.OO0E+00 0.00OE+00
1.961E+04 0.OOOE+ 00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.600E+00 C .0OOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00
1.071E+05 2.271E+01 4.8152-03 0.0002+00 0.006E+06 C S0002+00 0.OOOE+00 O.O0OE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.00OE+00
1.078E+04 4.2 81E+ 03 1.701R+03 4.927E+QO 2.6362-02 9 .563E-21 0.0009+00 0.000+00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.177E+05 2.757E+01 5.845E-03 O.OOOE+00 0.000R+00 0 . 000E+00 0.0002+00 0.0'00+00 0.0OOE+00 0O00E+00
0.000+E00 0.000E+ 00 0.O00E+00 0,000E+00 0.000E+00 C 0002E+00 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0O00OE+00 0.0O0E+00
0.O00E+00 0.000B+00
1.845E+04 3.895E- 05 8.224E-14 0.0002E00 0.0O0E+00 0 . OOOE+00 0.'000E:00 0.000E+0÷
O.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+ 00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0I.000E+00 0.000E+00" 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00
00 0.000+00 0.00OE+00
4.527E+02 0.000OE+ 00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E,00,0 . 000E+00.0.000E+00 000
1.701E+04. 0.OOOE* 00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00,0.000E+'00 C'.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.060bE+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+O0
7.325E+04 0.00OE+ 00 0.000E+00 0.oooE+00 0.000E*00 b .OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000Z+00 O.OOOE+00 0.0002+00
Page:
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CFile: D:\AP1000

SN129M
SB129
TE129
TE129M.
"1129

XE129ý
XE129M
Cb130
IN130
SN130.

SB130,.
SB130M
TE130.
1130.:

SF Curie.out

12/18/02,

K

12:03:43AM

7.763E+04 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E400 0.0009+00,0.000E+00 0.000+E00
2.136E+05-3.157E+04. 4.602E+03 2.3252-02.4.239E-07 O.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+÷000.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
2'105E+05 5.785E+04 2.549E+04 1.871E-04 1.7GSE+04 1.098E+04 3,'185E+03 4.975E+02. 1.089E+01 8.861E-13
3.118E+04..3.099E÷04:3.069E+O4 2.875E+04'2.712E+04"1.687E.-04 4.893E+03 7.643E+02:1.673E+o1 1.361E-12
3.120E-02 .3.121E-O2;3.121E'O2.'3.122E•G24 3.1M2
"3.129E'02: 3.1l6E-02 3.139E-02 3.139E-02.3.139E-02'
0.OOOE+0-0 0OOOE+00 .0.O00E+.000.0OoE+ao0'.O00E+00000E+00 0.OOO.E+00
O.OOOEi.+00 0.00.E+0-00.O00E+00
1.796E+01,.720E+0i1.G47+O9'.252E$I9.795E+0O0 1:335E+00 7.374E-03.•3.028E-06.3.239E13' O.000E.+00
3.708E+02 0.000E+00 0.0OOOE+00 O00E.+000O0o.0.OOE00".
0o:OOOE+00O0.OO0E+00 0.OOOE+000 .OOOE+00..OOOE+00
1;663E+04 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00"0.0O0E+0o0.0.000E+00 0.;OOE+00-0.000E+b0 0•..ObOE¥+00o
OOOE+00 0.000E00
2.206E+05 O.000E+0O0 *.00E40OO0OOE+OO00.OOOE+OOO0OOOE+00 0.OO0E+O0-0.OOOE+-000O0EOOOE+0O.O00E+O0"
7..005E+04 2.672E-01 1.019E-06 0.O00E+00O0.0
00E+O
00.000E+00O.OOO'+Oo o0.o•ab0
o0' o.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00
2.934E+05. O.oooE+000.0000E+0060.OOOE+00"0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+0 0.OOOE+00O.0.O00E+-00 O.OOOE+00 01.O00E+00
0.oo'E+00 0.oooE+00, o.oooE+bOo0.OooE+0bo
o.OOOE+00: 0.000E+0020O
0.O00E+0O00.000E+00 O'.00OE+00°
4.944E+04 2.533E+04lI.292E+04:i.822E+02 4.023E+00 1;451E-13;0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00

1.

*

-I

Page: 27

File:

D:\AP1000 SP Curie.out

1
PAGE 245
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM
OUTPUT UNIT -

6

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:S1:51

* API000 U02 Case - Decayed Average Assembly Activities

FISSION PRODUCTS

+

FLUX= 3.82E-14 N/CM**2-SEC
BURNUP= 3.38110E+04 MWD,
CURIES
RADIOACTIVITY;
7 NUCLIDE TABLE:
One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTU.
1.0YR
90.OD
30.OD
180.OD
7.OD
100.'OHR
1.OD
12.OHR
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000B+00 0 .000E+00 0.000+E00
0.00O0+00 0.000E+00"0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 C .000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00,0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0OE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0 .000E÷00 0.O00E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000R+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0'.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0'.000E+00 0.0002+00
1.908E-04 7.195E-14 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+!00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.000E+00
*1.580E+04.1.198E+04 2.069E+03 4:299E+02 1.243E-03 4.415E-18 0 .000E+00 0.000E+00
7.019E+0-4 5-.319E+04. 9.189E+03 1.909E+03 5.520E-03 1.961E-17 0 .000E+00 0.000E+00
5.883E+05 5.661E+05 4.366E+05 3.430E+05 4.727E+04 2.6802+02 1 .145E-01 1.328E-08
0.000E+00 0.000R+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.000t+00
6.846E+03 6.833E+03 6.612E+03 6.259S+03 2.6252+03 1.066E+02 5 .935E-01 1,226E-05
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.000+E00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000B+00 0 .000E+00 0.0OOE+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000O+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 ;000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.000E+00
7.654E+05 6.881R+05 3.508E+05 1.920E+05 1.439E+03 4.116E-03 1 .991E-11.1.5242-28
7.883E+05 7.090E+05 3.61SE+0S 1.978E+05 1.483E+03 4.241E-03 2 .051E-11 1.570E-28
0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .000Z+00 0.000E+00
2.799E+02 2.653E+02 1.890E+02 1.396E+02 1.190E+01 1.928E-02 1 .2612-06 3.072E-15
0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0 .OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000B+00 0.000E+00 0.0009+100 0".000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.000+E00
0.000S+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.b000+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.002+o0 .0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.000E+00
8.175E+00 1.000E-03 O.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0 .O00E+00 0.000E+00
4.875E+01 5.966E703*0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00j0 .000O+00 0.000E+Q0
8.091E+05 5.424E+05 4.309E+04-4.470E+03 4.585R-05 6.620E-26 0 .000+E00 0.000R+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0008+00- 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0 .000O+00 0.000E+00
1.130E+06 .1.102E+06 .7.934E+05 5.536E+05. 2.676E+04 9.643E+00 6 .594E-05 1.541E-15
3:663E+04 3.407E+04 1.545E+04 6.548E+03 4;570E+00 2.581B-08 1 .096E-20 0.000E+00

POWER= 2.16543E+ 01 MW,
0

113 0M
XE13 0
CD13 1
IN13 1
SN13 1
SB13 1
TE13 1
TE13 iM
113 1
XE13 1
XE13 IM
CD13 2
IN13 2
SN13 2
SB13 2
SB13 2M
TE13 2
113 2
XE13 2
CS13 2
BA13 2
IN13 3
SN13 3
SB13 3
TE13 3
TE13 3M
113 3
XE13 3M
XE13 3

3M

CS13 3
BA13 3
IN13 4
SN13 4
SB13 4
SB13 4M
TE13.4

2xBurned
1.956E+04
0.000H+00

6.167E+01
6.134E+03
1.836E+05
4.972E+05
5.382E+05
9.217E+04
6.086E+05
0.000E+00
6.851E+03
5.638E+00
1.525E+03
. 9.402E+04
2.842E+05
1.8982+05
8.509E+05
8.680E+05
0.OOOE+00
2.953E+02
0.000E+00
1.894E+02
2.853E+04
3.108E+0S
6.9572+05
3.981E+05
1.181E+06
4.125E+04
1A399+06
3.802E+04
.0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
1.154E+01
4.554E+03
5.772E+04
5.317E+04
8.922E+05

S.OYR

0. 000+E00
0. 000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0. OOOE+00
'0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0. 000E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0. 000E+00
0.000E+00
0. O00E+00
0 ..OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0. 000E+00
0. 000E+00
0. 0002+00

0. 000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.1000E200
0.000E+00
0'. 0009+00

O000E+0"

0.000E+00 0.000E+ 60o0.000E+Q0o 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.0OE+00:0 .000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+00 0.000E+00.0.000E+00.0,000E+00 0.0008+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.000H+00 0.000-E.00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000Z+00"0.000E+00
0.000E+00;0.000+00'0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00 0.000R+00
5.828E+00 3.804E-05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000B+00.

0.000E+00A0.0002E+00
0.000E+00.0 .000+E00
0.'000E+00 0 6000E+00
O.000E+00.0 .000E+00
01000E+00 0 .000H+00
.0002+00
0,002E+00 0

0.6000+00. 0, 000+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000+E00
0.000E÷00

0. O00E+00
0.000E+00
0. o00E+00
0. 0004+QO

Page: 28
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C

C.

C

C
Pile: D:\AP1000 SF Curie.out
1134
1134M
XE134.
XEI34M
CS134

CS134M
BA134
SN135
SB135
TE135:
1135
XE135
XE135M
CS135

12/18/02,

12:03":43AM

C'

1.280E+06 3.370E+02 2.709E-02 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00"0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.452E+05 0.00OE÷00 0,000H+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00"0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.00E+00 0.0OOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E÷00
1.057E+04 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.OOO-00E.00.000E+00 0.0O0Ei0g 0.0OOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000S+00 0.000E+00
2.578+E05'2;577E+05 2.576E+05 2.569E+05 2.562E+S0 2.508E+05 2.374E+05 2.1BSE+05 1.842E+05 4.8022+04
.6.292E+04'3.574E+03' 2.030E+02 2.621E-06 2.290E-13: 0.000+E00.00.
000E+00
0.
000E+00
0.0005+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00'0.000E+000.0005E+.00 0.000÷00 0.0005÷00,E0.000E+00.0.030E+00 0.0000E+0 0.OOOE+00 06000E+00
5.139E+02 0.0005E00 O.000OE+00.0.00+00 0.000-E+00 0.000t4-00 Q.OOOE+00- 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
2.930E+04 0,000R400 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 .. 0005E00 0.000E+00
4.832E+05 0.000E-E+00 0.000E+00 O.0o00+00ro.OOOE÷00.0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00°0.00E+00 0.000E+00
1.106E+6: 3.145E+05 8.938E+043.095E+01 2.480E-:02 0.0005E00 0.000E+00 .0.000E+00 0.000÷+00 0.000E+00
2.341E+O5 4.391E+105 2.738E+05 1.479E+03 8.668E+00 4.557E-18 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+0b 0,000,E-00* 0.O00E+00
2.454E+05 5.038E+04 1.432E+04 4.958E+00 3.972E-03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005E00 0.000E+00 0.0.00E+00
4.466E-01 4.468E-01 4.469E-01 4.471E-01 4.471H-01 4.471E-01 4,471E-01 4.471E-"O1 4.471E-01 4.471E-01

,. "*
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File: D:\AP1000 SF Curie.out

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM
OUTPUT UNIT

1"

PAGE 246
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),

-

6

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:51:51

* AP1000 U02 Case - Decayed Average Assembly Activities

FISSION PRODUCTS
POWER0
3SM
BA1345
i3A13 3SM
SN13 36
SB13 36
TE1346'
113 6
11316M
XE13 6
CS11 6
BA13 6
BA13 GM
SB1317.
TE13 17

11337
XE13 17
i:S1317
BA13 7
BA13.7M
SB13 .8
TE13 8s
113:8
XE13.8
CS13 8
CS13 8M
BA13 8
LA13 8
SB13 9
TE13 9
113 9
XE13 9
*CS139
BA13 9
LA13 9
CE13 9
pal 3 9
TE14 0

FLUX- 3i82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
BURNUP- 3.38110E+04 MWD;
2.16543E+01 MW,
CURIES
7 NUCLIDE TABLE: RADIOACTIVITY,
One Asy at 4,.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTU.
I 80.QD
90.OD
30.OD
.7.OD
1.OD
100.OHR
12.0HR
2xBurned
6.179E+04 5.028E+00 4.092E-04. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 O.000E+00 0.0 00E+00
0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 Q.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0'00E+00
3.360E+02 2.514E+02 1.882E+02 3.001E+01 5.805R+00 9.394E-06 7.345E-21 0.0100E+00
4.767E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+0b 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00 0.0'00E+00
6.170E+03 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E500 0.006E+00 O.000E+00 0.0100E+00
E+00 0.000E+00 0.0100E+00
2.449E+05 0.000E+00:0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.OO.
5.174E+05 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.OOOE+00"0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0100E+00
2.984E+05 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00.0.000E+00 0.060oOE+0 0
O.O0E+O0 0.0005+00 0..00E+O0 0.O00000 0.0005+00 0.000.E+00 O.000+E00 0.0400E+00
7.090E+04 6.905E+04 6.725E+04 5.687E+04 4.896E+04 1.450E+04 6.065E+02 5.1188E+00
o.oods+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E÷00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0( 05E+00
1.168E+04 1.138E+04 1.108H+04 9.373E+03 8.068E+03 2.390E+03 9.994E+01 8.5! 050-01
1.028E+03 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.04205H+00
7.399E+04 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0405E+00
4.868E+05 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.0005E00 0.0( 05E+00
1.024E+06 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00 0.0(00E+00
1.045E+05 1.045E+05 1.045E+05 1.045E+05 1.044E+05 1.043E+05 1.039E+05 1.0: 13E+05
0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00. O.000E+00 0.000E+O0 0.0005+00O.000E+00 0.0( 0OE+00
9.900E+04 9.884E+04 9.884E+04 9.882E+04 9.8805+04 9.865E+04 9.828E+04" 9.7, 72E+04
:1.343E+02 0.0005+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005E00 0.0005+00 0.oooE+00 0.0(O0E+00
1.910E+04 0.'000E+00 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0( OE+00
2.378E+05 0.000E+00 0.OOOEe00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00-0.0C 05+00
9.230E+05 4.680E-10 2.368E-25 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00- 0.0005E00 0.0cO0E+00
1.038E+06 3.2868-01 6.102E-08 0.000E+00. 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000OE+00
5.405E+04 0.000H+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.005E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0C
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0OOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0005E00 0.000+E00 0.0O40E+00
8.0455-11 8.045E-11 8.045E-11 8.045E-I 8.045E-lI 8.045E-11 8.045E-11 8.04 SE-11
1.008E+01 0.000E+00.0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.0005+00 0.00bE+00 0.000E+00.
3.892E+03 0.000E+00 0.000R+00 .0.000E+00 0.00oE+00 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.0COE+00
1.050E+05 0.000E+00 0.000E+0'0.OOOE+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 .0.00005+00 0:0C 0E+00
7.074E+05 0.000E÷00 .O000E+00 0.0009+00' 0.000R+00 0.000R+00 0.000E+00 0.0C0E+00
9.813E+05"0.0000E+000.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00-0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.0C E05+00
1.023E+06 2.770E+03 6.629E+00 1.671E-16 2.2825-31 0.0O0E+00 0.O00E+00 0.0C05E+00
0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0040E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00"0.00 0E+00.
0.00+00 .0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.0030E+00
0.005+00 0.000+0
0.000E+00 0.000t,!+00
4.956E502 0.0002+00.0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.00OE+00 *O.OCIOE+00

1.OYR
0.000R+00
O.000E+00
0.000H+00
0.O00E+00
0.0OOE+00
0•000E+00

p

5.OYR
0. 000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00.
0.O00E+00
0.000E+00
0. OOOE+00
0. 000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0. OOOE+O0
'0.000E+00
.0.000H+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00

0. 000E+00
0.000H+00
0.000E+00
2.875E-04
0.000E+00
4.738E505
0. 000H+00
0.600E+00
0.0005+00 0.00OE+00
0..OOOE+00
1.021E+05 9.308E+04
0.0005+00 "0.OOOE+00
9.658E+04 8.806E+04
0.0005+00 0.000E+00
0.000H+00 0.0O0E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0. 0005+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00
8.0455-11 8. 045E-11
0. 000E+00 0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0. 0OoE+O0

0 000R+00
0.000E+00
0. 000E+00
0. 000E+00
0.O000E+00
0.O00E+00
0:OOOE+O0

0.0.00E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0. 000+E00
0.000E+00
0.000H+00

0. oooE+o0
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1140
XE140,
CS140
BAI40
LA14 0
.CE140
PR140
TE141
1141
xE141
CS114'11
BA141
LA-41
CE141

2.874E+04
4.4508+0ý
8;812E+05
9.865E+05
1.092E+06
O.OOOE+00
2.934E+01
2.307E+01
4.977E+03
1.587E+05
6.454E+05
9.252E+05
9.303E+OS
9.347E+05

12/18/02,

(.

12:03:43AM

0.000E+00 0.000E+00
01.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
O.OOOE¥00 0.OOOE+00
9.602E+05' 9.345E+05
1..070E+06 i*.047E+06
0.OOOE+OT0. 0OE00
0.000E+00.0.60OE+00
0.000E+00.0.000E+00
0.00.E+00 0.OOOE+-00
O.o00E+00 0.0060E+00
0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00
1.282E-0' 1.748E-18
1.216E+05 1.465E+04
9.293E+065 9.199E+05

0.OOOE+00 0 .OO0E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00
7.872E+05 6.751E+05
8.981E+05" 7.745E+05
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.O00E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0..000E+0O
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
2.214E-02 1.372E-07
8.599E+05 8.095E+05

o.6ooE+oo
0.00oE+o00 o.oooE+oo
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
1.941E+05
2.234E+05
0. oooE+00
0. 000E+00
0.O00E+00
0. 00E+00
0;000E+00
0'.00.0E+O0
0.OOOEA-00
0. OOOE+00
4.958E+05

O.O00E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
2.496E-032.872E-03
O.000E+00
0.000E+00.
0..0005+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
O.O00E+00
0.000E+00

.O0005E+0
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
O.O00E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.0005+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E-+00
0.O00E+00
0.O00E+00

0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
77.512E+03'5.721E+01"
8.645E+03 6.584E+01
O.O00E+00 O.O00E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
O.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.600E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00. 0.000E+00
1.380E+05 2.025E+04 3.901E+02 1.158E-11

.
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File: D:\API000 SF Curie.out

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM..
OUTPUT UNIT -

1
PACE 247
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),
*

6

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:51:51

AP1000 U02 Case - Decayed Average Assembly Activities

FLUX- 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
BURNUP=. 3.38110E+04 MWD,
POWER= 2.16543E+01 MW,
CURIES
7 NUCLIDE TABLE: RADIOACTIVITY,
0
.One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power. to
to 54 GWD/MT1
Power
w/o; Reglon-wise
at 4.728100.0OHR
30.OD
904OD
2xlurned
'7.0D
Asy1.OD
12.OHR One
o.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 O.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
PR141
0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 *0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
ND141
2.642E+00 O.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
TE142
8.280E+02 0.000E+00 0.000E+0O 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
1142
XE142
5.551E+04 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
CS142
3.797E+05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000B+00 0.0obE+00 0.0002+00 0.0O0E+00
3A142
8.632E+05 4.791E-15 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+0. 0.000E+00 0.OO0E+00
LA142
8.865E+05 4.589E+03 2.105E+0i 3.276E-14 1845E-27 0..000E+00 0.9000+00
2.732E-05 2.732E-05 2.732E-05 2.732E-05 2.732E-05 2.732E-05 2.732E-05
CE142
1.085E+05 7.039E+04 4.557E+04 2.903E+03 2.471E+02'5.091E-07 0.000E+00
PR142
PR142M
2.125E+04 3.034E-11 4.3332-26 0.0002+00 0;000E+00 0;000E+00 0. 000E+00
O00E+00 0.0O0E+00 O.OOOE+00. 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 .0.000E+00
ND142
0.000+E00 0.
0.000E+00
5.727E+01 0.0002+00 O.OO0E+00 0.00OE+00 0.0O0E+00 0.OOOE+00 0. 000E+00
114'3
XE143
9.947E+03 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
1.776E+05 6.oooE+oo 0.000E+00. 0.00OE+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
CS143
BA143
7.401M+05 0.000H+00 O.0O0E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
LA143
8.262E+05 2.768E-10 9.132E-26 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
1.6632-14
CE143
8.346E+05 6.533E+05 5.078E+05 1.029E+05- 2.466E+04 2.273E-01
8.061E+05 8. 045E+05 7.988E+05 7.165E+05 6.272E+05 1.945E+05 9.066E+03
PR143
0.OOOE+00 0. 000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.0002E00 0.00OE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.O00E+00
ND143
4.844E+00 0.000B+00 o.A00E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.00OE+00 0,000E+00
1144
XE144
1.861E+03 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.0OOE+00 O.OOOE+00 O.000E+00
CS144
5.749E+04 0.O00E+00 0.000p+00 0.000R+00 0.OOOE+00 .0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
BA144
5.410E+05 0. 000E+00 o.ob0+oo O.O000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00
LA144
71182E+05 O.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000R+00 0.000E+00 0.006E+00 0.O00E+00
CE144
7.621E+05 7.611E+05 7.602E+05 7.544E+05 7.492E+05 7.083E+05 6.119E+05
PR144
7.698E+05 7.612E+05 7.602E205"7.544E+05 7.492E+05 7.083E+05 6.119E+05
PR144M
9.155E+03 9.134E-03 9.123E+03 9'.052E+03 8.990E+03 8.500E+03 7.343E+03.
ND144
1.477E-09 1.478E-09 1.478E-09 1.4802-09 1.482E-09 1.497E-09 1..533E-09
1145
0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
XE145
2.-297E+02 0. 000+Os0o 0.0O0+0O o.oo00+0oo 0.000E+00 0.000E00 0.0002.+00
CS145
1.481E+04 0.000H+00 0.000o+00 0.000H+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+60
BA145
2.883E+05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00,0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
LAI%'5
5.313E+05 0.O00E÷00 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
CE145
5.751E+05 O.OOOE+00 0.0002+00 0.000H+00 0.000+O00 0.000E+00 0.O0OE+00
PR14S
5.754E+05 1.446E+0S 3.599E+04 5.379E+00 2.032E-03 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
ND145
0.000E+bO0 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.00E+00'0.00oE+00 O.000E+00

FISSION PRODUCTS
%U

5.0YR
i.OYR
180.OD
0.OO0E+00 0.00DE+00 0.000E+00
O.OOOE+00 0.006E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.0OOE+00 O.OOOE+00
0.0O0E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.0002+00
0.000E+00
0..O00E.0O
2.732E-05 2.7322-05 2.132E-05
0.000E+00. 0.000+00 .0000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000R+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.0002+00
0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E200
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00"0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000Eg+00"0.000E+00 0.OO0E+00
9.123E+01 7.064E703 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00
0.000+E00 O.O0OE+00 0.00OE+00
4.913E+05 3.127E+05 8.871E+03
4.913E+05 3.128E+05 8.872E+03
5.896E+03 3.753E+03 1.065E+02
1.578E-09 1.644E-09 1.757E-09
0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.O00E+00
0.0008+00 0.000E+00"0.000E+00
0.000E+d0 0.000E+00 O.000E+00
0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0O00OE+00
0.00020E+0 0.000E+00 O.000E+00
0".000E+00 0.000E+00 0.00E+00
0.0009*00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
O.000E+00 0.000E+00 P.000E+00
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PM145
SM14S
XE146
CS146
BA146
LA14 6
CE146
PR146
ND146
PM146
SM146
XE147
CS147

BA147

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM
0. 006E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0. OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0009+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.0OOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+60 0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+0O

0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
O.000E+00
0.000E+00

0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00

0. 000E+00 o.OOOE+00 0. OOOE+00

1.097E+050.OOOE+00

0.000E+00

O.OOOE+00. 0.000E+O00

0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
1.455E+01
2.276E+03

0. OOOE+00

3.528E+05 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
4.688E+05 2.576E-10 1.404E-25 0.OOOE+00
4.709E+OS 1.263E-03 1.397E-12 0. OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
3.036E+00 3.035E+00 3.035E+00 3.032E+00
3.069E-07 3.0G9E-07:3.070E-07 3.071E-07
1.331E+00 0.000E÷00 0.000E+00 0. OOOE+00
4.088E402 0.OOOE+00 0OOOE+Q0 0.OOOE+00
2..652E+04 O.O00E+O0 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00

0.0OOE+00

0.OOOE+00
0.0O0E+00
0. OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00

o ..OOOE+00

0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00

o.OOOE+00

0.000E÷00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
O.000E+O0
0. OOOE+00 0.000g+00 0.00O0E+0o 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0. 000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.00OE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.oO0E+00.*0.000E+00 0. OOOE+00.
0.0OOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.600E+00 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00

3 .029E+00

3.005E+00 2.943E+00 2.853E+00 2.676E+00

0.0009+00

o.OOOE+00

1. 617E*00

3 .482E-ý07
3.071E-07 3.078E-07 3.096E-07 3.'122E-07"3,174E-07
O.OO0E+O00O.O00E+OO
0.OOOE+00 o.OOOE+00 o.00OE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000r3+00
0. 000E+00

O.OOOE+OO 0.OOOE+00

0. OOOE+00

0.OOOE+00

0. OOOE+00 O. oodE+oo 0. OOOE+oo

33
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1
PAGE 248
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),

12/18/02, 12:03:43AM
LPUT UNIT -

"OUl

6

Run on 11/30/01 at 1651:51

* AP1000 U02 Case - Decayed Average Assembly Activities
+

FISSION PRODUCTS
POWER-

0"
LA147
CE147
PR147
ND147
.PM147
SM147
CS148.
BA148
LA148
CE148
PR148
ND148
PM148
PM148M
SM148
*CS149
BA149
LA149
CE149
PR149
ND149
PM149
SM149
EU149
CS150
BA1S0
LA150
CE150
PRISO
ND150
PMl50
SM150
EU1SO
BA1S5
LAI1S
CE151
PRiSI

FLUX- 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
BURNUP="3.38110E404 MWD,
2.16543E+01 MW,
CURIES
7 NUCLIDE TABLE: RADIOACTIVITY,
One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wis e Power to 54 GWD/MTU
. 7.OD
5.0YR
i.OYR •
180.0D
90.OD
30.0D
100.OHR
1.0D.
2xBurned
12. OHR
1.749E+05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3.666E+05 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0. 000i+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0:000H+00
3.773E+OS 3.640E-13 3.194E-31 0.OOOE+00 0.000H+00 0.000.E00 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00 0'000E+00 0.000E+00
3.839E+05 3.724E+05 3.609E+05 2.959E+05 2.478R+65 5.862E+04 1.3652+03 4.848E+00 4.400E-0S O.000E+00
6.156E+04 6.167E+04 6.178E+04 6.239E+04 6.2829+04 6.'394E+04 6.187E+04 5.798E+04 5.071F+04 1.762E+04
2.202E-06
1.016E-06 1.016E-06 1.017E-06 1.021E-06 1.024E-06. I.OSOE-06 1.117E-06 1.212E-06 1.391E-06
0.000E+00"0.000E+00
2.736E+01 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+06 0.OOOE+00*
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
5.043E+03 0. OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.00dE+00.0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00
6.785E+04 0.000E+00 .0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0009+00 O.00.E+00 0.000E+000 0.000E+00
2.741E+05 0.00 0E-00 0.OOOE+00"0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
3.064E+05 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
.O000E+00 0.0002+00 0.0008+00
0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00.0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE÷00 0.000.+00
1.935E+00 4.331E-11
1.335E+01
1.689E+05 1.584E+05 1.486E+05 9.8979+04 6.887E+04 4.035E+03 1.981E+02
1.579E+04 1.566E+04 1.553E+04 1.472E+04 1.4049+04 9*.544E+03 3.486E+03 7.696E+02 3.435.+01 7.690E-10
6.625E-1I 6.627E-11 6.629E-11 6.639E-11 6.646E-11 6.664E-11 6.673E-11 ;.677E-11 6.678E-11 6.,78E-11
O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 06000R+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 ).000H+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
6.095E+02 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 .0.000E+00 0.000E-00 ).000E+00 0.000n+00 0.000E+00
1.775E+04 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0002+00 0.OOOE+ 0 0,000E+00 C0.000E+00 0.000E+00"0.OOOE+00
0.00E+00 0.OOOE+00"0.000E+00
1.558E+OS 0. 000.E+00 0.OO0E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00
2.207E+05 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000B+00 o.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+Q0 0 .000Z+00 01.000E+O0 O.O00E+00
2.441E+05 2.'034E+03 1.661E+01 9.907E -13 1.457P-24 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 C ,.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
4.154E+05" 3. .629+05 3.098E+05 1.148E+05 4.725E+04 3.500E+01 2.388E-07 3 .3458-19 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
3.155E-13 3.526E-13 3.845E-13 5.026E-13 5.4352-13 5.721E-13 5.721E-13 55.721E-13 5.721E-13 5.721E-13"
0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.'OOOE+00 0.0009+00 0.000E+O0 0 4.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
2.631E-02 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0008+00 0 .000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
4.687E+01 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 C4.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
3.571E+03 0.000E+00 •0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0008+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 C .0.Q00E+00 0-.000E+00 0.000E+00
7.545E+04 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 O.O00E+00 0 .0000E+00 0.0009+00 0.000E+000
1.543E+05 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 .0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 C. 000E+00 0.000E+00 .0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0-.0009+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 C.0000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
6.587E+03 2.957E+02 1.327E+01 3.857E-08 8.87SE-16 0.000E+00 0.000R+00 C.00O0E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000p+00 0.000+E00 0.OOOE+00 CI.OOOE+00 O.O00E+00 0.000E+00
1.969E-05 1.969E-05 1.969E-05 1.969E-05 1.968H-05 1.966E-05 1.960E-05 1.,951E-05 1.932E-05 1.788E-05
0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00 CI.0O0E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
4.723E+02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0,000E+00 C ,000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
2.320E+04 0. 000E+00 0.000E.+00 0.000E+00. 0.0009+00 0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00 CI.000E+00..0002+00 0.000E+0.
8.761E+04 0. 000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00" 0.000Z+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0 .000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000p,+00

.
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ND151
PM151
SMI51
EUISi
BA152
LA152
CE152
PR152
NDI52
PM152
PM152M
SM152
EU152
EU152M

1.349E+05
1.348E+05
3 .303E+02
0.000E+00
1. 287E-01
5.530E+01
5.244E+03
3.944E+04
9 263E+04
9.544E+04
1.853E+03
0.OOOE+00
4.474E+00
8.888E+01

12/18/02,

4 .492E-13
1.013E+05
3.316E+02
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0 OOOE+00'
0 OOOE+00
0. 000E+00
1.326E-14
2.0609-14
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
4.474E+00
3.641E+01

12:03:43AM

1.483E-30
7.557E+04
3.325E+02
0.OOOE+00
O.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00'
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0. OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00
0.00OE+00
4 474E+00
1.491E+01

0.oooE+0o 0..ooo+oo

-

0.OOOE+0D 0. 000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
1.181E+04 2,246E+03 3.148E-03 1.693E-18 0.000E+00.0.OOOE+00
3.348E+02 3.351E+02 3.350E+02 3.346E+02 3.340E+02 3.327E+02
0. OOOE+00 0.O00E+00 o
0ooo00+0
o.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 o.OOOEo00
0.OOOE+00 0.0 O0E+O0 0. oo0E+00 O.OOOE+OO 0.000E+00 0.0002+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 O.OOaE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00" 0.000E+00"0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.0OOE+00 0.OOOE+00 o.060E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E÷-00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+O0 0.000E+00
00.0600E+00
*OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 *0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.6ooE+00 0-.OOOEi-O0
4.472E+00 4.470E+00 4.456E+00 4.419E+00 4.364E+00 4.252E+00
5.227E-02 3.325E-04 4.914E-22 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00

0.660E+00
0.OOOE+00
3.226E+02
0.OOOE+00
0.o0009+00

0.O002+00
O.O00E+O0

0.000E+00
0.O00E+00

0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
3.468E+00
0.0 00E+00

• ].
•÷
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File: D:%AP1000 SF Curie.out
1
PAGE 249
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),

12/18/02,

12:03:43AM
OUTPUT UNIT =

6

Run on 11/30/01 at 1.6:51:51

* APl000 U02 Case -

Decayed Average Assembly Activities
FISSION PRODUCTS

+

POWER0

BURNUP- 3.38110E+04 MWD,
2.16543E+01 MW,
7 NUCLIDE TABLE: RADIOACTIVITY,
"One Asy at

2xBurned
9.599E-13
5.886E+00

GD152
LA153

CE153
PRIS3
ND153
PM1S3
SM153
EU153
GD153
LA154
CE1S4
PR154
ND154
PM154
PM154M
SM154
EU154
GD154
LAIS
CE155
PR155
NDI55
PMI5S

SMI55
EU1S5
GD1S5M
GD155
CE1S6
PR1S6
ND156
PM156

SM156
EU156

GD156
CE157
PRI57

NDIS7

.

FLUX- 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
CURIES

4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTI

90.0D
5.OYR
30.OD
7.OD
1.OYR
100.0HR
180.OD
9.603E-13 9.605E-13 9.607E-13 9.607E-13 9.612E-13 9.625E-13 9.645E-13 9.684E-13 9.959E-13
0.000E+00 0.000E+00.0.OOOE+00 O.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00
0E+00 0.0002+00 0.OO0E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E2i0
0.0002+00 0:000E+00
12.0HR

1.0D

9.672E+02
1.284E+04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
5.516E+04 0.000E+00.0.000E+00.0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00
6.292E+04 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.OOOE+00
4.937E+05 4.133E+05 3.458E+05 1.119E+05 4.079E+04 1.127E+01 5.868E-09
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0009+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
2.127E+01 2.123E+01 2.120E+01 2.101E+01 2.084H+01 1.951E+01 1.643E+01
2.739E-01 0.000E+00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00'01000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000+E00
1.150E+02 0.0002+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3.197E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0;000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
2.996E+04.0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3.704E+04 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0009+00 0.000H+00 0.000E200 0.000E+00
6.436E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.600E+00 0.000+E00 0.000H+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.366E+04 1.366E+04 1.366E+04 1.365E+04 1.364E+04 1.357E+04.1.339E+04
0.OOOE+00 0.006E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00.0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.0002E+f0
1.344E+01 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
6.562E+02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.183E+04 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00. 0O.OE+O0 0.0029+00 0.000H+00
2.400E+04 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00
3.037E+04 5.390E-06 9.313E-16 0.000E+00 0.00.0E+00 0.000+E00 0.000+E00
9.289E+03 9.287E+03 9.285E+03 9.274E+03 9;264E+03 9.183E+03 8. 975E+03
1.678E+00 0. 000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E.00 0.0002E00 0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.00bE+00"0,0002+00 0.000E+00
1.277E+00 0.000E+00 0.O000E+00 0.0002+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE.00
1.262E+02 0.OOOE+00 6.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00. 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
4.411E+03 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
*1.380E+04 0.000H+00 0,000E÷t00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1. 846E+04 7.626E+03 3.148E+03 1.158E+01 7.69SE-02 1.617E-19 0.0002+00.
3.088E÷05 3.0212+05 2.954E+05 2.557E+05 2.247E+05 7.863E+04 5. 084E+03
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 04000H+00 0.0600+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
9.925E-02 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000,E00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1. 931E+01 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00
1.257E+03 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00

0.6000+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
6.973E-23 •0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
1.270E+01 7.471E+00 1.138E-01
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0,000E+00 0.000E+00.
0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00.
0.000+E00 0.0002+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
.0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00

0.OOOE+00
1.313E+04
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
D.OOOE+00
0.oooEo00

0.000Z+00 0.00E+00
1.260E+04 9.128E+03
O.OOOE+00 O.000E+00
O.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+00 0.OOOE+00

0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+00 O.000E+00

0.000E+00 0.0002+00

0.000E+00 0.000E+00.0.000E+00
8.671E+03 8.077E+03 4.618E+03

0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00.
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0O0E+00 O.OOOE+00"0.OOOE+00

0.000E+00
0.0002+00
0.0002+00
1.777E-02
0.OOOE+00
O.000E+00
0.000H+00 0.000E+00
;0.000E.00
0.000E+00
O.000E+00
0. OOOE+00
0.000E+00
8.356E+01
0.OOOE+00
O.000E+00

O.OOOE+00
0.000E+O0
q.000E+00
00.100E+00
0,000E+00
0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
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PM157
SM157
EU157
GD157
PRIS8
NDI58
PM158
SM158
EUI58
GDI58
PRI59
ND159
PM159
SM159

6.784E+03
1.233E+04
3.3 09E+t04.
0.odot+ao
1.411E+60
1.918E+02
2.2248+03
6.757E4-03
7.275Ei-03
0.O000E+oo
!5.4.90E-62
1.886GE+01.
5.11OE+02
3.225E*03

12/18/02,

'C

12:03:43AM

0. OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
i.921E+04 1.111E+04'3.473E+02
o~ooot+odo o.dooH~oEoO
0.000E+00 0.0004.00 0.000E+00
0. 00E+00
0.O0O0E+00
O.OOOE+O00.OOOE00EO
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00. 0.0002E+0 0.000E+00
7.983E-02 9.427E-07 0.OOOE+60
1.24 8E+00 3.679E+05 0.000+E00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.0009-00
O.00E+00 0.600E+00 0.000o+00
0. O00E+00 0.O00E+00 0.000E+00
0. OOOE+00 0.0600FE460 0.O00E+00
0.O000E+00
0.000E.00
.
.OOOE+o.

0. 000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.0O0E+00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+o0
1.828E-10 0.000E+00
O.O000E00 0.0009+00 0.00OE+00
0.000+00 .0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00
0. OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
0.OOOE+00 O.000E+00
0.0OOE+00
0.0002+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
O.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.. 000E+00 0.OOOE+00.0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.OOOE.00 0.000.E+00
O000E+00 0.OOOE00 0;000E+00
0.

0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. OOOE+00
0.000E÷00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00
O.O00E+O0 0.000E+00 0. OOOE+00
0. 060H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000OE+00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.O00E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0. 000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
o.OOOE+OO 0.:000E+00
0.0OOE+00 0. 00OE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00
0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00
0.OOOE+00 0.OOE+00
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12/18/02,

12:03:43AM

OUTP UT UNIT=

1
PACE 250
ORIGEN2 V2.1 (8-1-91),
* AP1000 U02 Case-

0

6

Run on 11/30/01 at:16:51:51
Decayed Average Assembly Activities'

FLTjX- 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
BURNUP= 3.38110E+04 MWD,
POWER= 2.16543E+01 MW,
CURIES
7 NUCLIDE TABLE: RADIOACTIVITY,
One Asy at 4.728"w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MTU
180.0D90.OD
30.OD
100' OHR
7...OD
1.OD
2xBurned
12.OHR.
3.909E+03 4.746E-09 5.031E-21 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00
EU159
7.2072+03 4.655E203 2.9762+03 1.7539+02 1.390E+01 1.619E-08 0.000R+00 0.000E+.00
GD159
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 .0.000E+00
TB159
1.372E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000n+00 0.0002+00 0.000H+00
NDI60
8.252E+01 0.000E+00 0:000E+00 0. 0002+09 0.0002+00 0.000R+00 0.000R+00 0.000R+00
PM160
1.168E+03 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+60. 0.0002+00 0.000t+00 0.0002+00 0.000R+00
SMI60
1.791E+03 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000t+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00
EU160
0.0002+00 0.000t+00 0.0002+00 0.O00R+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
GD160
1.'6782+63
1.746E+03 1.738E+03 1.729E+03 0.0002+00 1.6332+03 1.310E+03 7.3682+02 3.109E+02
TBI60
0. 000E+0
0.000E+00 .0.000E+00 0. 000R+00 0'.OOO+00 0.000E+0.0 0.0002+00 0. 000E+00
DY160
9. 8212-02 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000•+00
ND161
PM161
9.7712+00 0.00oE400 0.000H+00 0.000R+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
SM161
3.211E+02 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000H+00 0. 000E+00. 0.000t+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00
EU161
7.800E+02 0.000E+00 "0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000t+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00
0:000E+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00
GDI61
9.253E+02 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
TB161
1.412E+03 1.344E+03 1.278E+03 9.306E+02 7.006E*02 6.9989+01 1.716E-01 '2.087E-05
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00" 9.000E+00 0.000E2+00 0.000E+00
DYI61
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000B+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0. 000H+00
4.1789-01
PM162
SM162
4.064E+01 0.. 000E+00 0.0002+00 6.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0. 000R+00
2.265E+02 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000B+00 0.000p+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
EU162
GD162
4.149H+02 1.2762-19 0.000H+00 0.0002+00 0.000H+00 O.002E+00 0.000E+00 0,000E+00
TB162,
4.109E+02 4.942E-19 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.0002+00:0.0002+00 0.0002+00
TBI62M
1.261E+01 3.227E-01 7.743E-03 4.2622-13 2.8202-22 0.000B+00"0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00
DY162
SM163
4.508E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000R+00 0.000E+00
EU163
5.245E+01 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00
1.656E+02 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000n+00 O.000E+00 0.000H+00
GD163
TB163
1.789E+02 1.488E-09 1.1422-20 0,000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000t+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00
0.OOOE+00. 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
TBI63M
0.000E+00 0.000R+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00
DY163
SM164
3.880E-01 0.000E+00 0,000E+00 0.0002+00 0. 000E+00 0.000t+00 0'.0002*00 0.0006+00
EU164
1.042E+01 0.000E+00 0.00.0E+00 0. 000E+00 0. 000E+00 0.00,0+00 0.000R+00 0.000H+00
GD164
6.515E+01 6.580E-09 6.645E-19 0.0009+00 0.000E+00 0.000R+00 0.000R+00 0.600E+00
8.093E+01 7.637E-09 7.712E-19 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0002+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00
TB164
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0. 000E+00 0.0009+00 0.000H+00 0.0002+00 0.0002+00 0.000E+00
DY164
0.000E+00 .0.000E+00 0.0003+00 0.0002+00 0.000H+00
2.392E-02 0. OOOE+00
SM165
EU165
1.6172+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00

FISSION PRODUCTS

.5.0YR.
.1.OYR
0.0002+00 0.000H+00
0.0002.00 0.0002+00.
0.0002+00 0.000H+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0 .0002+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0.000E+00
5.265E+01 4.3512-05
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0'.0002+00
0.0002+00 0r.0002.00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0.000E+00
1.824E-13 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0;000E+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.000R+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.000H+00 0.0002+00.
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+0'0
0.000H+00 0.000E+600
0.0002+00 0.000E+00
0.000R+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 .0.0002+00
0. 000E+00'.0 .0002+00.
0.0002+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+00 0.OOOE+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0.0002+00
0.0002+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+00 0.000E+00
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GD165
TB165
DY165
DY165M
HO165
DY166
H0166
H0 6-6M
ER1 66
ER167

ER167M
ER168
YD1 68
ER169

2.172E+01
3.550E÷01
.1.OOGE+03
6.297E+02

12/18/02,

o.0O0E+00
0.0002+00
2.937E+01
0.000E+00
0.000R+00
2.5331E+01
2.425t+02
8.586E-03
0.000E+00
o.Oo0E+0o
0.000E+00

0.000o0

12:03:43AM

0o
.0002+00

O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00
8.526E-01 1.568R:10 3.052E-19 0.000E+00
O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00 0.OOOE+00
0.OOOE+O0
0.O00E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
2.805E+01
2.287E÷01 1.198E+01" 6.720E+00 6.146E-02
3.211E+02
1.842E+02 3.888E+01 1.363E+01 9.157E-02
8.586E-03
8.586E-03 8.586E-03 8.586E-03 8.585E-03
0. 00OE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0. OOOE+00
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000+0E+OO .000+00
9.993E+00
0.000E+00 0.00OE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E4b0
0. 000E+00 0.0009+00 0.0O0E+00 0.000E+00 O.0O0E+00.0.000E+00
O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000+00 0.000E+00 0.0OOE00 O.000E+00
5.107E-01 4.922E-01 4.744E-01 3.756E-01 3.048E-01 5.590E-02

0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.0002+o0 O.O00E+00 0'.000E+00
0 .000+E00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
3.101E-15 1.141E-31 0.000E+00
4.395E-07 4.621E-15 1.5972-31 0.000E+00
8.585E-03 8.583E-03 8.581E-03 8.561E-03
0.OOOE+00
O.O000E+00 O.000E+O0 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0O000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
0.00OE+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.0002+0
0.000E+00 0.000E+O0 0.00OE+00"0.OOOE+00
6.698E-04 8.792E-07 1.027E-12 0.000E+00

0.000E+00
0.0002O0
0.0O0E+00
.0.000E+00
0.000E+00
2.9502-07
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ORIGEN2 V2.1
*

12/18/02i 12:03:43AM
OUTPUT UNIT -

(8-1-91),

6

Run on 11/30/01 at 16:51:51.

AP1000 U02 Case - Decayed Average Assembly Activities
FISSION PRODUCTS

FLUX- 3.82E+14 N/CM**2-SEC
BURNUP. 3.38110E+04 MWD,
POWER- 2.16543E+01 MW,
CURIES
7 NUCLIDE TABLE: RADIOACTIVITY,
0
One Asy at 4.728 w/o; Region-wise Power to 54 GWD/MT17
180. OD
90.OD
30.013
7.OD.
I..OD
100.OHR
12.OHR
2xBurned
0.000E+D0 0.OOOE÷00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.O00E+00 0.OOOE+00 0:000E+00
TM1 6 9
0.OOOE+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
YB1 6:9
ER17 '0
0.000E+00 0.000+E00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00 0.000H+00 0.000+E00 0.000E.+00. 0.000E+00
1.449E-01.1.445E-01 1.441E-01 1.4175-01 1.395E-01 1.232E-01 8.919E-02 5.491E-02
TM17. 0
1:629E-02 0.000E+00 0.O00E*00 0.000E+00 0.0000+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
TM17 '0M
0.000E+00 0.000R+00. 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 O.000E+00. 0.000R+00 O.O00E+00
YB1.,'0
2.236E-06 7.398E-07 2.448E-07 2.219E-10 4.198E-13 0.000E+00.0..000E+00 0.000E+00
ER17 I1
4.107E-03 4.105E-03 4.103E-03 4.090E-03 4.079E-03 3.987E-03 3.7582-03 3.438E-03
TN1ý 1
0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.0005+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
YB7 '1
9.132E,10 7.706E-10 6.503E-10 2.219E-10 8.481E-11 3.446E-14 4.905E-23 O.O00E+00
ER17 '2
5,744E-04 5.040E704 4.422E-04 1.931E-04 9.205E-05 2.2495-07 3.437E-14 2.054E-24
TM17 '2
0.OOOE+00 0.000+E00 0.000E+00' 0.OOOE+00"0.000E+00 O.000E+00 0.000E+00 0.000E+00
YB17 '2
1.033E+08 2.587E+07 2.221t+07 1.528E+07 1.308E+07 7.809E+06" 4.573E+06 2.940E+06
*TOTA %L
CUMULATIVE TABLE TOTALS
0
AP+FP
ACT+FP
AP+ACT+FP

.1.0YR
5.OYR
0.000E+00. 0,6d0oH+00
0.0 005+00
0. 000E_00 0.OOOE+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
2.023E-02 7.686E-06
0. OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0. OOOE+00 0.000E+00
0.000E+00 0.OOOE+00
2.863E-03 6.755E-04
0.000E+00 0.000+E00
0.O00E+00 .O.O00E+O0
.0. 000E+00
0. 000E+00 0.OOOE+00
0. 000E+00 0. 000E+00
1.800E+06 4.450E+05

1.0335+08 2.587E+07 2.221E+07 1.528E+07 1.308E+07 7.809E+06 4.573E+06 2.940E+06 1.800E+06 4.450E+05
1.374E+08 4.142E+07 3.566E+07 2.096E+07 1.585E+07 8.03Ei-08 4.705E+06 3.062E+06 1.909E+06 5.301E+05
1.374E508 4.142E+07 3.566E+07 2.096E+07 1.585E+07 B.003E+06 4.705E+06 3.062E+06 1.909E+06 5.301E+05

I

.
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